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l.-THE RUSSIAN FUR-SEAL ISLANDS.

By LEONHARD STEJNEGER,
Of the Vitited States National Museum.

I.-INTRODUCTION.

The following treatise is based upon observations gathered during two different
visits to the Commander Islands, off the coast of Kamchatka, the first undertaken
in 1882-83, during the palmiest days of the fur-seal industry, the latter being last
year (1895), as a special attache of the United States Fish Commission, to study the
recent decline and to compare the conditions as I knew them thirteen years ago with
those of the present day.

I undertook the trip with a full understanding of the difficulties awaiting me, both
in the studies iu the field and in the working up of the report. I was fully aware
that, alone in an almost untrodden field, my work would of necessity be fragmentary
and for that reason unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, I felt that I ought to do it for
several reasons. In the first place I was in possession of a great amount of interesting
information about the Ruesian seal islands never published, or else very inaccessible
to those concerned in the fate of the fur-seal, which it might be useful to bring
together. In the second place, I felt couvinced that but few men were in the same
fortunate position as myself of having had the opportunity to study the Russian fur
seal industry at close quarters While it was still flourishing, and that, consequently,
I was in an exceptionally good position for instituting the desired comparison.

Finally, I reflected, having kept aloof from all the strife and controversy of recent
years concerning seal matters, because I had no pet theories of my own to ventilate
nor any personal interest of myself or friends to advance, I would be less liable to
suspicion of being prejudiced or biased by any outside motive. I have earnestly
endeavored to preserve this independence, personal and scientific, in the investiga
tions which I have undertaken, and I claim that the conclusions I have reached are
based upon the facts as I have been able to discern them. It is my hope that the
logic of my deductions will not be found lacking.

SCOPE OF THE WORK.

At the suggestion of Mr. Richard Rathbun, in charge of the scientific inquiry of
the Fish Oommission, and with the approval of the Acting Oommissioner of Fisheries,
l\fr. Herbert A. Gill,' the scope of the report was extended so as to include all other
obtainable information concerning the Russian seal islands, and it has thus assumed
Somewhat the character of a monograph. But I wish it distinctly understood that it
does not pretend to exhaust the subject in any direction. Some of the chapters are
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only brief resumes, thus causing great inequality in the treatment of the various
questions. This could not well be otherwise, for it would have been manifestly impos
sible to prepare a work of that scope, with all the labor and research it involves, in the
short time of 3~ months which I have had at my disposal for writing this treatise.
Moreover, such an exhaustive work could not be done here in Washington or even
in this country. It would have been necessary to consult records and archives in
San Francisco and in St. Petersburg, as well as the libraries in the latter city.

In preparing this work I have had the hearty cooperation of the authorities of
the United States Fish Commission, and I wish particularly to express my grateful
appreciation of the truly scientific spirit and liberality shown by Mr. Rathbun in
giving me every possible latitude for working out the problems in my own fashion
without attempting to influence my opinion in any direction. His only injunction to
me has been a desire for the facts as I have seen them. It has been my endeavor to
supply them to the best of my ability.

ITINERARY.

My first visit to the Commander Islands was undertaken in March, 1882, under
the joint auspices of the Smithsonian Institution and the United States Signal
Service. With a notice of only two days, I left Washington on March 22, 1882, and
sailed from San Francisco in the Aleksander II the following A.pril 5, landing on
Bering Island a month later-on May 7. During the summer I studied the fur-seals
and rookeries on this island. In the fall of 1882 I undertook a circumnavigation of
Bering Island in open boat, returning to the village after a successful trip of two
weeks. The winter was passed on Bering Island, but part of the following summer,
particularly the sealing season, I spent on the various rookeries of Copper Island. In
October, 1883, I took passage in the St. Paul from Petropanlski, Kamchatka, to San
Francisco, arriving in Washington the following November 26. The results of this
trip have been published in numerous memoirs and papers, mostly issued by the
United States National Museum.

The itinerary of my trip in 1895 is as follows: A.fter receiving my appointment on
May 21, I left Washington on May 28 with letters from the Russian legation, author
ized telegraphically by the authorities in St. Petersburg, and arrived in San Francisco
on Sunday, June 2. Various preparations for the journey occupied me until June 6,
when I sailed in the steamship Bertha for Unalaska. In this port I was to join the
Fish Commission steamer Albatross, which, it was calculated, would have returned to
Unalaska from its first trip to the Pribylof Islands at the time I was due there. In
such an event Captain Drake had orders to bring me to Bering Island via the Priby
lofs, in order to afford me an opportunity to witness and compare the mode of driving
the seals on both groups. Upon my arrival at Unalaska on .Iuue 17 I found, however,
that the Albatross had only arrived there the day before, without having as yet been
to the Pribylofs. The following week was consumed in Unalaska taking in coal. The
Albatrossleft Unalaska on June 23, and on June 25 we were landed at the village,
St. Paul Island. The rookeries near the village were inspected the same afternoon.

Thanks to the zeal and courtesy of the Treasury agent, Mr. J. B. Orowley, and
the company's general agent, Mr .•J. Stanley-Brown, a small drive of seals was at once
arranged for the following morning. Mr. E. W. True, of the United States National
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Museum, and I partook in the drive, which lasted from 2 o'clock in the morning to 10
a. m, At 1 p. m. I embarked again on the Albatross and steamed at once away for
Bering Island; anchored off the main village on July 3, and on the 4th, with Oaptain
Drake and MI'. O. H. 'I'ownsend, went pel' dog-sledge to the great North Rookery,
After having landed my effects, the Albatross left on the following day.

My next trip to the North Rookery was pel' boat, in company with Governor Greb
nitski, on July 7. On July 15 I again proceeded to the same rookery in dog-sledge,
returning to the main village by the same means July 20. Bad weather prevented
the carrying out of my intentions of visiting the South Rookery at this time. On
July 27 I took passage 011 the Russian Seal Skin Oompany's steamer Eotik, Oapt. O. E.
Lindquist, for Copper Island, and on July 30, iu company with the governor, MI'.
Grebuitski, who bore the expense of the trip, started from the main village on an open
boat expedition around the island. Spent the evening and the next morning at the
sea-otter rookery. July 31 and August 1 were devoted to inspecting and photograph
ing the Karabelni rookeries and August 2 to 11 to the Glinka rookeries, the latter
being the more important ones, finishing the circumnavigation August 12. On the
steamer Kotsk. I then returned to Bering Island, anchoring oft' the North Rookery
August 13. Visited the South Rookery August. 17, securing photographs and a map
of the rookery. On August 18 I called on board the British cruiser of the third class
Porpoise, Oommander Francis R. Pelly (doing patrol service on the 30-mile limit), then
at anchor off Nikolski. On August 21 I went in dog-sledge to the North Rookery,
returning two days later. The captain of the Porpoise having kindly offered to take
me to Petropaulski, I gladly accepted his offer, as it was somewhat doubtful whether
the Kotik, in which I intended to return to San Francisco, would be able to call at the
islands before going home, and I did not dare to risk the possibility of wintering on
Bering Island. I arrived in Petropaulski August 25. The company's agent having
decided to make another trip to the islands, I returned in the J[otik and was thus
enabled to again inspect the Bering Island South Rookery on September l) and the
North Rookery September 16, being back in Petropaulski September 18, which port I
left on September 24 in the Kotik, bound for San Francisco, where I arrived on
October 11.

The weather was unprecedentedly stormy and rainy during my entire stay at
the islands and interfered greatly with my work. The. great distances between the
habitations and the rookeries and the primitive means of transportation also added to
the difficulties, while much valuable time was lost owing to the uncertainty of the
movements of the steamer.

Under such adverse circumstances I should have been unable to accomplish even
What I did had it not been for the kind assistance I received on all sides.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

In the first place, it gives me great pleasure to acknowledge the aid and courtesies
received at the hands of Governor N. Grebuitski, the administrator of the islands,
Without which I should have been seriously embarrassed in my work. The following
I'eport would undoubtedly have been more replete with official data and statistics
relating to the sealing industry on the islands had not the documents relating thereto
been either sent away already or packed ready for shipment in anticipation of }fr.
Grebnitski's prospective departure for St. Petersburg.
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I am also under great obligations to the firm and officers of the Russian Seal Skin
Company, the present lessees of the islands, especially Mr. C. A. Williams, New
London, Conn., and Mr. Thomas F. Morgan, Groton, Conn., as well as Mr. Constantine
1\1. Grunwaldt, of St. Petersburg, at present the representative of the firm on the
Pacific Coast; MI'. John Malovanski, of San Francisco, the general agent of the
company; Capt. C. E. Lindquist, of the Kotilt ; Capt. n. Greenberg, of the Bobrik;
Mr. Kluge, the resident agent on Bering Island, and Mr. Cantor, 011 Oopper Island.

It would be ungrateful not to mention the hospitality received from the Alaska
Commercial Company and its functionaries, especially during my first visit to the
islands. The liberality with which the members of this firm have been ever ready to
assist scientific endeavors has contributed greatly to the success of my undertakings.

To Lieut. Commander F. J. Drake, U. S. N., commanding the United States Fish
Commission steamer A lbatro88, and his officers, and to the scientific staff of the vessel,
and more particularly to Mr. C. H. Townsend, special thanks are due for courtesies
during my stay on board, and to the latter for valuable information received during
the preparation of this report, due credit for which is given in each iustance.

It is with great pleasure that I acknowledge my obligations to the captain of
H. M. S. Porpoise, Commander Fraucis R. Pelly, R. N., and his officers, for hospitalities
and for aid in transportation.

Finally, I wish to express my appreciation of the willingness and promptness with
which my desire to witness a seal-drive on St. Paul Island was gratified by the
Treasury agent, Mr. J. B. Crowley, and by Mr. J. Stanley-Brown, the general agent
of the North American Commercial Company, the present lessees of the Pribylof
Islands.
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Until the purchase of the Territory of Alaska by the United States, in 1867, all
the resorts of the northern fur-seal north of Oalifornia belonged to the Russian
Empire, and the fur-seal industry of the :North Pacific was entirely monopolized by
the Russian American Company.

'I'hese resorts were in all instances uninhabited islands, and at the time of their
discovery by the Russian fur-hunters, in the middle and latter part of the last century,
even unknown to the native races. The seals when first found on the rookeries, about
one hundred and fifty years ago, had never been interfered with by man while on their
breeding-grounds. The islands alluded to were the Commander group, certain small
islands in the Okhotsk Sea, certain small islands in the Kuril chain, and the Pribylof
group.

In 1867 the Pribylof Islands were sold to the United States, and in 1870 Russia.
ceded the Kurils to .Iapan in exchange for the southern half of the island of Sakhalin.
There remain thus, in the possession of the Russiau Crown at the present date, only
the Oommander Islands and the islands in the Okhotsk Sea.

1.-THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The Oommander Islands (also occasionally called the Commodore Islands; Rus
sian, Komandorsk» Ostrovn), so named in memory of the great commander, Bering,
Who discovered the group, comprise two main islands, Bering and Copper, situated
off the east coast of Kamchatka, between 540 33' and 550 22' north latitude, and
1650 40' and 1680 9'east longitude, approximately 97 miles from Cape Kamchatka, the
nearest point on the mainland. The southeast point of Copper Island is distant from
Attu, the nearest American island, about 180 miles, and is less than 75 miles from the
imaginary boundary line across Bering Sea between Russia and the United States.
The di ...,tance between Bering Island and the port of Petropaulski is somewhat more
than 280 miles, while a straight line between the nearest points of the Commander
group and the Pribylof group is 750 miles. The steamer's track between the former
and San Francisco is something like 3,100 miles.

Geographically the Commander Islands are the westernmost group of the
Aleutian chain. Politically, however, they form a separate administrative district of
the so-called Ooast Province (Primorsknyn OblnlJt). This enormous territory extends
from Korea to the Arctic Ocean, and, including the peninsula of .Kamchatka, is ruled
by the governor-general of the Amur Province, residing at Kliabarovka, on the Amur
River, more than 1,200 miles, as the crow flies, from the Oommander Islands. The
administrative position of these ialauds, however, is somewhat complicated, inasmuch
as they also depend directly under the Minister of the Imperial Domain in St. Peters
burg, 4~600 miles away. In other words, their position corresponds very much to that
of our Pribylof Islands, which are subject both to the governor of Alaska and to the
Secretary of the Treasury. . ,

The Oommander Islands were discovered on November 4, 1741 (old style). On
that day the vessel St. Peter, with the commander, Vitus Bering, and nearly the entire
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crew, sick to death with the scurvy, slowly approached the southern extremity of
Copper Island from the east, Oil their return voyage, after having discovered the main
land of America. Owing to the universal sickness, the ship's reckoning was entirely
out, and the officers believed themselves off the coast of Kamchatka. The next day
the vessel, over which the exhausted crew had hardly any control, drifted toward the
east shore of Bering Island, and in the night following, a beautiful, still November
night, of which this coast knows but few, the unfortunate craft came pretty near being
left by the receding tide and wrecked on the projecting reef's at the southern entrance
to the little bay called Komandor on the map (plate 4). By an exceptional piece of
~ood luck, the breakers carried it safely over the rocks into the basin beyond, and a
landing was effected.

To such extremity were the discoverers reduced that it was decided to winter on
this inhospitable shore. Hollows were dug in the ground for shelter and covered with
skins of wild animals and sails. Many of the crew died of the scurvy, and on the 8th of
December (old style) Bering himself. He was buried near the place marked on the
map "Bering's grave." The others, 46 only out of 77, recovered slowly under the care
of G. W. Steller, who accompanied the expedition as a naturalist. The vessel was
thrown up on the beach during a heavy gale in the night between November 28 and
29 (old style), and all attempts to float it were in vain. The next spring, after a winter
full of suffering and privations, the crew broke up the old vessel and of the materials
built a smaller one, in which they landed at Petropaulski, Kamchatka, August 27,1742.

The present writer visited the place of the shipwreck and the wintering August
30, 1882, and has given an account of it, with a ground-plan of the hut and a sketch
map of the locality, in Deutsche Geogr. Blatter, 1885, pp. 265-266. A partial rendering
of this is found in Prof. Julius Olsen's translation of Lauridsen's "Vitus Bering"
(Chicago, S. C. Griggs & Co., 1889), p. 184, and additional notes, pp. 214, 215. The
relics of the expedition found by me are deposited in the United States National
Museum.

HYDROGRAPHIC NOTES.

It is astonishing how very little is definitely known about the hydrography of
the western side of Bering Sea. But few vessels fitted for such work have visited
that part of the world of late years, and those few have only made hurried passages
through. In that way a small amount of material has been accumulated, which Las
been utilized by the Itussiau admiral, S. OvMakarof, in his interesting work "Vitiaz i
Tikhi Okean" (2 volumes, St. Petersburg, lS!J4), in which, so far as the investigations
relating to temperature and specific gravity of the waters of the western Bering Sea
are concerned, his own observations on board the corvette Vitia« form the most
valuable part. This being the case, I have no hesitation in presenting, ill a brief
abstract, the substance of those paragraphs in his book which refer to the matter in
hand, especially since a full understanding of the phenomena in question is a necessary
basis for an equally full understanding of the distribution of the food animals of the
seals and of the seals themselves.

On July 29, 1888, the Vitiaz left Petropaulski on a short trip to the Oonunander
Islands. The bathymetric observations in Bering Sea have shown that the bed of
warm water of a temperature of + 9° C. is very thin near the coasts of Kamchatka.
At a depth of 10 meters a temperature of + 2. 3° C. is found and at 25 meters only,
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+ O. 60. Near the Commander Islands, with the same surface temperature of + \)0 C.,
+ 7.10 was found at 2.') meters and + 4. 30 at 50 meters. We have here absolutely
the same phenomenon as ill the Japan Sea, viz, that the cold water predominates ill
the lower beds of the western portion of the sea. The identical phenomenon has been
observed in the Okhotsk Sea and the Straits of Tartary.

The bathymetric observatious ill Bering Sea, at stations Nos. 108, 10\), 110, and
113, have established another peculiarity. of this sea, viz, the presence ill the deeper
portions of warm water of high salinity. Neal' the coast of Kamchatka the Increase
in temperature is shown as follows: At station No. 108, from 0° C. at 200 meters to
+ 3.5° C. at 400 meters; at station 10!), from + O. GO C. at 150 meters to + 2. (j0 C.
at 175 meters and + 3. 70 C. at 200 meters; at station no, in longitude 1G50 5U' R, at
a depth of 100 meters a temperature of + 2° O. was found, and at 150 meters and
below, + 3. !)O C. 'I'ho details are shown in the accompanying diagram (pI. 3).

These temperatures prove to us that the bed of warm water of great specific
gravity is found nearer the surface at the Commander Islands than along the coast of
Kamchatka. A similar phenomenon has also been observed in the Okhotsk Sea. In
other words, the cold and less saline water in descending from north to south
approaches the coast toward the western side of the sea and forces the warm water of
high salinity to a greater depth.

Plate 3 shows a section of Bering Sea from the coasts of Kamchatka to the
Oommander Islands. The cold water here occupies an intermediate bed between the
surface and a depth of 250 meters. As in the Okhotsk Sea, the bed thickens toward
the mainland coast and tapers off as it recedes from it. It will also be seen that this
cold water, with a temperature lower than 00 C., has a specific gravity of 1.0252 to
1.0254. Where does this water come from ~ Makarof concludes that as it can not
come from the Pacific Ocean, which has no such temperature, it must descend from
the surface. Since the surface water has a specific gravity of only about 1.0250, he
suggests that the great salinity of this surface water is due to freezing in winter. As
to the route this water follows, he believes that, as indicated by the temperatures
observed by the Tuscarora, it advances from the southwest along the coast of' Kam
chatka and consequently also along the Kuril Islands.

The surface temperatures of the western portion of Bering Sea are indicated on
pl. 2, showing the existence of two cold zones, viz, one Ileal' Capes 'I'ehapliu and
Tchukotski, the other between Capes Navarin and St. 'I'haddusus. Everywhere else
the cold water occupies the western part of Bering Sea and the warm water its eastern
portion. In the other places the distribution of the temperature is pretty regular;
it decreases gradually toward the north. The temperature near Petropaulski is
11° 0., and near the island of St. Lawrence about 8° C., i. e., the mean temperature
of August.

Fragmentary as is our knowledge of the waters themselves in the western portion
of Bering Sea, the bottom of the sea over which they flow is hardly better known. In
fact, until the U. S. Fish Oommission steamer Albatross ran the three liues of deep-sea
Soundings in 1892 and 1895, the shape and nature of the bottom were even less known.
Even to-day we do not know the depth of the passage between Kamchatka and the
Oommander Islands. The Russian and English men-of-war patrolling the seas around
the islands have of late years added a number of soundings at 100 fathoms and under,
So that it has been possible on the appended map (pl. 1) to trace the 100-fathom line
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with some degree of accuracy, but not even Makarof in the Vitiaz seems to have been
provided with an apparatus fit to take soundings deeper than 400 fathoms. The
soundings which he made in the passage alluded to, therefore, only prove that it is
deeper than 400 fathoms, but how much we are unable to say. True, we find on the
Russian Hydrographic Department chart No. 1454 (Vost. Okean, Bering. Mor.) two
definite soundings, viz, 390 futhoms in 530 41' north latitude and 1630 29' east longi
tulle, but this being station N0.109 of the Vitiaz, and therefore in all probability taken
from its records, we find upon turning to the latter that bottom was not found at 713
meters, or 390 fathoms. The other sounding on the same chart is 400 fathoms in 54°
45' north latitude and 162° 50' east longitude. By examining the records of the Vitiaz
we find no soundings taken by that vessel in that latitude, but we find on the other
hand that station No. 113 was in 53°45' north latitude aud 1G2° 50' east longitude,
and tIlat a sounding was there taken with the result that bottom was not touched in
732 meters, or 400 fathoms. The above figures are too close not to make it almost
absolutely certain that by a clerical error the sounding in question was plotted a whole
degree too fur north and the dash with the 1I0t over left out.

In the chart of the western portion of Bering Sea which I have prepared and
appended herewith (pl. 1), the 100-fathom curve around the Commander Islands is
drawn for the first time with some pretensions to accuracy. Even "in some recent
publications it is asserted that the Commander Islands "belong to the Kamchatka
system, Copper Island resting just within the 100-fathom curve from the Asiatic
coast." On the contrary, we know now that the sea between the mainland and the
islands is over 400 fathoms deep. On my map they are connected with the peninsula
of Kamchatka by the 500-fathom curve, but even that is only conjectural, though
probable. The deep-sea soundings of the Albatross are here first shown on any map
of the region, as well as the curves connecting them with the Tuscarora sounding's of
1874. It will thus be seen that nearly all our knowledge of the bottom in this part of'
the sea is due to ships belonging to the United States.1

TIle curves of the various depths from 100 fathoms down to 2,000 fathoms and
over are, as a matter of necessity, highly conjectural. In the northeastern section of
the map they appear even somewhat problematical, in view of the fact that a series
of shallow soundings running southwest from Cape Oliutorski, on the charts of the
United States Hydrographic Office, have been left out of consideration altogether.
The reason is that the series is crossed by the deep soundings of the Albatros« on her
return passage from the Commander Islands in 1895 in such a manner that it is
impossible to reconcile them. They may possibly belong farther west-a not unreason
able supposition, since the determination of the longitude of the various coasts and
promontories in that part of the world is in such utter confusion 2 that a resurvey
of the whole coast from Petropaulski to Providence, or Plover, Bay is imperatively
demanded.

I I find on Berghaus's "Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection" a sounding of 2,700 fnthoms
indicated in (approx.) latitude 560 40' north and longitude 168° 20' east. the authority for which I urn
ignorant of. It is situated almost in a line between the 1895 Albatroee soundings of 2,137 aud 1,866
fathoms, and if correct would indicate a depression below the general level of about 2,100 fathoms in
that part of Bering Sea.

"Witness the fact that the various charts of the region for more than ten years have borne the
following inscription: "'rhe coast of Kamchatka north of Cape Koslof is reported to be charted 15
miles too far east." Yet nothing has been doue to clear up the doubt.
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Nevertheless, in all this uncertainty, the following points may now be regarded
as fairly well established:

(1) The Commander Islands are situated on the extreme eastern point of a
plateau-like ridge having a probable average depth of about 500 fathoms and extend
ing' eastward from the coast of Kamchatka.

(2) This plateau, upon which the Oommander Islands are located, rises very
abruptly from au ocean floor of It little more than 2,000 fathoms, so that the islands
themselves on their northern and eastern sides rise nearly perpendicular out of this
depth.

(3) Between the Commander Islands and Attu, the nearest of the American Aleu
tian Islands, there is a gap certainly more than 1,900 fathoms deep. Whether the
Albatross maximum sounding of 1,9Ua fathoms, only a short distance from the south
end of Copper Island, is really the maximum depth, thus indicating a slightly elevated
ridge between the floor of the Bering' Sea and the so-called Tt~8Car01'a deep, or whether
there may not be a channel of 2,100 fathoms, or thereabouts, on one side of the
sounding in question, remains to be seen.

(4) The bottom of Bering Sea to the east of the Commander Islands forms a nearly
level floor of an almost uniform depth of 2,100 fathoms, sending oft' an arm, or hay, of
equal depth to the north of the islands toward the neck of the Kamchatkan peninsula.
The walls of this basin are excessively steep at the islands, but are believed to slope
off gradually toward the curve of the coast between Capes Oserni and Oliutorski,

To complete the account I append the records of the sounding's taken by the
Albatross and the Vitiaz in the waters covered by the map (plate 1).

Itecords of recent soundings in the ueeter» portion of Bering Sea.

--------~.__._----~--------_.

Hydro. Date. Time. N. lat. I~. long. Dopth. Bottom. Vessel.stution.
--

1888. 0 I 1/ 0 I /I Ftlt'ms.
107 July 29 4p.m....... 52 58 0 160 02 0 49 ....... ~ .................................. Vitiaz.

108 July 29 6.40p. Ill .... 5302 0 160 16 0 438 .............................. n«,

109 July 30 On.lu ....... 53 41 0 163 29 0 300 .- .......................... Do.

110 July 30 8.15 p. In.••. 5415 0 16556 0 300 - .............................. Do.
111 July 31 8.37p.m.... 5439 0 166 35 0 55. .......................... Do.

112 Aug. 1 2.30 p. m .... 5502 0 165 15 0 109 ........................ Do.

113 Aug. 2 4.30 a. Ill.... 53 45 0 162 50 0 400
............................ Do.

Aug. 2 4p.Ill ....... 5255 0 160 14 0 175 . ............. ~ ....................... . Do.
1802.

3231 May 29 10.40 p. Ill ... 5313 () 172 38 0 1,447 yl, M. fno. S ........ AJI",tross.
3232 MIlY 30 5Aa a. m .... sa 38 0 171 28 () 1,818

'f~~: 'bk: '15::::::::::: Do.
3233 May 30 11.35 II. m ... M U2 0 170 17 0 1,85:3 Do.
3234 May 30 6.12 p.m.... 54 III 0 169 03 0 1,996 yI.M.S............. Do.
3235 May 31 12.03 II. Ill ... 54 30 0 168 U7 0 47 fne, gy. S ........... Do.
3236 May 31 1.34 p, m .... 55 09 0 165 51 0 25 rky ................. Do.
3237 May 31 3.10 p, Ill.... 551U U 16547 0 sa rky.lIL ............. Do.
3238 MIlY 31 4,33 p. m .... 55 08 0 16548 0 36

.~::.~~.:::::::::::: :: Do.
3239 May 31 5.34 p, m .... 55 1030 16545 0 32 Do.

1895.
3546 JUliO 30 3.04p.Ill ..•• 55 59 0 17843 0 2,105 lJr.M.oz ............ Do.
3547 Juno 30 10.25p.m ... 55 55 0 177 12 0 2,113 .....<10 .............. Do.
3548 July 1 7.05 a. In .... 5552 0 17525 0 2,120 .....<10 .............. Do.
3549 July 1 4.35 p.m .... 55 53 0 173 53 0 2,111 .....do .............. Do.
3550 July 2 2.37 a.rn .... 5559 0 17157 0 2,086 .....<10 .............. Do.

.3551 July 2 lU.20 a.m ... 56 00 0 16946 0 2,154 __ ... <10 .............. Do.
3552 ,Tuly 2 4.58 p.m .... 56 00 0 168 16 0 2,153 ..... do .............. Do.
3553 July 2 11.07 p.m ... 55 58 0 16643 0 2,119

~!:.~d~:::::::.:': '::.
Do.

3554 July 3 2.21 a.m .... 5543 0 166 15 0 2,090 Do.
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Records of recent soundings in the uiestern. portion. of Bering Sea-Continued.

--_._--~-_.",-_..'.~~-'_._~-~--------- --_ ..-

HY/1
ro'l D"te. 'Timo. N.lat. E. long. Depth. Bottom. Vessel.etation.

--'--- ------_.

18D5. 0 I /I 0 I /I Fth'm,B.
3555 •July 3 5.1411.m ._ .. 5525 0 16546 0 70 gy.S.M............. Al batrosa.
3556 .l uly 3 n,34 n. In .... 55 16 0 1% 32 30 20 ers.S.rky........... Do.
3557 July 3 7.10 a. III •••• 55 12 0 16538 0 35

.~~:.~;;:::: :::::::::: Do.
3558 July 3 7.31·". Ill .... 5511 0 16540 0 37 Do.
3559 July 3 8.04 a.Ill .... 5511 20 165 46 20 15 rky ................. Do.
3560 July 5 1~.22 p. III ••. 55 25 30 10548 0 144 f"o. gy. s............ Do.
3561 ;July 5 12.49 p.m •.. 5527 0 10549 0 06

~~:s:ii:::::::::::::: Do.
3502 July 5 1.17p.m .... 55 28 30 165 51 30 341 Do.
:156:1 July 5 2.20p.m .... 55 32 0 105 56 :10 1,087 S ................... Do.
:l50·! July 0 1.17a.IIl .... 5G 25 0 10752 0 2,187 fr:Kt ~~. :::::::::::: Do.
35(15 July 6 7.15 a. Til •••• 5056 0 10900 0 1,866 Do.
3566 July 6 12.01 p. Ill ... 57 16 0 10941 0 972 ..... 110 .............. Do.
3567 July 0 2.2!)]).IU .... 57 ~9 0 170 09 0 410 ~.y. S.M............. Do.
:1568 July 6 4.15 p.m .... 57 as U 17024 0 5:17 r.oz.G ................. Do.
3509 .I'uly 0 611.m ....... 57 41 0 170 3D 0 609 hr.oz.S ............. Do.
3570 July 6 7.22 p.Ill .... 5747 0 ]7054 U 540

~~:~:~z::::::::::::
Do.

:1571 JuJ~' 6 8.44 p. III .•.. 57 53 0 171 09 0 696 Do.
3572 July 11 12.37 u.fu ... ~8 ]3 0 171 51 U 1.46D .....do .............. Do.
357:1 July 11 5.05 a.ju 5830 0 172 47 0 1,898 hard ................ Do.
:1574 July 11 10.55 a. Ill ... 58 2:1 0 17417 0 1,978 hl.M.oz ............ Do.
:1575 July 11 5.0.! p.1I1 ••.• 58 12 0 1754!l 0 2,041 hr.M.oz ............ Do.
3576 July 11 11.07 p. ill ... 5801 0 177 21 0 2, U68 ..... do .............. Do.

METEOROLOGY.

The climate of the Commander Islands, in spite of their vicinity to Kamchatka, is
not particnlarly severe, but the excessive moisture and the low summer temperature
make it rather disagreeable, though by no means unhealthy. The chief interest
centers in the temperature, the moisture, precipitation, and cloudiness for the months of
May to November, inclusive, during which time the fur-seals stay on the islands. But
as the meteorological observations made on the islands have never been published in
full, or oollectively, I have appended a set of tables of' the monthly means for the four
years during which the United States Signal Service maintained a station at Nikolski,
Bering Island.

One of the objects of my trip to the Commander Islands, in 1882, was to establish
meteorological stations there and in Petropaulski. The village at Copper Island was
found unsuitable for the purpose and no regular observations were taken there. At
Nikolski, however, I established and maintained during my entire stay a three-daily
station, beginning May 22, 1882. During my sojourn there I trained the late Mr. George
Chernick, agent of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., in the use of the instruments,
so that whenever I was absent from the station exploring, collecting, or investigating
the rookeries, he took the observations. At my departure he was appointed a United
States Signal Service observer, whose duties he conscientiously fulfilled until his
resignation in April, 1886, at which time the station was abandoned.

The observations were taken simultaneously with those in Washington, D. C., viz,
at 7 a. Ill., 3 p. m., and 11 p. Ill., Washington time, or, respectively, 11.12 p. m., 7.12 a. m,
and 3.12 p. m., local time.

The instruments used were as follows:

A mercurial barometer, Urrited States Signal I A wet-bulb thermometer, for determining the
Service, No. 1837. I relative humidity, after June, 1883.

An exposed thermometer, No. 939. A Robinson's anemometer.
A minimum thermometer, No. G48. IA wind vane, belonging on the island.
A maximum thermometer, after Juue, 1883. A Signal Service standard rain-gauge.
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The barometer cistern was 20 feet above sea level.
The thermometers were hung in a large lattice box on the north side of my house,

the box covering the window; and the instruments were read through the latter from
the inside.

The rain-gauge 1 had to be located very high (!:J feet) and in an exposed place to
keep it from the marauding sledge-dogs. This instrument was not satisfactory in a
high wind. The wind in blowing across the mouth of the funnel would actually suck
the air out of the latter, thus preventing' the rain or snow from entering. Many a
time after a considerable rain I have found the rain-gange dry inside. The actual
amount of precipitation is therefore greater than shown in the table given below,
though the figures in the latter may serve for comparison with those from similar
localities in the United States, particularly on the Pribylof Islands and in Alaska,
where the same kind of rain-gauge was in use.

The following tables I have transcribed directly from the original records. The
monthly means are those of the means of the three daily observations. 'I'he method
of observing, correcting, and tabulating is that in vogue in the Signal Service,
and the fig-ures are strictly comparable with those of the other stations of the same
SerVice.

Monthly means of Meteorologio Observations made by Leonhard Stejnoqor and Georq« Chernick at NikolBlei,
Bering Island, from May, 1882, to April, 1886, inclnBive.

MEAN MONTHI,Y BAROMETEl~.

[Corrected for temperature an<1Inatrumontal error only. Elevntlon of baromoter, 20 foot above sea level. Centro
gravity"+ 0.030.]

Year. Jon. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Juno. July. Aug. Sept. I Oct. Nov. Dec.

---------- ---------
29.84;129.807

-----
1882.. ,. *29.805 29.7138 29.720 29.827 29.660 29.624
1883.... 29.392 30.053 29.784 29.846 29.783 29.752 29.837 29.816 29. 77f, 12ll. 60:1 2ll.817 211.512
1884.... 29.565 29.540 29.579 29.744 29.811 29.9a8 29.721 211.785 2ll.1147 2ll.747 2ll.355 211.660
1885.... 29.397 29.848 211.905 29.730 29.705 29.693 29.840 29.766 29. 882 29. 765 29.750 29.612
1886.... 29.517 29.794 29.781 29.600 ..................

* Moons of 10 obscrvutlons.

MEAN TEMPERATURE.

[The moon temperatura woe obtained by ndding together the ohsorvat.ions mndn at 7.12 a, m., a.12 p. m., an(ll1.12
p. m., local ttmo, DUll dividing by 3.]

0.3 27.3

rv. Doc.

F. op.
8.7 27.0
1.428.8
1.1 26.4
!l.ll 26.9

Year.
I

Jnn. I Feb. ~I Apr. May. ~I~nl.~ AnI(. Sept, Oct, Nt

1°F. 0p. 0]1-', OF. «s. OF. OF. OF. D.P. O}? 0

1882............ * an, 7 42.7 48.2 54.1 50. !) :18.8 2

1883.• "I 25.5 28.7 25.2 28.6 35.3 41. 7 45. !l 51. 9 45.2 38.0 3
1884.... 25.9 28.!l 28. a 30.7 a6.6 42.2 48.1 49.5 4:1.9 a7.4 3
1885.... 26. !l 25.7 27.4 27.7 35.1 41. 9 46.2 48. a 45.6 34.8 2
1886....1 27.4 27.0 27.2 aO.7 . ~ -: ......... -" . -.. --... -....... -............. _......'___-

---no 29.4. a5.7 j 42.1 47:~_ ~-"1.~·_46'~J_:17:: __ ~Means.j 26.41 27.6

Annual means: 1883, a5.5; 1884,35.9; 1885,34.7•
• Mean of 10 observations, May 22 to 31, not. Included ill the menus.

-,--------------------------------------
1Report Chief Sig. Off. 1887, II, p. 382, pl, XXXVi, fig. 97.
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Monthly mean8 of Meteorologio Ob8ervation8 at Bering I8land-Continued.

MAXIMUM TEMPEI~ATURE.

~ ,~ }'eb. Mar. I Apr. May. June.' July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. ~I------- ------
of. of of. of. «s: of. of. of. 0p. 0p. of. of. I

1882............
'-"38'-0'

................ ........ *48.0 *40.3 '39.1i issa.. -sa.o * 33. 9 * 38.0 * 56.0 59.5 57.5 63.0 57.0 49.1 42.9 40.7
1884.... 36.6 36.8 38.9 39.5 45.4 53.5 62.7 55.7 56.0 49.9 38.2 37.0
1885.... 36.1 43.4 36.0 39.8 48.5 56.6 62.9 57.1 53.6 51.0 44.0 38.0
1886.... 37.0 38.0 37.0 39.0 ....... - ........

Highest: 1883, August 23d, 63.0; 1884, July 19th, 62.7; l885, July 24th, 62.9.
* Highest exposed.

MEAN MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE.

~
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. JUly. I Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

--- ~-_._-_.

OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. OF. _.~~l·u.i..~~l: .. °1!'. o}l'. OF. OF.
1882.... ·· .. ·· .. ·1
1883.... * 46.1 51. 0 I 56.9 49.6 43.1 35.8 33.1
1884.... 29.8 32.4 32.6 35.3 41. 5 47.3 52.81 53.5 51. 0 41. 6 34.8 30.3
1885.... 30.8 30.7 30.7 31. 5 39.1 46.8

...~~ .. ~ ....~~~~.
49.4 39.2 34.4 30.5

1886.... 30.7 30.2 31. :1 35.1

* Moan of 28 observations.

NUMBER OF DAYS OF MAXIMUM THERMOMETER BELOW 320.

~'. u~,c" u~IJ.~~. u~';,ul
_;~~~~;~~ul

Total: 1884, 67 days; 1885, 97 days.

Year. I Jan.

--

Feb. :Mar. Apr. May. June. July. A

1882..•.!==
-- .--- .--

...
1883............ 0 0
1884· .. ·1 17 11 I 14 4 0 0 0
1885....

1

17 15 18 16 1 0 0
1886.... 17 17 13 51· .... · .. ...----1-------
Means·1 17.0 I 14.3 15.0 8.3 0.5 0.0 O. (l

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE.

Year. ~_~:~ Mar. .:-pr. I_May.. _June. July. Aug. _ Sept. ~~_~~~~ Dec.

~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
1882 __ __ __.. 31. 3 39.4 44.6 35.3 17.6 9.8 -1. 4
1883.... 3.3 10.8 11. 2 5.3 II 25.8 33.4 34.6 3n.5 31. 3 24.5 15.5 9.8
1884. 6.3 9.512.2 0.627.431.537.338.230.422.413.4 6.2
1885.... 3.4 :1.0 0.9 4. 5 I 22.5 31. 2 36.2 :17.2 34.2 17.9 6.9 12.4

1886.... 5.0 15.0 I 13. O_.~~.~ L.=~=~~~.~~ ~:..:.':~=""" .
Loweat e 1882, -1.4 December 21; 1883, 3.3 Jauuary 6; 1884, 0.6 A)lrirl; 1885, 0.9 March 17.

MEAN MINIMUM TEMPEl~ATUlm.
...

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. ,r;I1y. Aug. _~ep~~ I. Oct:. No. _I
------------ --------_. -_._-~ ----

OF. OF. OF. 01/'. «s: OF. OF. 01/. «s: OF. OF. OF.
1882.... ........ ........ ........ .... -_.. ........... 38.6 45.0 50.7 44.5 33.7 23.5 21. 7
1883.... 20. U 24.6 21.1 24.0 I* 29.4 37.6 36.1 48.3 41. 3 33.0 27.8 22.8
1884.... 21. 2 24.0 24.1 26.2 32.5 38.0 43.8 46.0 40.2 32.6 26.5 20.9
1885.... 21. 7 20.1 2:1.1

~U __ .~~~~.
38.2 42.9 44.9 42.1 2!l.6 24.4 22.2

1886.... 23.8 24.6 23.8 ........ ......... .......... .. -..... .......... .

* Melin of 29 observations.



Yoar. Jan. Fub, MilT.

-------- --- --~.__._-

1882....
IdBa.... 8 6 8
1884.... 2 5 6
1885.... 4 4 4
1886.... 8 5 7

------
Means. 5.5 5.0 6.2

THE RUSSIAN FUR SEAL ISLANDS.

Monthly mean8 of Meteol'ologic Ob881'l'atiMl8 at Bering lBlancl-Continued.

NUMBER OF DAYS OF MINIMUM '.J:HERMOMETER BELOW 32°.

I Year. I Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. I June. July. Aug. Sept, Oot. Nov. Deo.

---------------- ------------------
1882.... ............. ......... ......... ........ ......... 1 0 0 0 11 26 28
1883.... 31 26 30 27 11 0 0 0 1 15 23 80
1884. ... 31 26 81 26 13 1 0 0 1 10 24 31
1885 .. ,. 30 26 30 26 11 .1 0 0 0 21 25 29
1886.... 30 25 29 27 ......... L •••••••• ......... ......... ......... . ....... . ....... ..........

----
-30.01-26.5-l1."7l-o.s--------

-14.2i-24.5-29T!~eans. 30.5 25.8 0,0 0.0 0.5

Total: 1883, 194 days; 1884, 194 days; 1885, 199 days.

NUMBEl~ OF CLEAR DAYS.

[A "olear" day has no clouds, or less than 0.3 clouda.]

~arJ Jan. Feb, Mar. Apr. May. June. I July. I Aug. sopt.1 Oct. Nov. Dec.

I
---------

1882.. ,. . -_..... ........ ........ ......... ........ 0 0 3 4 0 1 0
18Ba .... 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
1884 .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 0
1885.... 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3 0 0 0 0
1886..•. 0 0 0 0 .......... ......... .......... ........ ......... .... 'O ..... .......... ..........

Means·I--o-
---------------------;';;---0-------

1. 2 0 0 . 0 1 0.8 1.5 0.5 0
! I

Total number of clear days: 8 in 1883; 5 in 1884; 9 in 1885; annual mean, 7.

NUMBER OF FAIlt DAYS.

[A "fair" day has from 0.:1to 0.7 01011<18.]

Apr. ~y. ~un".-~~~~;~~~~~_~.OJlt._~I Nov.~

....... 5 5 19 11 17 12
7 4 4 7 10 12 13 5 14
8 4 6 5 1 16 12 8 10
6 16 7 18 11 6 13 12 9
7 I ..

-7.0-iQ5:7B:8""1 __6.~J .. ~3~2 .. ~2. 2 1~I-IL2

~I.'ota) number of faIr days: 98 i111883; 83 in 1884; 110 ill 1885; annual mean, 97.

NUMBER OF CLOUDY DAYS..

[A .. oloudy " day has from 0.8 to 1.0 clouda.]

I:~__ J~ •••• M~ A.' >fu, Jm," J:~ ~;,l~:,I~;~lN,~1~~oo I'

1883.... 23 17 23 23 27 26 24 21 15 18 25 17
1884.... 29 24 '25 22 27 24 25 ao 11 19 21 21

:..;;; J,h---lh- :.,~:4.i~ :C:;ii;:::ih:C:;hl~~::"I);--1
Total number of cloudy days: 259 in 1883; 278 in 1884; 246 in 1885; annual menu, 261.

15
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Monthly means of Meteoroloqic Obsercations at Bering Island-Continued.

NUMBER OF FOGGY DAYS.

Year. Jan. ]'cb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

---- ------ --------- ------------------
1882..•. .- ...... ......... 9 10 0 0 0
1883..•. 0 0 0 0 2 3 9 10 2 0 1
1884.... 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
1885. __. 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0

:::~~: --+-=_:_- :[~: [~~~ .....~:~~ ....~:~.~~:~~~ ..;,:j--....~.....~:~..

Dec.

o
o
o
o

o

CLOUDINESS, EXPRESSlm IN PEIWENTAGES.

[The percentage of cloudiness was obtained from the eye estimate« of the observer, recorded on a seale of 0 to
10 at each observation, 'I'ho mean of the three daily obaervations was used as the mean for the day; 100 per
cont reprosente 81,y complotoly ovcrcast.]

July. A~g. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. I
--------------- ---

= : ~ ~ ~ ~ I
66 87 65 79 83llJl• n _ w n H

~ ~_~,~~~uu "_ u ..

I Year. Jan. Feb. I Mar. Apr. May. Juno.

-------
I 1882............ ................................

188:1.... 86 72 86 84 90 92
/" 1884.... 91 89 88 79 87 81

1885.".. 88 86 90 86 75 75
1886.... 84 86 86 81 ........ .............. ...

---"-~-----~-----

Annual means: 82 in 1883, 81 in 1884,80 in 1885.

PEIWENTAGE OF ltELATIVE HUMIDITY.

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

--- ---------
. " ...... -- .. .... - ... ........ • .... oo .....

5 87.9 l:I4.0 85.2 82.6
8 82.4 86.3 90.8 00.2
3 91. 5 >4.7 00.2 87.0
.. . _-..... . ....... ........ .........
---------------

5 87.3 85.0 88.7 86.6
I

02.0 02.

Apr. May. Junc. July. AugFeb. Mar.Jan.Year.

Mcans. --89.4~ -88.9 --89.3!-8iUl--88.4-------

1882 .
188a __.. 80. 0 OJ. 1 93.
1884.... 83.3 84.3 87.4 90.1 88.5 35.1 92.2 01.
1885.... 80.0 oa.2 89.3 89.0 80.4 00.3 92.7 02.
1886. • •. 05. 1 92. 1 00. 0 00. 3 __ ..

Annual menns : 87.7 for 1884, 00 for 1885.

RAINFALL AND MELTED SNOW-AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION.

Dce.Nov.Oct.Apr. May. Junc. .,Tuly Aug.' Sept.

Tnches. Inches. Inehe•. Inches. Tnchcs. Inchcs. Inehes, Inches. Inches.
. __ 2.07 1. 40 1.07 1.32 3.20 2.2:1 2.21

1. 03 O.38 2.38 1. 77 2. 25 2. 50 2. 00 2. 20 1. 96
1. 38 1. 31 O.26 2. 27 1. 71 1. 70 3. 26 3. 30 O.96

-~~~~~. ~=~~~.'_:'~'.~~~ ~_:~~ ~~~ ...~'. ~-~~- .~.:'.:~....~'. :~ ....~'. ~~..,.~'. ~~..\
'I'ot.ul: 21.57 Inehce in 1883; 20.11 Inches in 1884; 21.45 inches in 1885.

1
Year. Jan. ]'eb. Mar.

-------------
Tmches. Inches. Tnches.

1882.... ...... _. .. _... - . . ........
18S:1.... 0.61 2.08 0.01
1884..• , 0.04 1. 40 1. 44
1885.... 0.58 o. an 0.25
1886.... 0.66 1. 50 1. ;)3

NUMBlm O1<'J>AYS ON WHlCI1 o.i INCH 011 MOlm RAIN OR SNOW FELL.

. Aug. Sept. oct'1~OV~'Dec.
------------------

8 16 5 13 7 8
o 19 16 16 18 10
3 15 14 20 13 16
2 14 14 12 18 8

Yoar. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May·I.:~ July

1882.... ........ .... ' ... ...... - . . ....... 13 1
188:1.... 20 19 14 18 10 20 2
1884.. .. 12 14 15 12 11 5 1
lR85 .... 18 8 10 7 12 12 )
1886.... 13 12 11 0 ....... ' ......... . - .....

~-,---~-------~~-----_._-

~rotal: 200 days in 1883; 160 days in 1884; 145 days in 1885.
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f?ls.
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. .::.~: ..

'.. I.~~~.~I. ~[.a~ •._.

Apr.
May 'I.TUll~. July . Aug, Sept. Oct. Nov.

...... S. S. S. S.&SW. N . NW.

I

s, I E. F 1\. S. S. S. H. S'V. ," N\\'. sw.
NE.

I
N. N. I S.

s. S. I~. sw, N. NE.
NB. NE. N.

..:r:...
H. S, S. S. NW. N .

l~. N. HW. '4' •• _ ...... . _-_ .. ............ . ................ ......

Monthly 'means of Mete01'ologio Observations at Bering Island-Contiuued.

PREVAILING WINDS.

IYo~ ~"::-
1882 .
188:1.... NE
1884.... Ng
1885.... K
1886.... NE

MAXI1vtUM nOURI,Y VELOCITY (IN MILES).

['l'akon from current velocit.ies.]

A considerable amount of 8now falls during the winter. The fierce winter gales
usnally blow it off the plateaus, forming immense drifts in the valleys and on the lee
side of the mountains. In deep shadowy gullies it often remains all summer, and in
cold seasons, as for instance 1895, large drifts still remain un melted as late as
September, even at the level of the sea.

Drift ice seems to be of rare occurrence in recent times. I do not know how much
reliance can be placed in old Pitr Burdukovski's story to me that formerly, say
about 1850, "drift ice was yearly observed coming from the north in large masses."
Certain it is that Steller expressly states that during the winter no ice collected in the
sea (Bel'. Ins., p. 270).

To complete the meteorologic account I may mention that thunllerstorrn8 are of
rare occurrence on the Commander Islands. In 1879, on November 19, Mr. Krebs,
after a residence of eight years in the main village on Copper Island, experienced the
first thunderstorm. In 1881, on February 8, he records "a stroke of lightning and a
short, bnt strong thunderclap about 7 p. m." Mr. Chernick, in Nikolski, Bering Island,
reports "thnnder and lightning" on September 12, 1878. I myself observed a thun
derstorm passing over Nikolski, September 18, 1882. The first lightning was observed
at gh 58m p. m., local time; wind, SW., 13 miles an hour; barometer, 29.552 inches;
temperature of air, 52.20 F.; clouds, cumulo-stratus, 8, direction SW.; intervals
between first lightning- and thunder, 96 seconds; sixth thunderclap (10h 25m p. 111.),
12 seconds nfter lightning; tenth, 40 seconds; eleventh lightning before thunder of
tenth. Thjs was the last distinct thunder heard, 10h 35m p. 1Il. After that continued
distant lightning lit up a narrow strip along the northern horizon. No lightning seen
after 1111 10m p, m. .

Anrom borealis is equally scarce. At Nikolski, on November 15,1882, I observed
a faint northern light at 12" 30m a. m., local time, extending to about 1/ Ur8. majori«.
On November 17, 1882, I observed another at 10h 40m p. m., local time, consisting of
a uniform greenish white light below, above which most of the time 11 large rosy space
was seen filling the arch between y and 11 Urs. 1n~joris; a similarly colored but often

F. c. n. lR06-2
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broken arch extended through the constellations of Oygnus, Oassiopeia, Gemini, and
Auriga, sometimes fainter, sometimes more fiery, especially in Oygnus. Very seldom
the red color filled the space between the rosy spot below Ursa major and the upper
arch, and then only for a few seconds. At 11 p. m, the sky became so overcast as to
cut off further observation.

Corresponding observations made at St. Paul Island, Pribylof group, from 1872 to
1883, and published by the United States Weather Bureau (Fur Seal Arb., II, App,
pp. 591-593), afford means of exact comparison between the Russian and the American
seal islands, except as regards mean temperature, the latter being obtained on St. Paul
from observations made at 7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m,

But even a comparison of the mean temperature affords several very interesting
results. Thus, while the annual means apparently differ but slightly, there is also the
same relative proportion between the various months from December to September.
But while the figures representing the mean temperatures for these months are higher
on Bering Island than on St. Paul, those of October and November are higher on the
latter. The chief exception from the relative proportion between the months is shown
by the mean temperatures of August, which is about 4 degrees higher than July and
September in Bering Island, but only about 2 degrees in St. Paul.

Turning llOW to the maximum temperature, it will be seen to be 630 F. in Bering
Island as agaiust 62° on St. Paul. But on the other hand, while the minimum
temperature in Bering Island was hardly ever below zero during the four years of
observation, it often drops below that point in St. Paul. Thus, the difference between
the summer and winter extremes is less on Bering Island than on St. Paul.

Coming now to the question of cloudiness, it will be seen that while the annual
percentage is almost identical, the monthly distribution is radically different. Thns,
while in St. Paul Island there are five times as many clear days during November to
April as during May to October, on Bering Island the proportion is reversed, there
being four times as many clear days during the latter period as during the former.
Of fair days, St. Paul enjoys nearly twice as many during the above six winter months
as during the six summer months, while Bering Island has a good many more fair
days in summer than in winter. Consequently, the entirely overcast days preponder
ate on St. Paul in summer, while on Bering Island their numbel' is greater in winter.
The latter island, moreover, has about 10 per cent more overcast days during the whole
year, but on the contrary also about 10 per cent less overcast during the summer
months, or during the time the seals remain on the islands.

Unfortunately the percentage of relative hnmidity is not given for St. Paul Island.
A glance at the table for Bering Island will show how excessively humid the climate
of the latter is, the annual means reaching 90 per cent, the monthly meaus occaslon
ally exceeding 95 per cent, and never lower than 82 per cent. The months showing
the greatest percentage of relative humidity are July and August.

'I'he Weather Bureau tables alluded to do not contain any data relating to pre·
cipitation on St. Paul Island, and all the published information I have been able to
find relates only to the months May to November.' Compared with the corre
sponding tables for Bering Island, they show that the precipitation on the latter island
is considerably smaller during that period than on St. Paul Island.

"" -------""------ ------------
I Fur Seal Arb., vnr, pp. 518-519.
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FAUNA AND FLORA OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The animals and plants of the Commander Islands have been studied since Steller
set foot on the virgin ground of Bering Island in 1741. He collected and described
all the new things he saw, and if he had lived to elaborate his collections and finish
his work, but little would have been left for his successors. Since then Vosuesseuski
has been on the island; Dr. Dybowski collected during various visits between 1879
and 1883; Nordcnskireld's V13!J1L expedition, with his admirable staff of scientists,
NordqUist, Kjellman, Stuxberg, and Almquist, used their five days' stay in 1879
exceedingly well; and, above all, Mr. Grelmitski has devoted work, time, and money
during nearly twenty years to enrich the Russian museums, particularly that of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, with extensive and costly eollections
of natural history. Tile United States National Museum is also indebted to him for
valuable material, Finally, during my stay ill 1882-83, and to a less extent in 1895, I
lllyself have been able to add my mite to our knowledge of the flora and fauna of these
islands, nearly all my collections being now in the United States National Museum.
Yet the subject is not exhausted; many animals and plants occurring there remain
uncollected, while many of the collections in the museums await the arrival of the
Specialist to work them up.

Lack of time and space prevents more than the briefest possible resume of the sub
ject in the present connection; n: more exhaustive treatise would make a book in itself.
There is abundant evidence in the material at hand to show that the islands during
the period previous to which they received their present fauna and flora were totally
COvered by the sea, and that since that time they have not been eonnected with the
mainland 011 either side. From this it follows that the animals and plants are not truly
indigenous, though I have no doubt that many of the numerous species described as
new from these islands are really peculiar, and not found elsewhere; but in that case
their origin on the islands is undoubtedly due to comparatively recent isolation. The
~poradic character of the fauna and flora as Shown in the great number of genera
In proportion to the species, as well as the absence of many forms which, from their
~eneral distribution, would be expected tooceur, is clearly indicative of the accidental
Immigration of the component species. They evidently immigrated, especially and
more regularly from the west, from Asia, by means of prevailing wiuds-currents
and driftwood carried by these-and more seldom frOID the east, from America. That
SUch inhabitants as are more independent of the above agencies likewise show nearer
relationship to the Asiatic fauna is partly due to the shorter distance and partly to
the well-known effort of the Asiatic fauna to extend beyond its own limits.

As might be expected from their location, the islands are chiefly palrearctic in
their bio-geograpbical relations, with a fair sprinkling of circumpolar, American, and
North Pacifie forms. The marine fauna and flora partake more particularly of this
latter character, and it is probable that Dr. W. H. Dall's conclusions, derived from a
stUdy of the mollusks, applies 'to most of the other marine animals, viz:
f The faunn of Commander Islands, as far as known, is intimately related to the general Arctic
.au~a and especially to the Aleutian fauna, somewhat less so to the Kamchatka fauna, but presents
In Itself nothing distinctive. While the faunal aspect of the mollusca is boreal, there is a number
greater than might be expected of species common to .Iapnn and California.

To this statement he afterwards added the note:
th The connection with Japan is rather that the nor-thern forms extend southward into Japan than

at any characteristio .Inpanose forms extend north. (Proc, U. S. Nat. Mus., IX, 1886, P- 219.)
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MAMMALS.

The chief zoological interest centers in the four marine mammals revealed to the
scientific world in Steller's famous treatise" De Bestiis Marinis " (Novi Oomm, Ac, Sc.
Imp. Petrop., II, 1751, pp. 289-398, pIs. XIV-XVI), which must always remain a
monument to the learning and industry of its author. In this he described for the
first time the sea-cow, the sea-lion, the fur-seal, and the sea-otter.

Of these, the sea-cow (Hydroda1naU.~ gigas, also known as Ryt'ina gigas or stelleri)
possesses greatest interest, OIl account of its early extermination by man, which took
place in 1768, twenty-seveu years after its discovery. The sea-cow was an herbivorous
animal, anteriorly shaped somewhat like a seal, but with a large caudal fin like that of
a whale or fish, but no Lind legs, and belonging to the mammalian order of Sirenia, the
few living relations of Which, the mauati and dugong, now only inhabit the tropical
waters of both hemispheres. There is 110 indisputable evidence of its hu.ving ever
inhabited other coasts than those of the Commander Islands, as the find of a rib on
Attu Island does not necessarily prove that the animal once lived there, thoughthat
is not improbable. The history of this animal, imperfectly known as it is, fills
volumes, and all we can do in the present connection is to refer to some of the more
recent literature (Biiclmer, Die Abbildungen del' nordischen Seekuh, Mem, Ac, Imp.
se, St. Petersb., 7 ser., XXXVIII, 1891, No. 7.-Stejneger, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1883,
pp.78-86; 1884, pp.181-189.-Stejneger, On the Exterruination of the Great Northern
Sea Cow, Am. Geogr, Soc. Bull., No.4, 1886, pp. 317-328.-Stejneger, How the Great
Northern Sea Cow (Rytina) Became Exterminated, Amer, .Natural., XXI, Dec., 1887,
pp. 1047-1054).

The sea-lion (Eumetopias stelleri) was formerly quite abundant, but has now
become nearly extinct on both islands, though still numerous in certain localities on
the Kamchatkan coast. In 1895 I saw only one individual on Sivutchi Kamen at the
North Rookery, Bering Island.

The fur-seal (Oallotaria 1trsina) being the chief subject of this report, needs no
further mention in this connection.

The fate of the sea-otter (Latax lutris) in the Commander Islands is highly
instructive and interesting. When Bering and his unfortunate followers landed on
Bering Island they found the sea-otters so numerous that these animals furnished
food for the entire crew during the whole winter. On their return to Kamchatka the
following year (1742) they brought with them more than 700 skins of this costly fur.
Then followed a period of reckless slaughter of these animals by the rapacious promy
shleniks, Thus, in 17415, Bassof and 'I'rapezuikof secured 1,600 skina ; in 1748 about
1,350 were killed. The result was that within a very few years the sea-otter almost
disappeared from Bering Island, for 'I'olstykb's expedition obtained only 47 during the
winter of 1749-50; Drushinin's men, in 1754-55, took only 5; while in the acconnt of
Tolstykh's second expedition, winter 1756-57, it is expressly said that" no sea-otters
showed themselves that year." It is interesting to-note that even in those days
Copper Island offered a safer retreat for the sea-otter, since Yugof, who also visited
that island, returned home in 1754 with 790 skins.

While not actually and literally exterminated on Bering Island-Trapeznikof's
expedition of 17G2-63 secured 20 otters there-it did not become common there again,
except possibly during an alleged sudden reappearance in 1772, until after the aban
doument of the island, when the Russian-American Company was organized. Upon
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the recolonization of the island the otters were found common in places; thus it is
said that in 1827 no less than 200 otters were killed in one week at the Reef near the
present Nikolski village (Slunin, Promysl. Kamch. Sakh, Komaud, Ostr., 1895, p.
103). But the reckless slaughter of former days was resumed and the sea-otter
long ago ceased to be a regular inhabitant of that island. Oecasionally a solitary
llldividual strays over from Copper Island, where the same careful management
~vbich resulted ill the increase of the fur-seal has succeeded in preserving and increas
llIg the sea otter to such an extent that I believe there is no other place in the world
~Vhere 80 many sea-otters can be seen at the present day. The condition of the herd
IS now such that 200 animals can be killed off yearly without detriment. The places
Where the sea-otter have their rookeries are constantly guarded, to keep intruders
oft Shooting, making fire, or smoking is strictly prohibited near these places. Only
nets are now nsed to capture the otters; and if any females or yearlings are caught
alive they must be set free. The number to be taken is determined in advance by the
administration, and the hunting expeditions of the natives are undertaken in common,
under the leadership of the chief, though each hunter keeps the otter he secures.
They are taken off their hands by the Russian Government at a certain fixed price.

Of other marine mammals ocourriug at the Commander Islands, we may further
mention four species of hair-seals, viz, Phoea larqha, fcetida grmnlandica, andj£lsciata;
three species of ziphioid whales, viz, Ziphius grcbnitz7c'ii, Berardius bairdii, and Meso
plodon stejnegeri; a sperm whale (Physctcr macrocephalus); several delphinoid whales,
among which the terrible enemy of the fur-seal, the killer (Orca gla,diator), as well as
several species of fin-back whales.

'I'he land mammals are few, the most important being the Arctic fox (Yulpes
lagopus). These animals, which are now fairly common, yielding a handsome income to
~he natives, belong almost exclusively to the dark-bluish phase, Their economic
Importance will be treated of elsewhere in this report.

There are two rodents on Bering Island, but both have been introduced by the
agency of man during late years. Mus muscuius, the common house-mouse, was brought
to Bering Island in 1870 by the schooner Justus, in a cargo of flour. The short-tailed
~ed field-mouse (llficrotus rutilus), which IIOW overruns the islands in vast numbers, was
~lJtroduced from Kamchatka at a much later date, probably with the firewood. This
IS probably also the origin of the bats (YespertUio?) which are said to have been seen
at Nikolski during the last couple of years.

The introduction of the reindeer (Rangij'er tarandus) will be mentioned elsewhere
(P.33).

nrans.

I have reported npon the birds in a separate volume (Results of Ornithological
E~plorationsin the Commander Islands and in Kamtsehntka, By Leonhard Stejneger.
Bun. No. 29, U. H. Nat. Mus. 1885; 382 pp. + 8 plates) and in a later supplementary
paper (Revised and Annotated Catalogue of the Birds Inhabiting the Commander
~Slands; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1887, pp. 117-145 + 3 plates), to which I would refer
he reader for detailed information. In the last-mentioned paper I enumerated 143

species of birds as having been collected in the Commander Islands. To these I can
now add three species, viz: (1) Gooi« alba; the ivory guU, a specimen of which Mr.
~l'ebnitski presented to me (U. S. Nat. Mus" No. 151!)83); (2) Eurynol'hynch1tS p!/gmwus,
he spoon-bill sandpiper, two specimens of which were shot during the latter part of
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September, 1894, and sent by Grebnitski to the museum in St. Petersburg; and (3)
Milvus melanotis, the black-eared kite, a mere straggler, taken once on Bering Island.
The specimen was presented to the Vega expedition by Mr. Grebnitski (Palmen, Vega.
Exp. Vetensk, Iaktt., v, 1887, p. 294).

One of the Commander Island birds (Phalaorocoraai perspieillatus) deserves at least
a passing notice, not only because we [mow of no other locality in which it has with
certainty occurred, but because it has become extinct within recent years through the
agency of man. The history of this rare bird .(only 4 specimens exist in museums) is
traced and full description given by me in a separate paper (Uontribution to the His
tory of Pallas's Cormorant; Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XII, 1890, Pl'. 83-88). In 1882 I
fortunately disinterred a number of bones of this bird, which have been described and
figured by Mr. F. A. Lucas (tom. oit., Pl'. 88-94, pls, II-IV). An additional collection
made by me in 1895 will also shortly be elaborately described and figured by him. A
preliminary note may be found in Science, November 15, 1895, p. 661.

FISHES.

A collection of littoral and river fishes occurring at the Commander Islands,
brought together by Mr. Grebnitski and myself, is now being reported upon by Dr.
Tarleton H. Bean. 'I'he report will be published in the Proceedings of the United
States National Museum, as No. 11 of the "Contributions ,to the Natural History of
the Commander Islands."

TUNICA1'ES.

Styela aretica has been described by Swederns (Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt., IV, 1887,
p. 108) as a new species from Bering Island.

INSEC1'S.

Mosquitos are numerous on Bering Island and very annoying on the few other
wise pleasant days of which the summers of that region can boast. .Geometridw
and Mierolepidoptera are rather numerous, Noctuido: less so. I have only seen one
specimen of diurnal Lepidoptera, viz, a butterfly very much like Vanessa urticte. Of
the Coleoptera, the large staphylinid, Oreophilu,Y uillosue, is very numerous on the
seal-killing grounds. MI'. John Sahlberg has reported upon a few (9) Coleoptera
and (1) Hemiptera collected by the Vega expedition (Vega Exp.Vet. Iak t., IV., 1885, pp.
61-(8), one of which is described as new, viz, Anisotoma abbreviate; one of' the Siphidw.
My own collections are considerably larger and contain (besides the Miorolepidoptera),
according to a preliminary census by Mr. M. Linell, 46 species, of which 33 are
Coleoptera. These include all of Sahlberg's species except Oxypodn opaca and Aniso
toma abbreviata, so that the Coleoptera from the Commander Islands now number 35
species. Of these, no less than 12 species belong to the Staphyl'inidw. The other
orders are represented by 2 species of Hemiptera, 5 Diptera, 3 Hymenoptera, 1 S'iplto
naptera, and 1 Lepidopter, viz, A!lrotiph'ila alaska: Grote.

It should be remarked that the insects collected of'late years in the neighborhood
of the main villages must not be given too great weight ill determining the zoological
relationship of the islands, for many have undoubtedly beeu introduced recently from
Petropaulski, Kamchatka, in the large quantity of firewood shipped to the islands
every year. In fact, some of the species collected by me in 1895 were taken on or
near the wood-pile.
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MYRIAPODS.

The three species broug-ht home by me have been determined by Bollman. Lino
tronia chionophila and Lithobius lIulcipcs, both from Bering' Island, are known from
other localities, but the species described by him as new, under the name of Lithobius
stejnegeri, is the only one thus far found only on the Commander Islands (Bull. U. S.
Nat. Mus. No. 46, 1.893, p. 199).

AOARIDS.

The acarids collected by the Vega expedition have been described by Kramer and
Neuman (Vega Exp. Vet. Iakt., III, 1883, pp. 519-532, pls, XLI-XLIV). No less than
5 new species were described from Bering Island, 4 of which were found only on the
latter, as follows: Nesaia arotioa, Bdella uillosa, Ixodes borealis, I. fimbriatus, and
Gamasus arcticu«. Of these I obtained only I. borealis.

SPIDERS.

It was my intention to get as nearly complete a collection of spiders as possible,
and I succeeded in obtaining quite a number of species, which were turned over to
the United States .National Museum, They were lent to the late Dr. Marx to be
determined, but the report was not finished before his death.

ORUSTAOEANS.

The crustaceans collected have not been worked up as yet, except the eutomos
traca, which have been described by Prof. W. Lilljeborg, of Upsala, Sweden (On the
Elltomostraca collected by Mr. Leonhard Stejneger, on Bering Island, 1882-83. Proc,
U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, pp, 154-156). Five species were collected, of which I found
Branehipus polsuiosus, Daphnia longispina, and the new species Diaptomue ambiguu..s,
in small fresh-water ponds at Ladiginsk, Bering Island. The other new species is
Eurycereus gla,eial'is, which, however, has also been found in Greenland and Vaigatch
Island, at the entrance to the Kara Sea. ,

The crabs have been identified by Mr. J. E. Benedict, as follows: Oregonia gracilis
Dana; Telmessu» eheirttgonus (THesius); Eupa,gur1tS gilli Benedict; Eu,pagurus hirs1l
tiuseulus (Dana); Eupagurus middendM:fii Brandt; EupagU1"tlS nudosus Benedict; and
IIapalogaster grebnitslcii Schalfeef, recently described from Bering Island (Bull. Acad,
Sc. St. Petersb., xxxv, No.2, 1892, p. 335, fig. 3). Schalfeef identifies another species
of Hapalogaster, also collected by Mr. Grebnitski on Bering Island, as H. mandtii.

MOLLUSKS.

Among the invertebrates, the mollusks have been most extensively collected
and most thoroughly reported upon. The Vega expedition obtained 26 species, Mr.
Grebnitski sent the Nationul Museum 23 species, and I myself 45 species, out of a total
of 75 species thus far collected. Of these, 10 are land or fresh-water species. Dr.
W. H. Dall has published two reports upon the Commander Islands collections (1"roc.
~. S. Nat. Mus., VII, 1884, pp. 340-349; and IX, 188H,pp, 20!.l-219). In the last paper he
gIves a full list of the species, including those of the Vega, expedition which have
been reported upon by Westerlund and Aurivilfius. The species of laud and fresh
'Water mollusks thus far collected on the islands are: Limaai (Agriolimtta:) hyperborcusj
'Vitrina cxilis j Hyalina radiatulaj Oonulus julvus, var.j Patula ruderata, val'. pauper;
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Pupilla decora and arctica; Acamtliinula harpa; Limauxa ovata; L. hurnilis; Pisidium
equilaterale. The new species described from Bering Island by Aurivillius is Pleuro
toma beringi; and by Dall, in his first paper, Lacunella rcfleaia (p. 344, pl.n, figs. 1-3),
Ceritliiopsis stf!jnegeri (p. 345, pl. II, fig. 4), and Strombella callorhina val'. stejnegeri (p.
346, pI. II, figs. 5, 6).

WORMS.

At least one species of earthworm occurs, and several leeches, but, like the rest of
the lower invertebrates collected, they have not been reported upon as yet. Wiren has
described a Hew species of ehrctopod from Bering Island, viz, Potamilla neqlecia (Vega
Exp. Vet. Iak t., II, 1883, p. 422).

SPONGES.

A new variety (arctica) of Esperia lingua has been described from Bering Island
(5-10 fathoms) by Fristedt (Vega Exp, Vet. Iakt., IV, p. 44!.l, pl. xxv, figs. 20-24; pl.
XXIX, fig. 18).

PLANTS.

It was quite to be expected that Steller, as an expert botanist, should have made
extensive botanical collections ou Bering Island, and a::; he seems to have collected 211
species of plants there (see Pennant, Arct. Zool., Suppl., 1787, p. 38), he gathered more
species than any of the various collectors who visited the island after wards. Thus the
combined collections of Dybowski, Wiemuth, and Kjellman include 144 phanerogams,
while I have brought home nearly exactly the same number of species. The combined
number of species, however, is much greater. Dr. Kjelhnan has published an inter
esting account of the flora as revealed in the first-mentioned collections (Vega Exp,
Vet. Iakt., IV, 1887, pp. 281-300), while the late Prof. Asa Gray, in 1885, reported
upon my collections in the Proceedings of the United States National Museum, VlI,

pp. 527-529, to which paper I added a few remarks (ibid., pp. 529-538). During my
trip iu 1895 I had but scant time and facilities for collecting plants, and I confined
myself chiefly to an unsuccessful search for Cassiope o;rycoccoidcs in the exact locality
and about the same season as I had collected it in 1882. Nevertheless, I was able to
add a few species to the flora, which Dr. J. N. Rose, of the .Natioual Herbarium, has
kindly determined for me as Care» rarifiora; ]fmnigi(t islamdica; and Iiasiunculus hyper
boreus. From the lists published it should now be possible to compile a tolerably
complete flora of Commander Islands phanerogams.

Dr. Asa Gray described one of my ericaceous plants as new, viz, Oaseiope
oxycoccoides, and the late Dr. George Vasey afterwards determined one of the grasses
to be new and named it Alopecurus stejnegeri (Proc, U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887, p. 153;
figured as fig. 2, pI. XXIV, Grasses Pacif. Slope, by Vasey, pt. I, 1802). As these
species have not as yet been recorded from other localities they must be regarded,
provisionally at least, as peculiar to the Oommauder Islands, and Dr. Kjellmau's
statement to the contrary effect (torn. eit., p. 286) must be modified accordingly.

Dr. Kjellman's concluding remarks (tom. cit., p. 289) are so interesting and impor
tant that I venture to translate them here, as follows:

The flora of the Commander Islands is chiefly composed of two clements. One of those consists
ofspecies DOt entering the present Arctic region, or at any rate not to be regarded as belonging to tho
characteristic plants of this region. Most of these have their chief runge of the present day extending
over the islands and coasts of the Northern Pacific Ocean. 'I'hese form the bulk of tho vegotatdon
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and determine its character. I regard them as arcto-tertiary species, of which many, at least, have
formerly had a wider distribution than at present.

The other element consists of species which by their present distribution are indicated as arctlc
l/.lpine. Several of these are to be regarded as among the characteristic plants of the present Arctic
regions.

The Commander Islands, with the other Aleutian Islands, compose a floral district which forms a
transition chiefly between three other districts, viz, the Manchu-Japanese, the America-Pacific, and
the Arctic district, although less closely related to the latter than to the other two, the northern
outpost of which it may be regarded to represent.

Dr. Ernst Almquist has investigated the lichens of Bering Island and has pub
lished a very interesting account of his studies (Vega Exp, Vet. Iakt., rv, 1887, pp.
518-519, 521, 524-531), in which he gives an ingenious explanation of the curiously
sculptured surface of the heath-like plant covering of the lower plateaus as due to a
natural rotation of the plants composing it.

The general character of the flora is very much like that of the treeless regions
of Northern Europe, the most discrepant features being the splendid rhododendrons
(R. kmntschaticurn and chrysanthurn) and the beautiful dark-maroon-colored Saranna-lily
(Fritillaria camtsoluitconsisv; the bulbs of which the natives gather for food in late
summer. These plants indicate the close relationships to the flora of Kamchatka and
"the other Aleutian Islands. The plants of both islands are in most cases identical,
but the manner of their immigration very likely has caused the occurrence of some
species in one island which are absen t in the other. Thus I have from Copper Island
the conspicuous yellow flowering Viola biflora (also found by me at Petropaulski),
Which I failed entirely to find on Bering Island, and which I could scarcely have
overlooked.

The islands are completely destitute of trees, the few species of Salix, Pyrus, and
Betula hardly ever rising above 6 to 8 feet, though I have a section of Betula
eversrnann'i from Bering Island, with a diameter of 2 inches at the root. Tbe Puru«,
in many places, forms extensive, nearly impenetrable thiokets.

There are two tolerably well-deflned belts of vegetation on the island,oue a very
luxuriant growth of higher plants in the lower valleys and plains, the other a heath
like formation above the former.

The luxuriance of the vegetation in the lower belt, due to a rich soil and extreme
moisture, is marvelous. Some species familiar to me from boyhood I could hardly rec
ognize in the enormous specimens before me. Such plants as Anemone narcissiflora
and Geraniurn erianthum sometimes reach 11 height of 3 feet, while in some particularly
favored localities many acres of ground may be found covered with an almost impene
trable jungle of Archangelica, Heracleum. lanatum; Artemisia tilcsii, Picris japoniea,
Spirrea kamtscluitica; Aconitum, Veratrnrn album, etc., often reaching a height of 5 to
6 feet. The exuberance of the umbellifers, particularly near the coast, is very striking,
as shown in the accompanying photograph of Heracieum lanatum (pl. 15a). Near the
beach this belt shows the usual influence of the neighborhood of salt water in the
presence of such plants as Lathyru8 maritimus, Mertensia maritima. and Ligusticnrn
8eoticum..

The heath commences often quite abruptly above this belt, covering the surface
of the beach terraces and the lower plateaus. Its presence does not depend so much
upon the altitude as the character of the ground, for where the coast escarpment is
low the ueath formation commences even at an altitude of 20 to 30 feet. The funda-
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mental plant of this formation is Empetrum nigrum, richly interspersed with Loiseleuria
prooumbens, Cassiope lyeopodoidcs and other ericaceous plants, chiefly Bryanthus, and
in the lower portions Rhododendron ehrysanthum. Where the ground is marshy the
salmon berry, Rubus ehamasmorus, is rather common. Higher up on the mountain
sides the vegetation grows more and more scanty and alpine in character.

The pelagic flora around Bering Island has been studied by Dr. F. R. Kjellman
(Kgl. Svenska Vetensk. Akad, Handling., (n. s.), XXIII, 1889, No.8, 58 pp., 7 pls), who
observes that at Bering Island all conditions are found favorable to the development
of a rich flora of algm of the pelagic type. "It may even be said with safety that there
are hut few parts of the ocean the flora of which exceeds or even approaches that
around Bering Island, in so far as multitude of individuals or number of magnificent
forms are concerned."

NATIVE POPULATION OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The Oommander Islands, when discovered in 1741, were uninhabited, and no trace
of any former population has been found. For over 80 years the islands remained
without a regular population, although they were visited almost yearly up to the end of
the eighteenth century by numerous parties of Russian fur-hunters, or promyshleniks,
as they are called. In the early days it was the custom of these hardy frontiersmen to
pass the first winter on Bering Island in order to secure provisions of sea-cow meat for
their further expeditions. Sometimes the crews of several vessels wintered there at
the same time, in one year at least (1754-55) numbering over 100 men. Those were
gay days on Bcring Island, when tho sea cow, tho sea-otter, the blue fox, and the fur
seal were still plentiful. But these precious animals were soon exterminated, literally,
as the sea-cow, or commercially, as the three other species, and the inhospitable and
dangerous shores of the Commander Islands were but seldom visited by sailors or
hunters.

When the colonial district of Atkha was established by the Russian-American
Company, in 1826, it was decided to locate a number of natives from the other
Aleutian Islands, and consequently two colonies of Aleuts and half-breeds, the
offspring of nussian promyshleniks and Aleut women, were planted on Bering and
Copper islands. A similar colony, located on the Kuril Islands, was made up mostly
from natives of the Kadiak district. The colony of Bering Island consisted chiefly of
natives of Atkha "Island, 01' the Androanovski group, in general, while the Copper
islanders were made up mostly of men and women from Attn, Although the inhabi
tants of the two islands by transfer and intermarriage have become considerably mixed
of late, yet the difference in origin is still traceable in the dialects spoken, the Atkha
people still preponderating Oil Bering Island, the Attu islanders on Copper Island.

Of late years two other elements have been added to the native population. As
noted above, the Ruseiau-Amerioan Company had located a colony of natives, mostly
from the Kadiak district, on the Kuril Islands. When the latter islands were ceded
to Japan these natives and their offspring declared their intention of remaining Rus
sian subjects and were transferred to Kamchatka. After a miserable existence for
several years in a small village outside of Petropaulski, they were located on the east
coast near Oape Lopatka, in order to hunt sea-otters. Theil' village was situated in a
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small bayjust back of Cape Zholti.! They did not do well there, and during the last few
years (1888) were transferred to Bering Island, their number helping to swell the total
of the Commander Islands population. This was not a very desirable addition, how
ever, and has not resulted in elevating the morals of the former inhabitants.

The other addition consists in a number of girls from Petropaulski, It was found
that the inbreeding of the natives on the two islands was not only having a deleterious
effect upon the health and vitality of the community, but intermarriage had made the
inhabitants so interrelated that it was difficult to find people who could he married at
all without violating the intricate laws of the Bussiau Church governing marriage
between relatives. Under these circumstances a number of unmarried young men
from both islands were encouraged to go to Petropaulski and provide themselves with
brides.

The following tables of the population on the islands are derived from various
official returns, published and unpublished. The figures for 18GO are from 'I'ikhtuenief's
book. The figures for 1895 have been mislaid, but the total for both islands is believed
to be about 650( ~). The tables are meant to show only the native population, and
not to include those temporarily living there, as the administrator, his assistant, the
doctor, the midwife, the priests, the deacon, the kossaks and soldiers, the. company's
agents, or their families. They would increase the total about 20; and the entire pop
ulation of the Commander Islands in 1895 may therefore be set down as about 670 of
both sexes.

Native population of Commander Islands, 1860 to 18910.

Bering Island. Copper Island. Total,
Year. hoth

Mule. Female. Total. Mnle. Female. Totnl. islanda.
------------

1860 ............. .......... . ............ 300 ............ .............. 90 390
1870 ........ _.... 126 111 237 80 73 153 :l90
1875 ............. 139 132 271 90 81 171 442
1880 ....... __.... 104 145 309 91 101 192 501
1881 ............. ........... ........... -. 310 . ........... 203 513
1883 ............. 164 155 319 93 114 207 526
1892 ............. ........... ............ 336 . ............. ............ 300 636

Apart from the sudden increase, due to the importation of the Zholti Mys natives,
a pretty steady, though slow, increase of the population is noticeable since 1870.
This is rather interesting in a mixed population of but indifferent vitality and, more
over, afflicted by It tendency to scrofulous and pulmonary diseases, the more so since
a couple of rather severe epidemics of influenza and scarlet fever have swept over the
islands of late years," The question of the movement of this population during the
years 1868 to 1881 has been studied by Dr. B. Dybowski," whose tables relating to
births and deaths are interesting enough to deserve a place in this connection.

I I have partly traced the history of these natives in an article in Soience (u. s, II, July 19, 1895,
PP.62-63). When that was written, I little thought that on the very day of its publication I should
be living among these sallie natives on Boring Island.

. •As a result, the nutlve population of Bering Island, according to Dr. Sluuin (Prom. Bog. Kamch.,
etc., p. 57), between 1886 and 1891 suffered a decrease of 16, there being 111 births only agaiuat 127
deaths. His statement, however, that the population of Copper Island has not increased during the
20 years from 1872 to 1892 is not in conformity with the facts as shown in the above table.

3Wyspy Komandorskie, pp, 78-87.
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Number of births and death» on Commander Islands, 1868 to 1881.

J
ha,

9
7
2
4
1
7
1
5
o
8
1
7

13

----~---_ .._--- -~ -._.-_.-----.----.

IBering Laland, Copper Islanrl.
Total. botl

Year. Births. I Deaths. Births. Deaths. islands.

Male. Fern. Total. Male. 1 Fern.' Total. Male. Fern. Total. Male. Fern.] Total. Births. Ileat
------

1868............ 2 4 6 6 9 15 0 0 0 3 1 4 6 1
1869............ 4 2 6 4 13 17 2 3 5 0 0 0 11 1
1870............ 9 4 13 3 7 10 a 5 8 0 2 2 21 1
1871. ........... 5 3 8 3 1 4 2 2 4 0 0 0 12
1872............ 7 9 16 6 4 10 a 2 5 1 0 1 21 1
18n ............ 7 7 14 3 0 3 2 2 4 1 3 4 18
1874............ 8 10 18 3 3 6 6 6 12 0 5 5 30 1
1875............ 5 6 11 4 6 10 2 6 8 3 2 5 19 1
1876 ............ 8 6 14 2 2 4 5 6 11 4 2 6 25 1
1877............ 10 5 15 3 8 11 4 6 10 6 1 7 25 1
1878............ 6 9 15 2 5 7 5 7 12 4 0 4 27 1
1879............ It 12 2:1 2 5 7 3 6 9 6 4 10 :12 IL5UUUU , '" 7 7 14 7 4 11 3 2 5 25 1
1881............ 7 7 14 9 3 12 6 5 11 5 ~1__10_ 25 2

------- --!--

- 2071- 19Total. . .. 95 92 187 57 73) 130 50 60 110 36 27 I 6:1
I-------

Birth» a1!ll death» on Commander Islands, aCOOl'ding to months, from 1868 10 1881.

I . Births.__ Deaths. ==1
I M Bering Island. Copper Island. Both iSlands. Bering Island. Copper Islan<l. Both~ I

Months oS ~ '" oS ~ ~ oS ~!<i oS I ~ <i oS' ~ ....: oS ~ l<i
~ S~ea ~"""2 8 ... « 6'b"a El.5r; S ...
n ~ ~ ::1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

---------1--------------- --- --,--------------
.Janllary.............. :I 12 15 :I 5 8 6 17 23 4 1:1 7 2 0 2 6 :I 9
Fehruary............. 5 4 9 2 6 8 7 10 17 2 a 5 1 2 3 3 5 8
Mal'ch... 6 3 9 6 4 10 12 7 19 2 3 5 0 2 2 2 5 7
Apl'il... 3 4 7 2 8 10 5 12 17 3 1 4 2 a 5 5 4 9
May.................. 7 5 12 8 3 11 15 8 2:1 6 4 10 0 I 1 6 5 11
J uno 7 9 10 4 4 8 11 13 24 1 17 18 1 5 6 2 22 24
.JIlly................. 4 7 11 3 4 7 7 11 18 2 4 6 3 0 3 5 4 9
A Ill,(nst 6 8 14 2 O! 2 8 8 16 5 9 14 8 2 10 13 11 24
September 10 9 19 5 :I 8 15 12 27 7 5 12 6 2 8 13 7120
October 17 8 25 5 7 12 22 15 37 4 2 6 3 3 6 7 5 12
NOVI'Illlwr..... 7 9 16 1 5 6 8 14 22 6 4 10 :I 0 a 9 4 13
Decem bel' .. .. .. . .. .. . 8 3 11 3 {l 9 11 9 20 I 4 5 9 2 0 2 61 5

111

Month unknown..... 5 4 9 0 0 0 5 4 9 2 10 12 0 2 2 2 12 14

Tol.nl.. ......... 88 85 17:l 44 ~Iliii- 1:l2 140 212-1 48 70Tus- 31 22 53 '79-'92l7l

The Commander Islanders, being derived from the other Aleutian Islands, do not
differ from their relatives now under American authority in any essential point, and they
naturally possess the characteristics, both good and bad, of the latter. By nature gentle,
intelligent, and honest, the worst of their present vices have been acquired by contact
with white men. I have spent twenty months among them, and I have only the most
pleasant recollections of these simple-hearted people.

Notwithstanding their common origin, there is a marked difference between the
natives on Bering Island and those on Copper Island. The former are more reticent,
less ambitious, and, therefore, to most people, less attractive than the latter, whose
gaiety and whim make a very favorable impression on the visitor. This difference
seemed more marked during my visit to the islands last year than on the former ocea
sion, and, on the whole, it seemed as if the Bering Islanders had deteriorated. Even
theft was not uncommon among the younger generation on Bering Island-though an
almost unknown thing fourteen years ag-o. But even now real criminal offenses are not
freouent. Occasionally a serious offender has to be sent to Vladivostok for punish-
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ment, but ordinarily deportation from one island. to the other, extra service at the
South Rookery, or fines, are resorted to. The kossaks have often to arrest disturbers
of the peace, resulting from the general spree Oil the great holidays, or prasni7csj but a
night's lodging in the lock-up sobers them up, and neither island has thus far needed a
jail. As an illustration of the patriarchal ways of justice in vogue not many years ago
the following literal abstract from the station log of Bering Island is both instructive
and amusing:

DECEMBER 3, 1877.-A married woman was on trial for stealing a petticoat from a clothes-line.
As she would not confess, the jndges (nativcs) took two pieces of paper, on one of which was written
"I huvo stolen," and on the obhor "I did not"; and it happened that she drew t.ho OIW with the
inscription" I have stolen." She was sentenced to wash the floor in the church.

The moral decline of the people I attribute largely to the recent introduction of
intoxicating liquors. In 1882 it was forbidden the natives both to import spirits and
to brew "beer" of sugar. As a result they were tractable and contented, except as
to this particnlar point. I was then told a story, the literal truth of which I can not
guarantee, however, but it is to the point: A "revisor" arrived at the island to inquire
if the natives were treated well, and he called a meeting to receive any complaints
that they might have to make. The chief, after consulting with the other men, finally
declared that they had absolutely nothing to complain of except the discrimination
made against them, among all the children of the tsar, that they were not allowed to
get drunk on the great church and state holidays, and that they were not conscious of
any conduct which would merit such an unusual and severe punishment.

Whether this petition had any weight, or whether the American Company, which
had been instrumental in establishing the prohibition, was losing its influence, I don't
know; certain it is that at my second visit to the islands the natives were allowed
to import and consume many hundred dollars' worth of alcohol, the result being the
usual one.

Until within the last few years the condition of these natives has been the enviable
one of being the richest and most prosperous community in Bering Sea, or along any of
its shores. Not only the increase in the number of seal skins taken, and later OIL the
increased payment for the skins when the number began to fall off, contributed to
this end, but also the flourishing condition of the sea-otter and blue-fox hunt, due to
the enforcement of wise regulations for the protection and chase of these animals.

The sea-otter long ago became extinct on Bering Island, but on Copper Island it
is still common. 'l'he "rookeries" or breeding-places of this valuable animal, which
furnishes the costliest of all furs,' are guarded and protected with jealous care. The
animal, which is now nearing its extermination on all the American islands and shores,
Where it is not protected at all, is actually increasing on Copper Island, and yields,
besides a handsome return to the Govermnent, sufficient income to keep the natives
in comparative affluence, as this island can easily produce ~oo skins a year. 'I'he
sea-otter is there hunted by the. natives in common, but the individual hunter secures
the price for the animal he catches. Only nets are allowed in their capture. The
Government buys all the skins from the natives at a certain fixed rate, 140 rubles for
the first quality, 75 rubles for the second, and disposes of them to the company as per
contract.
------- - ---- ~---_._- - ---

1 A single first-class sea-otter skln brought at auction in London, spring of 1895, $l,WO.
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The following table, based upon official returns, shows the gradual increase until
the present capacity of the island, about 200, was reached:

Numbel' of eea-ottere killed on COPPel' i8land, 1872-1882.

Year. Sea-otters.

I
Year. ISen-ottora.

9 1879................... *21872..................

I1873.................. 14 1880................... 128
1874.................. 64 1881. .................. 190
1875.................. 48 1882.••.••••••••.•••••• 200
1876.................. 33 ----
1877.................. 68 Total ........... 840
1878.................. 94

-------_.,_ .._.~ ..-

* Thrown out by tho sea. Thoro was evidently no hunt. that year. Dybowskl (Wysp Komand.,
p. 64), upon tho" authority of tho overseer at Copper Island," gives 20 for 1879.

The arctic blue fox is common on both islands, most of the animals now found
there being of the costlier dark phase, only a few white ones occurring occasionally on
Bering Island. These are killed regardless of place or season, to keep the strain as
pure as possible. The Copper Island fox skins are of a better quality, being' larger
and darker. 'I'he capture of the foxes is subject to as stringent and efficient regu
lations as that of the sea-otter. The island is divided into a number of well-defined
districts (19 in Bering Island) for fox-hunting purposes, in each of which there is a
hut (yurt, or odinotska) for the hunters. All the males between 18 and 60 years take
part in the hunt, which ordinarily begins on November 10 (old style) on Bering Island,
and November 20 (old style) on Copper Island, closing December 31. In each district
a certain number of men, forming a gang, are detailed. Each gang hunts in common,
and the proceeds of the hunt are divided according to shares, or each man to take
his own foxes, as each gang may decide. As the various districts are more or less
productive, a certain rotation is established so that each man has his chance at the
best places as his turn arrives. Care, however, is taken that the old men are located
in the more comfortable places.

The following table shows that the number of foxes decreases greatly when they
are hunted for several successive years. The hunt Is therefore suspended for one or
two seasons, with intervals according to circumstances, in order to give the animals
time to recuperate. The importance of the hunt is also shown, and the relative
scarcity of the white phase.

Numher of foxes killed on Bering and Copper i8land8, 1871-1883

Bering Island. Copper INland.

ISORKOD.
Blue White Season. Foxes.foxes. foxes.

--- I- ---
1871-72.~............. 836 4

I m~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
190

1872-73............... 580 28 457
1873-74 ............... 614 24 i 1874............ _................ 447
1874-76 ............... 1875.............................
1875-76 ............... 1,087 50 I 1876............................. 696
1876-77 ............... 573 19 1877............................. ...............
1877-78 ............... ........... 1878.............................
1878-79............... 789 ........... 1879............................. 601
1879-80 •••••••...•.•.. ............ ............ i 1880............................. 603
1880-81.. __ ........... 1881......••..•••..•..•.....•.•..
1881-82 ............... ····i;447· ....·~I 1882............................. 1,033
1882-83............... 872 ------ Total ..................... 3,927

Total .......... 6,698 158
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The blue foxes must now be taken in traps exclusively. Shooting them is entirely
forbidden, and as the foxes mostly live near the coast it is also forbidden to travel
with dog-sledges and to fire any shot near the coast after September 1 (old style).
It was found that by digging them out of their holes females were mostly obtained,
and this method has consequently been prohibited. The dried skills are sold to the
company at a fixed price. As the natives are now paid 14 rubles for each first-class
fox skin and 7 ru-bles for each second-class skin, it will be seen that the foxes are a
valuable source of income to them.

Owing to the ease with which the natives could procure seal meat for food, they
have paid but little attention to other means of subsistence, particularly as the ready
money obtained from the company for skins and work secured suflicient variation
from the company's stores, whence they also obtain their flour, hurd bread, tea, sugar,
etc., not to forget canned provisions. As a result, the sea fishery does not yield what
it otherwise might. On Copper Island, however, the natives catch some cod and
halibut. They have a tolerably good boat harbor and many boats. On Bering Island
however, the lack of a sheltered harbor and landing-place is a great drawback. On
the other hand, the rivers aud creeks of Bering Island are filled with salmon during
the summer mouths, thus yielding the natives an abundant supply of fish for them
selves and their dogs. The Saranna River is particularly important in this respect,
The salmon are here caught in a substantial weir built across the river at the village
of Sarauna. During each summer nearly all the women are kept busy cleaning
and drying from 60,000 to 100,000 salmon (pls, 60, 61). The weir is kept open
from Saturday night to Monday morning to allow fish to ascend the river and lake to
spawn. The bulk of the salmon put up belongs to the two species" Krasnaya riba,"
or redfish (Oncorhynchus ner7ca), and kisutch, or silver salmon (0. kisutch).

There is very little game now to hunt ou the islands. The natives are very fond
of the meat of the various sea birds, especially early in spring, and being provided
with modern breech-loading guns and au unlimited supply of ammunition,' the result is
that birds have become comparatively scarce-very much so, in fact-near the villages.
Ptarmigans (Laqopu« ridgwayi) are, I believe, still numerous on Bering Island.

During their lease Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00. introduced a herd of
Kamchatka cattle on Bering Island and kept it at an expense entirely dispropor
tionate to the benefits derived. The company has given up keeping cows, but tho
cattle have passed into the hands of the natives, while the white families on the island
also have a few head to keep them supplied with milk. It has been supposed that
cattle-raising might have a future Oil Bering Island, but past experience disproves
the prediction, at least with the present breed of cattle. It has even beeu suggested
"that these sturdy cattle might be advantageously introduced into the Aleutian
Archipelago," but aslde from the fact that it requires a good deal of care and fodder
to bring them successfully through the winter, even on Bering Island, the breed is
highly objectionable from the fact that the cows refuse milk the moment their calves
are taken away from them.

011 the other hand, I firmly believe that with a suitable breed sheep-raising could
be made a success, not only on the Commander Islands, but on the American Aleutian
Islands as well. The climate is not more severe nor more moist than on some of the

1 Mr. Kluge says the natives 011 Copper Island annually use 800 to 900 pounds of gunpowder.
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Scotch islands, or the Faeroes, where sheep-raising and fishing are the main industries,
Bnt, of course, if an experiment is to be made, it must not be undertaken with sheep
from California or some other country with a climate differing widely from that of
the islands. It is imperatively necessary that a race like the Scotch black-face be
employed; otherwise, the experiment would be sure to be a failure; but with pJ'op~r

precautions, and under the guidance of experienced men, I feel convinced that sheep
raising would be the proper solution of the food question in the Aleutian Islands.

On Bering Island the sledge-dogs would be an insurmountable obstacle to the
introduction of sheep. As a matter of fact, however, the dogs are 1I0W of but little
use, and should be exterminated-the sooner the better. The increasing number of
boats have made the dogs superfluous along the coasts and for inland transportation,
particularly from the main village, :Nikolski, to tue North Rookery. The introduction of
a few Kamchatkan ponies would do the work much more satisfactorily, as proven by
the success of the mules on the Pribylof Islands. In the fall of 1882 a couple of horses
were brought over from Petropaulski, let loose, and allowed to take care of themselves
during the entire winter, which was a rather severe one. The winter gales swept the
level places nearly bare of snow and the horses found more than plentiful food in the
dry grass thus exposed. So far from suffering hunger, the horses in spring were found
to be slick and well fed; in fact, in better condition than when they arrived 011 the
island. They were afterwards sold to a native, but died later, a circumstance
undoubtedly due to the ignorance or lack of care of the owner.

The sledge-dogs are still one of the most interesting features of Bering Island.
There must be at least GOO dogs in Nikolski, but while formerly they were allowed to
run loose, and afterwards kept chained outside of the owner's house, Mr. Grebnitski
has of late years banished all the dog-pens to the sand-bills back of the village, much
to the improvement of good order and comfort in the village. Each dog has a hole
in the ground large enough for him to lie down in while chained to a stout pole Ileal'
by. Here they pass their days howling or sleeping, when not out traveling. For
traveling a number of them, mostly 11 or 13, are hitched in pairs to a low sledge. A
trained leader is tied on in front. This is an intelligent and valuable animal, and is
guided entirely by the driver's voice. In winter, on the snow, such a team will haul
a load weighing 400 pounds, and I have traveled 40 miles in a day, though without
any baggage worth mentioning. But they arc also used in summer 011 the bare
ground. Of course, the rocky places are avoided as much as possible, and the summer
tracks are preferably located over the marshes and in the low places. On frequented
routes, as between Nikolski and North Rookery, or Saranna, the constant travel has
worn deep ruts in the ground-in some places 2 to 3 feet deep. These ruts being veri
table ditches, drain the surroundings, and are, therefore, usually in a very slippery
condition, to which the droppings of the dogs add materially, making it fast if not
pleasant traveling. Some of these routes are shown by dotted lines on the map of
Bering Island (plate 4).

Most of the dogs diller greatly from the Kamchatkan dogs, belonging, ill fact, to
an entirely different race. They have large, hanging ears, and were originally brought
to the island from Okhotsk. Of late years teams of Kamchatkan dogs, which have
erect, pointed ears, and are very much like the ordinary Eskimo dogs, have been
imported, as the original hang-eared dogs were degenerating from inbreeding, and
now mongrels of all possible shades and with ears of all possible shapes are common
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enough. The hang-ear dogs arc furthermore distinguished by having the regular dog
bark, while the Kaanchatkan dogs can only howl.

I The recent introduction of reindeer into Bering Island seems to have been a
success. Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00., in IS83, by the efforts of Dr. B.
Dybowski, secured 4 male and 11 female reindeer in Kumoliatka, which were safely

. landed on Bering Island .JIlly 15. During thefollowing winter 2 females were killed
hy natives, but the herd increased by the birth of G or 7 calves. The reindeer took
up pastures in the southern, mountainous part of the island, and are said to have
multiplied rapidly. I did not see them in ISHii, but 1 heard estimates of their number
varying between 600 and 1,OOa deer. A careful selection of bucks for killing would
add to the fresh-meat supply, and at the same time promote the rapid increase of
the herd.

It is not improbable that the reindeer might do well on Copper Island, in spite of
the smaller size of the island, but I am inclined to the belief that the introduction of
a suitable, ha.r(ly race 0/ goats would be a better investment.

A few heus and tame ducks are kept in the villages on both islands.
A glance at the meteorological tables, pages 13-17, will show that any agricul

ture, in the proper sense of the word, is out of the qnestion. On Bering Island there is
a half-hearted, half-successful attempt at raising a few vegetables. Formerly most of
the native families had" gardens" at Staraya Gavan, where turnips and potatoes were
raised with varying success. The place was entirely too far from the main village,
however, and new gardens have been started at Fedoskia, on the west coast, a few
miles south of Nikolski. In 1895 there was only one man who still had a vegetable
patch at Staraya Gavan. I believe that this industry could be made more successful
if the natives were taught proper methods. One common error now committed is that
all the vegetables are planted entirely too close together. It would also be necessary
to look out for hardy plant seeds and seed potatoes raised in a northern climate.

The fuel used by the natives consists of coal and birch wood, the latter brought
from Kamchatka and sold by the company, and of driftwood collected by the natives
along the beaches. T1Ie latter article is very uncertain and is now often very scarce,
though formerly abundant enough. Coal, on account of the long transportation, is
expensive, arid, like the birch wood, requires cash to purchase it. A conple of ship
loads of the latter are required every year, and while the supply in Kamchatka is
almost limitless at the present time, yet it is not so accessible now at places where
there are people to cut it and where it can be loaded into a vessel. 'With the
decreasing number of seals affecting the revenues both of the natives and of the
company, the day does not seem distant when the former will be unable to buy, while
the latter may find it uupro1itable to have a steamer constantly plying between the
iSlands and Kamchatka. Knowing, moreover, that the fuel qnestion was a grave one
on the other Aleutian Islands and that peat hogs may be expected to be found on
many of the latter, as they occur on Bering Island, I undertook, in 1883, to investigate
them and to bring' samples of peat home for analysis. East of Nikolski, behind the
sheltering hills and sand-dunes, a large swamp extends back to the foot of the three
Saranna Baidar Mountains, covering several square miles. III suitable localities large
beds of peat of excellent quality are found. On June 15, 1883, I had a couple of men
cut about 350 pieces of peat from near the surface. TIJe pieces, averaging about 2
by 16 by 8 inches, were spread out on a hillside to drain, and ten days later they

l!'. c. B. 1806-3
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were stacked in pyramids in such a manner that the intervals between the pieces gave
the air uninterrupted circulation between them.

When leaving the island in the autumn I found the pieces of good consistency
and took a fair quantity with me to have the properties of the peat tested. They
were turned over to Dr. Freel. P. Dewey, then curator of metallurgy at the United
States National Museum, who kindly furnished me with a report of his analysis of
the peat, which he found of good quality. It should be observed that the peat was
from the surface, and therefore not nearly so good as it would have been if it had been
taken deeper down. Dr. Dewey's report has never been printed, and, in view of the
great importance of this question, both for Bering Island and the other Aleutian
Islands, I think it well to submit it in full:

met-ou-r ON l'Ii:AT FROM BElUNG ISI.AN».

As received, the sample consisted of about 30 slubs of the peat, most of nhom of conaidornbto size,
so tlmt it can be considorod as a fairly average sample; since, however, it Iuul been collected several
years, it was unusually dry. It was first tested by Imilding a fire under a small boiler. It ignited with
great ease and gave off its volatile matter at a low temperature, forming a good, solid flame without
much smoke and giving off a good amount of heat. Itrequircd only a small amount of kindliug wood
to thoroughly start the fire, and after it was once started and had been thoroughly observed it was
left to itself, and at the end of five hours it still had vitality enough to ignite fresh material, showing
that it had good staying power. If there had been sufficient material on hand to build a large fire, it
would probably have held its fire for 15 to 20 hours, but only a small fire could be built, and the result
is very satisfactory. A small piece was cnt off from each large piece and the small pieces properly
ground and sampled for a chemical analysis, which yielded the following results:

Water " .
Volatile matter __ .
Fixed carbon .
Ash 0 •• "'''.' .

7.60
51. 97
22.06
18.37

100.00

25.00
42.19
17.!J0
14.m

20.00
45.00
19.10
15.90

As might be expected from the time since the sample was collected, the analysis shows an unusun.lly
small amount of water, and while the ash is rather high, the whole analysis shows the 11eat to be above
the average in its contents of actual combustihlo material, and that, therefore, it would undoubtedly
form a very valuable fuel in the country where it is found,

As prepared for use by simply air-drying, peat Iroquontly contains from 15 to 25 per cent of water,
and unless n.rtlflciul hcnt is used in drying it is not probable that this one could he d·ried to less than
20 to 25 pel' cent of water ; and on this basis its composition would ]le-

Water .. .. __ _.. __ . __ __ __ .
Volatile matter 0 __ __ .. _. __ •

Fixed carbon __ __ __ 0 _ •••

Ash 00 """.

100.00 100.00

25.5ll
35.41
29.30
9.73

'I'heao results compare favorably with the following analysis of a peat from Devonshire, England,
which has been used extensively for fuel:

Water __ • __ ..
Volatile matter __ 00 _ "

Fixed carbon .. __ __ ..
Ash ..

100.00

Should it be necessary to use artificial heat, it could, of course, readily be obtninod by the combus
tion of a portion of the peat itself in a suitahly designed furnace.

lam satisfied that this p(mt will make au excellent fuel, and that the prOl)er steps should be taken
to introduce its use among tho natives of tho region.
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Most of the natives on both islands live in neat frame houses, built and presented
to them by Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Oo., instead of the damp and filthy sod
huts (here called yurt) which they formerly lived in. If properly located and built,
however, the sod-house is well suited to the climate and the needs of the people, aud
the munificence of the above company ceasing with the expiration of the lease, the
Zholti Mys natives, as wen as many a new-wed young couple, have erected new sod
hnts. These are built over a wooden frame, lined inside with boards, and the site
properly drained (plates Hib and 16a).

Nowadays the males dress almost exclusively in imported ready-made clothes, and
the women make themselves dresses of calico or woolen goods, though for heavy over
coats and capes they wear also imported ready-made articles. Even the latest fashions
penetrate rapidly to these distant shores. My surprise may well be imagined at
seeing girls there last year wearing' gay-colored waists with enormous "leg-o'-mutton"
Sleeves! Ready-made shoes are also used in great quantities, for although a few men
have been taught shocmakiug, comparatively little repairing is done. The old home
made garments are going out of usc. 'I'he old raiu-cout, made of dried seal-guts, is
heing laid aside for the oil coat, and the native tarbassi-moccasins made of seal skin
or the inside throat-lining of the old bull seals-are giving way to rubber boots. Even
the baidarka, the graceful skin canoe, is a thing of the past, as the sea-lion has become
nearly exterminated on the islands, and the same fate has befallen the large skin
baidaras, great lighters made of 11 framework of wood over which was stretched
sea-lion skins sewed together. The framework is taken apart and used for other
purposes, and the steamers' boats do tho work of the baidara,

The municipal institu,i'ions of the two Commander Island communities are particu
larly interesting, not only because they are peculiar, but because they differ so radically
on the two islands. The system on Bering Island is one of nearly pure communism,
While on Copper Island it may be termed individualistic by comparison. The local
administration has of course a great power and influence, but the natives have also
a great deal to say in regard to their own affairs, They elect for a certain term a chief
and an assistant chief, subject to the approval of the administrator or local governor.
The chief, in a measure, represents the community, and through him all commnnica
tions to the natives have to go. This is particularly the case with reference to the
Company and its agents, who have absolutely no authority whatsoever over the natives,
much less over the chief. The men attend to their internal affairs, receive the Gov
ernment's communications, and hold their elections in their assembly house, The
chief's business, among other things, is to see that the governor's orders are executed,
that work to be undertaken is properly done, and that the moneys coming to the
natives are properly distributed, etc. If I wanted a team of dogs and sledge I could
not arrange with any native I pleased, but had to notify the, chief, who would then
send me the one whose turn, as duty or privilege, it would be to furnish the dogs.

A specified tariff for all work is provided. On Bering Island the total proceeds
f~om the seal killing, 1.50 rubles per skin, is paid into the community fund and then
thstributed according to shares, each family, according to the individual rating of the
members, receiving a certain number of shares and fraction of shares. For this the
able-bodied men have todo the community work, including the sealing, without fur
ther compensation. On Copper Island an entirely different system prevails. There
each family is paid for each skin which 11 member of the family brings to the salt-
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house. Hence men, women, and children are engaged in the work, each family trying
to bring in as many skins as possible. This system has been found necessary there,
as the population would have been entirely inadequate to handle the catch if the
Bering Island scheme had been adopted. It lias resulted in overworking the Copper
Islanders, expecially the females; but I am not certain that their more cheerful and
independently open character, as contrasted with the more sulky and indifferent aspect
of the Bering Island natives, is not due to the competition, on one hand, and the para
lyzing communism on the other.

The religion of the natives is, of course, the orthodox Russian Greek-Catholic
faith. They have built a fine and expensive church on each island. They also support
a priest on each island, and on Bering Island au assistant priest or" diakon." The moral
plane of the church-its methods, men, and members-is similar to that of the same
institution in Alaska.

Schools are provided for both islands and housed in roomy and well-lighted build
ings, very creditable in every respect. The children are provided with all the modern
improvements in school furniture, as well as apparatus for object lessons, maps, and
colored charts of animals and plants decorating the walls, on which, over the teacher's
rostrum, also hang the portraits of the tsar and the tsarina. Whether the knowledge
received by the boys and girls is up to the fine apparatus, I am not able to say. Any
way, the boys used to write a good hand, at least when the late Mr. Volokitin taught
them. I also saw the apparatus of a modern school gymnasium, but as it was outside
the schoolhouse and being painted dead-black, I surmise that the authorrties had come
to the oonelusion that it was carrying coal to Newcastle to give the outdoor children
of Aleut extraction the additional physical exercise of indoor gymnastics.

A doctor, appointed and paid by the Government, is now stationed on Bering
Island, with a good drug store on each island. He has for an assistant a "feltcher" or
barber, a native boy who has undergone a training at Vladivostok. The midwife, sent
out from St. Petersburg by the authorities there, mnst also be regarded as the doctor's
assistant.

A.-BERING ISLAND.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Bering Ishind, the northwestern island of the Commander group, is situated
between (approximately) 55°22' and 54° 42' north latitude and 165° 40' and l(j(i0 41'
east longitude (pl. 4). Its greatest length from northwest to southeast is a little less
than 50 miles, the average width being about 10 miles.

Two outlying islets, both not far from the northwestern extremity, properly
belong here-Topor7cof Island, a fiat-topped, low island, about 2 miles west of the
main village, and Ari Kamen, on older charts usually called Sivutchi Kamen, a
higher basaltic rock, with a two-peaked top, 4Jt miles farther west.

The southern two-thirds of Bering Island are exceedingly mountainous, with
peaks rising to about 2,200 feet. The maximum elevation is nearer the western side
than the eastern, and the rise from the sea consequently more abrupt along the
former coast, the mountains sloping more gently toward the east. The valleys, as a
rule, are shorter, narrower, and V-shnped on the west side, longer and more open on
the other. The passes a.re usnally high, GOO to 1,000 fect, but at one place, viz,
between Gla,d7cOt's7caya on the west coast and Polaoino on the east, the two valleys
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are continuous, with a very low watershed, thus dividing the mountains into two
separate masses. In these the peaks, ridges, and intervening valleys are distributed
without any apparent regular system. III the northern mountain mass, however, it
is easy to recognize a dominating central stock between Podutiosnaya and Buyan,
from which several of the largest streams of the island radiate west, north, and east,
as, for instance, Podutiosnaya, Fedos7cia, J(a1nflnnaya, the StarlLya Gaoan. River, and
the Buyan River. The most conspicuous mountain of the southern mass, and in fact
the highest on the island, is the one which I have named Mount Steller.1 It is
located just south of the low valley between Oladkovskaya and Polavino, mentioned
above, and is particularly impressive and beautiful viewed from the latter place.
The mountains grow more forbidding and precipitous as the southern extremity of
the island is approached, the last cape, a bold and knife-sharp promontory, the
Stotclmoi Mys, better known as Cape Manaa, beiug particularly picturesque.

The northern third of the island has an entirely different aspect from the remainder.
In a general way itmay be described as being low, the highest elevation being but
slightly more than 600 feet. In reality it consists of a series of usually well-marked
ten-aces. First comes the present beach followed by a steep coast escarpment aver
aging about 30 feet. In the deep bays this escarpment recedes inland so as to inclose
the lakes formed by the rise of the land, and the heaping up by the sea of gravel and
sand iu front of them. Then follows a strip of varying width of nearly level or gently
sloping land to the base of an intermediate, often abrupt, terrace, which brings us to
an elevation of from 20') to 300 feet. The level following leads to the next and last rise,
which is the highest, but also usually the most gentle, though ill some places still
quite precipitous. The level above this rise forms either large plateaus with a somewhat
undulating surface, or the tops of singularly regular, flat-topped table mountains,
which the natives, from their appearance suggesting overturned boats, have given the
graphic name of Lotka, or Baidara, mountains. 'I'here are two groups of these table
mountains, both very conspicuous when one approaches at sea the main village, viz
the Severnie Lotki, two very regular and round tables, between 3 and 4 miles (nautical)
north of Nikolski, and the Saranskie Lotki, three equally well marked, though less
regular mountains, about 5 miles distant to the northeast, on the west side of the great
Saranna Lake. The highest altitude of the former group I have measured to be 577
feet; of the latter, 617 feet. The two main plateaus, which are situated north of the
great lakes, are the Northern Plateau. between Cape Zapadnie and Saranna, and Tonkoi
Plateau from the latter place, where a deep cut, in which flows the Saranna River,
Separates the two plateaus, to East Tonkoi Mys, the Cape 1Va,xell of many charts.

Between the terraced plateaus, which form the foothills and northern extension
of the mountainous southern portion of the island, and the two detached table-lands
named above, there is a depression extending across the island, which is filled by one
very large and a number of smaller lakes, as well as by extensive swamps.

The large lake alluded to, Saranna La7ce,2 is quite an imposing sheet of water for
so small an island, covering, as it does, an area of about 20 square miles. It connects
with the sea at the Saranna village, on the north shore of the island, by means of a
short river less thnn :t mile long. The level of the lake is about 40 feet above that of
the sea. From the western end of this lake there is almost continuous communi-

I Deutsche Geograph. Blu-ttor, VIII, 1885, p. 240.
eOn some maps culled Fcdoskiu Lake, a numo unknown on the island.
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cation throngh a small swamp with two smaller lakes, which empty into the sea at
the western side, through the Ladigins7caya River. A somewhat larger lake, the
Gavans7coye Oeero, occupies the center of a large swamp immediately east of the
main village. The stream by which it discharges its water pusses the latter, aud
is Steller's Osernaya Reshka. The low land between the lake and sea is protected
near the latter by several rows of high saud-dunes from the village to Ladiginsk.

It is a cnrious fact that Steller (Neuste Nord. Beytr., II, 17H3,pp. 266-2(7) describes
this lake as the largest on the island, and that he has eutirely overlooked the exist
ence of Sarauna Lake. It is pretty good evidence that Steller did not visit that
part of the island personally (unless possibly when it was covered with ice and snow)
and explains also his omission of mentioning the great North seal rookery. 'I'here
are a few small lakes, or rather ponds, in the southern mountainous portion, which need
no special mention, except the one in Lisson7c01Jaya Ba,y, as the natural eouditious
there are a miniature reproduction of the Gavanskoye Ozero, It may be added that
Lissonkovaya is Steller's Yushin's Valley.

Bering Island has no sheltered harbors, and the few anchorages are indifferent or
even dangerous under anything but the most favorable circumstances. 'I'he principal
anchorage is in the corner off Nikolski, but with southerly or westerly winds it is not
safe. It can be approached from the west by keeping close to the south shore of 'fop
orkof Island, in order to avoid an outlying rock off the so-called Vkhodui Point, or
Reef. The channel north of Ari Kamen and Toporkof is very dangerous and should
be avoided. Farther south, on the same side, are two larger bays, Gladkovskaya and
Lissonkovaya, but they are open and no landing can be effected in rough weather.
On the east side is Staraya Gavan, the "Old Harbor," where there was formerly a
settlement. The bay is small and narrow, with dangerous reefs on both sides.

These reefs are quite a feature of the Bering Island shores. In the northern
portion they are mostly of volcanic nature, but in the mountainous portion they consist
of stratified rock on edge in such a manner that many of them, especially at Tolstoi
Mys and northward, when bare at low tide have the appearance of plowed fields with
furrows of great length and regularity. On the stretch of coast just mentioned these
reefs form a nearly continuous belt, one-fourth to one-half' mile wide, and parallel to
the beach. A narrow channel of somewhat deeper water, though only deep enough
so that a large boat can be barely pulled and pushed through by low water, extends
the whole length between the beach and the reef belt, which is covered by high tide.
The continuity of the reef is only broken where some larger stream empties into
a slight indenture of the coast, as, for instance, at Komaudor, at Polavino, and at
Buyan, .

The main settlement is at Ni7cols7ci,I so named in honor of Mr. Nikolai Grebnitski,
situated at the inner corner of the little bay east of 'I'oporkof Island (pI. 17). 'I'he
houses arc built in several rows on the raised beach at the mouth of the Gavauskaya
Reshka and partly upon the sandy slope of the adjacent hills, and being mostly
frame structures are painted in many gay, if not always tasteful colors. Prominent
also in this respect the new church, dedicated to St. Nicolas, raises its yellow dome over
a grass-green roof, while the body is painted pink with white and sky-blue trimmings I
The old church of St. Inakenti is still standing, dismantled and neglected.

IOn some maps called Grebniteki Harbor, or Grebnitskoyo Seleni.
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At the western end of the village is located the new government building with
offices for the administrator and the doctor, and next to it the new school-house, both
rather large, but uninteresting, lead-colored strnctures (pl. 17b). In the center of the
village is located the company's dwelling-house for the agent (pl. 18a), painted a friendly
white and surrounded by the magazines, stores, stable, bath-house, etc. Beyond is
the administrator's dwelling, unpretentious, but comfortable (pl. 18b). The sod-huts
are relegated to the rear, and, hardly differing from the surrounding grass, are very
iucouspicuous (pI. 15b).

At Saranna (pI. 61) there is quite a village of small houses and huts for the women
in summer, when they live there in order to put up the large salmon catch. A small
frame chapel was being built last year on the brow of the hill back of the village.

The summer village at Severnoye, or the North Rookery, will be described under
the head of the latter. There was formerly also a temporary village at Staraya Gavan,
to accommodate the people during the planting and harvesting season, but a new 011e
has been built ill its stead at Fedoskia, not far from Nikolski.

SEAL ROOKERIES.

It was on Bering Island that Steller, in the spring of 1741, discovered for the first
time the rookeries and breeding-grounds of the fur-seals, which he had previously
observed traveling northeastward toward unknown regions. His classical descriptions,
so well known to all naturalists, need not detain us here, except in so far as they relate
to the extent and location of the rookeries. Unfortunately, his works contain very
little bearing directly upon this question. In his" Beschreibung del' Berings Iusel"
(Neuste Nord. Beytrtige, II, 1793, p. 289) there are a few observations, however, which
throw some light on the subject, On the 20th and 30th of April (new style) the
shipwrecked crew had killed the first bulls just arrived. Steller at once concluded
that they had found the breeding habitat of these animals and hoped for more to
follow. He says:

III this hope we were not deceived, for numberless herds soon followed, filling the entire coast to
SUch an extent that one could not pass by without danger to life and limbs; nay, in some places where
they covered the whole shore we were often obliged to travel over the hills and rocky places. -. • •
1'he8canimal8 landed. only on the 80ltthern 8ille of tile 'i8Ianll, I 0Pllo8it/) Kamcluitka, colt8cqnently at least 18
Wm'8t8 from the nearest place to OlW llwelling8. • • • [This was a long way to curry the big bulls, the
flesh of which, moreover, was very unpulutable.] But we soon discovered that another smaller kind
of fur-seal, grayish of color, which arrived with them in still greater numbers, had n much toudorer
and more palatable meat, without odor, which consequently could be oaten without nausea. 11'0
lli8Covercll also a ncm'er road. to these llirectly eouth. from. our llwcllilt!l8, scarcely more than half as long
as the former.

From these quotations it is perfectly plain that at the time of the discovery of
Bering Island there were no breeding-grounds or rookeries on the east side of the
island; that there were well-filled breeding-grounds on the west side; that these were
situated on the shore where now are located the few hundred females forming the
Poludionnoye, or South, Rookery, and that vast numbers of bachelors hauled up in'
Lissonkovaya Bay, Where there 'are none now, nor have there been any apparently
Within the memory of the natives residing on the island.

I Steller applies the term "south side" to the entire shore, which from our better knowledge of
~he ~opogrl1phyof the Islund we would call the western shore. It is evident from various st.atements
In hiS works that he did not visit the true northern shore between Cupe Wuksoll uud Zapadm Mys,
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The destruction of this hauling-ground must be credited to the same parties
who accomplished the extermination of the sea-cow ill twenty-seven years.'

At the present day there are only two distinct rookeries Oll Bering Island, the
principal one being located on the northern coast of the island, the other, a small
affair, on the west coast.

THE NORTH IWOKEHY. (Plato 7.)

The great North Rookery (Se1JCrnoye lczhbishtche) is situated on the northernmost
prolongation of the island (Severni l\fys; also called Cape Yushin ) about 11 miles
from the main village, Nikolski, and about 10 miles from the northwest cape, Zapadni
Mys, The north plateau of the island recedes here from the sea, leaving a broad,
level tundra, which slopes gently northward toward the sea, ending abruptly in a
steep escarpment, about 30 feet high, between which and the water a flat beach, about
400 feet wide, extends all around the point.

From this beach a long, rocky reef, of volcanic origin, extends for half a mile
nearly due north, ending ill a somewhat isolated high rock, the so-called Sea-lion rock
(Si1!Utchi Kamen). The terminal half of this reef is very low and, with tbe exception
of the scattered larger rocks, under water at high tide; in fact, it requires very low
water to be able to walk out to the Sea-lion rock. The basal half is formed by a
slightly raised, long and narrow peninsula, about a quarter of a mile long by 400 feet
wide, the central portion of which constitutes a hard, gravelly beach about 10 feet
above mean tide, and gently sloping toward the water on both sides, and fringed,
except at the base, by the rocky reef. The northern two-thirds of this gravelly
eeutral portion is covered with fragments of shells of mollusks and echinoderms, so
that it appears, quite white, for which reason this part of the rookery is often spoken
of as "the sands"; the basal third is covered with a very rank growth of Elymus
mollis, continuous with the fields of the same grass which line the inner portion of the
beach up to the escarpment, The vegetation is now gradually extending in a wedge
shaped point northward over the central part of "the sands." Several isolated
rocks surround the rookery on both sides, as well as numerous snnken reefs.

From the base of the projecting point thus described, which is specifically desig
nated as the Reef Rookery (Rijovoyc lezltbishtche) , the coast trends east and is fringed
with the same rocky reef as the rookery itself; but the seals do not haul up on these
rocks, and they form no part of the rookery, The bay thus inclosed is comparatively
Shallow and sheltered, forming the principal playing-ground of the pups. Here they
learn to swim. Near the south shore the rocks mark off a series of shallow lagoons.

From the western side of the "Heef Rookery," the base of which is here marked
oft' by a detached rock, called Babin, or Babinski Kamen, the coast trends south
southeast. The beach shows the same characteristics, viz, au inner grass-covered belt,
followed by a narrow, pebbly belt more or less whitened by broken shells and fringed
by an outer rocky reef, which by low water embraces innumerable very shallow lagoons.

'I'he grassy belt is widest (fully 400 feet) toward the reef, and the escarpment is
here nearly obliterated by a little creek coming from the south. Its mouth is usually
dammed up by the pebbles and gravel thrown up by the Rea, and the grassy belt in this
locality is therefore intersected by numerous connected pools of nearly stagnant water.

'L. Stejneger, Row the Great Northern Sea Cow (Rytina) Became Exterminated. American
Naturalist, XXI, December, 1887, 1'p. 1047-1054.
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Farther south the escarpment again assumes its precipitous aspect and approaches
nearer to the beach.

About five-eighths of a mile from the base of the" reef" the rocky beach projects
again a little and, as the coast line beyond takes a more southerly turn, a corner is
formed which the natives designate as Bl-izhni ]JIys. J ust before this" cape" there is
an expansion of the gravelly part of the beach which, like" the sands" of the reef,
serve the seal hauling' up in this neighborhood 'us a "parade" ground. This portioII

of the beach is now called Kishotchnaya. 'I'he patch of breeding seals located here
are known as Kishotchnoye lezhbistche or (rarely) Blizhnoye lezhbistchc.

Beyond Blizhui Mys the reef fringe, as well as the grassy belt, again expands,
the escarpment retreating from the coast, only to reapproach farther south at another
promonotory which is well marked by two high, grass-covered, mound-like masses of
rock, the so-called Great Mal'oshishnik, or Maroshnik, and Little Maroshnik. Beyond
this point the coast forms another slight bay, fringed with reefs, like the foregoing,
but not so wide. This is Kisikof', and as this is the last point where seals are known
to have hauled up regularly, it may be regarded as the southern end of the great
North Rookery,

The killing grounds are located on the gentle slope (about 3 in 100) above the
escarpment, about 600 feet southeast of the base of the reef. The ground is here
smooth and covered with a short, fine grass. The upper end is pitted all over with
holes dug 4 to 6 feet deep and about 6 feet wide, used bythe natives as "silos," into
Which they place the seal meat, intestines, ete., destined for winter food for the
sledge-dogs. In addition, boxes and barrels are likewise scattered over that part of
the ground, and in these the natives salt the seal meat for their own use (pl. 19a).

The driveways on this rookery are short and easy. From the reef the drive is
scarcely three-eighths of' a mile long, for the least part over the rocky beach, and for the
greater portion through the shallow lagoon at the base of the reef and across the fields
of rank grass. The ascent up the escarpment is scarcely 30 feet high, with an incline
of about 350. The road there is worn perfectly bare of vegetation and in wet weather
is somewhat slippery, but not enough so as to cause a serious impediment to the drive.

The driveway from the southern end of the rookery is considerably longer, from
Kishotchnaya, for instance, nearly three-fourths of a mile; but as it is partly over the
same beach upon which the seals themselves haul up and travel about with ease, and
partly over the inner grassy belt of the beach, no special hardship is involved, The

. killing-grounds are reached from the west side, where the escarpment is locally inter
rupted, and the gentle slope beyond extends down to the water.

The company's salt-house is located 500 feet north of the killing-grounds, at the
extreme north end of the escarpment, and its reddish-brown walls and roof are
visible all around for a considerable distance, being, in fact, the best landmark on
this part of the island. It is a frame building, originally 45 by 26 feet, with a later
eastern addition 20 by 24 feet. On the north side a plank "chute" and stairs lead
down the escarpment to the beach below (pI. 24).

Southeast of' the killing-grounds, about 1,200 feet from the beach, and between 60
and 70 feet above the sea, the mud-hut vUlage of' the natives, where the men live
during the killing season, is located, and directly in front, north of the new huts, the
only wooden dwellings of the place, one belonging to the Russiau Government, in
which the kossak and his family reside, the other (16 by 20 feet) built by the company
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for its employees. Formerly the company's "sealer" lived in a small frame-hut just
east of the salt-house, but this is now used for storing salt in sacks, while the kossak
occupied a mud-hut, or yurt, a little farther east (pI. 25b).

There has of late years been several distinct yurt or mud-house villages at this
rookery. The first one was situated just back of the coast escarpment, west of the
salt-house, and between it and the present driveway, scarcely more than an eighth of a
mile frOID the rookery. This was inhabited until 1877. In 1878 Mr. Grebnitski ordered
the village to be moved back and the new yurts were built an eighth of a mile southeast
of and farther up on the hill than the former. The yurts, or barabras, were low and
small aud dark, musty and dirty, and have recently become entirely unfit for use. A
series of new ones have now been erected and others are still beiug built immediately
east of the former site, and these are ill every way supplied with "lllodern improve
ments," inasmuch as they are comparatively large, dry, and provided with windows.
They are built entirely above ground, and constructed of uprights rammed into the
gronnd and covered on the inside with boards nailed on lengthwise. The walls and
roof are theu covered with a thick layer of sod (pI. 1Ga). On the whole, they are rather
comfortable and warm, being certainly more suited to the climate and the wants of
the people than the ordinary frame-houses.

The appended map of this rookery (pl. 7) is the result of a traverse plane table survey
madeJuly9to 19, 1895, in the intervals between the rain and fog. A base line, exactly
one-fourth of a statute mile long, was carefully measured off on the level ground to the
west of the salt-house. About 100 angles, from 14 stations, were measured. Another
map of the same rookery was made by me in 1882-83, but on a considerably smaller
scale, by means of an azimuth compass and pediouieter. 'I'he new and more detailed
survey confirmed the accuracy of the old map. 'I'liere has never been published any'
map of this rookery.

1'lIE SOUTli ROOKlmy.

The South Rookery of Bering Island (Poludionnoye lezhbishtche) is now a very
insignificant affair. As mentionell above, it is the only remnant of the countless
numbers of seals which Steller saw on this side of the island. Situated at 550 57'
north latitude, on the west coast of the island, halfway between Northwest Cape and
Cape Manati and nearly 16 miles in a straight line from the village Nikolski, it occupies
a narrow, curved beach under the steep bluffs of the coast escarpment, which here rises
perpendicularly from (j0 to 100 feet high. A beautiful waterfall in the next bight to
the east forms a very conspicuous landmark (pl. 32b), and three-fourths of a mile to
the westward is one of the most perfect natural arches, which I have named Steller's
Arch (pI. 27b).

The rookery beach is hemmed in both at the west end and the east by projecting
spurs of the escarpment, and at the corresponding comers long rocky reefs run out
into the sea, inclosing and protecting- a shallow bay which, in spite of the openness of
the coast, forms a safe harbor for the pups. The beach itself, hardly 100 feet wide,
consists of an outer pebbly and rocky portion with a rather steep incline toward the
water and an inner narrow and level belt covered with very tall vegetation, mostly
Elymtts and Heraolcum, •

The breeding seals occupy part of the pebbly beach, also hauling up on the out
lying rocks of the reef.
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The driving is made along the beach toward the east, and although not long, the
entire distance being about 2,000 feet, is somewhat harder than on the North Rookery
as the seals have to be driven mostly over sand and round loose stones. The ascent
to ' the killing-grounds is steep and high, about 50 feet, leading from the boat-Iandiug up
past the house, where the few natives live, and the small salt-house beyond (pI. 32a,).

The accompanying map of the South Rookery (pl. 9), as the title indicates, is but
little more than a sketch map. The time I had at my disposal was very limited, and
did not suffice for a very accurate survey, or to measure oil' a reliable base line. The
photographs I secured, however, testify amply to the general correctness of the map,
and it is confidently asserted that the relative distances and angles are sufficiently
accurate for all practical purposes. It is the first map published of this rookery.

B.-COPPER ISLAND.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Oopper Island (Ostro! lIfiedni), so called from the native copper, of which small
quantities have been found from time to time near its northwestern extremity, lies
between 540 53' 30" and 540 33' 30" north latitude and 1670 28' 30" and 1G8° 9' cast
longitude (approximately). It is very mountainous, long and narrow, the length
being nearly exactly 30 miles, the average width about 2 miles. The general trend is
northwest to southeast, like that of Bering Island, from which it is distant only about
29 miles.

'I'he northwestern extremity is formed by a projecting cape, continued in two
characteristic and bold, detached rocks, the Sea Otter Hocks, Bobrooi Kamcni. From
this point to the southeast end, which is marked by several smaller conical rocks, the
island consists of a backbone of peaked mountains from 1,000 to 2,000 feet high and
connected by ridges varying from 500 to 900 feet high. Only in two places is this
backbone broken, viz, near the northern end, where the Bobrovi Valley, between
Pestshauaya Bay on the east side and Bobrovaya Bay on the west shore, cuts deep
down to about 350 feet above the sea, so that Copper Island seen from a distance-for
instance, from the opposite shore of Bering Island-i-Iooks like two distinct islands.
The other place is near the south end. A very narrow and low neck only BOO feet
wide and 75 feet high, very properly named Pcrcshcyc1c, or isthmus, separates the
mountains of the south end from the rest of the island.

The higuest mountain 011 the island is Prcobrazhenskaya Sopka, which rises
precipitously above the main village. I have measured it with an aneroid twice, the
height being 1,925 feet.'

Narrow, deep valleys cut into the sides of the island vertically to its axis. A
kettle-shaped end with steep walls usually terminates these valleys, whence originate
small creeks or rivulets which occupy the narrow bottom. 'I'he sides of the valleys
al;e often quite smooth, the detritus consistiug of small, sharp-edged pebbles, often
forming long, unbroken slopes with angles from 30 to 40 degrees. The ridges between
the valleys, if high, are usually very sharp and narrow.

The shores are mostly high and precipitous. Narrow beaches, covered with large
bOWlders of rocks fallen down from the cliffs behind, extend with many interruptions
around the island, but the latter are so numerous as to make traveling along the
beach for any distance impracticable. Cliffs and pinnacles, formed into most fantastio

I July 23,1883,1,921 feet; July 30, 1895, 1,929 feot.
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• shapes by the action of the waves, rise out of the sea all around the island, sometimes
singly, sometimes in clusters. Occasionally large detached or half-detached rocks
form more conspicuous landmarks, as, for instance, the Bobrovi Kameni mentioned
above, the Sivutehi Kamen at the northern entrance to Bobrovaya Bay, and the one
of the same name on the other side only a short distance east from the main village,
the Gape 1I1atveya, Glarllcovslci Kamen, both on the east side, and, most striking of all,
perhaps, Karabelni Stolp at the rookery.

Outlying concealed rocks are few, except at the northwestern and southeastern
capes, where dangerous reefs extend some distance into the sea. Otherwise the water
around the island is bold, the farthest rock, to my knowledge, being off Lebiazhi Mys,
is less than a mile from shore.

The rivers or brooks are necessarily all short and insignificant, hardly anyone of
them deserving special notice. .A. few of them, near their mouths, 'empty into small
lakes, which have undoubtedly been formed by the sea throwing' up material, thus
damming oft' the inner end of the bay. Such lakes are Pestshanoye, just west of the
main village; the lake at the end of Zhirovay(~ Buldita, to the east of it; and Glad·
lcovslcoye Ozero, in the next valley beyond. The latter is not properly a lake, as the
water is strongly brackish, the sea going in at high tide. There are many waterfalls,
but on account of the insignificance of the streams, they are of little effect, A few,
however, are quite picturesque; for instance, the one at Karabelni Rookery, figured
on plate 45.

The entire western coast is very steep, with but few shallow indentations. On the
eastern side the valleys are wider and deeper, and open into more or less deeply cut
bays, none of which, however, offer sheltered anchorage for vessels much larger than
a boat, and as the waves of the Pacific Ocean roll unchecked against the rocks aud
beaches, landing is often difficult or impossible even at the villages. Only the little
rounded cove forming the harbor at the main village is au exception, it being well
protected in almost all weather by a cluster of rocks oft' the entrance. But even this
place is not al ways safe, as demonstrated by the fact that a tide-gauge, solidly built of
timber in the most sheltered part of the cove and loaded with rocks, was thrown high
Oil the beach by the surf during the winter of 1882-83.

The main village, called Prcobraehenskoue, or the" village of the Transfiguration,"
because of its church being thus consecrated (pI. 33), is situated on the eastern, or here
more appropriately northern, side neal' the northwestern extremity of the island. Its
neat, red-painted frame-houses and the handsome Greek church nestle cosily at the foot
of a steep, high mountain, and it looks as it' it might be a sheltered and pleasant place,
but as a matter of fact it is not. TIle peculiar shape of the narrow valley at the month
of which it is located compresses the winds and sends them howling down or up the
cleft, while the precipitous walls, nearly 2,000 feet high on tbe east and south, shut
out what little sunshine the island can boast.

Here the natives live all the year round, except during the sealing season, when
the village is almost deserted. The company has here its stores and dwelling-house
for the resident agent, The government has a large building (the office and dwelling
of the assistant administrator), a drug-store, and a large school-house, The house
in which the priest and his family live lies farther off, and is not distinguishable from
the larger houses of some of the natives. The new church, which was built in 1895,
at a cost of $9,000, is quite an attractive building, though entirely too large for the
community.
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The two" summer" villages in which the natives spend the few months of the
sealing season are located on the east side, opposite the corresponding rookeries.
The first one from the main village is Karabelni; openly situated among the low sand
dunes (pI. 34a). All the houses of the natives are small and poorly built huts, many of
them being yurts or mud-huts. The salt-house and the government's house are the
most imposing structures. Occasionally some of the families stay here until Christ
mas, or even the whole winter, but the Aleuts are too mcial a people to stand for any
length of time such isolation for the sake of thrift or economy. 'I'he southern village
is Glinka, picturesquely built on the slope of the steep coast escarpment (pls, 34b and
35); otherwise its general features are like those of Karabelui.

SEAL ROOKERIES.

The character of the Copper Island seal rookeries, owing' to the precipitous naturc
of its coast and the narrowness of its beaches,' is vci-y different from t.hoso 011 Bering
Island. There is one quite notable similarity, however, viz, that 1I01le are situated on
the eastern shore of the islands in spite of the fact that this Aide offers pleu t,y of reefy
and rocky places which might apparently answer all requirements.. 'I'here are no
records, to my knowledge, which would indicate that seals ever hauled up 011 the
eastern beaches, and there is no reason to believe that they did.

There are two distinct rookeries on the west side of Copper Island, or, possibly
we should say, groups of rookeries. However, while at the present day the various
hauling or breeding grounds of each g-roup are distinct and separate enough, they are
manifestly only sections of the larger assemblage nnd are therefore most natnrally
and conveniently treated as such. These two main rookeries, named Karabelui and
Glinka, corresponding to the summer villages of the same name situated opposite, on
the east shore, are located in the southeastern half of the island, about 4~ miles apart.

KARABELNOYE ROOKERY.

The northernmost of the two main rookeries is Karabelui (Karabelnoye leehbish»
tcke) located south of the village of like name and easily recognized by a very charac
teristic isolated rock, Karabelni Stolp, which rises a hundred feet perpendicularly out
of the water at the western extremity of the rookery (pl. 38).

The" Stolp" is connected with the main beach by a low, flat, gravelly neck, the
western portion of which is rocky and covered with water-worn bowlders.

The main coast itself is formed by a series of nearly perpendicular bluffs, the rocky
sides of which rise above a narrow beach from 200 to 300 feet, and the only way to
Observe this rookery is from some exposed points 011 the top of these bluffs, From
their projecting angles, in most cases, long rocky reefs run out into the sea, between
which small coves with a narrow gravelly beach offer shelter for the breeding seals and
their young. The bays thus included commence at a projecting bluff, between which
and the sea there is no passage by high water, situated just west of the" Stolp," the
first one between these two points being called Jl{artishina, Bukhta. Next, on the east

I So steep are the rocky walls behind thc Copper Island rookeries and so close do the seals lie to
~bem ~bat falling masses of' earth and rocks have occasionally ounsod the death of many of' the uniruuls,
rhl~s It is recorded (Otchet Ross, Amerik. Komp, ~a 18Ml, p.23) that 011 the 16th of Oct.ober, 1~H9,
<ll~nng an earthquake, 11 rocky Willi fell down bnrying a rookery on Cnpper Islund. Another earth.
shde on one of the Glinka rookeries in 1893 similarly resulted in the killing of inuny seals.
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side of the" Stolp," comes Bolsluiqa Buklita, as the name indicates, the largest of these
bays, followed by three small ones, viz, Staritchkovaya, Dalnaya, and Nerpitcha. In
Bolsbaya Bukhta the hauling-ground is mostly coarse gravel with water-worn stones,
up to the size of a fist, strewn over the surface and here and there with large bowlders
which have fallen down from the overhanging cliffs. The grounds of the bays to the
eastward, on the other hand, are stony reefs of the stratified rock of which Copper
Island is mainly built up.

Nerpitcha Buklita is easily recognized by a graceful waterfall, which overleaps
the bluff in a fall more than 200 feet high. It must not be confounded with another
waterfall, yet to be described, which forms the characteristic feature of the hauling
ground specifically named Vodopad.

Beyond Nerpitcha the bluffs again rise so abruptly as to allow no passage along the
beach beneath them; hence the name of this projecting blutr-Nepro]J1tsk. Between
this point and the next a long rocky reef represents the beach; but the bluffs become
gradually lower toward the middle, where a little creek has eut a V-shsped valley and
falls over the comparatively low escarpment in a beautiful cascade G5 feet high (pI. 45).
From this waterfall the part of the beach between these points is named For1opnd and
the cape terminating it to the east Fodopadski lJ1.1/s.

This Vodopadski Cape, with its outlying rocks, is the extreme southern point on
this part of the coast, It is the promontory seen farthest to the southeast from all
points of the coasf to the north of it and farthest to the northwest from all points
south of it, although it projects but very slightly beyond a line through the westernmost
of these points.

From Vodopadski Mys the coast trends a little northward again, being similar in
character-viz, a narrow reefy and rocky beach at the foot of the steep bluffs. It is
followed by a slight indentation, from which the ascent is so steep and difficult that
it has received the name J[rcphnJ/a Pad (the hard valley). It is followed farther east
by another Nepropusk. Beyond this, a narrow strip of beach is called Malinkn
Bukhta, the "bay" being chiefly due to the projecting reefs at both ends. It is the
last beach upon which seals have 1'cf/ularly hauled up at Karabelni, and is called the
"little bay," ill contradistinction to the large bay immediately to the east, which is
often called Bolshaya Bukhta instead of ScrorZka-a practice to be discouraged, as it
gives rise to confusion with the hauling-ground adjoining the Stolp.

A glance at the accompanying map (pI. 11) and the photographs of this rookery
(pls, 38 to 40) will show how exceedingly diffleult the taking' of the skins must be. 'I'he
bachelors are chiefly driven from the hauling-grounds at Karabelni Stolp, Vodopad,
and formerly Krepkaya Pad and Malinka Bukhta.

From the Stolp the seals are driven northward along the beach of Martishina
Bukhta beyond the promontory, which can only be passed by low water, on to the
beach of the rather wide and gently curving StoUJ01J(J,yrt Buklita. If the number of
seals is so insigniftcant that the skins can be easily carried on the back and the meat
is not wanted in Karabelni village, then they are driven across the little rivulet which
here runs into the sea and are killed on the beach just west of it. The carcasses are
left at the water's edge for the waves to carry oft'.

The driveway to Karabelni over the mountains is a long and very hard one, being
fully 21 miles long.

In order to facilitate the ascent up the coast escarpment a stnirwny has been built
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of driftwood logs resting on pegs driven into the ground, as shown in the accompany
ing photograph (pl. 49b). The upper end of these stairs ((is feet above the sea) enters
the little creek mentioned above and the driveway proceeds up the narrow valley.
The kettle-shaped upper end of the valley, the sides of which form a slope of about
40 degrees, is separated from a similar kettle on the north side by a narrow saddle.
This pass I have determined to be (j43 feet.' The descent is steep, but not so high as
on the south side, and the driveway now follows the bed of the little creek, as the
narrow V-shaped valley affords no other road. The lower end of the drive, after it
enters the grass-covered sandy plain back of the Karabolni village, where the killing
grounds are situated, is comparatively easy.

The salt-house was formerly situated at the front of the village, cast of the river
and of the large rock in the bay called Uriii Kamen. The beach there is not very
safe or convenient for loading the skins into the boats or landing the salt, for which
reason a new one has been built at Popofslci, the small "bay" just west of U I'iii
Kamen (pI. 63a).

From Vodopad the driveway, if it is deemed necessary to take the meat to the
village, is longer by at least a mile over the high plateau northeast of the rookery,
besides being very severe in other respects. The grassy slopes of the valley opening
at this point are very slippery and steep (about 300), but the greatest hardship is
caused by the exceedingly difficult ascent of the bluff before reaching the valley.
The bluff here consists of the naked hard rock, and consequently steps built of drift
wood logs, as at Stolbovaya Bukhta, were out of the question. They had to be roughly
cut out of the rock itself, as shown in the accompanying photograph (pI. 45), which
will give a better idea of this extraordinary place than any description. It will be
seen that the side next to the picturesque waterfall is nearly perpendicular; in fact so
steep that the men can not follow the drive up on that side in order to urge the seals
on and to prevent them from going down over the precipice. To remedy this a rope
is stretched from the top down to the beach, as is plainly shown in the photograph to
the right of the fall. When seals are driven, rags and scraps of paper are fastened
to this rope, which is kept in constant motion so as to frighten them and urge them 011.

It is hardly to be wondered at that the men prefer to let the seals carry their own
skins up this road. The top of these stairs is (j5 feet above the sea, and I found it
pretty hard work to climb it without carrying anything.

At Krepkaya Pad and at Malinka Bukhta there is no possibility of getting the
seals up alive; hence they were killed back from the beach and their skins carried
across the mountains. At Krepkaya Pad the men alone did the killing and carrying,
while Malinka Bukhta was reserved for the women, who did all the skinning awl
carried the skins to the salt-house. Malinka Bukhta is reached along the beach from
Scrodka, but between it and Krepkaya Pad there is a Nopropuek. which can not be
passed.

The appended map of Karabelnoye rookery (pI. 9), was made in 18S3, July 3 to
10. The angles were taken with an azimuth compass and the distance measured with
pediometer. In 1895 my stay at the rookery was too short to make an independent
plane-table survey, but a blue-print of the old sketch was placed on the table and a
few necessary corrections made. .A series of photographs taken at the time have also
been used in verifying it.

1 Average of Gobscrvntiona on July 3 to 8, 1883.
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GLINKA IWOKEIUES.

The southern, or Glinka, group of rookeries (Glin7wvskoyc lczhbishtchc) is situated
about 4~ miles southeast of Karabelnoye. TIley contain the most important hauling
grounds on the island, but at the same time the most inaccessible. 'I'he island is here
very narrow, yet the mountains average even a greater height than farther north, and
the passes between the short and steep valleys on the east and west sides are also
very lrigh, The mountains rise precipitously from the sea, bordered only by a very
narrow beach of rocks and stones, hardly deserving the name. All the rocks are here
stratified, with a very pronounced dip. The projecting" capes run out into jagged reefs
formed by the exposed broken strata standing nearly OIL end, while numerous outlying
rocks and stones guard the approaches (pI. 47).. Singularly formed rocks and
pinnacles carved out by the never-ceasing breakers, and saw-tooth promontories mark
the ends of the various bays.

The length of the whole beach of this rookery is about 6 miles, but this stretch is
not occupied by a continuous line of 'seals. Oil the contrary, they are gathered in
groups at certain points which, for some reason unknown to us, are preferred to others,.
although apparently equally suitable. 'I'hese various seal-grounds are named as
follows from west to' cast: Gorelaya, Lebiazhi Mys, Peresheyek, Urili Kamen, Pest
shanoye, 'Pestshani Mys, Pagani, Zapadni, Sabntcha Dim, Palata, Zapalata,
Sikatchinskaya, Gavarushkaya, and Babinskaya Pad.

Of these, Palata (Palatins7wyc lczhbishtchc) is unquestionably the most important.
It is named from the high and sharp promontory which extends farthest out into tIle
sea on this part of the coast, and which somewhat resembles a large house with a
steep, peaked roof. The top of' it is fully noo feet above the sea, and the walls are very
steep, being in fact nearly perpendicular on the south side. This is Palata proper.
A very jagged reef extends in a southwesterly direction from the foot of it, aJIII to the
northwest are several detached rocks. From one of' these, two of the accompanying
photographs were taken (pIs. 48 and 49). all the north side this promontory is
separated from the high mountain walls back of it by a narrow gully, which toward
the sea expands into a somewhat open basin, the bottom and sides of which are lined
with a pale-buff clay. The beach, a narrow strip covered with large rounded pebbles,
extends northward under' the clayey banks for several hundred yards, and continues
in the same manuel' under the precipices of one of the higher mountains of' this
part of the island, rising to 1,400 feet. No particular feature, except a pile of rocks
somewhat larger thau usual, distinguishes tbis part of the beach, which is named
Sabatcha Dira the" dog-hole." I

From here to Pestshaui Mys the character of the coast and beach is the same,
except that about halfway the overhanging cliffs crowd the beach still more closely,
with a small reef at their feet, thus forming a "mys," or cape, Zapadni Mys, probably
so called because it is situated nearly due west from Glinka village. The gently
curving beach between Zapadni and Pestshani Mys is called Pagani, the Unclean, for
no obvious reason. At this place there is a break ill the mountain wall behind, for
above the coast escarpment a comparatively wide valley opens up, the drainage from
which empties out at Pagani in three distinot streams.

I There are a number of places on Copper Island called Sabateha Dim, but they arc in all other
cases actual holes through tho rocks. I have been unable to see the applicatiun of the name to that
part of tho Palata rookery now so designated. Formerly there may have boon such a perforated rock,
DOW crumbled to pieces.
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The accompanying photographs (pls. 46, 54a) show the character of this beach
better than any description.

Pagani terminates at the northern end with Pestshani llfys. This is an exceed
ingly jagged cape of the saw-tooth type, the strata of the rock being nearly vertical
and with an outlying detached rock, preventing further passage along the beach. The
name, meaning Sandy Oape, has no reference to any characteristic feature of it, but
is due to the fact that it forms the eastern- termination of Pestshanaya Bulchta,l
Sandy Bay, which extends from this cape northwestward. The western termination
of this bay is marked by a slight projection of the beach and a low stony reef, which
forms the great Pestshani hmtling-ground. A comparatively large stream empties
into the bay at its inner end, draining a grass-clad valley of considerable size com
pared with most other valleys in this part of the island, and the coast escarpment is
unusually low .

. Beyond this hauling-ground the cliff's again approach the sea, and the slightly
curved narrow beach, covered with water-worn stones and loose rocks, turns outward
in order to pass a slight but very jagged projection of the cliffs, iu front of which a
low isolated. rock on the beach and another in the water beyond the low reef form
anotheruttruction for the seals. The rock on the beach, called UriliJ[mnen,2 Shag
Rock, gives this part of the rookery its name (pl. 54b).

The beach from here to the next cape is narrow and rough, covered with water
Worn loose rocks from the foot of the steep slope at the back into the sea. This cape
terminates in a large, semi-detached, roof-shaped, grass-clad rock, which obstructs the
passage along the beach, A low but knife-sharp ridge connects it with the cliffs
behind; hence the name of the place Peresheyelc, or Isthmus, and. that of the rock
Peresheyelcslci Kamen.

From this point the last cape seen to the west is Lcbiazhi llfys, which is easily
recognized by a pair of cone-shaped twin rocks rising from the extreme end of the reef
and several single ones of similar shape nearer the cape, as well as by two detached
dangerous rocks situated seaward in the direction of the reef, the outer one fully a
third of a mile from the cape. The bay between Peresheyek and this cape is Cl111ed
Lcbiazhayct Bu7chta, Swan Bay; hence the name of the cape. The beach is rocky and
stony.

On the other side of Lebiazhi Mys the coast trends more northerly and is visible
all the way to Vodopadskl Mys, Karabelnoye Rookery. But we are here only concerned
with the bay immediately behind Lebiazhi, as it is the last seal-ground at this end of
th<, rookery. The character of the beach differs not from the seal-ground preceding it.
Its name is Gorelaya Buklita,

Returning to Palata we notice that from the extreme point of Palatinski Mys
the coast trends more easterly. The abrupt walls of the cliffs are even more precipi
tous, and the beach, utterly inaccessible from the land side, is fringed by wide reefs
Surmounted by tall isolated rocks assuming the most fantastic shapes as pillars, pin
uucles, towers, etc. Projecting' corners hem in snug little coves for the breeding seals,
While the outlying rocks and reefs break the force of the angry ocean and afford
shelter in quiet pools for the growing pups.

I There are at least four different Postshnnayo Bnklita on Copper Ialaud, a source of great
confusion.

2 Urili Kamon is:L common nmno for vnrions isolated rocks 011 Copper Island] for instance, at the
West Cape of Glinka Bay and in the bay oil' Kurubolni village.

]'. C, B, 1896-4
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The first of these coves, as the name Zapalata (behind Palata) indicates, is
situated immediately under the perpendicular southern wall of Palata itself, and
guarded on the east side by the pillar-shaped Stolbi. The beach itself is narrow, but
smoothly covered with small stones rounded and polished by the water and of a very
light pearl-gray color. This is, possibly, the most important of the breeding grounds,
and is accordingly named by Colonel Voloshinof "Glavno,ye·Glinkovskoye Lezh
bishtche" (Glinka Maiu Rookery). The name Zapalata, employed by the uatives,
however, is much preferable, not only because in common use, but also ou account of
its brevity and euphony (pIs. 55, 56).

Sikatchinskaya follows on the other side of the "Stolbi" (pl. 57b), possessing the
same main characteristics as Zapalata, merging eastward into Gara1"ttsltkaya Bukhta.

The end of the latter, or rather the beginning of the IIext bay, is marked off by a
solitary, conical rock rising up in the middle of the reef. It is called Babin, and hence
the name of the beach beyond, Babinskaya Buklcta; and the valley opening at this
place several hundred feet above the beach, Babinskaya Pad. The beach is covered
with the same water-polished, light·gray stones. This bay at its eastern end is blocked
by a very rocky and rough reef, for which the natives only have au Aleut name,
Kulomakh, This is the eastern end of the Glinka seal rookeries.

The maiu killing·grounds at this rookery are situated on the eastern side of the
island, where the village and the salt-houses are located. Only of late years, when
many drives have been so small that there were people (men, women, and children)
enough to carry the skins on their backs across the mountains, and the meat was not
wanted in the village for food, has it been the custom to kill the seals on the west side.

I have already remarked that the hauling-grounds east of Palata are utterly
inaccessible from the land side. Formerly, when seals were plentiful, the bachelors
used to haul up in great numbers on some of these beaches, notably at Babinski, and
if the company's steamer, Aleksander II, happened to be at the island at a time when
the weather and the waves on the west side of the island allowed boats to land there
it was customary for the steamer to take the people around the Southeast Cape and
land them at those hauling-grounds. The seals were slaughtered and skinned on the
beach, while the pelts were taken on board the steamer and salted in the hull.

On the photograph representing Palata Rookery (pI. 50) a small patch of
numerous white dots will be observed on the grass-clad hills uear the extreme right
of the picture. These white dots are sea gulls feasting on the carcasses of a small
drive of seals killed here. It will be seen that this drive was neither long nor could
it have been particularly severe. Not so the regular driveway from this rookery to
the killing-grounds at Glinka village, a distance of nearly 2 miles over a ridge more
than 1,200 feet high. The slopes to be climbed, or slid down, are in places 3fio to 40°.
They are partly grass-clad, and then very slippery.

From Zapadni and Sabatchi Dira the driveway is somewhat shorter and the pass
over the mountain lower, only 760 feet, but the ascent is exceeding rough. ']'he lower
part follows the bottom of a narrow Vvshaped valley-or rather gully-the bed of
a short torrent filled with large bowlders, over which the seals have to struggle hard
(pl. 58a). Higher up the slope becomes steeper and at the same time covered with a
tenacious clay, hence very slippery. Steps have been cut in the ground to facilitate
the ascent, but the clayey soil is soon smoothed down and made as slippery as before.
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From Pagani the distance is about the same and the pass to be scaled but
slightly higher (780 feet), but the ascent is not quite so steep nor nearly so rough,
and the drive from this hauling-ground may be characterized as the least severe at
this end of the island.

The seals hauling up west of Pestshani Mys used- to have the longest of all the
driveways on the island and one of the most severe as well. After being driven along
the beach for some distance they entered the Pestsuant Valley, where the river has cut
down the coast embankment, and t.hen had to climb the first ridge on the east side.
If the drive was a large one-s-and in former days drives of 4,000 seals were not rare J_

it took too long a time to ascend only in one place, so that one portion was driven
over the ridge where it was only about 670 feet, high, while the other had to climb at
least 900 feet up. On the other side of this ridge was a descent into Pagani Valley,
then another hill was ascended, and finally a third ridge, 780 feet above the sea, had
to be climbed before the final descent into the Glinka Valley took place. The length
of this drive was about 2~ miles, and in warm weather it sometimes took two days
to finish it.

This was finally found to be too great a waste of time and energy, and as more
salt-house room was required it was decided to drive the seals the shortest way across
the island, and as there was a good anchorage and a tolerably decent beach for
landing boats, to build a-new salt-house there. This is now known as the Pestshan;
sait-house (pl. 58e).' •

This change has shortened the drive from the rookeries west of Pestshaui Mys
from 2~ miles to 1~. In addition, there is now only one pass to climb, which my aneroid
showed to be about 740 feet above the sea. The ascent is not very steep nor is the
road particularly rough, but the final descent to the salt-house is simply a "slide."
On the whole, it is now the easiest of the long drives at Glinka. This, of course, does
not mean that the drive is an easy one, and only a fraction of all the seals driven (in
1895 about one-sixth) gets the benefit from it. .

T he killing-grounds are located on the grassy slope near the beach, just north of
the Pestshanl salt-house. The killing-grounds at the Glinka village used to be beyond
the houses, but are now moved to near the beach a few hundred yards north of the
Village. In the latter there are two salt-houees close together. One of these has had
an addition built to it, so that it is now twice its original capacity (pIs. 35, 36).

The map of the Glinka rookeries (pl. 13) is the result of a traverse plane table
Survey made during the few intervals from August 4 to 11, 1895, in which the rookeries
were free from fog or rain. It was very difficult to find a level locality long enough
for a suitable base line. After the map was completed, however, I measured oft' a line
1,000 feet long on the beach in front of the village and sighted it in on the map.

I had with me a sketch map which I had drawn from sketches and angles obtained
in 1883. It was found fairly accurate, especially considering the fact that the fog
dUring my visit in 1883 was so perverse that I never obtained a simultaneous sight of
both sides of the island.
------.

1 In 1887 as many as 6,000 seals were taken in one drive at this place, according to Dr. Slunin.
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2.-ROBBEN ISLAND.

DESCRIPTION.

Robben 1 Island, a literal translation of its Russian name, Tiuleni Ostrof, is
situated in the Okhotsk Sea, 11 miles southwest from Oape Patience (Mys Tm'Penia),
the end of the curiously long and narrow peninsula on the eastern shore of Sakhalin
Island. The position is variously given as 48° 32' north latitude and 144° 45' east
longitude, or 48°35' north latitude and 144044' east longitude (recent Russian charts,
while on the manuscript chart of the late Capt, J. Sandman I find given as" corrected
longitude," 1440 .30' east).

Not having had an opportunity to visit the island myself, the following description
is taken from a number of available sources. The accompanying maps (pI. 6) are
copied from recent plans issued by the Russian hydrographic office in 188!)'

The island is really hardly more than a large, flat-topped rock, trending northeast
by southwest, long and narrow. The entire length of the reefy beach in that direction
is abont 2,100 feet, while the elevated portion, which rises abruptly to between 40 and
50 feet and tapers oft' to a point at both ends, measures only 1,400 feet in length.
The width of this portion hardly exceeds liiO feet, while the reef surrounding it
varies between 50 and ]56 feet," On the west side, near the sonthwesteru eud, there
is a lower place, with somewhat sloping sides, upon which the company's salt-house
and the barracks for the Aleut workmen and the naval guard are located. A rocky _
reef extends to the northwest, terminated by a large rock, the Sivutehi Kamen, about
10 feet high, a favorite resort of the sea-lions.

There is no harbor or convenient anchorage, and in bad weather vessels have to
seek shelter under Sakhalin. Captain Sandman's manuscript map indicates" anchor
age anywhere to northwest of island in from 10 to 20 fathoms; 13 fathoms, sandy
bottom, 1 mile off, center of island SE. ~ E.; end of South Reef S. by Eo ~ E.; end
of .North Reef and rock ENE. Nearer in rocky bottom."

There is no water on the island.
The climate is naturally more "continental" in its character than on either the

Commander Islands or Pribylof Islands, having colder winters and warmer summers,
but I am not aware that any regular observations have been published for the island.
Mr. C. Oarpmael, director of the Meteorological Service of Oauada has furnished a
few fignres, but they are apparently only based upon curves in the Ohallenger Report
and are mere approximations. He states (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. (11) that according
to these the mean temperature for May would be about 42 degrees, but thinks possi
bly the mean might be as low as 40 degrees. In .Iune it is "probably about 48
degrees." In July "probably a little under 60 degrees." in August "it must be
nearly 60 degrees." In September "it must be a little below 55 degrees." III Octo
bel''' about 44 degrees." 3

I Not Robbin Island, or Robin Island. as it is occasionally written.
2 These figures are taken from Shamof's map (p1.6). Lieutenant Egerman, 1. R. N , gives the

following dimensions: Length 1,!J60 feet; width about 800 feet; height 48 feet (Morskoi Sbornik,
1884, No ..11, Lots. Zam., p. 8). Capt.•J. G. Blair says" 1,960 feet long, by 175 feet wide, and in places
46 feet lngll" (Fur Seal Arb., rn, n- 194).

"Aecordiug" to Shamof (Auslaud, 1885, p. 587) the mean temperature at Cape Patience, Sakhalin,
was 52.2° F. for June, and 62.40 F. for July, 1884.
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The mean temperature of the surface of the water around Robben Island is given
by Makarof as 13 degrees centigrade (middle of August).

These temperatures are considerably higher than the corresponding ones at the
Commander Islands, and lend color to the statements by Oaptaiu Blair and Oapt, G.
Niebaum, that the Robben Island seals can be distinguished by experts from those ou
the Commander Islands, and that they do not mingle with them, being a separate
and distinct herd (Fur Seal Arb., III, pp. 193, 204).

Very little is known about the movements of the Robben Island seals, except that
they migrate southward. I am informed by Oapt. D. Greenberg, however, that sealers
who are said to have followed up the migrating herd assert that these seals come up
the Gulf of Tartary and pass through La Perouse Strait into the Sea of Okhotsk.
The feeding-grounds of the Robben Island seals seem to be unknown.

The knowledge of the condition of the rookery is also highly fragmentary. When
the first sealers arrived there they found the whole beach surrounding the island so
occupied by seals that there was no place to effect a landing without driving the
seals off'. At present the few remaining seals congregate on the very narrow beach on
the southeast side of the island.' The bachelors are now hauling up on both sides
of the breeding females, and so close that many females are caught in the drives.

The various estimates of the number of seals on this island may be somewhat
more accurate than similar ligures from the other seal islands, because of the small
extent of Robben Reef and the ease with which the rookery can be watched. Thus,
in 1871, when Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00. took possession of the place, Mr.
Kluge found that "there were not over 2,000 seals to be found on the entire island."
Oapt; G. Niebaum, who visited it at the same time as the representative of the firm,
states as follows: "The rookeries were also very small, and contained at that time, of
all classes, about 800 seals, as I ascertained by a careful count, and, in addition, a
small number in the waters adjacent." 2

In administrative respect Robben Island is under the jurisdiction of the adminis
trator of the Connnunder Islands and is included in the lease of the latter. In fact,
Robben Island is regarded as a dependency of Bering Island, as the men of the
kming gang arc taken from that island and the money for the Robben Island seals
goes to the Bering Island natives. Since 1885 the government has stationed a force
of 20 sailors and au officer of the navy 011 Robben Island, ill order to protect it against

- The breeding-ground, according to Dr. Slunin (Promysl. Bog. Kam. Saleh. Komand., p. 12),
OCcupies about 4-5 sazhen by 70-100 sazben (a aazhen being equal to 7 feet).

"Dr. Slunin (Promysl. Bog. Kam. Sakh, Komund.jp, 13) hus been able to ntilize certnin reports
~fi Some of the naval otlieers in charge, from which a few interesting facts are noted: "According to

e reports of Lieutenants Rosset (IS87) and Brumer (1892) the arrival of the lirst bulls depends upon
:vhether the ice has disappeared along southern Sakhalin or not; but whether there is any ice present
In the Bay of Terpenia or at the mouth of the Turuiku is apparently of no significance. 'I'hus, in
1891, the bulls arrived very slowly; on Juue 5 (old style) there were in all 28 males, 65 females, and
one pnp; in 1892 the ice also remained late on northern Sakhalin, and on May 15 (old style) there was
not one soul on the rookery, the flrsf bnll arriving- on the 16th of May· (old style). In 1893 the lirst
bUlls appeared on May 17 (old style) at the coast, although hroken ice was lying along t.he eastern side;
~he temperature of the water was 2.5" C. Ice was coveriug the deop wuter of 'I'orpcniu Bay. * * *
n IS!!1. at the end of the period of birth, there were on .July 3 (old style) 5,000 females and 4,000 pnps,

showmg one-fifth of the females to be virgin. Lieutenant Brumer notes the following' special circum
~tallce: In July and the beginning of Augnst (old style) there were about 15,000 to 17,000 seals, but
In Septemller the inhabitunts of the rookery had increased eonaiderably,"
'I'i Dr. Sluuin himself, in the beginning of May (old style), 1892, calculated the number of seals on
I\lle~i to he from 13,000 to 16,000 all told, nllowing 3 square feet-to each nnimal, Inrgo and small

«
(oP. C.lt., p.17). In 1892 the first hnlls arrivcd about May 16 (oM style), and tho first females May 20If CIt., p.27). 'I'his is contrary to what he states on p. 18, where it is said that in 1892 the bulls arrived
a out June 15-18 (old style), and the females came ashore on June 26.
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the raiders, but apparently with but poor success, judging from the history to be
related further on. This failure is partly due to the fact that on account of the
severity of the season the guard has been taken off before the middle of October.

As remarked above, the island is included in the lease of the Commander Islands,
and Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. took possession of it ill 1871. The Robben
Island part of the business was attended to chiefly by the schooner Leon, Capt. John
G. Blair; mate, MI'. E. Kluge. The name of the schooner belonging to the new
company is the Bobrik (pl. 59b), Capt, D. Greenberg, master, who for many years was
first mate on the old company's steamer Alekeamder 11 (pl, 59a). The skins have
hitherto been shipped to London via San Francisco.

HISTORY OF ROBBEN ISLAND.

The history of this little reef is very interesting and highly instructive as showing
how nearly impossible it is to extirpate the seals, either by harsh measures on shore or
by excessive raids from marauding vessels.

The existence of seal rookeries on Robben Island was probably first discovered
by some of the numerous American whalers frequenting Okhotsk Sea in the early
fifties. In a recent statement Capt. G. Niebaum alludes to these early visits as
follows:

From information gathered from various sources I learn that Robben Bank was first visited and
exploited by whalers about 1852 or 1853, and that in two seasons they obtained some 50,000 or 60,000 skins,
almost completely" cleaning it out." I understand that for several years thereafter the occaslonul
vessel which touched there found the rookeries pracnically deserted. (Fur Seal Arb., III, p. 203.)

Captain Scammon (Marine Mammalia, pp. 150-1(2) gives an account of a visit
of a New London bark to Robben Island in 1854 or 1855, which it may be well to
reproduce here:

In the midst of the Crimean war an enterprising firm in New London, Conn., fitted out a
clipper bark, which was officered and manned expressly for a sealing voyage ill the Okhotsk Sea.
The captain was a veteran in the business, and many thought him too old to command, but the result
of the voyage proved him equal to the task. The vessel proceeded to Robben Island, a mere volcanic
rock, situated on the eastern side of the large island of' Saghalien. Many outlying rocks and reels
are about it, making it dangerous to approach and affording but slight shelter for an anchorage.
Here the vessel (of about 300 tons) lay, with ground tackle of the weight for a craft of'twice lwr
size. Much of the time fresh winds prevailed, accompanied by the usual ugly ground-swell, and in
consequence of her being long, low, and sharp the deck was at such times frequently flooded; never
theless, she "rode out the whole season, though wet us a half-tide rock," and a valuable cargo of ak ins
was procured, which brought an unusually high price in the European market on account of the
regular Russian supply being cut off in consequence of the war.

Robben Island was thus" practically cleaned out"; the whaling industry also came
to an end, and the very existence of seals on the lonely rock was almost forgotten.

At the breaking up of the great Busaian-Ameriean Company in 1869, many
enterprising citizens of' California and Alaska turned their attention to the Pribylof
Islands and the Commander group; the Kuril Islands and the Okhotsk Sea attracted
the attention of Captain Limachevski, With a schooner manned by Aleuts (Kadiak
Islanders 1) from Urup Island, the station of the Russian-American Company on the
Kuril Islands, he sailed, in 1869, to Robben Island. During the 14 years of rest since
the Crimean war the seals had again multiplied to such an extent that they were
occupying the entire beach all around the rock, as in the days when first discovered.
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The Urup Aleuts, who had never had any experience with the driving of fur-seals,
were afraid of the vast numbers which blocked the way, so that no landing was
effected, and Limachevski had to sail away.

In 1870, however, the seals did not fare so well. In that year at least two
schooners raided the island. Mr. D. Webster, of Pribylof Island fame, arrived
there in the schooner lIfauna Loa, and the number of skins taken on Robben Island
was probably more than 20,OUO.I

The island was "practically cleaned out" again, so that when the representatives
of the lessees of the Russian Seal Islands arrived on 'I'iuleni in IS71, "there were
not over 2,000 seals to be found on the entire island." Capt. G. Niebaum, a member
of the firm, landed there in August, and seeing the depleted state of the rookery
ordered that no killing should take place there that year, nor, ill fact, until "such
time as seemed prudent to resume, so as to give the rookeries opportunity to recu
perate, leaving strict orders to the guard-ship to protect them against molestation."
The result of this wise order was that in 1873, not more than two years after, the
rookeries had so far recovered that sealing could be commenced again on a small
scale, and about 2,700 seals were taken that year by the company, "knowing that the
killing of the useless male seals would accelerate the increase of the herd. From this
time forward the herd showed a steady and healthy growth,"Z and would probably
have continued so had it not been for the unparalleled boldness of the seal pirates.
They fitted out in Japan and sailed under various flags, British, German, Dutch,
United States, ete., and from about 1879 paid special attention to searching for
hitherto unknown seal rookeries on the Kuril Islands and elsewhere in the Okhotsk
Sea, as well as raiding those already well known. Robben Island, being conveniently
located, poorly protected by a single schooner and a few Aleuts, and absolutely
unprotected later in the season, after the company had finished the legitimate catch,
was particularly exposed to the ravages of these marauders. The total number of
seals indiscriminately slaughtered by them on that lonely rock will never be known,
nor, probably, the names of all the vessels that took part. The following few
particulars, however, will give a good idea of the slaughter and the methods.

In 1880 the company's schooner Leon, Captain Blair, landed at Robben Island
with the Aleut workmen on June 13 and found there already two schooners, the Otsego
and the North Star, though they had been unable to do anything, as the seals had not
yet arrived. During the summer schooners were scarce. On June 22 the Vladimir
touched there; on July 16 the Stella came around, and on July 20 the Flying JJlist.
On September 4 the company's steamer Aleksander II, Captain Sandman, called and
took off the 3,330 skins. Sandman records in his log that he found "on shore a con
siderable number of pups and females, but very few killing seals!' After the lessees'
vessel left, however, things became lively. When Capt. A. C. Folger arrived in the
sclloouer Adele lie found 11 schooners already assembled there, and he states (Fur
Seal Arb., VIIT, p. 6(2) that" altogether we got 3,SOO seals; we killed them all or drove
them away!' It is possibly to the raids of this year that W. F. Upson refers (tom. cit.,

--------_ .•._-----_._----_._~-----_.__.------------
• 1 Webster, according to the British Bering Sea Commission, put the number of skins he assisted
III t'lI:killg' at 15,000, but they add tbnt "I{luge's estimate of the number takeu was 10,000." When
readlllg this report on Bering Island last summer, Mr. Kluge stated to me that he understood
Webster's catch in 1870 to hnve heel] about 20,000, and that he did not" ostimate " 10,000, us alleged
by the commissioners, he not having been there at the time. (Rep. Brit. Bering Sea Comm., p.89).

"Niebauw, Pur Seal Arb., Ill, p, 203.
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p. 724) when he states that he "was on the first schooner that raided Robben Island,
tho Jlfatince, fitted out by H. Liebes, T. P. H. Whitelaw, and Isaac Leonard," of San
Francisco.

In 1881 a number of schooners again hovered around the island, waiting for the
guard-ship to leave, even as late as November. About the first of that month Mr. E.
P. Miner arrived in the Annie Oaehmam. and met three other schooners there. "We
went ashore and clubbed the seals. Our schooner's share was 800 skins." (Fur Seal
Arb., VIII, p. 701.) Those four schooners, therefore, probably secured about 3,200 skins.

This feature of the schooners raiding in concert is well worth noticing. Captain
Folger corroborates it: "We worked together, and the schooners would divide up."
The latter also mentions how the schooners succeeded in eluding the vigilance of the
guard-ship and making raids duriug its absence:

We hall the guard [Le.,the Aleut workmen] in our pay, and when the Leon, which had been sent
there to guarll the place, would go away, lights would be put out, and we would come over from Cape
Patience, where we had men on the lookout constantly, or if we got impatient tho fastest sealer in
the fleet would go there and be chased by the Leon (a sailing vessel), and the others would make the
raid. (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 663.)1

The experience of the authorities with the raiders in 1881 led to more vigorous
attempts to protect the rookeries. The first step was the issue of the consular warning
referred to in detail elsewhere in this report (chapter on Raids of Commander Island
Rookeries, p. 120), and to enforce it a stronger force of natives was .sent to the island
in 1882. They were well armed and under the command of a non-commissioned kossak
officer. The proclamation and the presence of patrolling men-of-war had evidently
some restraining effect upon the pirates in so far as the Connnauder Islands were
concerned, but the resnlt was only that the raiders concentrated their efforts on
Robben Island. At least 13, schooners hovered about that rock in 1882, and, embold
ened by the previous success, they actually carried the island by armed force. As
the greatest loss to the island usually was inflicted after the guard-ship had left in
autumn, most of the raided seals being females and young ones of both sexes, it was
determined that the guard should winter there, and the men conseqnently remained
when the Leon sailed. Shortly after, 6 schooners anchored off the island and each
landed 10 well-armed men. The Aleuts, thus outnumbered, did not dare resist, and
were locked up in the house. The crews of the schooners then quite leisurely went
about the clubbing of the seals. It is probably to this raid that JD. P. Miner, schooner
Otome, refers when stating that the raiders "landed and killed about 12,000 seals"
(Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 701). The natives, being thoroughly intimidated and seeing the
smoke of a steamer, took to their boat and made for it. It proved to be Philippeus's
supply steamer Kamchatka, on its return trip along the Okhotsk coasts. 'I'lie men
were taken to Korsakovski, a port neal' the south end of Sakhalin, and wintered there.

This is the story of the kossak and natives, On the other hand, it has been
asserted that they were bribed. So far as the result is concerned, it matters very little
which story is the true one. The rookery was now becoming so depleted by illegal,
reckless, and indiscriminate slaughter that it was seriously considered by the authori-

1 So bold did the schooners become that when Lieutenant Shamof, of the cruiser Raeboinik, in 1884
sent to guard Hobben Island, landed near Cape Patience, Snkhal!u, 011 May 21, he found there two
sheds containing about 15,000 pounds of salt, etc., three skiffs, and a whaleboat, uud si x Japanese,
thc whole outfit belonging to a schooner from Japan, of which a certain Johnson was suid to be thc
captain (Aueland, 1885, pp. 536-537).
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ties whether it would not be the better policy to kill oft' the few remaining seals and to
abandon the island. If the seals were not killed by the company they were taken by
the raiders, extermination was sure to follow, aud it was only a question who were
going to have the Skins, the legitimate lessees, who were paying' for the privilege and
acting under contract with the legal owner of the island, the Russian Government, or
the pirating poachers, who kuew well that they were doing lawless acts, and who,
moreover, also knew that their penalty for th~ criminal business, if caught, would be
confiscation and, possibly, hard work in the mines of Siberia. Under those circum
stances it is hardly to be wondered at that the decision was to disregard the distinc
tion between sex and age in the killing by the lessees, as it was done by the poachers.
This was undoubtedly done in 1883, and it is quite possible that some of the men,
when more seals had been clubbed than the little gang could properly skin, in their
zeal may have slashed the skins to prevent the raiders who were continually hanging'
around, among them the schooners North Star, Otome, Helene, and AlliJle, from profit
ing to the extent of even having the seals clubbed for their benefit. It is utterly
unjustifiable to characterize the proceeding as "barbarous" in contradistinction to
that of the poachers. 'I'he number of seals thus killed has been grossly exaggerated.
Some of the poachers have estimated it to be from 12,000 to 20,000 seals, but it is
pretty safe to say that there were not nearly so many seals at that time on the island,
all told. The number mentioned by another of the poaching captains (Fur Seal Arb.,
VIII, p. 6(4), viz, 3,500, is undoubtedly much nearer the mark.

Notwithstanding all this, enough seals hauled up on Robben Island ill 1884 to
justify the lessees in continuing the regular killing that season. 'I'hcy worc particularly
encouraged to do so since the Government had stationed a man-of-war, the Bnzbo'in-ilc,
to guard the rookery. Four seizures were made, among them the German schooner
Helena, Captain Golder, which had" raided that island five years." Others escaped,
like the Eeii», which got 500 skins (Fur Seal Arh., Ill, p. 358). The killing of other
classes of seals by the company on shore, however, was brought to a stop by 001. Nicolai
Voloshinof (since deceased), who visited the island that year on a tour of inspection.

The Government, seeing that energetic means had to be taken if the seals were to
be protected at all on Robben Island, in 1885 stationed a regular naval force of 16
sailors of the Siberian flotilla and 1 officeron the island, which was removed, however,
before the middle of October. The company that year obtained less than 2,000 skins,
but the schooners, late in autumn, made additional hauls; thus the Penelope, Capt.
E. P. Miner, on her part alone got" about 800 skins" (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 702).
Oaptain Blair, of the Leon, estimated the number of seals on the island that year to
be about (),OOO.

For four years, 188G to ISS!), inclusive, the company refrained from taking any
skins on the island; but there were still some lett for the raiders, who appeal' to have
visited the rock every year. 'I'he British Bering Sea Commission states that" these
schooners must have obtained at least 4,700 skins" (Rep., p. 3!}). In 18!}0, the last year
of the lease of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., 1,456 skius were secured by them.

With the lease of the islands by the Russian Seal Skin Company the regular
killing was again resumed in 1891, but the poor result led to the abandonment of the
attempt in 1892. In 18!}3 the rookery had recovered sufficiently to yield the company
1,500 skins; 1,000 were taken in 1894, and 1,300 in 18!}5.

In all these years the raiders continued to prey upon the island in the autunm,
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with but scant danger of being captured. In October, 1891, however, Captain Brandt,
commanding the Aleut, upon returning to the island unexpectedly, captured two
schooners, the Arctic and the Mystery, both fitted out in Yokohama but flying the
British flag and having 1,500 seal skins on board (Brit. Behring Sea Comm.Tcep., p. 89).

TlIe latest raid on Robben Island was undertaken last autumn. On October 29,
1895, the British schooner Saipan, sailing from Yokohama early in October, ostensibly
on a shark-fishing expedition, landed 17 of her crew on Robben Island. She sailed
away, promising to return in eight days. In the meantime the Russian transport
Yakut, which did patrol duty around the Commander Islands during the summer,
arrived and found the 17 men with a great number of' slaughtered seals. They were
arrested and brought to Vladivostok, where she arrived about November 6. The
schooner returned to the island too late, and thus escaped capture.

In addition, there is no doubt that the Robben Island herd must have suffered
somewhat from pelagic sealing proper, though the extent can not be known.

Capt. D. Greenberg, of the Bobrik, in 1895 reported that females were present in
fair numbers, and that the proportion of bulls to females was about 1 in 40. The
weight of the skins taken was good, and yearlings were quite scarce. He also men
tioned having observed an unusual number of dead pups.

Number of 8kin8 taken by the lessees of Robben Islasul from 1871 to 1895,

~. seal "
Year. Seals.

I---
1871............ 0 1885 ............ 1,838
1872............ 0 1886............ 0
1873............ 2,094 1887............ 0
1874............ 2,414 1888............ 0
1875............ 3,127 1889............ 0
1870............ 1,528 1890............ 1,456
1877 ..•.•....••. 2,949 1891. ........... 450
1878............ 3,140 1892............ 0
1879............ 4,002 1893............ 1,5(10
1880............ 3,330 1894 ............ 1,000
1881. .•..•••..•. 4,207 1895 ............ 1,300
1882 .....••..••. 4,106 ----
1883............ 2,049 Total .... 44,909
1884............ 3,819

3.-0THER ISLANDS.

Omitting ull references to breeding rookeries on the mainland of Kamchatka as
based upon hearsay, and in all probability resting on misidentification of young sea
lions, it may be well in the present work to mention those localities in the Okhotsk
Sea, besides Robben Island, where seals are said to haul out to breed.

ST. IONA ISLAND.

This is a small island, about 2 miles in circumference, situated in 560 25' north
latitude and 143° 16' east longitude, 120 miles north of the northern extremity of
Sakhalin Island and a little more than 150 miles east of Port Ayan, It is said to be
about 12 feet high and to have a crowd of' detached rocks lying oft' its west side. J

• i « St. Iona Islasul, in lat. 560 22t' N., long, 1430 15!' E., is merely a bare rock, about 2 miles in
Clr~nmferenceand 1,200 feet high, surrounded on all sides except the west, by detached rocks, against
which the ~I"aves ~eat with greut violence, and which pr~bably extend a conaidoruhls distance under
water. WIth the Island bearing north distant 12 miles Krusenstern had 15 fathoms water but when
it bore west, about 10 milos, no bottom' could be obtain~d with 120 fathoms" (China Sea Di~ectory IV
1884, p, 178). ' ,
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William Hermann, a seal-hunter of San Francisco, states that in 18HO his schooner
got 283 seals on the island of St. Iona; that, altogether, 700 seals were obtained there
that year by three schooners, and that in 1891 he was there again, and got 551 seals
in the schooner Arctio:

These were g01; hauled up on the rocks, and were first discovered by Captain Pino, of the Arotic,
in 1889. Eight years ago Captain Peterson, of the schooner Diana, of Yokohama, was there, and there
were no seals there (Fur Seal Arb., VIlI, p. 709).

This last paragraph does not necessarily mean that we have to do with newly
formed rookeries on St. Iona, In the first place, it is not stated at what date the island
was visited; in the second, the seals may have been easily overlooked. I will mention
an instance to show this. In 1881 Oapt, J. Sandman, ill the Alcksasuler II, in passing
the Kuril chain was looking for the possible existence of fur-seal rookeries on the
uninhabited islands. His attention was particularly drawn to Sredlii Island, quite 11

small aud insignificant affair. He happened to approach it from the Pacific side, and
seeing nothing but sea-lions went away. Imagine his chagrin when he heard that MI'.
Snow landed on the island that saane season, taking several thousand seals. They
were located on the Okhotsk Sea side.

SHANTAR ISLANDS.

It has been supposed upon the" very categ-orical statement" of the captain of the
Walter L. Rich, and of Captain Powers, that fur-seals occur at the Shantar Islands
(a numerous group of large and small islands in the Sbantar Bay, 55° north latitude
and 1380 east longitude), and it is quite possible that such is the case.' I am also told
that seals have been taken on a small island close to the Okhotsk coast.

It is believed that both the company and the Russian Government possess more
definite information about these various islands than has been given to the public, but
that it has been withheld so as not to invite raids by sealing schooners. In the spring
of 1895 the authorities ill St. Petersburg granted the Russian Seal Skin Company the
right to take seals on all the islands, known and unknown, upon the payment of a
stipulated tax and upon condition that a Government officer accompany the vessel
dispatched by the company.

I "Sltanta1'8ki IHland81ie off the western coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, about 150 miles northwest
of Cape Elizabeth on Saglialiu isluud, and although the largest island (Great Shantar) is 35 miles long,
cast and west, and about the same distance broad, it does not appear to afford any port or shelter;
though its southwest point projects to the S W., so as to form a bay on the south side of the Isluud.
Between this bay and the nearest point of the continent, 14 miles d istuut to fhe southwest, are two
islets surrounded by rocks and reefs. Soundings of 30 to 40 fathoms over a bottom of stones will he
found at 8 to 10 miles to the eastward of the group. The tides run from 1~ to 2 knots an hour.

"To the southward of the south points of Great Shuutur island are some small islands which
have not been examined.

" Fekshpto.ff lxlann.-At 6 miles from the west side of Great Shantar is Fokshptotf Island, 20 miles
in extent, NE. and SW., and 10 miles wide, but it has no port nor shelter" (China Sea Directory, IV,
1884, p. 178).
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IlL-SEAL LIFE ON THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

HISTORICAL AND GENERAL.

The northern fur-seal (Callotar'ill ursina) was known to the natives of Kamchatka
and the invading Russian promyshleniks long before the islands to which they resort
to breed were discovered. The seals were seen to arrive in spring, on their way north
and east, and to return in autumn, and the correct conclusion was formed that the
seals went to some unknown coast to bring forth their young".

The discovery of Bering Island revealed this unknown coast. Steller, the natu
ralist of Bering's expedition, had a whole spring season on the island in which to study
their habits, and that he made good use of it is evidenced by the account he gave of
these animals ill his famous memoir, "De Bestiis Marinis," published in 1751 in St.
Petersburg.' In this paper, writter in the Latin language and finished on Bering
Island for publication, he established the salient points in the natural history of the
fur-seal. Two figures, one of a bull (fig. 1) and one of a female (fig. 2, pl. XV), prob
ably made by the artist Berckhan, as shown by Dr. E. BUchner (Mem. Ac. Imp. Sc.
St.-Petersb, (7), XXXVIII, No.7, pp.12-13), accompany the descriptions. Fig. 2, at
least, is a fairly characteristic representation of a bull, and superior to several figures
published much later.

Steller described in some detail the external and internal anatomy of the fur-seal,
or sea-bear, as he called it, and gives a pretty accurate account of their migrations
and their habits on the ialaud during the breeding season. He stated that they are
polygamous, each bull having" 8,15 to 50 females"; describes the harems and the
bravery of the bulls fighting for the possession of the females; the birth of the one
pup shortly after the arrival of the mothers; the nursing and the play of the pups;
the long" fast of the bulls 011 the rookery, etc. In fact, he covered nearly all the
essential features of their lives. Later researches have made but few corrections, and
the additions have been those of detail and elaboration.

Such detail and elaboration was to some extent furnished by the venerable
"apostle of the Aleuts," Ivan Veniaminof, who gathered his information on St. Paul
Island, Pribylof group, more than eighty years later than Steller. A very precise
and concise account, both of the natural history of the animal and of the sealing
business, communicated by Veniaminof to Admiral VOll Wrangell, then chief manager
of the Russian-American Company, was published in 1839 by the latter in the German
language," and was thus made easily accessible to the scientific world of his day. His
somewhat more voluminous account in the Russian language did not appear until the
following year." He carefully distinguishes the various classes of seals-the sikatchi,
or old bulls; the polusikntchi, or young bulls; the holuetiaki; or bachelors; the matki,
or mother seals; the kotilci, or pups, and the yearlings. The sikatehi ill spring arrive
first on St. Paul Island, about April 20 (old style; May 2 new style), "even if the

I Nov~ C~mment. Acad. Sc, Imp. Petrop., II, pp. 289-398; pp. 331-359 relate entirely to the fur-seal.
2 Statdst.ische und Ethnographische Naehrichteu tiber die Rnsaischen Bcsltzungcn an der Nord

westkiiste von Amerika. Gesammelb von dem ehomullgen Oberverwalter dieser Besltzuugen, Contre
Admiral v. Wrangell. St. Petersburg, 1839, 8vo XXXVlIl +332 lIP. and mal); pp. 39-48 treat of the
"Seebiir. Phoco. u1'sina."

3 Zapiski ob Ostrovakh Unalashklnskago Otdiela. St. Petersburg, 1840, 2 vols.
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island is still beset by ice," 1 and take up the same place as the previous year, being
extremely fat upon their arrival. They pass most of the time sleeping, before the
arrival of the females, when the sikatchi tries to get hold of as many as possible for
Iris harem, in which he succeeds not without bloody contests with other males. "From
1 to 150 females have been observed with one sikatch, the number depending simply
upon his bravery. He is the unrestricted lord, the guardian and protector of his
harem. He takes no food whatever when stl~ying ashore."

The polusikatehi and holustiaki arrive later and congregate in large companies
upon the grounds which are usually separate and more distant from the sea than the
breeding grounds. The females commence to arrive on May 2(j, rarely on May 21,
sbortly before giving birth to their single pup, the season for the delivery being from
the end of May" through the whole of .Iuno, and even as late as .Iuly 10." The kotiki
arrive usually by southerly winds, but not with the same regularity as the others, all
not having arrived even by the middle of June, "as there are instances of yearlings
having arrived as late as July." The sikatch comes together with the female some time
after the birth of the pup, but only once; be "is able to cover from 21 to 25 females in
24 hours." The pups" feed exclusively upon the milk of their mothers until leaving
the land. The female never suckles her young while in the water, but coming ashore
for that purpose attends her offspring in a resting position." The pups do not go into
the water until they are 30 to 35 days old, becoming familiar with the water when 40
to 50 days of age. "The color of the pups when born is black, but from September
10 changes to gray, the old hair being cast off." The seals leave the island (St. Paul)
gradually, beginning about October 5, and always with north and northwest winds, the
young ones remaining longest. A few old bulls may occasionally be seen in Novem bel',
or even December, but none in January or February. "Very rarely 2 or 3 sikatchi
show themselves again in March, but always for a very short time only."

I have thought it worth while to give the above short summary of the natural
history as it was known in 1.')40, since it bas been asserted that from the time of
Steller to about 1870 "the scientific world actually knew nothing definite in regard to
the life-history of this valuable animal." Not even the pictorial representation of the
northern fur- seal in that period was so bad as it has been made to appear, as will
be plain from an inspection of Ohoris's drawing of a fur- seal rookery ou St. Paul,
published in 1822 as pl. xv of his "Voyage pit.toresque auteur du Monde" (Pol.
Paris, 1822) of which I append a greatly reduced copy on pl, 5ll.

Since Veniaminof's account, no original contributions to the natural history of the
fur-seal, of any magnitude, appeared until the studies of Scammon, Bryant, and
particularly Elliott were given to the public in the early seventies. These, with the

I The arrival of fir8t bulls on Rering Islaml rookeries are reported for a fow years a8 follows:

Date.
jNn, of

hulls
nrrtvod.

Localrty.

1879, May 5 ..
1880, Aprll 27 .
1881, Mav 20 ..
1882, A pril19 .
188:1, MlIY. 2:1 .
1384, Apr1127 __ .
1895, May 10 __ .

2 North rookery.
:I Do.
2 South rookery.
4 North rookery.
2 South rookery.
2 North rookery.
1 Do.

On Copper Island the first hll11s~ 7 in uumbor, were observed ill 1805 on May 13.
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bulky literature which sprang up as part of tIle" Fur Seal Arbitration" ease, are too
well known to need any further comment in this place.

The natural history of the Commander Islands seal is essentially that of the
Pribylof Islands seal. Even their migrations, although along entirely different and
distinct routes, show parallel phenomena. The route of the Oommander Island herd,
as we have seen, was known to Steller in a general way, but it is only recently, since
the pelagic sealers are following the migrating herds, that the routes have become
known in detail. Mr. O. H. Townsend, the naturalist of the United States Fish Com
mission steamer Albatros«, has made a special study of this branch of the subject and
has kindly furnished me with the following notes relating to the migrations of the
Commander Islands herd as shown by the records of the pelagic sealers:

Pelagic sealing off the coast of Japan usually commences about the middle of March and lasts
until the middle of June. The seal herd appears to be massed off the coast between the latitudes of
Yokohama and Cape Noishap (the eastern point of Yezo Island) in March, April, and May. In March
sealing commences off Hondo Island (Nipon); in latitude :160

, where seals are also of common occur
renee in April, but they are then moving slowly northward. In May the best scaling is found south
and east of Yew Island, Cape Yerimo (the southeast point of Ye7,O) being a favorite sealing-ground.
In .Iune they are usually a little farther north, being taken generally off the eastern coast of Yew and
the most southerly of the Kurils. They are also taken in .Iune off the more northerly Kurils, but the
herd is then farther off' shore and more scattered.

In the Japan region proper, sealing is carried on from the coast out to a distance of about 300
miles, while in February straggling seals have been taken as far south as the Bon in Islands. Seals
occur in the Sea of Japan, catches having been made at several points thoro and in La Perouse Stratts
by the schooner Penelope, in a voyage around Yezo Island during the past season.

Sealers crossing the Pacific in the latitude of Yezo Island pick up seals at many points between
Japan and the longitude of 1800 • In June and July scattered bands of seals, presumably of the
Commander Islands herd, occur 500 or 600 miles sonth of the western Aleutian Islands.

The charts accompanying my report on the fur-seal fishery for 1895 (Senate Document l:n, part
II, Fifty-fourth Congress) show the positions where seals were taken by 20 vessels sealing off the
coasts of Japan and Russia <luring' the I111st four years.

LATITUDE IN THE PHENOMENA OF SEAL LIFE.

It can be safely said that most of the points in the life-history of the fur-seal
have been cleared up, in so far as they can be cleared up by direct observation, but
the recent activity for information in this matter resulted also in a vast accumulation
of misinformation gathered by and from persons either untrained in scientific methods,
inexperienced ill this particular subject, or prejudiced ill favor of some pet theory,
or biased by political considerations. This unnatural history of the fur-seal has caused
doubts and confusion in the minds of those who have to trust to the literature for
their information as to the truth of' even some of the most easily observed and most
firmly established facts. Renewed investigations have, therefore, become desirable.

Aside from the mass of downright mtsinformatlon, a-good deal of harm has been
done by the often too sweeping generalizations based upon a few isolated facts and
cansed by ignorance of the true relations of the latter as exceptions and not as rules.

It must not for one moment be imagined that the lines are as tightly drawn in
nature as in many books and reports. It will probably be possible to cite more or less
isolated occurrences contrary to nearly every habit of the seals as generally outlined.
These exceptions are not frequent enough nor important enough to affect the general
result, and it may be confidently asserted that the investigations which have of late
been carried on by the American Bering Sea Commission and quite recently by the
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United States Fish Oommission have brought out correctly the main facts relating to
the life-history of the seals.

We have frequently seen, however, that the various exceptions alluded to have
been brought forward in the controversies relating to this theme as particularly
essential, thus obscuring the main questiona, while, 011 the other hand, conditions have
been described and depicted as so uniform and stable that it has been easy for the
opposite side to controvert these assertions, thus throwing doubt upon the correctness
of the whole argument and the soundness of the conclusions. It may be useful,
therefore, to review a few of these questions.

A protracted stay at the rookeries reveals two facts. The one which probably
first impresses the observer is the curious stability of the general outline of the
groups of breeding seals, especially if the comparisons be made at frequent intervals
during the earlier part of the season. The masses of seals assume certain definite
shapes which in many cases have lIO apparent relation to the nature of the ground
upon which they are lying. Thus, on the North Reef Rookery on Bering Island, a
very peculiar feature of the distribution of the breeding seals this summer was a
narrow band of seals which extended obliquely across the northern end of the
"parade-grounds," cutting oft' from the latter a small oval portion, visible in most of the
photographs (plates 19,21,22) and also indicated in the map (plate 8), and connecting
the masses of seals on the western side of the reef with those on the eastern side.
I have walked over the territory thus curiously occupied many a time, but I have
failed to find any difference in the ground which will account for this belt or answer
the question why the seals do not also occupy the bare oval island it surrounds.

To appreciate this general stability of' the outline, it is necessary to have had an
opportunity to observe the rookery for some length of time. A person who had only
a few days at his disposal for examining the same rookery might, on the other hand,
be impressed by the fact that on two different days, or at different hours of the sallie
<lay, the outlines thus referred to present entirely different aspects, and if he offered
photographs in evidence of this fact he might seemingly prove the instability of these
lines. Thus, the "band" of seals on the North Reef Rookery above alluded to did
occasionally.entirely disappear, particularly during the warmer portion of bright,
sunny days, or after the rookery had been disturbed by a recent drive (see pl. 26).

Nevertheless, this "band" was a very characteristic feature of the seals on that
rookery. Single photographs are therefore of no particular value for comparison from
year to year unless they are taken by a person familia,r with the oharacteristio (listribut-ton
and the oieu: ie spJected by him for that partieuia» purpose. The main reliance must,
therefore, be placed upon the observer, and his statements must be received in
accordance with his known experience, accuracy, and intelligence.

PROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF SEXES AND AGES ON ROOKERIES.

A question which of late has been given considerable prominence is that of the
relative number of breeding females and old bulls on the rookeries. Upon this, and
UPOIl the closely connected one as to the number of females a bull is able to serve,
there has been a great diversity of opinion'! My experience this summer leads me to

1 While maintaining that the value of the guesses as to the number of females a bull is able to
serve is of necessity very dubious, I may mention that Mr. Kluge, who for eight years spent t.he summer
upon Tiuleni Island with the seals practically under his very eyes the whole season, informed rue t.lris
summer that" he does not for a moment bnlievo that twenty-live females to a bull are in the least too
lUany," though he did not venture to guess at the maximum.
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the belief that, on the whole, a bull is able to take care of as many females as he can
keep around him. There is undoubtedly great individual differences in this respect,
Some bulls being stronger than others, but I think it can be safely asserted, (1,8 a, rule,
that the procreative power of the bull is in direct proportion to his general physical
strength. I think it also sound to assume that, a,8 a rule, a bull physically strong
enough to live through the winter gales and the vicissitudes of his winter wanderings
and to return to his place on the rookery is also strong enough to fulfill his duty there.
I have purposely emphasized "on the whole" and" as a rule," because I can easily
imagine individual cases of; for instance, accidentally castrated bulls, or old feeble ones
who might have the good fortune to meet with unusually favorable conditions during
their winter migrations, etc., and because I am quite willing to admit that a number of
Such bulls may be found on each rookery. These exceptions, however, do not materially
alter the above propositions as relating to the whole population of the rookery.

The traiu of reasoning which led me to the above conclusions is as follows: Some
of the most noteworthy of my observations this summer on the Commander Islands
establish the facts (1) that the decrease in the killable seals was most marked on Cop
per Island; (2) that there was a full complerneut of pups as compared with breeding
females on both islands; (3) that there was an ample supply of bulls, old and young, on
Copper Island, while on Bering Island they were much less numerous as compared with
the number of females. I was illformed that the latter condition was not peculiar to
the present year (1895) alone, and it is also particularly mentioned in Mr. Grebnitski's
report for 1893. It would therefore seem as if the different proportions between the
sexes on the two islands have had no visible influence upon the number of pups born-

The soundness of the above deductions may receive corroboration, 01' the reverse,
by observations on the South Rookery 011 Bering Island in 1896. On that rookery
the disproportion between the two sexes was excessive in 1895. According to reliable
information, the number of bulls on the whole rookery did llot exceed five.' Judg'ing
from what I saw of this rookery during two visits, I should place the number of
breeding females at about noo, possibly only uOO. It would be a comparatively easy
matter to observe this year whether the number of IJUps born be very markedly small
ill proportion to the number of females hauling out.

On tIle large rookeries it is difficult, if not impossible, for various reasons, to
correctly estimate the average proportion between the bulls and the females, and par
ticulurly so on Bering Island, because the bachelors to so great an extent haul up
between the breeding females. Mixed in among the latter in this way, it is next to
impossible at long range to say, with any approach to accuracy, what the proportion
between these two classes is. 2 In general, the difflculty lies in the fact that the
individual harems differ so greatly in size. 'I'hns, during the visit to Kishotchnaya
Rookery, Bering Island, on July 9, Mr. Grcbnitski counted several harems which
contained all the way from 12 to 93 females, or more. But there is still another
serious difficulty, which is due to the constant going and eoming of the females, so that

I When I visited the rookery on August 17 the hulls had already left. It was rumored in the
village that there had only been one b ul l, but Nlkanor Grigorief, the Dative in charge of the killing
there, informed me that the actual number was five. .

"It is holrl hy some that the natives have such a marvelously keen eye and discriminating power
as to enable them, at least, to make such an estimate. At one time I accepted this as a matter of faith,
but Illy experience last summor-s-to be detailed fnrther on-has convinced me that thc natives arc not
particularly gifted in that respect, As a matter of fact, their estimates aTC about as much guesswork
liS that of the white people, ouly tllllt from their greater familiarity witlJ the ground and the seals,
they are apt to guess more closely.
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the number of females in the individual harem fluctuates between 0 and the maximum,
according to the time of day or condition of weather. Thus, on the 16th of .Iuly, on
the same rookery, I counted a harem having IG females, which, upon a recount a few
hours later, contained 23, "while some of the other bulls were entirely deserted,"

I have above alluded to the difficulty of discriminating at a great distance
between the females and the killable bachelors when mixed on the breeding-ground.
The difficulty is not confined to these two classes alone. The experts profess to be
able to separate the bachelors into yearlings, 2-year-olds, 3-year-olds, 4-year·olds, and
5-year-olds, and in the descriptions and discussions we find these classes mentioned
in such a way as to lead to the impression that they are easily recognized on the
rookery or the killing-ground, but nothing can be further from the facts. With
huudreds of dead seals before me, 1 have been unable to draw any line between the
various ages, nor has anybody present been able to point them out to me.

1 have submitted elsewhere in this report a series of weights of skins (p. IOn)
which shows beyond a question that there is an unbroken series of all sizes from the
smallest to the largest. The whole questiou resolves itself into a mental sorting
of the killable seals into a number of classes, calling the smallest two-year-olds, the
largest five-year-olds, and roughly distributing those in between among their respec
tive classes. The yearlings, however, form a fairly well-marked class by themselves,
as do, of course, the bulls-features not apparent in the tables of skin weights alluded
to, from the fact that these classes are not killed.

The fact that even the natives are not always able to tell the females from the
bachelors on the rookeries was curiously proven to me one day at Glinka, Copper
Island, when Aleksander Zaikof and the chief, Sergei Sushkof, had It somewhat
heated controversy over the question whether a certain body of seals on the Urili
Kamen Rookery consisted of bachelors 01' females. Both of the men are among the
most experienced aud intelligent on the island. Yet it was only because Sushkof
had been stationed the whole season at Glinka, while Zaikof only arrived with us
the day previous, that he was regarded to be in the right.

But even at closer rauge it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the sexes. On
the killlng-ground, where the teeth of the seals are easily seeu, there is, of course, no
Special difficulty, and mistakes are seldom made; not so in the drives, however.

During a small drive at Glinka, Copper Island, August 8, lSn5, about 300 seals
were made to cross the mountain pass (about 800 feet) in three main divisions, no less
than 30 grown men taking part in the driving. Halfway up one of the men declared
that there was a "matka" in the drive. It was questioned, but upon closer scrutiny
he was found to be right. It was not until the final sorting before the killing took
place that several females were discovered in the flock.

A.s an additional indication of the lack of definition of the different classes of
seals as expressed in their sizes, 1 append a few tables of measurements taken from
the freshly killed animals.

----------------------------
• 1 The number of animals and the proportion of the sexes on North Rookery, Bering Islund,

~llIrtng .Iuly, 1893, as quoted by Dr. Siunin (Promysl. Bog.. Kam, Saleh. Komand., p. !I), from the offleiul
.IOllI·ualof the overseer (u.tlit8ialni dllcvnik narlzil'atclia) are worse than useless. The numeration by the
overseer in question is the worst kind of guesswork, if not entirely fictitious. Dr. Slunin's remark
that the conclusions to he made from those ligures would he strange (stl'anni) is certainly approprIate.

F. C. 13. 1896-5
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Measul'cments (in nlillimeters) offur-seals (Callotaria ul'sina), Bering Island, North Rookery, July 30, 1882.
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Girth I F.+,.", Girth
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Sex. Total Fore hind to to I No. Sex. hind to tolength. legs. legs. fore eye. ear. length. legs, legs fore eye. ear.

legs.
,

legs.I---.---- -----
112...

---- ------

ale.... 1780 495 555 910 105 212 Male.... 1250 360 400 780 82 165
.do ... 1660 465 475 920 95 205 I 13... ....do ... 1205 325 410 775 82 175
.<10 ••• 1560 480 495 880 95 180 ,14... . ...do , .. 1200 292 380 700 75 165
.do ... 1550 390 490 890 92 204 I 15... . .•. do ... 1185 300 385 750 68 152
.do ... 1430 430 465 790 83 175

1
16

...
.... do '" 1180 330 415 810 85 180

.do ... 1390 390 470 860 85 180 17_.. .... do ... 1170 345 400 750 83 166

.do ... 1380 400 455 795 85 175 18... .... do ... 1140 315 395 700 75 165

.do ... 1345 360 455 800 90 175
\19 ...

.. ..do ... 1125 350 385 730

1:J.,10 ... 1340 370 440 820 90 180 20... ....do '" 1100 300 355 710 75. 168
.do ... 1330 360 440 870 82 185 21. .. .. ..do ... 1035 255 340 620 73 155
.do ... 1260 405 450 710 86 183

Measurements (in millimeters) of specimens of fur-seals collected for United States National Museunl at
North Rookery, Bel'ing Island, August 20,1883.
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1030 !l6S
427 375
59 52

120 III
55 54
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From nose to end of out-

atretched hind f eet - ~ ~ ~ ~··I >'00 UW 'OW ,~, iaas '00' ""I isss 'M'
From nose to armpit......... 1125 980 685 780 775 660 605 620 410
From nose to eye............ 110 98 67 78 I 90 80 72 60 55
B'rom nose to ear............ 214 213 168 183 173 158 154 148 120
Distance between eyes...... 98 104 70 83 72 71 70 70 59
Distance between oars....... 163 173 138 150 140 138 120 125 99
Length of car ............... 52 52 45 53 53 47 39 46 38
Length of longest mustache

195 113 185 177 105 95 87 70bristle .................... 125
Length of fore limb ......... 530 540 345 500 515 395 300 305 255
Width 61' fore foot ........... 216 223 12a 160 165 125 107 117 100
Length of hind limb•...•.... 616 697 415 485 507 420 350 295 216
Width of hind foot at tarsus.' 130 135 95 112 113 85 80 70 65
Width of hind foot at end of I

250 285 170 246 202 177 160 155 135
A ;~~~g~·i.;.;gtil·oi:to'; ijaps::I 2aO 230 162 190 196 161 115 102 88
Length of tail. .............. 55 50 sa 55 55 47 46 57 25
Distaneebetween t.ipsof out-

stretched fore ltmbs ..•... . 1770 1740 1205 1445 1370 1085 960 855 705
Girth of'neck behind theoars. 580 598 405 475 470 405 360 355 330
Girth over the shoulders .... 1150 1205 750 950 930 820 680 600 455
Girth hehind fore Iimbs ..... 1260 1155 780 850 7!l0 740 625 565 450
Girth in front of hind Iirubs . 475 480 280 a80 365 2!l5 245 225 197

Measurements of two gray pups, taken at North Rookery, Bering Island, October 2a, 1882.

r- No. 1697. No. 1696.
Malc, Femule,

38 pounds. 30 pounds.

Mm. ]fm.
Tip of nose to end of tail............ 885 865
Tip of nose to fore flippers ........... 425 375
Fore tlippers . ........................ 2U5 263
Hind legs ............................ 275 243
Tipot' uose to eye..... ~_ .. ___........ 55 42
Tail ................................. 27 20
Girth behind fore flippers .••.•••.•••. 630 570
Ear .................................. 38 35

VIRILITY OF BULLS.

While there is thus shown to be a certain instability in the rookery outlines and
quite au uncertainty as to the various classes and stages of the seals, except ill a
general way, there is observable a similar lade of strict adherence to the habtts as
described by many writers, though t.hese may upon the whole be correct. No doubt,
for instance, many of the old bulls 011 the rookery, especially early in the season, stand
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up bravely without retreating, even against a number of men, but it is also true that
a good many of them do not. Lest the more cowardly conduct of some bulls should
be charged to an alleged lack of vitality in those of the present generation, I will only
quote what I wrote immediately after my visit to the North Beef Rookery, Bering
Island, on June 5,1883:

Between 200 and 300 old bnlls were scattered all over the ground, some sleeping, some fighting;
others rose up, somewhat uneasy at our approach; others; uguin, galloped away as fast as their short feet
would carry them, plunging Iioudloug into the water. A few would make a bold stand for SOIllO

moments and roar at us, but they soon turned, seeking to escape. None of those we approached very
closely would keep their position.

I may cite another instance from a date much later in the season, bnt yet at a
time when the females required the full attention of the bulls and on a rookery where
the latter were plentiful .md vigorous. The observation was made in Sikatchinskaya
Bay, Palata Rookery, Oopper Island. Mr. Grebnitski had landed 011 a rock in the
rookery to take a couple of photographs, while I, with the men, remained in the boat.
The following is an abstract from my diary of August 3, 1895:

It was a sight never to bo forgotten. The females from all around rushed into the water poll
mell, while the old bulls were running to and fro trying to keep them back, though in some eases
taking the panic themselves nnrl following the .example of the females, who made the water fairly
boil around the boat by their jumping. On the nearest rocks hundreds of black pups were huddled
together as close as they could stund, fearing to go into deep water; but finally driven into it by the
advunce of the photographing purty, they swam with the utmost ease. Of all the mauy seals cover
ing the rocks around us when we J\rst arrived, only two kept their places. These were an old bull
and It matka in heat. Our boat was lying' within 20 feet of them, yet they (lid not mind us, and the
courting-the female did the courting-went on, although our presence evidently acted somewhat
depresslugly on the male, who anxiously kept an eye upon us, while yet nnwilling to leave tho female.
Occasionally he screwed up enough courage to face us and roar defiautly, but as we approached to
within 10 feet and 1 got up in the boat to fire my camera at him, he suddenly thonght that discretion
is the better part of valor, and plumped headlong into the water on the other side of the rock. lIe
came out and up on the rock, however, a few minutes later and shook the water out of his fur, but
the female had apparently become disgusted with him, for, in spite of our retreating, she went into
the water shortly after he had returned to her. He then also left for good.

DO ALL BACHELORS HAUL OUT?

The general impression, as derived both from the printed reports and oral com
muuications, seems to be that the vast majority, if not all, of the bachelors haul out
on the beaches during the season. It would, of course, be impossible to say whether
each individual bachelor does haul out at least once during the season, or whether
some of them stay in the water throughout the entire year, but my observations lead
me to believe that only a smaller portion of the whole body of bachelors haul out at
anyone time. That a good many of the seals in the water in the immediate neighbor
hood of the rookeries are bachelors, I know from personal observation, for the two
sexes are more easily disttngutshed at a distance while in the water thau on the rocks.
These probably all haul out at some time or another. But the question is, does the
bulk of the bachelors met with on the feeding-grounds and far away from the rook
eries during the breeding season also haul out ¥ I am inclined to believe that they
do not, for the following' reason:

While it is true that the great rookery on Bering Island was never before" raked
and scraped" for the last bachelor seal as it was during the past season, yet it is not
denied that a similar difficulty in gathering' the requisite number of killables has been
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going on for a couple of years, though not to the same extent. Now, if intelligent
and honest persons, at the close of the season of 1894, had been asked, while viewing
that rookery, whether there were, say, 18,000 bachelor seals (outside the pups of that
year) in sight or within a comparatively short distance, they would be obliged to answer
no. The question then becomes pertinent: Whence, then, came the 9,000 bachelors
killed in 1895 on that rookery (hardly any yearlings showed up at all) and the prob
able other 9,000 that perished during the winter by being killed by the pelagic sealers,
or otherwise? The bulk of these 18,000 must have stayed away from the immediate
neighborhood of the island, and as bachelor seals are not known to haul out in great
bodies very far from the breeding-grounds there is every reason to conclude that they
stayed at sea.

To fully weigh this answer, it is necessary to remember that the bachelor seals,
especially tbe younger classes, have no functions to perform on land during the breed
ing season. I do not believe that a single good reason can be advanced in defense of
a proposition that the hauling out of the bachelor is of any advantage to the individual.
Nor does it seem probable that all the bachelor seals are subject to a very lwe8sing
desire to go ashore until the sexual instinct is awakened. The hauling out on dry land
by any immature seal is, therefore, only the result of the habit having been inherited.
It is therefore likely to be of very varied intensity, and there is nothing intrinsically
improbable in admitting that this habit in some, or even in many, is only awakened at
the approach of sexual maturity. It must, furthermore, be borne in mind that the
bachelor seals require an abundance of food no less than the females. The nursing of
the young makes it imperative for the latter to visit the distant feeding-grounds, but
also to return regularly to the rookery. The bachelor seal, on the other hand, in
contradistinction to the old fat bulls remaining the entire season on the rookery, needs
a big food supply because he is growing; but different from the female, he has no
individual business on the rookery. Of course, while there is no advantage to the
individual bachelor in hauling out, there is an advantage to the species, inasmuch as it
tends to strengthen the inherited habit which insures the return of the necessary
number of breeding males at a later age to their respective rookeries, but this propo
sition does not involve any necessity for all to do so.

The above observations and reflections, which are chiefly submitted in order to
emphasize that it is necessary to allow for a certain latitude in the habits of the seals,
I am now going to follow up with a series of special observations upon certain phases
of fur-seal life which I made during the investigations of last summer. They are in
part corroborative of observations made by investigators in other localities, particu
larly the Pribylof Islands, while, in part, opposed to the opinions held by some other
observers. In 80 far as this diversity of opinion affects certain theories only, my
deductions will stand or fan upon their own logic; but where there is a disagreement
as to the facts I beg to remind my readers that the facts, as here set forth, only relate
to the conditions found 011 the Commander Islands and more particularly on Bering
Island. If the facts observed by me differ from those established by others, it does
not necessarily follow that one of the two observations is erroneous. I will again
recall the fact of the bachelors mixing among the females and the consequent driving
of the latter 011 Bering Island in order to show there are differences between the
conditions there and upon the Pribylof Islands.
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FOOD OF SEALS AT THE ISLANDS AND EXCREMENTS ON THE ROOKERIES.

The question as to what animals furnish the bulk of the food of the fur-seals can
not be solved positively on the rookeries. My investigations last summer corroborated
those of twelve and thirteen years ago and tally with those of others, viz, empty
stomachs with a few stones in theui, and occasionally a few beaks of cephalopods or
very rarely the backbone of some unlucky fish: Since, however, as I have already
pointed out, the bachelor seals on account of their growth must uecessarily take a great
deal of food during the summer, the above negative result does prove pretty positively
that the seals on the Commander Islands must, as a rule, obtain their food so far from
the islands that it is thoronghly digested before they return to the hauling-grounds.

I emphasize again the" as a rule," because there are single observations to the
contrary. Thus, I was informed on Bering Island that once on the Sonth Rookery a
flock of bachelors was so full of octopods that they vomited up quantities of these
mollusks while being driven.

It is true the statement that the bachelor seals must necessarily feed because
they are in a stage of continued growth is a purely theoretical one, and it has
been seriously denied that they feed during the season to any much greater extent

.than the old bulls. In support of this contention is quoted the observation by the
British Bering Sea Commissioners (Rep. Brit. Oomm., p. 42) as to the abseuoe of
excrementitious matter upon the rookeries. Though Illy observations, more particu
larly on the Commander Islands, do not agree with theirs, or Bryant's, I am not going
to dispute their accuracy on that account, but I do maintain that their negative
result does not prove anything, while my positive observations to the contrary do
prove that the seals take nourishment throughout the season. And now for my facta,

Anyone examining the carcasses on the killing-grounds immediately after the
killing can not help observing that a good many of the dead seals at the moment they
were slain had voided a greater or less quantity of ocher-yellow excrement of a
creamy consisteucy. 'I'his observation I have not only made on the Commander
Islands at every killing I have there witnessed (and-the unpleasantness of handling
the seals thus soiled has very vividly impressed Illy wind), but also on St. Paul
Island during the only drive it was my privilege to follow there, viz, on June 26,
1895. Here is the entry relating to the latter observation:

Mr. True afterwards opened a number of stomachs without finding auy food in thorn, and I opened
one, which had just voided a quantity of fluid excrement, with similar result. Quite a number of
seals voided excrement of like nature. '

On the 2d of Angust, 1895, 1\11'. Grebnitski and I landed and established OUl' camp
at Babinski Padjom, Glinka Rookery, Copper Island, Oil the former hauling-ground
of the bachelors. A few half-bulls only were located at the eastern end of the bay,
all that was now left of this rookery. Here are the words of the diary:

After sUPIJer I went over to the eastern end of the bay, wher« tho polnsilmtchi above ul luded to
had been lying (for upon our settling down in their neighborhood all of thorn sought safoty in the sea).
Tho entire narrow and steep beach which Iiucs the precipitous cl iffs (300 feet and more), formiug the
coast 1101'0 consists of rounded stones of various sizes, from that of a marble to that of a man's head,
but averaging perhaps that of a fist, and of a light-gray color. On this pearl-gray ground tho station
of each half-bull was clearly marked with a brown stain, and all, around patches of scuufluid
excrements were found in various stages o'f drying up aud disiutogruticu. Tho freshest oxorcmonts
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were of a blackish-brown color and of a very penetrating aud disrtgreeable odor, while the drre•• ones
wr-r« of a pale drab color. In spite of the humidity of th« climate things on the boacbes dry up
remnrkably fast and thoroughly, but I suppose it is partly due to the perfect drainnge of the sandy
or pebbly beaches. * * * The fact is bhat tile cxorcmerrts eontain compuratlvely few solids and
are easily dissipated.

This observation is particularly conclusive because ;t showed at the well-defined
station of each half-bull (hauling up much aftcr the fashion of the old bulls) a
quantity of fecal matter in the various stages of disintegration, from that of the
semifluid, nearly fresh excrement, to the dry and odorless "chip." Taken as late as
August 2, yet a considerable time before the close of the season. it has a very important
bearing upon the question.

The third and last entry in my diary in regard to this matter is dated August 22,
and relates to what took place during the big drive on that date on the North Reef
Rookery, Bering Island, which was witnessed by the officers, including the surgeon,
Dr. Lloyd Thomas, of Her British Majesty's ship Porpoise. It reads as follows:

There was another matter to which I called the special attention of the English gentlemen while
we were on the rookery. viz, the presence-and very offensively smelling presence-of semifluid excre
ments 011 the rocks, particnlarly mentioning the opposite observation of the British commissioners.
In fact, the fecal matter was making it very slippery in places.

The argument derived from the alleged absence of excrementitious matter on the
rookeries is, consequently, disposed of. It may be well to add the remark that it is
more than probable that most of the feces are voided at sea before hauling up, and
that, in conjunction with their fluid nature, this explanation accounts satisfactorily
for the fact that its presence on the rookeries is not more obvious.

As already remarked above, observations on the rookeries are not apt to furnish
positive data as to the nature of the bulk of the food of the Commander Islands fur
seals. 'I'hat they eat cephalopods is proven by the occasional presence of the beaks
in their stomachs, as well as by the above-quoted instance on the Sonth Rookery(p. 69).
It is also possible that Mr. Grebnitski's suggestion is correct, that the presence of
pebbles in the stomachs is largely to be accounted for by assuming that they are
swallowed together with the octopods holding on to them. That they also eat fish, at
least occasionally, is also unquestionable. But the following facts will as unquestion
ably show that salmon and cod, at least, do Hot furnish any portion of the rcgular
summer diet of the Commander Islands seals worth mentioning:

It may not be very much to the point to observe that three species of salmon
(Oncorhynchus) abound in all the rivers on Bering Island, and that thc fur-seals are
not observed to feed upon them at the months of these rivers; but the fact that the
largest salmon river of the island, the Saranna River, is situated less than 7 miles
from the largest seal rookery withont the seals coming over there to feed upon the
enormous numbers of salmon asceuding that river, is proof conclusive. The river
and the fishing establishment of the natives at Sarauna have been described elsewhere
in this report, so that it will suffice in the present connection to recall the statement
that the annual catch in that river alone varies between 20,000 and 100,000 salmon.

As for the codfish, it is only necessary to state that they are common right off the
great North Rookery of Bering Island. On September In, lSH5, we were anchored
in 10 fathoms of water less than a mile from Sivutchi Kamen and within hearing of
the roar from the rookery. A single cod line over the side of the steamer for a couple
of hours brought up three-fourths of a barrel of codfish.
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EFFECT OF DRIVING.

One of the questions to which I paid special attention during the past summer was
that of the effect of driving upon the vitality of the seals. It has been variously
a~, erted that the repeated driving of the male seals on the Pribylof Islands has
l'l sulted in the weakening of the procreative power of the bulls and the consequent
degeueration and partial decrease in the number of seals on the rookeries. It has
also been hinted that the difference in the methods of driving the seals on the Priby
lofs and on the Commander Islands might account for the apparent lesser diminution
of the seals on the latter islands, The question is, therefore, one of the utmost
importance, and it was in order to specially make a direct comparison between the
methods employed on the American and the Russian side that I asked to be enabled
to land on St. Paul Island and witness a drive there before proceeding to the Com
mander Islands. It is, therefore, pertinent to submit a description of this drive, which,
thanks to the assistance of the agents of the company and of the United States
Treasury, I had an opportunity to follow on June 26,1895.

It would, of course, be hazardous to base any far-reaching conclusions upon one
single drive. As Mr. F. W. 'I'rue was going to follow up similar studies on St. Paul
Island during the whole of the following season, he kindly assented to accompany me
on the present occasion, so that he might afterwards inform me how the drive we were
going to take part in might compare for severity with those which were to follow later,
and which I myself would not be able to inspect.

At 9 p, m. on June 25, in company with Mr. Stanley-Brown, the general agent of
the company, we started for Polavina Rookery in a buckboard drawn by a pair of strong
mules. The road was to a great extent still covered with snow and water, compelling
the driver to pick his way in the dark over hills and marshes. After a trying ride of
two hours, during which it was a wonder that we were not upset and spilled by the
roadside or into the water which surrounded UR on all sides, we arrived safely at the
hut, where we found a party of nine Aleuts who had preceded us. After a fitful
slumber on the benches in front of the cooking-stove, we turned out with our gang at2
o'clock the next morning and proceeded to the hauling-ground, where we could hardly
discern the various objects in the hazy gray light of the early morning, I quote now
from my diary, written a few hours later:

We move stealthily along the margin of the breeding-ground, which is occupied by angrily bellow
ing bulls, a few-a very few-females, and still fewer pups, cutting oft' a small herd of bachelor seals
tllat are skirting the inner edge of the breeding-grounds. At the end of the latter we make a sudden
spurt, Mr. True and I running at full speed with the Aleuts for the water's edge, thus cutting' oft'
another crowd of bachelors-I estimate in all about 1,000. Then the driving' begins by dividing the
herd in two (unintentionally) uneven sections, which are driven easily, without special urging, over
very oven gronnd.

The seals are of very unequal sizes, there being' quite a number of large half-bulls in the flock,
In driving, the various sizes become somewhat sorted, inasmuch as the younger and more agile seals
keep well to the front, while the large and fat half-bulls bring up the rear. Occasionally a few of
thosllllre cut out and left behind-probably in all about 50. No other cutting ont or cnlling is under
taken while the driving is going on, and is practically impossible as long as the seals are driven in /IS

large flocks /IS these. On the other hand, the driving gang is too short-handed to manage /I large
number of small sections, as on the Comtuauder Islunds. After II moderate drive overland for about
three-quarters of an hour, the seals enter a series of shallow lakes, aud now the progress is rapid.
At 5 a. m, the herd is halted just outside the salt-house at Rocky Point, and tho drive is over.

It is noticeable that the seals are nearly as fresh at the end of the drive as at the beginning. The
younger seals are quite active; they walk about unconcernedly, and stand well up on their legs, while
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the big ones commence to fight each other immediately upon the halt being 1Jl11l1e. Only one single
seal dropped voluntarily out of the line on the road, viz, a large and parbicularly fat half-bull that
got tired very early.

The killing gang arrived from the village in two boats a little after 7 a. m, Six men with nicely
finished oaken clubs did the killing while the others were skinning. Mr. True and I took the tully
of each of the first ten "pods" of seals as they were separated off from the big herd to be killed.
These "pods" consisted of from 15 to 40 seals, averaging about 25, Of these the killing gang clubbed
to death those which appeared to come within tho required size; the others, being either too largo or
too small, were al lowed to escape to tho boach close by. About 50 per cent were thus turned away,
about one-half consisting of too smal l seals, the other half of too large ones. The ktlling was over at
10.30 a. m., about 500 skins having been secured. Ii is to be noted that no female was observed amung
the seals drivon.

On the whole the uffuir was conducted with care, nlthough a certain hurry in order to get through
as soon as possible was quite manifest. This haste, probably due to a desire to be hack in the di.staut
village before 'dinner, was responsiblo for the less deliberate way i.n which the" pods" to be k illed
were cnt out from the main herd. This resulted in great worry awl eonsequont heating of tbe remuin
ing seals, which made it necessnry to drive nhem rrepeatedly into the ice-cold waters of an adjacent
pond in order to 0001 them oil'. This necosaity was rather startling" in view of the chilliness of the
atmosphere and the long rest enjoyed by the seals between the drive anti the killing.

Apart from its length-about 2 miles-this drive must be characterized as very
easy. An inspection of the ground over which the drives from some of the other rook
eries must travel impressed me, however, with the fact that not all the seals on St. Paul
Island are let off as easily. Mr. True also informs me that this impression is correct,
and that the drive we witnessed in company was rather easier than the average.

I will now submit a description of a few characteristic drives observed by me on
the Oommander Islands. The first one (which took place during the palmy days of
the business on these islands) occurred OIl July 13, 1883. A thousand seals were to
be taken from the Pestshaui hauling-grounds (p. 49), Glinka, Copper Island, to finish
up the catch of the season.

We started out at 4 o'clock iii the morning from Glinka village. The weather was very dis
agreeable. A wet, gray fog ooncealed everything, preventing us from seeing 20 paces ahead. The
thermometer indicated +,13° F. Tho path, which ill two places rises to over 800 fect above the sea,
with a drop of 500 teet alJd another rise ofneurly 200 feet between them, was slippery in the extreme, as
the protracted rain had softened the clayey ground. After a very tiresome walk of nearly an hour we
halted on top of the third hill, where we had u pretf.y good view of Pestshani hauling-ground, as the
fog had lifted somewhat by this time. The projecting point.ofthe beach, so named, was densely covered
by It black mass of bachelor seals, which here haul out by themselves in large numbel'S apart from the
breeding-ground. When the last of the gaug of about 2U men had arrived the Iiue of action was
decided upon, the chief assigning to each mun his duty, and the whole crowd ran or slid down the steep,
grassy descent about 700 feet in one coutinuous slope.

We approached the compact mass of bachelors rapidly. The nearest animals showed signs of
nneasinesaupon our coming within 50 feet of them. 'I'he chief then ordered" Go ahead," and we all
made a rush to cut bhe big herd oft' from the sea, Those located neal' the wutcr's edge were successfully
intimidated along the whole line and prevented from seeking safety in the sea; they fell back upou
those behind, thus effectually barring them, and soon the whole mass was surrouudod and slowly moviug
away from the water until stopped by the precipitous walls of the coast escarpment. The flock thus
secured consisted of about 2,000 bachelor seals of various ages. As rlgorous orders had been received
not to accept skins under 8 pounds, the sorting would have to he very careful, lienee the ueceseity of a
large number to select from.

The whole regiment of seals were now divided into companies, which were driven slowly along
the, escarpment to the steps builf of driftwood (see fig, b, pl. 58). These were ascended with but little
difficulty. Altogether, ten companies were formed, each driven by two meu, A sIJace of several
hundred yards was allowed between each section,

The progress Was slow, averaging less than a mile an hour, There was consequently good oppor-
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tunity to sort out uny undesirable scala. Thus a muuber of undersized youugstors were allowed to
escape early in the drive. Before ascending the 700-foot slope mentioned above, a halt was made.
Soou, however, the clhnbing begun. As may well be imagined, the ascent was very Inborious. The
angle of the slope was ut least 35 to 40 degrces, and the smooth grass and slippery clay made it almost
impossible to get a hold with the feet. 'I'he l)oor animals slid backwurd over and over again, and
whcn they Iluully succeeded the ground was made smoother a nd more d ifllcnlt for those to follow.
Moaning', and blowrng, and steaming, they lll'ess their smooth forc-Il ippers hard on the elusive clay,
and drag the hind I)art of the body after, while the men beat thc ground with their long staves in
order to stimulate the animals to further effort. It huppene rather frequeutly that a seal loses his
bu lanco, and after a series of bounding somersnul ts lauds at tho foot of the hill, accompanied by the
laughter und merrhuent of the Aleuts. I expected every time to see it lie dead with broken back or
neck, but every time the involuntary acrobat arose unhurt, looked around iu a dazed manner, as if
surprised at flnd ing himself so suddenly ulono, away from his comrndoa and tormentors, and scampered
away us fast as possible toward the sea. "

About halfway up the hill even the larger seals commeuocd to give out and refused to move farther,
from sheer exhaustion. As it would not do to leave these behind, a knock with a .club on the head
finished their unhappy existence. In a minute, or It minute and a half, the skin had been ripped off
from the quivering body and thrown into tho knapsack which each mun carried on his back. Having
arrived at the top, the survivors were given a Ioug rest. The remaining 2 miles of the march were
easier, though the last ascent was hard enough on account of the tired condition of the uuimals. An
hour of rcst was given before tho final killing, to allow the animals to cool off.

This drive can easily be traced on the map (pl. ]3), as it followed the dotted line
between the Pestshani hauling-ground and Glinka village.

With slight modifications the above description applies to most of the drives on
Copper Island during the days of plenty, though the present one was one of the
hardest, as it was the longest. A shorter route was afterwards devised, as detailed
under the description of the Glinka rookeries (p. 51). Of late years there has not
always been enough animals to make it worth while to drive them from Palata over
the 1,OOO.foot pass, and many of the small drives are killed not far from the beach,
and the skins carried in knapsacks across the mountains to the salt-houses on the
other side of the island. At Karabelni the carcasses were even skinned right on the
beach, not 1,200 yards from the breeding-grounds, so that the waves carried them out
to sea and occasionally threw them up again on the rookery amongst the living seals.
However, even nowadays the seals are driven across the island every time their
meat is wanted for food, or whenever the drive consists of so many seals that it is
practically impossible for the people to carryall the skins on their backs, as testified
by the 700 decaying corpses on the killing-ground at Pestshani salt-house, which I
photographed on August 6,1895 (pl, 580).

To complete the picture of the driving on Copper Island, I may describe one of
these small drives, the principal object of which was to obtain fresh meat for the
natives. It is thus recorded in my diary for August 8, 1895 (pI. uSa):

The weather was .just right for ducks and fur-seals, and consequently we started out this morning
at 6 a. Ill. in a drizzling rain. There was no help for it. The drive could not be postponed, and as I
Was going to photograph, rain or no rain, the cameras were taken along. The weather might possibly
oe better on the other.side of the mountains, but it wasn't.

As indicated yesterday, all the rookeries had to be scraped in order to make even a small drive,
and since I could only be in one plnco at a time, I seloctod to go with the party taking the drive at
Zapadni. Here altogether about 250 animals were finally gathered together, and the driving started'
in three divisions. This could easily be done, for there were certainly enough people to attend to euch
division, there being no less than 30 full-grown mcn and about half a dozen boys. \Vhat a difference
from former days, when 2 men or boys were all that could be spared for divisious of about 2110 seals
each I Most of the unimals were killublo bachelors, lL few females and undersized bachelors having
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been separated out, as the drive went ou, before the steep ascent was reached. Thus far I have only
with certainty diseovered one female driven across the mountain.

The road was vcry wet amI slippery, both from the long grass and the smooth clay which here
forms the chief material covering the underlying rock, and the ascent was consequently a very labo
rious one, The middle part of it is very steep, and in one place steps have been cut in the ground so
as to facilitate the climbing. The altitude of the pass forming the highest point on this drive is about
800 I [760 feet].

The seals soon commenced to give out, and the men then resorted to all sorts of goading them on,
short of killing, in order to get as many of the seals as possible alive to the ktlling-ground at the vil
lage, since they wanted the meat badly. Only when a seal could absolutely go no farther, after having
been urged on lIy being poked and beaten with the sticks, only then it was killed and skinned. But
not even then in all cases, for if it was a small and therefore particularly tender animal, it was grabbed
by the hind legs lind dragged along [pl. 62a] until some steep declivity was reached, down which it
was then flung. Yet a good manyhad to be killed along the road. Little girls and sttll smallcr boys
arrived now with big skin bags on their backs [pI. 62b] to carry home the skins and choice parts of the
meat. The last division, as well as about one hundred seals from Palata Rookery, reached the level
ground behind Glinka village at 10 a. m. and were given a rest there.

At 11 o'clock the iinal drive in four divisions was begnn toward tho killing-ground near the beach
(not 300 yards) west of the village. Down the steep embankment (fully 60 feet high) the numerous
drives have worn a deep channel-like rut iu the slippery clay, and down this chute the animals
came rushing as if it were a toboggan slide [pl. 63b]. They slid down in bunches together, and became
piled up at the bottom in big heaps. As they were now driven over the sand of the beach, a few
undersized seals and a solitary matlm or two were sorted out and allowed to escape into the water,
but the final culling was doue on the killing-ground. Altogether 47 undersized animals were thus
driven over the mountains and finally permitted to go back into the sea. '

These young animals let loose on the sandy beach afforded great sport for the younger generation
of future seal-killers, if seals there be left when they grow up. Four little tots, five to six years old,
with sticks in their hands, tried to drive into the water two young seals too tired to advance farther
and asking nothing but to be allowed to lie down and rest. The seals resented the attack, and the
four little fellows hit them over the head and the snouts with their sticks, as they had seen their
parents do with the big ones, and finally succeeded in driving them into the sea.'

The above descriptions give a fair idea of drives on Copper Island as they were
and as they are. They demonstrate the tremendous difficulties and the hardships on
the seals. A glance at the maps of the Copper Island rookeries and a study of' the
descriptions I have given of them ill another chapter must convince anybody that there
is nothing even approaching them on the Pribylofs.

Not so on Bering Island. There the drives are short and easy on the seals. The
killing-ground is located scarcely more than 500 yards from the main rookery, and
right in front of the summer village where the men live during' the sealing season. The
longest drive ever taken is only 1:t miles long; the road is over level ground, mostly
covered with grass, and the ascent up the coast escarpment is easy and only 30 feet high.

A grave feature of the Bering Island drives, however, consists in the mixing in of
females and pups with the bachelors throughout the season. I have elsewhere in this
report treated of this side in detail, but it may not be superfluous to give an account
of one of the largest drives last summer on North Reef Rookery, Bering Island, which
took place AUgURt 22.

It being' necessary to wait for low water, we did not start until 7 o'cloek a. m. The
morning was raw (about + 500 F.) and dark, a drizzling fog enveloping the scene and

'I am sorry to say that agood deal of unnecessary suffering was caused the animals simply for the
fun of it. The people can hardly be blnmed. They are certainly not particularly cruel by nature,
but on the other hand they evidently have no idea of such It thing as cruelty to animals. They have
grown up from hahvhood amon/.\" these scenes, and their feelings are naturnlly blunted. It must not
be forgotten, however, that in the midst of our own civilization more cruelty to animals is practiced
in a single day than in a whole seasou on the seal islands.
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making successful snap-shot photography an impossibility. We proceeded, Indian
file, to the rookery and in short order drove off nearly all the grown seals located
011 the reef itself, over 4,000 animals all told. Most of these were females (about
3,000) and bachelors (about 1,000). As it was late ill the season, only 8 bulls were
caught. As many pups as possible were allowed to escape into the sea, and they
availed themselves of the opportunity offered to go off' in large flocks. Nevertheless,
about 300 pups were driven off to the killing.grounds before they could be released.
The whole breeding-ground not located 011 outlying rocks-and it was now low
water-was gone over and swept absolutely clean. Not a living seal, except a few
pups too weak from starvation to move, was left 011 the" Reef,"

As usual, the seals were driven in squads of 200 to 300. 'I'he length of the drive
was only 650 yards and ill the cold morning entailed ]10 hardship 011 the seals. On
the killing-ground they were again collected ill to two large herds. The segregating
of the "pods" to be killed was done very quietly and deliberately, without worrying
the entire herd. Only about 190 grown males (too large and too small) were allowed
to escape, or 20 per cent of all the males driven. Whatever iujury the driving might
inflict would consequently be trifling so far as the male element was concerned.

But how about the females ¥ More than three times as many females were driven
and returned to the sea as there were bachelors to be killed. How did it affect them ¥
Did they suffer much physieally ! Does the driving of the females seem to have any
influence upon their return to the rookeryf

These and many related questions will find an answer in the notes and remarks
which I wrote down on the spot during an earlier drive on the same rookery, viz, on
July 19, 1895.

A separate tally of the number and kind of seals driven is submitted elsewhere
(p. 110), and some of the following notes refer to the" pods" therein enumerated, by
"pod" meaning each little flock of seals taken out of the big herd to be killed. Each
pod usually consists of bachelors, females, bulls, and pups. The killing gang attempt
to hit as many of the bachelors on the head with their clubs as possible, while the
other classes are allowed to escape. Occasionally the club glances oft:' and hits the
wrong animal or, more rarely, a mistake is made in the identification of the animal
clubbed, The following remarks are transcribed from the diary without 'any attempt
at classification:

Female seals were accidentally hurt, more or less severely, during the killing. I noted the more
severe cases as follows:

In pod 4, 1 stunned; soon recovered and scampered off.
In pod 18, 1 so severely stunned that a man carried her off by the hind legs; recovered in flfteeu

minutes,
In pod 25 the most severe case occurred; she was perfectly uncouscious for a long while; finally sat

up, but could not he induced to move; at 2 p. m, I found her still in the same place ill a dazed condition.
In pod 31 a female was also badly hurt and blceding, but not so severely as one in pod 35, which

received a very big scalp wouud ; both ran away with the others, however.
In pod 7 a yearling' WIlS so badly hurt that it was thought best to ldll him.
In pod 28 apup was hurt, but I don't believe it WIlS done by clubbing; it WIlS probably injured

in the crush. At 2 p. Ill. I found it still unconscious in the IIIace where it first fell, but IlS I roused it
by lifting it up by the hind flippers it came to and in a little while ambled off.

Returning to the killing-grounds at 7 p. m., I found there a lonely pup roaming about aimlessly.
As I saw the other pups escape with and follow the various pods of femnlea, I am inclined to believe
that this was the same pup which was hurt and which I was speaking of above. If so, it was very
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lively now and made a furious resistance when Abraham Badaef made an attempt to grab it by the
hind legs. This he had to be very careful about, for It bite of even such a little fellow-probably not
so very many weeks old-might he serious enough; but he fiuall y succeeded and carried the pup off to
the beach, where it was left to take care of itself.

I watched the haud.liug of the seals very carefully in order to ascertain the amount of injury
they might receive during the affair', The natives were certainly not very particular, much less so
than those on St. Paul Island when Mr. True, Mr. Stanley-Brown, and the Treasury agent were
observing them, but I call not say that I was much impressed with the severity of the hurt that could
have been inflicted. The auinmls are as soft and pliable as cats, and wlrile there is a good deal of
excitement, even panic, and the wildeat possible scramble one over the other, none of them seemed to
mind it in the least. The whole mass of more than a dozen females would occasionally be piled up on
top of a little mite of a pup, but he would Immediutely pick himself np upon being released and
plnnge into the seething mass with reuewed vigor. The scramble was very suggestive of a game of
football, and I feel certain that the seals were less injured externally and internally than the average
football player; and as for thc exertion, excitement, and fright of the drive having any Influence upon
the procreative powers of the bulls, as wellruight it be asserted that the football players impair their
virility and render themselveB impotent by playing the game.

Many incidents might be quoted to show how little the seals mind the drive and
how soon they forget its hardships. On Bering Island I have repeatedly observed
half- bulls in a drive trying to mount females in heat during intervals of rest. Another
observation is so highly interesting in many ways that I quote it from my diary of
July 15, 1895, North Rookery, Bering Island, as follows:

'I'his evening I made a very euggestdve observation. While working along the escarpment just
west of the salt-house, I came across a small Hoek of seals left over from yesterday's drive. They had not
returned to the sea, but had located on the very extreme northern point of the escurpment, a consider
able distance from the rookery [about 250 yards] and 30 feet above the sea. I was quite surprised at
finding the flock to be a "h:uem" conalsbing of 1 Imll and about 20 females. I could not couut
their number exactly, as I (lid not want to disturb them, but there were about 20 females, and I heard
at least 1 pup, though I did not see it. I took up Illy position some distance off and watched them.
Several of the females were in heat and were alternately teasing the bull, getting him by the throat,
but he was kept too busy runniug around trying to keep the harem together, as some of the females
were ev iderrtly anxious to retnrn to fhe rookery. He, on the other hand, was plainly well satisfied
with the location and intended to hold it. * * * Now, those animals were driven yesterday and
not let go nntil after they had reached the killtng-gronude [only 220 yards away from their present
location]. In view of the above ohservation, it aeems absurd to assume that the driving had injured
them in the least. Nor can this bull be accused of alcepiuess-c-yet bulls are few on the rookery-for
he was kept very busy indeed.

His vigilance did him no good, however, for the females escaped to the rookery
during the night, and the place was entirely deserted when I visited it next morning.

It is certainly very significant that on Bering Island over a thousand pups are
yearly driven to the killing-ground, there to be released, without any visible harm
coming to them worth mentioning. If these newly born seals can stand to be driven
three-fourths of a mile from Kishotchnaya and to be repeatedly trampled upon by
the larger ones piling up four high, or more, Oil top of them, it stands to reason that
the vigorous holustiaki-i-or even the females-as a whole can suffer but little injury
from the same cause.

Before leaving this snbject it may be well to recall the following points:
On Bering Island the drives are easy, while on Copper Island they are exceed

ingly severe. Yet on Copper Island the bulls and half-bulls are plentiful, while on
Bering' Island they are comparatively scarce. The severity of the driving, there lore,
does not seem to bear any relation to the relative plenty or scarcity of mature bulls
on the rookeries.
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Again, on Bering Island breeding females and pnps are always mixed with the
bachelors in the drives. This, on the other hand, does but seldom happen on Copper
Island, even nowadays. Yet the female seals OIl Bering Island are proportionately
more numerous and do not appear to be less vigorous 01'- less prolific than on Copper
Island. Moreover, the productivity of the Copper Island rookeries has evidently
suffered more of late years than those of Bering Island. The driving, therefore, does
not seem to be responsible for the depletion of. the rookeries.

DOES THE FEMALE SEAL NURSE HER OWN PUP ONLY?

The question whether the mother seal nurses her own pup only, or whether she
will allow other pups to suck bel' promiscuously, has been causing quite a controversy.
To persons who have not studied the question on the rookeries with the closest
attention it seems an absurdity to suppose that a female Real, after an absence of a
day or more, during which her pup has been mingling with the thousands of other
pups and roaming all over the rookery with them, should be able to find it and
recognize it. During my visit to the islands in 1882-83 the question was not up, and
I had paid no special attention to it. On thinkiug of the multitudes of pnps which I
had seen podded together in those days I was, therefore, on theoretical grounds,
strongly inclined to side with those who deny that such a search and recognition
takes place, and I so expressed myself to Mr. True when we talked this matter over on
Our way to the Pribylof Islands. I resolved, however, to pay special attention to this
question. The great difficulty lies in the impracticability of so singltr-g out a number
of mothers with their young and so marking them that they could be individually
recognizable at a distance and for several days at least. Only iu this way would it be
possible to gather proof conclusive to others than the observer himself, particularly
to persons who might not be willing to accept his other observations as final.

My observations on the rookeries, however, have been sufficient to convince me
that I was wrong in doubting the ability of the mother to find and recognize her
individual offspring among thousands of pups of identically the same appearance.
Some of these observations noted down ill my diary follow here ill the very words
written down on the spot.

Ki81lOtchnoye Rookery, Bering Island, July 16, 1895.-01d bulls are certainly scarce and of holus
tiaki I have thus far seen none. Pups are very plenttful, and the females do not appear to have been
barren when they arrived. The pups are already "podding," and the two backward extensions on
either side of the" parade." consist chiefly of pups. .

The matki come and. go, especially thosc that are wet and apparently just in from the sea, while
the dry ones [meaning those with the fur dried from having been longer ashore] lie still, sunning and
fauning themselves.

Right in front of me, about 200 feet away, is a small group of ()dry matki and close to them a pod
of about 50 pups. About 20 feet to' the left is a loncly stkatch ; then another similar group of dried
Inatki and pups. The dry mothers are silent and lie down sleepily; tho bull has not changed his
IHlsition, his nose sticking right up into the air, during the last hour; he probably sleeps. Occasionally
a wet matka [Le., with wet fur] comes ambling up from the sea, and fighting her wa~' through the harems
u"xt to the water's edge finally reaches this group, which is located at the posterior left-hand horn of
the breeding-ground -the very edge of the rookery. Such a matka will stop occasioually, shake her
head and bleat (apparently in anger); a few pups will rush at her; she noses them; finally shows
her teeth, bleats, shakes her head and ambles away to repeat the performance at the next pod... A
Inatka with only a large wet spot on the hind quarters [she had consequently been a e~nside~n:bl? tune
out of the water] came up in this fashion to this pod, and after nosing about in the midsf of It.fIDally

grabbed a pnp by the skin of its neck, much to the disgust of the pup, apparently, and carried the
litt,Je one off, part of the way holding it in her mouth, part of the way pushing it ahead between her
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fore flippers. In this manner she brought it through several pods of pups and groups of females down
to an old aikutch, It distance of fully 150 feet, where she lics down, hut I can not see whether she is
nursing the pup, as she is down in a hollow. I see, however, that the pup tries to escape-probably
wants to go back to play-bnt is brought' back every time.

SOUle of these wet matld will stop several minutes in front of four or five pups and nose them
repeatedly, as if in doubt, before they go away. " " "

There is a remarkable individual variation in the voice of the females.

At 1 o'clock p. m., I moved to the northern end of the rookery. Among the notes
written down there I find the following:

The pups were very nctive, runuing to and fro, but I could not discover that auy of them went
very far away from where I saw them first. On the other hand, females hauling out of the water
were constautly traveling all over the rookery, calling and bleating.

Later in the season similar observations were made on toe little South Rookery,
Bering Island (August 17,18(5). The notes then written down also contain some
reflections of a general nature upon the question. It is hardly necessary to add that
upon further reflection I still adhere to the opinion then expressed-an opinion which
may possibly have some weight, written as it was in plain view of the seals it refers
to. That part of DIy diary reads as follows:

I was able to get very close to the grounds, which were occupied by mothers and pnps only. A
good many of the lattcr were in the water, bnt there was also quite a large pod of smaller pups at
the posterior edge of the herd [near the place whcre I was wutching]. I was ngaiu impressed, as
before on Kishotchnaya, by the action of the fcmalcs aud pups when the former haul up from the
water and go in search of the ~'oung to nurse it. The ground is here so small that it is a compara
tively easy task for the mother to lind its young, and I consequently observed several dripping-wet
cows nursing pups. The mother in coming out of the water made straight for the }lO<1 of 11l1PS aud
the usuul performance of pups rushing up and, upon being nosed at critically, refused, whereupon her
search continued, was gone through.

So much is absolutely certain, that the females do not nurse the pups promiscuously. I am
thoroughly convinced by what I have seen that the mother wanders considerable distances and spends
much time in searching for her own individual child. Whether a mother who had searched in vnin
for a long time, and whose milk was pressing her very strongly, might not finally give in to the impor
tuuitics of a particularly hungry pup is a question which it will probably never be possihle to answer
definitely, but I think such cases [if they occur] are the exceptions; the rule is certainly the reverse.

To the above I need add but little by way of argument. Persons who reject it on
purely theoretical grounds have adduced much testimony to show how some other
animals do not discriminate between their own young and those of other mothers, but
anyone who has studied the habits of wild animals will know how utterly futile such
an argument is, and how absurd it is to conclude from one species what are the
habits of another.

I may finally, however, call attention to the fact that the opinion here held has of
late received strong confirmation. I refer to the thousand of starving- pups of late
years found on the rookeries; for if the females were willing to nurse the pups of other
mothers as well as their own there would seem to be no reason at all why any pups
should starve to death.

MORTALITY OF PUPS.

The above reflection Ieads me to the question of the mortality of pups on the
rookeries. With the reports of the appalling loss of pups on the Pribylof Islands
fresh in my mind, one of the first inquiries I made on Bering Isiand, upon my arrival,
naturally was whether any unnsual mortality had been observed there.
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The answer came from an authoritative source that-

79

No abnormal mortality bad been observed nmong the pups on the Commander Islands. A few
are killed on the rookeries by the 01<1 bulls stepping on them, or otherwise, aud others are caught in
tho breakers and surf and are thrown on the beuches. The skins of t.hese are all utilized and their
number on each island averages about 200 a year.

This was also the opinion of everybody I spoke with.
On Augnst 1 and 2, 1895, Mr. Grebnitski and I visited the Karabelnoye Rookery

on Copper Island, i. e., the eastern end of it, particularly the beach ncar the "Stolp"
and the first breeding-ground. On the 1st of August we found" two dead pups, one
with the placental cord still attached, but too much decomposed to make an exami
nation of the cause of death possible."

The next day we visited the same place again:

A few more dead pups were seen on the rookery this morning, all decomposed, They are easily
accounted for, and the native was undoubtedly correct who stated that he had observed that the great
number of sikatchi [remember, there were plenty of bulls on the Copper Island rookeries] caused so
much fighting among them that many pups whieh came in thcir way got trampled upon and killed.
The number, however, is plainly insignificant. .

On August 22, 1895, in company with the captain, Mr. Francis R Pelly, and sev-
eralof the officers of H. B. M. S. Porpoise, I attended a large drive on the North Reef
Rookery, Bering Island, the same of which I have given a description previously in
this report (pp. 74-75). In order to fully appreciate the account which is to follow,
it is necessary to remember that this great rookery covers a long' rocky reef and that
low tide (the difference between high and low water being about 4~ feet) uncovers a
long stretch of rocky beach which forms the favorite roaming and playing ground for
the pups. (Compare photographs 19b with 22b.) It should also be borne in mind
that, as I have stated previously, it was extreme" low water at the time we went with
the natives on the rookery to take the drive.

When all the animals had been driven off, I remained behind to investigate. On
the rookery ground I was startled by the great number of dead pups. I was wholly
unprepared for this, because at the great distance from which it had become neces
sary to watch the rookeries here the small bodies of the dead seals have not been
noticeable; in fact, I do not see how in the binocle they could have been distinguished
from sleeping ones.

Those lying in a windrow along the high-water margin of the rookery were most
conspicuous. These had evidently been washed ashore. A good many of them were
in an advanced stage of putrefaction-some entirely flattened out and without hair.
But an equal proportion had evidently died more recently, being in good condition.
'1'here was another class of pup carcasses, viz, those which were lying dead upon the
higher portion of the breeding-ground, away back from the water's edge. 'I'hese were
mostly all in good condition and appeared as if' they had died within a few days.

When the seals were driven off, as many pups as possible were allowed to escape
into the sea, and they availed themselves of the opportunity offered to go oft' in large
flocks. But there was a considerable number of pups staying' behind singly, which
upon our approach, made but feeble attempts at getting' away. Evidently something
was the matter with them. Upon a closer examination they were found to be very
weak, and their thin, pinched appearance was at once noticeable. They were starving;
their shoulder blades and ribs and hips were sticking' out in strong contrast to the
rounded and plump forms of' those scumperiug oft' with the others. Upon handling'
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the carcasses, both in the windrow and on the higher ground, the same state of affairs
was apparent, viz, extreme leanness and emaciation.

After the rookery had been completely cleared I took Illy notebook and walking
along the beach (starting at the south end, west side) began to count the number of
dead pups, making a distinction between those in good condition and those in an
advanced stage of decay. I had gone about half way round and counted about 200 of
the former class and 150 of the latter, when the starshena arrived and said he had
orders from the kossak, Selivanof, to ask me to leave the rookery at once.

It was evident later that Selivanof was uneasy because he thought that the number
of dead pups might in some way become charged against the management, for he tried
to make the whole thing a small affair and explained to me that the number of dead
pups was due to their being trampled upon by the sikatchi. But for three very good
reasons-this theory does not hold: (1) There are now very few sikatehi on therookery
at all, entirely too few to be able by any possibility to even kill a small fraction of
the pups which have recently died; (2) if this trampling caused the death of so many
pnps, how many might we not expect in a drive like the one to-day, in which hundreds
were trampled upon, not once, but over and over again, yet not a single dead pup was
found in the wake of the drive; (3) this explanation does not account for the emaciated
condition of the bodies of the dead ones.

Seeing the necessity of complying with the order to leave the rookery, I could not
finish my count. I am pretty positive, however, that the following estimate is not
much out of the way. I may preface it by saying that the number of dead bodies on
the east side appeared to he about double that on the west side.

Dead pups on westside, counted, about...... 350
Dead Illlps on east side, estimated, about , 700
Dead pups on high ground, estimated, about ""., 200

Total. " 1,250

In leaving the rookery I took from the high ground two bodies, which seemed quite
fresh and from which, therefore, it would seem possible to determine the cause of
death. In lifting the second body up by the hind flippers I was somewhat startled
to find it still gasping, though it was mnch too weak to give any signs of life when
lying on the ground. I carried it up to the killing-ground, where the rest of the
company had congregated, but the pup had died before I reached them. The other
pup had died apparently during the previous night,

The doctor on board the Porpoise, Surgeon Lloyd 'I'homas, kindly consented to
attend the post-mortem. On viewing the opened bodies he agreed with me that death
was due to inanition-lack of food. They were starved to death. There was not
a trace of fat left in the tissues under the skiu nor on the muscles. The extreme
leanness of the carcasses was very noticeable, Both of us afterwards commented
upon the plumpness of the average pups as they appeared in the drive.

1 satisfied myself while on the rookery that the fresh bodies in the windrow were
in the same condition, and the fact that they were thus thrown up on the beach by the
sea signifies nothing, for we had had no severe weather as yet, and it is therefore
impossible that these PUPR could have been killed by any" surf nip."

It may be well to remark right here that the fact that these bodies were found in
a windrow at Irigh-water mark does not imply that they died in the water or were
killed by the Rea. I have explained above that at low water 11 long stretch of beach
is bared, upon which the pups roam about and play. Naturally, a good many of the
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starving pups died there at ebb tide and their emaciated bodies were thrown up by
the rising tide. It may even be reasonably supposed that these hungry pups would
attempt to keep as close as possible to the water's, edge, to beg nourishment of the
females landing.

On the 16th of September I had another chance to inspect the North Rookery.
My experience was as follows: '

Very few seals were seen on 'the rookery, only a 'few thousands all told; the "sands" were
almost eutirely deserted, 1101' were any seals to be observed in the sea. Those ou the reef were cows
and pups, the majority of the latter now gray. One or two old bulls were seen and half a dozen
large four or five year olds mingling among the females, apparently playing sikatchi. I found a great
number of dead pups; there were at least twice ns many as on August 22, All, or nearly all, were
lying' in windrows. Curiously enough, there were 110 very fresh bodies which might have been killed
by the recent northerly swell; all I saw were dead at least one week. It wus also notable that nearly
all were black, only here and there a gray one.

After all, the absence of fresh bodies does not signifY much. I have no doubt
that most of them were eaten or carried off' by the blue foxes. Since the decrease in
the number of seals killed the natives on Bering Island have utilized every seal
carcass, salting the best parts for their own use and putting the rest, including the
entrails, into holes in the ground for winter food for the sledge.dogs. The foxes in
the neighborhood of the rookery, instead of feasting on the carcasses on the killing
grounds and elsewhere, are therefore reduced to making a precarious living out of
What they can snatch from the rookery. There being now only a few old seals on land,
the foxes and their young, at this time nearly full grown, naturally clean the ground
very early every morning of every pnp dead during the night. The flock of large sea
gulls tLaru« glaucescens), always present 011 the rookery, also dispose of many bodies.
It is therefore perfectly safe to assert that a great many more seal pups have died
than any census based on the dead bodies present on the rookeries will account for.

It may be observed in the present conuectiou that the bodies of even grown seals
disintegrate and disappear with amazing rapidity. The combined efforts of the foxes,
the birds, the staphylinid insects, and the fly larvre reduce a carcass in very short
order to a skeleton. During the winter the bones become scattered. If they are
lying on or near the beach the furious winter surf sweeps them away; if they are
farther away the decaying rank vegetation covers them up. During the winter the
waves wash over the entire "reef" and the "sands.z' as well, and not a trace of the
starved pup carcasses will be found on the beaches the next season.

It is a curious fact that the natives and the kossak in charge of the rookery were
trying to make light of this state of affairs, although the very fact that the latter
prevented me from finishing the count is evidence enough that he was aware of it.
As mentioned in the abstract from my diary, he suspected that the great mortality
might be charged against management. I have shown that his argument that the
pups were being trampled to death on the rookery has no foundation in fact, but I
did not mention, however, his answer to my question why he thought so. It was to
the effect that the flattened condition of the dead pups showed that they had been
trampled npon. Now, it is quite true tIlat these half-decomposed bodies present a
very much flattened appearance, but that is not surprising when we consider the
amount of cartilage in their skeleton. Moreover, there is IlO doubt that they have
been trampled upon, but that took place after they were dead. After I had demon
strated to Selivanof and some of the natives that the pups had died from starvation and

F. c. B, 1896-6
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not from any injuries received, there was evidently a load taken off their hearts, and
lamentations over the great number of dead pups were heard all around. I mention
this incident chiefly to show how little dependence can be placed upon the obser
vations made by the natives, and more particularly upon their deductions, or the
explanations they see fit to make.

From the above it may be regarded' as well established that during the past
season an unusual mortality took place among the seal pups on Bering Island, and that
they died of starvation. There seems but one reasonable explanation of this phenom
enon, viz, that they starved because their mothers were killed, and as they were not
killed on the island there seems to be no other logical conclusion but to assume that
they were killed by the pelagic sealers.

ALLEGED CHANGES OF HABITS.

During the recent discussions relative to the habits of the fur-seals and to the
seal fisheries, it has been asserted by various persons that the habits of the seals have
undergone, or are undergoing, material changes. Curiously enough, such changes
have been alleged by both sides, but while one side attributes certain alleged
changes to the disturbance of the seals on the rookeries, the other side insists that
certain other alleged changes are due to the interference of the pelagic sealers.

It must not be forgotten that the habits of the fur-seals at the present time are
the result of a long evolution, which dates back possibly millions of years. T'he
habits of the North Pacific and South Pacific seals in most essential points are alike,
and as these seals belong to very distinct species it is practically certain that these
habits were formed before these species had emerged from the common ancestral
stock. This separation probably dates back to the time when the North Pacific seals
became geographically shut off from intermingling with the southern forms. From
that early period the differentiation of the local habits of the former must have gone
on for ages, until now there is inborn in every seal an instinct which is the inherited
accumulation of the doings of tens of thousands of generations repeated every year.

It must, moreover, be borne in mind that the fur-seals are gregarious animals.
Such animals always act in flocks; their habits are the habits of the flock. Individual
deviation from the habits inborn does not materially affect the habits of the whole
community. To effect a change in the habits of such a species it would be necessary
not only that the bulk of each yearly class should change their habits in the same
way, but also that the causes should continue long enough to allow the change to be
transmitted to the offspring through an unknown number of generations. This is
particularly true where, as in the present case, the disturbing causes mainly affect
the male sex.

The first detailed description of the habits of the northern fur-seal, after Steller's
account, is, as I have shown (p. 60), by Veniaminof in 1839. The next by Bryant
(1870) and Elliott (1874). No change of habits is alleged up to that time. In fact,
these changes are supposed to have taken place during the last five to ten years.

The theoretical considerations presented above have not been submitted with any
intention of overriding by a priori reasoning any statement of alleged facts, though
it is believed that its soundness is unassailable. It is only my intention to show the
utter improbability of any change of habits within the short period in which man has
interfered with the fur-seal in order to demand strong proof in support of the alleged
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changes. In view of that improbability we can not accept a change of habit as the
explanation of certain phenomeua unless demonstrated beyond peradventure, or no
other reasonable explanation can be furnished. Much less can we be expected to admit
such changes simply upon hearsay evidence or speculations of a general nature.

Now, for the alleged changes in so far as they have had reference to the habits of
the Commander Islands seals.

The decrease in the number of kill able seals on the rookeries has been attributed
to their having been driven off to seek other haunta, It is alleged that they are
staying at sea and that they are forming rookeries on the Kamcliatkan coast.

The evidence .in support of these contentions are of the most indefinite kind.
On a couple of occasions fur-seals are believed to have hauled out at certain uninhabited
rocks on the eastern coast of Kamchatka. In the first place, the accounts are so
devoid of details that it is impossible to attach much importance to them. In the
second place, granting that fur· seals do haul up there occasionally, what scintilla of
proof is there that they have not done so always ~ 1 As a matter of fact, I heard these
rumors of fur-seals hauling out on the coast of Kamchatka during my first visit, ill
1882-83, and I know positively that Captain Sandman contemplated a trip to go ill
search of the alleged rookeries as far north as the island Karaginski. Nearly the
whole eastern coast of' Kamchatka, for a distance of more than 400 miles, is almost
entirely uninhabited and very seldom visited by man.

The other evidence offered is the fact that lately the sealing schoouers have been
found taking fur-seals during the summer months off certain capes in Kamchatka,
notably Cape Shipunsld. Here the same objection obtains. What proof is there that
seals might not always have been taken there in summer? Moreover, is it certain
that the seals taken there by the schooners represent the bulk of the "killables" of
the islands ~ On the contrary, it is probable that these locations of schooners indicate
the feeding-grounds of the females, as hinted at in another chapter of this report.
Krasheuninikof's statement that" noue of them are to be seen [on the east coast of
Kamchatka] from the beginning of June to the end of August," only relates to the
immediate coast itself and not to the open sea, where pelagic sealers make their catches.

The explanations offered of these alleged, but utterly unproven, changes of
habits are diametrically opposed to each other. Those postulating that the regulated
driving and killing of the bachelor seals on shore is causing the decrease of seals on
the islands, explain that this interference with the seala has led them to seek other
haunts-in this case the coast of Kamchatka. There was never any evidence that
seals were driven away from any place frequented by them habitually and took np
their abode habitually in some other place. Elliott (Monogr. Pribyl., 1882, p. 109,
footnote), it is true, in speaking of the" rapacious hunters" that were drawn to the
Oommander Islands, states as follows:

They appear, as near usI can arrive at truths, from the soanty record, * * * to have
killed many and harassed the other fur-seals entirely away from the island; so that there was an
interregnum between 1760 un (1 1786, during which time the Russian promyshleniks took no fur-seals,
and were utterly at loss to know whither these creatures had fled from the islands of Bering and
Copper. When they (the seuls) began to revisit their haunts on the Commander islands, I can find no
specific date. • * • I think, therefore, that when the fur-seals on the Commander Ialauds became

th 1 They apparently did so occasionally more than 150 years ago, if·Krashenninikof's statement,
at "they seldom come ashore about Kamchatka," means anything.
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so ruthlessly hunted and harassed, shortly after Steller'sobservations in 1742, then they soon repaired,
or rather most of the survivors did, to the shelter and isolation of the Pribylov group, which was
wholly unknown to man.

As will be shown in the historical part of this report (p. 90), the seals, as a mat
tel' of fact, never fled from the islands of Hering and Copper, and Elliott's statement
rests on a misapprehension. In the very year 1786, when Pribylof first discovered the
islands which now bear his name, there retnrned to Kamchatka two vessels, loaded
with fur- seal skins which could only have been taken on the Commander Islands,
viz, one belonging to Protassof, "the cargo consisting chiefly of fur-seals," and one
belonging to Sbelikof, with no less than 18,000 seal skins. Pribylof, with his cargo
of over 31,000 seals from the new islands, did not return nntil several years later.

The other explanation offered by some of those who ascribe the decrease of the
seals on the rookeries to the interference by the sealing at sea, rests on an assumption
that the sealers, by stationing themselves at intervals across the path of the seals on
their northward migration, actually cut the seals off from the islands, thus forcing them
to go elsewhere, or, in the case of those finally reaching the islands, materially delaying
them on the way. It would seem that to anyone who has seen the way in which
seals travel during their migrations it would be plain that it would be impossible for
many times the number of sealing schooners now in existence to effectually block the
progress of the migrating herds. It may well be that the positions of the schooners
if plotted on the charts would show them to thus stretch across thepath of the seals
(it has been so asserted in Russian reports), and the large marks on the chart may
well convey such an impression, but at sea the thing is quite different.'

This last explanation hints at the other alleged change in the habits of the seal,
viz, an increasing lateness in the arrival of the bulk of the seals and a corresponding
lateness in many of the phenomena of seal life Oll the islands. It is utterly incou
ceivable, however, that the sealers can even delay the bulk of the migrating herds
materially, and the explanation, therefore, would not explain, even if the allegations
of the increasing lateness of the phenomena alluded to could be substantiated, and in
my opinion they can not.

A glance at the table of seals killed on North Rookery, Bering Island, during the
season of 1895 (p. 110) shows that nearly one-third of the total number of skins was
obtained between the 22d of August and the 13th of September (the skins being
shipped September 16); in other words, during 1895 nearly one-third of the skins was
taken after the time when the skins were usually shipped. Thus, ill 1894 the skins
were shipped August 27; in 1893, August 22; in 1892, August 24. The earlier records
to which I have had access are rather incomplete, but from 1877 to 1882 the seal skins
were shipped from the North Rookery, Bering Island, on the following dates:

1877 Aug. 26/1880 Aug. 20
1878 Aug. 16 1881. _. Aug. 13
1879 Aug. 29 1882 Aug. 16

It will be seen that even in the palmiest days of the rookeries, long before the
advent of the pelagic sealers, the shipping dates do not differ materially from those'

1 For t~e contemplation of those ~ho believe i.n the schooners being able to cordon the Sea so as
to actually intercept the seals, I submit the fol lowing : In the latter part of .July, 1892, to the end of
August, numerous schooners killed seals south of Copper Island. If the poeition of the daily oufches
of eight of them be plottc/! down on a chart,.it will be seen that they eoven'd pretty evenly an area
of 13,000 square nantical miles (roughly speaking). As their com hined catch amounted to about 4 000
sklns, it is pluin thl,l,t they secured about ODe seal on every 3 square miles (Bee map, pl. 1). '
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of the years 1892 to 1894. The lateness of the catch in 1895 is therefore abrupt and
exceptional. There is a great deal of difference in the dates upon which the hunting
ceases, even in former years. Thus, on Glinka, Copper Island, the catch was all in on
the following dates:

1877 June 30 f 1880 Aug. 7
1878 July 12 1881. July 30
]879 Aug. 1. 1883 July 13

But the lateness of the Bering Island season of 1895 is not explainable in that
way either, for no amount of backwardness of the season would account for the catch
after the middle of August. The summer of 1895 was certainly a cold and late one,
and the snow was in places lying down to the water's edge the entire summer; but the
season of 1879 was also late, according to the records, and the" year remarkable for
much snow," yet the sealing' season closed on both islands on August 2. There must
consequently be some other reason for the lateness ill 1895.

Here is where the plea comes ill that the killable seals in 1895 arrived later on
the rookeries than in former years. In answer to this I would like to ask the question:
Is there anybody familiar with the North Rookery, Bering Island, who would deny that
it would have been feasible in any previous year to have obtained there 2,670 skins
between August 13 and September 13, if an attempt had been made to "scrape and
rake" the rookery to the same extent as in1895~ However, the table of the seals killed
on that rookery in 1895 (p.110) directly disproves the alleged late arrival of the killables,
for it will be seen that the proportion of the killables to the other classes of seals
driven was decreasing toward the latter part of the season, instead of increasing.
Thus, before August 12 the average proportion of killed seals to those escaping was
as 1 to 2.2, while after that date it fell to 1 to 3.75.

The following table shows how exceedingly variable the first arrival of killables
on the rookeries really is :

First drives on Bering Island, North Rookery.

Date. Number Date. Number
of skins. of skins.

1877, JUDO 29................ 911 1890, May 25 ................. 41
1878, June 3 ................. 3 1891, May 29 ................. 51
1881, May 31 ............... 221 1892, JUlie 1. ................. 3
1~82, JUlie 8................. 512 1893, Juno 24 ................ 830
1883, June 19.... ~ ........... 1,552 1895, JUlie 13................. 110
1889, Juno 19................ 1,103

The true and only explanation of the exceptional lateness of the season on Bering
Island lies in the fact that killable seals, especially the younger classes, had become
very scarce, and that, consequently, in order to get as many skins as possible-the
company and the natives being equally eager to make up the threatened deficiency
seals were killed until the advanced staginess of the skins put a stop to it, as proven
by the fact that in the last drive, in which 194 seals were killed, 51 were more or less
stagy.

This statement recalls the other change alleged to have taken place. It is
asserted that the skins become stagy later in the year now than formerly.

In order to fully weigh this allegation it is well to call to mind the fact that there
are very few detailed and definite observations upon this point so far as the Oom
mander Islands are concerned. Nowhere do we find any series of observations
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concerning this question continued through a number of years. It can not be too
often emphasized that there is a great latitude of date in the events of seal Iife,' and
assuredly the beginning of the stagy condition of the skill is 110 more bound to a
rigid observation of the calendar than the other phenomena. Moreover, we do not at
all know the causes which are responsible for these fluctuations; we do not kuow the
oouditions which accelerate the ad vent of the stagy season or postpone it. Possibly
cold and damp weather may retard it. In that case we might expect the skins to
become stagy somewhat later in 1895. The only definite record, so fin as the Com
mander Islands are concerned, that I am aware of is the statement by the British
Bering Sea Commissiou (Rep. Behring Sea Oornm., 1893, p. 50) that" In 1891 we found
the 'stagy' season was just beginning on the Ooiumander Islands on the 1st of
September." In 1895 there were 14 stagr skins taken in the drive on September 10.
The "beginning" must, therefore, have been somewhat earlier-enough to show that
in this respect 1895 is not extravagantly late.

The lack of reliable information concerning the beginning of the stagy season in
earlier years is easily explainable by the fact that the killing season was over long
before there was any suspicion of staginess. The question then was not at all
"When does the stagy season begin ~" but, on the contrary, "When does it end I"
The reason of this was that the natives were anxious to begin the autumnal catch as
early as possible, in order to get fresh meat, which they had been obliged to be without
since the end of the killing season. Thus I find in the records of Bering Island station
for 1878 that on October 13 it was contemplated to take a drive in order to get fresh
meat. The "chief wished first to ascertain how skins looked at present, supposing
they were too stagy yet," and accordingly went himself to the rookery, whence on the
llith he returned with 9 skins, reporting that "fur was good." The drive was
therefore made and 520 seals taken on October 18.2

The explanation of the fact that nowadays many phenomena appear to happen
later is easy enough. During the years of plenty very little attention was paid to
them except in the most general way. Such a thing as detailed observations and
records throughout the season for a num bel' of years sufficient to furnish exact data for
reliable deductions were (and, as a rule, are yet) unknown. This is particularly true
of phenomena happening after the finishing' of the catch. But now, in the days of
threatened commercial extinction, when the rookeries and the seals are under constant
and anxious inspection, many things appear unusual and new. The killing season heing
extended in order to fill the required complement of skins, the impression easily takes
hold that the phenomena particularly noticed duriug the thus belated season are
themselves likewise belated.

I The first arrivals on Bering Island rookeries are shown in the following etutornent i

r; ---_._".- . ---_.~.

Date, Rookery. Arrivals. Date. I Rookery. I Arri
_._-~---_._-

-~---
---.-._------

1879, May 5 ........... North .... 2 bulls. 1882, .Aprtl 19 .......... North 4 bull
1 bachelor. 1883, May 23............ South..... 2 bull

/1880, April 27.......... '" .do , .... 3 bulls, 1895, May 10............ North .... 1 bull
1881, May 20...............do ..... 2 bulls,

• The difference from the Pribylof Islands will be noted, as in the latter the natives were allowed
to take seals for food in the stagy season. (See, for instance, Fur Seal Arb., v, pp, 714, 715.)
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FEEDING-GROUNDS OF COMMANDER ISLANDS SEALS.

It was formerly held by those who had anything to do with the Russian fur-seals
that the females only went a comparatively short distance from the islands to feed.
This assumption was based npon no observed fact whatsoever, and was only a general
expression of the total ignorance of the true location of these feeding-grounds.

When the Canadian sealing fleet, in 1892, in a body resorted to the Commander
Islands, after having been excluded from the eastern portion of' Bering Sea, an inkling
of the truth was felt, and undoubtedly to some extent influenced those who were
responsible for the 30-mile zone fixed in the Russian-British modus vivendi of 1893.
But it was not until the logs of the more successful schooners had been published and
their positions at noon every day, with numbers of seals taken during the past 24 hours
plotted on the charts, that the true status of affairs was made clear. It was then
manifest that the bulk of the catch was taken on a comparatively limited area south
of Copper Islaud, approximately bounded by 520 30' and 540 30' north latitude, and by
165° and 170° east longitude. The richest hauls, however, were made within a much
more restricted area south and south-southwest, and on the line between this area
and the rookeries of that island. As a matter of fact the overwhelming majority of
the skins were taken more than 30 miles distant from the island, and most of the
skins that were taken closer in were secnred by those of the schooners that found
it more tempting to raid the rookeries from a safe distance. The time of the season
during which the fleet operated that year was chiefly during the months of July and
August. There is, therefore, not the slightest doubt about the correctness of regarding
the area as above limited as the feeding-grounds of the seals frequenting the Copper
Island breeding-grounds (pl. 1).

The season of 1892 failed to throw much ligbt upon the question where the
Bering Island seals go to feed during the same months. The Yaneouver Belle made
a reconnaissance to the northeast and north of Boring Island, at a distance varying
between 20 and 100 miles, but obtained only a few (13) stray seals, and hastened back
to the Copper Island grounds. The .Maud S. made a similar trip of exploration
around Bering Island with a similar result (27 seals). The experience of the fleet,
however, demonstrated pretty clearly that the Bering Island seals do not go to the
Copper Island grounds to feed. It seems that the Henry Dennis was on or near the
Bering Island feeding-grounds, for between August 1 and 7 she took 189 seals in a
restricted area a little more than 100 miles due northeast of the Bering Island North
Rookery.

The experience of 1895 seems to show that the Bering Island feeding-grounds
are somewhat more distant and more extensive than the Copper Island ones, for the
Jane Grey took 65 seals between August 16 and 21 about 25 miles from the Kamchat
kan coast, east of Oape Afrika, while the Ida Etia obtained 180 skins between August
20 and September 4, 20 to 30 miles northeast and east from Cape Nagikiuski, as
detailed elsewhere in this report.
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IV.-THE RUSSIAN SEALING INDUSTRY.

HISTORICAL.

Even before the discovery of the Commander Islands, in 1741, the fur-seals were
known to and hunted by the natives of Kamchatka. Krasheninnikof (Hist, Kamts
ehatka, 1764, p. 124 seq.) refers to this catch a.s follows:

The sea cats are cnught in the spring aud in the month of September, about the river Sliupunova;
at which times they go from the JlurilBlcoy island to the American [i. e., Commander Islands] coast:
but the most are catched about the cape of Kronotekou, as between this and the cape ShupinBkoy t.he
sea is generally calm, and affords them properer places to retire to. Almost all the females that are
caught in the spriug are preguant; and such as are ncar thcir time of bringing forth their young
are immediately opened, and the young taken out, and skinned. None of them are to be seen from
the beginning of June to the end of August, when they return from the south [!] with tholr young.
* * * They seldom come ashore about Eamtscluitka; so that the inhabitants chace them in boats,
lind throw darts or harpoons lit them, which stick in their body; to this harpoon is fixed one end of 11

rope, and the other is in the vessel; and by this rope they draw them towards the boat; but here they
are to be particularly cautious whenever they chace one, if he comes near, not to suffer him to fasten
upon the side of the boat with his fore paws, and overturn it; to prevent which some of the fishermen
stand ready with axes to eut off his paws.

In later times there has been no such regular catch of fur-seals OIl the Kameliat
kan coast, for the reason that now the whole region from the Bay of Avatcha to the
mouth of the river Kamchatka is entirely uninhabited.

Following the discovery of the Commander Islands numerous vessels were fitted
out to hunt fur-bearing animals on these islands and, later, to lay in provisions of
sea-cow meat for use in their protracted journeys to the Aleutian Islands farther east
(Flee Stejneger, American Naturalist, 1887, pp.1049-1052). It does not seem, however,
as if the fur-seal skins were in demand. The skins were not particularly valuable;
the sea-otters and blue foxes were still numerous; the men had more pressing and
profitable things to attend to; the drying of the seal skins was both laborious and
precarious in the damp climate; in brief; it did not pay to bother with the fur-seals at
that period. Later, however, all this was changed. The more costly furs were getting
scarce and the enterprising Russian merchants, now following upon the heels of the
promyshleniks, or hunters, had found a profitable market in China for large quantities
of the cheaper fur-seal. Foremost among these merchants was Grigori Ivanovich
Shelikof, whose name: from 1776 on to his death in 1795, was connected with the fur
trade and colonization of that part of the world. He seems to have been the first to
pay special attention to the skins of the fur-seal, and was for a long time the only
one who gathered them in large quantities.

The discovery of the Pribylof Islands, with their countless numbers of fur-seals,
did not seem to have made any difference in this. On the contrary, the increased
supply seems to have created an increased demand. Under the pressure of a fierce
competition a senseless slaughter of the fur-seals was carried on until the whole
business was threatened with destrnction, from which it was alone rescued by the
formation of a dominant company, which soon swallowed up the smaller concerns and
obtained a monopoly of the entire trade of the region.
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By the establishment of the great Russian-American Company, in 1799, Shelikof's
enterprise was merged into the larger concern, and the Commander Islands became
part of what was from now on in reality a Russian colony. The supply of fur-bearing
animals must have become practically exhausted on the Commander Islands by that;
time, for the islands were abandoned and vessels touched but seldom, scarcely one in
five years. In 1826, during the second term of the Russian-American Company, a
new district, the district of' Atkha, was formed, consisting of' the Commander Islands
and the western portion of the Aleutian chain from Attu to the island of Yunaska,
consequently including the Near Islands, the Hat Islands, and the Andreanof group.
The agency was located on Atklm Island.

Shortly afterwards the permanent colonization of the Commander Islands was
undertaken, and Aleuts and half-breeds from the Andreanof Islands and from Attn
were transferred to the new settlements on Copper and Bering Islands. This was
accomplished before 1828, in which year Admiral Liitke, in the corvette Seniaoim;
visited the latter island and communicated with the inhabitants of the settlement at
Saranna, on the north coast,'

Very little is known concerning the islands and the seal industry on the isluuds
during their occupancy by the Russian-American Company. Its jealousy of both.
foreign and domestic interference caused it to keep all details of its dealings secret,
and as the islands were entirely away from the ordinary line of travel, scarcely any
outside information is to be had. The overseers were probably unimportant, possibly
uneducated, persons, and the reports of the inspectors occasionally visiting the islands
are probably buried in the St. Petersburg archives of the company.

There can be no doubt that the alarming decrease in the Pribylof catch, which in
ten years dropped from GO,OOO skins to less than 20,000, caused the company to colo
nize the Commander Islands in order to work the seal rookeries there. In 1821 this
decrease was threatening enough to make the board of administration of' the company
suggest stopping killing on the Pribylofs altogether for one season, if certain islands
which were supposed to exist north of the Pribylof Islands should be found to be
fictitious or not to harbor the hoped-for fur-seals (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 323). The
discovery was evidently not made, and the reoccupation of the Commander Islands
resulted.

It seems, however, that the Greek war of independence against Turkey had a
depressing effect on the fur market of Europe, and it is therefore not improbable that
the Pribylof Islands were capable of filling the demand until the restoration of order
in that part of the world, about 1830. By this time the annual yield of the Pribylofs
had fallen to 16,000, and shortly after even as low as 6,000, the average during the ten
years from 1832 to 1841, inclusive, being less than 9,700 skins a year. As I have shown
elsewhere, this was not nearly enough to satisfy the demand, which probablyaveraged
in the neighborhood of 25,000 during this period, and the deficiency was probably
made up ill the Commander Islands.

With the destructive methods then in vogue, it is not to be wondered at if the
Oommander Islands were unable to furnish an annual quota of, say, 14,000 skins for
any considerable length Of time. The close season which Ohief Manager Etholin
asked for and probably instituted in 1843 was therefore very necessary. From this

---_._---------_..

1 This fact shows that Dybowski's statement that t,he settlements were not established nntil183C
(Wyspy Komand., p. 36) is erroneous. .
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time until the end of the regime of the Russiau-Amerloau Company the yield of the
Commander Islands was very insignificant. It is true, the reports were in 1859 that
the rookeries were again crowded, a condition evidently due to the improved methods,
especially the prohibition of killing the females, but as the Pribylof Islands showed
the same favorable conditions and could easily supply the demand, there was no induce
ment for the chief management in Sitka to incur the increased labor and risk at the
more distaut islands, aud it is probable that the Commauder Islands were only worked
enough to supply the kind and quantity of skins demanded for the Siberian (Kiakhta)
trade, a comparatively insignificant amount (5,000 to (j,OOO a year).

In a general way the condition of affairs on the Commander Islands during this
period must have been very similar to that on the Pribylofs, though from their remote
ness from the seat of the general management and their comparative insignificance
the criticisms of the company's dealings which were current probably applied with still
greater force to the Commander Islands.

Once a year the islands had communication with the outer world. A small vessel
brought supplies, etc., from Sitka and carried away the dried skins.' In the earlier
days, after the recolonization of the islands, the skins were apparently shipped to one
of the ports in the Okhotsk Sea, but this was changed later, so that all the furs were
first sent to Sitka, whence they were reshipped the following year. This method, how
ever, involving additional cost and risk, was discontinued in 1854, and the vessel which
brought the supplies and inspectors was henceforth ordered to proceed with the skins
to Ayan, on the Okhotsk Sea, by way of the Kuril district (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 340).
Occasionally some of the vessels of the semi-military navy of the company would call
at the islands on their cruises of protection against the foreign-cbiefly American
fleets of whale ships which infested the waters in those days, and even landed on and
raided the islands."

When filially, in 1868, the Russian-American Company abandoned the management
of the islands, the so called "interregnum" commenced. The islands were placed
under the jurisdiction of the Petropaulski district, and the first thing the ispravnik,
or official, of that place did was to issue a proclamation declaring the natives to be
free men 3 and giving them liberty and power to regulate all their affairs, including the
catch of the fur-bearing animals. It seems that only a non-commissioned officer,
Teterin, was left in charge.

Quite a number of foreign merchants, among them the Russian vice-consul at
Honolulu, Mr. Pfluger, but mostly American citizens, prominent among whom was the
so-called" Ice Company" of San Francisco, flocked to the islands, their schooners bring
ing all sorts of trade goods, necessities and luxuries of life-particularly the latter-

I I am not aware that skins were ever salted on the Commander Islands during the time of tbe
Russluu-American Company. .

2 Note, for instanoe, tho case told by 'I'ikhmcnief (Istor. Oboz. Ross, Amor, Komp., II, p. 131~)

to the effect that" in 1847 one of the whalers came to Bering- Island, and on the captain being' tolrl tbat
he must not capture sea-Ilous on It neighborlng small isluud [evideutly Ari-Kamen], he ordered tho
overseer of tho island to be turned off his ship, and immediately went on shore with his men with the
evident intention of dlsregurdiug the prohibition. It was only when active steps were taken to resist
them that the whalers left, but before going they cut down a plantation, which had been grown with
great trouble, tbe island being without other trees or shrnhs." It is curious to reflect that the British
case at the Paris Trilmnal has taken this incident as a proof that" traffic in fur-seal skins was carried
on by a United Statcs whaler at Boring Island" (Fur Seal Arb., IV, p. 66). There never were fur-seals
on the island referred to, though, Oil the contrary, it formerly abounded in sea-lions (sivutch), the
only animal mentioned by Tikhmenief.

"During the regime of the Russlun-Amerlcau Company the natives were practically serfs.
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and, not to be forgotten, plenty of alcohol. In return they brought away as many
pelts as they could induce the natives to secure. The rivalry between the traders was
very sharp and the natives had high carnival most of the time as a consequence.
Gambling and drinking prevailed to a fearful extent, and the natives were willing to
sell anything and everything for whisky. The drunken debauches were carried on
right on the rookeries, and it is authoritatively stated that, as the skins of the female
seals were higher priced, because of their finer fur, quite It number of this class were
slain. Besides, drunken men would not be very apt to discriminate as nicely as neces
sary to distinguish the females from the bnchelors. It is also authoritatively asserted
that a count of the skins taken was never kept, neither by the natives nor by the police
authorities in Petropaulski, The figures presented elsewhere, giving the total export
of skins for the period as from 00,000 to 05,000, are, therefore, only guesses and are
probably underestimated rather than overestimated. At least one of the vessels,
with its valuable cargo of furs, was lost. As a result of this reckless slaughter the
rookeries were nearly ruined in those three years.

In 1871 there was a wholesome awakening. Hutchinson, Kohl & Oo., a San Fran
cisco firm which had already acquired extensive property and trading rights in Alaska,
had opened negotiations with the authorities at St. Petersburg for a lease of the islands
on practically the same conditions upon which the Alaska Commercial Company
leased the Pribylof Islands of the United States, and the contract was signed Feb
ruary 18, 1871, but was kept a profound secret until the following summer. In the
meantime the Ice Company, ignorant of the lease and in anticipation of' a profitable
season, had dispatched a large cargo of merchandise to the islands. Shortly after
the representative of the new company arrived with the lease and took possession.
As the lease not only included the monopoly of taking the furs but also of trading
with the natives, there was no other choice for the Ice Company but to sell out to its
successful rival at a ruinous price. So well had the secret been kept that even the
ispravnik at Petropaulski, who was still to retain jurisdiction over the islands, did
not know of the leaeeand the impending change until it was presented to him by the
company's representative alluded to.

With the taking of possession by the new company a new order of things COIll

menced. The firm's name was altered to Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. It
had been necessary, in order to obtain the lease from the Russian authorities, to
include at least one Russian subject in the firm, and MI'. Philippeus, a Russian
merchant having great trading interests in Kamchatka ami neighboring districts,
was paid a considerable amount for the use of his name in this connection. Nomi
nally, therefore, the company was Russian, but practically it was American. Their
vessels were flying the Russian flag, but they were American property. In 18n
Hutchinson, Kohl & Co. sold their interest and property in Alaska to the Alaska
Commercial Company of San Francisco, members of which also acquired a controlling
interest in the Russian company. Prom that time on until the expiration of the
lease in February, ISm, the management of the company's affairs on the Commander
Islands and Tiuleni Island were in the hands of the celebrated firm, with head
quarters at 310 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

. The management now beca~e practically identical with that on the Pribylofs, and
an employee from the latter was sent over to the Commander Islands to teach the
natives the improved methods of' taking the seals and curing the skins adopted
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on the former. It is, therefore, unnecessary to go into details concerning this part
of the industry, which has been described so often in connection with the Pribylof
Islands.

The affairs as I found them in 1882 were managed in the following way:
On each island there was a local agent and storekeeper,' who had general charge

of affairs, except the management of the taking of the skins, and who kept the books
and accounts. The sealing business proper was attended to by a sealer for each rookery,
who accepted the skins brought by the natives to the salt-house door and superin
tended the salting, bundling, etc. During this period these overseers were not natives,
except Mr. Fedor Volokitin, a "creole," who represented the company 'at the South
Rookery, Bering Island. The general management of the business was in the hands
of Mr. John Sandman, the captain of the company's steamer Aleksander II.

Practically, the whole administration of the business rested with the company,
not even a maximum limit as to the number of skins to be taken being contained
in the lease. The function of the Government official stationed on the islands was
chiefly confined to seeing that the company did not overstep its contract, that the
regulations for the protection of the seals, as well as the natives, were enforced,
to supervise the killing, keep account of the number of skins taken, to receive and
distribute the money for the skins to the natives, etc.

The skins were taken by the company's steamer from the islands to Petropaulski
in installments and there reloaded before shipment to San Francisco. One of the
reasons for this arrangement was that Petropaulski is the only port of entry in that
part of the Russian Empire, and as the skins were to be shipped to San Francisco,
a foreign port, clearance paper had to be obtained in Petropaulski, while at the same
time the insurance companies would only assume the risk from the sailing from the
latter port. At this place, therefore, Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00. maintained
quite an extensive establishment. Large warehouses and a wharf were built on the
spit in the outer harbor near the extreme end of the Nikolski peninsula, while in the
town itself a large and commodious house for the accommodation of the resident
agent and his family was erected.

This position as resident general agent in Petropaulski was held to the expira
tion of the term of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00. by Mr. Joseph Lugebil, who
extended the company's hospitality in a manner pleasantly remembered by all who
had the good fortune to visit Petropaulski during that period.

Under the lease the company was to keep a general store for the sale of articles
of food, clothing, etc., to the natives on each of the Oommander Islands. The
merchandise was imported free of duty, but the company was only allowed to charge
San Francisco wholesale prices plus a certain fixed percentage as compensation for
freighting and storing the goods. The company decided about the kind and quantity
of goods to be brought, while the administrator appointed by the government saw to
it that the prices charged were not in excess of the contract and that the quality of
the goods was satisfactory.

___~ __._. •__• n _

IOn Copper Island: Mr. Alexander Kostromitiuof, who succeeded Mr. C. F. Emil Krebs. The
latter served from 1871 to 1881. Mr. Emil Kluge followed after Mr. Kostromitinof until the fall of
1894, when he was succeeded by Mr. A. Cantor. .

On Bering Island: Mr. George Chernick. He died on the island in the fall of 1887, Mr. F. Vol
okitintending the station during the following winter, In the spring of 1888 Mr. Kostromitinof was
transferred from Copper Island, being relieved in 1890 by Mr. Julius Lindquist. He was succeeded in
about a year by Mr. Waldemar Paetz, of St. Petersburg, whose term expired in 1895, Mr. Emil Kluge
being then transferred from Copper Island.
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The original lease stipulated a price of 2 silver rubles ($1.33) per skin accepted
by the company, but in a subsequent supplementary contract the tax, from 1877 on,
was reduced to 1.75 rubles ($1.17) for the first 30,000 skins. The natives received for
their work 1 ruble (66tt cents) per skin for the first 30,000, and one-half ruble (33!
cents) for each skin over 30,000. The company had to pay a yearly rental of 5,000
rubles, and to contribute a considerable amount toward the support of the nativea.'

There being no serviceable buildings left by the old company, Hutchinson, Kohl,
Philippeus & Co. had to build a number of houses on both islands to accommodate
their goods and their men. Salt-houses were erected on all the rookeries, and near
each a small frame-hut for occupancy by the company's "sealer" during the killing
season. In the main village on Bering Island several large stores and warehouses, a
cow-stable, boat-house, bath-house, besides two dwelling-houses were built, as well as
similar though somewhat smaller structures in the main village on Copper Island.
These are all frame-houses built of California or Puget Sound lumber by an American
head carpenter with the assistance of native workingmen.

Although under no legal obligation to do so, the company gradually built and
presented to nearly all the families on both islands commodious frame-houses, mostly
with 4 rooms, similarly built, the natives receiving full title to them.

By careful management the seal rookeries, which at the beginning of the com
pany's term scarcely yielded 30,000 skins annually, toward the end produced about
50,000 a year, the annual average between 1880 and 1889 being llearly45,000. Among
the entries in the diaries of the company's agents during this period are many like
the following: "Natives say there are a good many female seals this year, and holos
tiaks, too" (Bering Island, July 23, 1877). "As,-istant Starshena (chief) has been on
South Rookery; reports that both holostiaks and females are double in quantity as
has been before, but not many old bulls. On the North Rookery there are more seals,
too" (Bering Island, August 12,1877). "Natives report good many thousand seals
more this year than ever before" (Bering Island, August 2, 1880).

The lease of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. expired in February, 1891, and
as the new lease was awarded to a new company, the old company's steamer Alek
sander II was sent, early in the year to take off the fall catch of 1890, consisting of
5,800 skins.

The new company) into the hands of which the sealing industry of the Com
mander Islands and Tiulcni now passed, was incorporated in St. Petersburg nuder
the name "Russko;ve Tovarishtchestvo Kotikovikh Promislof," 2 or the "Hussian
Seal Skin Company." as the name of the firm is officially rendered in English.

By the new contract the mutual relationship of the government, the natives, and
the company was materially changed, considerable power being placed in the hands
of the administrator, while the direct dealings of the company with the natives were
greatly reduced. 'I'he gradual amerioanization of the natives under the regime of
Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. was undoubtedly distasteful to at least one of the
i uspeetors, whose ooiuion with the St. Petersburg authorities must have been of great
weight, as there iii' now a manifest tendency toward a rerussification of the business
and its methods.

[The text of tho eonbraot, with supplement, is printed in Shornik Glavn. Oft'.Dokum. Upravl.
Vost, Slhir., III, ii, All1JCIHl., pp.1-8.

sRussian Company for Fur-Seal Hunting (lit. transl.).
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The tax to be paid for skins was raised considerably. Under the present contract
the company pays to the Russian Government 10.38 "metallic" rubles (gold) per skin
taken, one-half to be paid in St. Petersburg in the month of May, in advance of the
sealing season. This advance payment, from 1891 to 1894, was made on a basis of
50,000 skins to be taken. In the meantime Russia had agreed with England not to
take more than 30,000 skins a year, hence from 1895 the advance payment was made
on a basis of only 30,000 skins. The other half is paid at the end of the season, when
the amount of the catch is known. 'I'he amount which the Russian Government pays
the natives for their work, 1.50 rubles per skin, is usually paid at the islands by the
company at the end of the season and deducted from the draft of the halance due in
St. Petersburg. It will be seen that by this arrangement the Russian Government is
amply protected, but in addition the company is obliged to deposit Imperial Russian
bonds with the Government in St. Petersburg to an amount equaling that of the
advance payment.

The entire sealing business is exclusively in the bands of the local administration,
and the company bas nothing further to do with it but to receive the skins at the side
of the vessel, except that it accepts or rejects the skins immediately upon their being
brought from the killing-grounds and superintends the salting of the skins, for which
purpose it also furnishes the salt. The administrator, therefore, has unlimited power
to determine how many seals are to be taken, and also how, when, where, and by whom
they are to be taken. The Government undertakes the driving, killing, skinning,
salting, bundling, and delivery. The administration takes the temporary receipt for
the skins issued by the company's overseer at the salt-houses and finally the agent's
receipt when the skins are received on board the company's vessel. The skins are
then brought to Petropaulski, where the ispravnik can not give clearance papers with
out first receiving the certificate of the administrator of the islands that the company
has complied with the Government requirements.

Like Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00., whose establishments both on the
islands and in Petropaulski the Russian Seal Skin Companyacquired, the latter has
the exclusive right to keep a store on each island in which to sell to the uatives such
staples and articles as are necessary for their existence and comfort. The company
is not allowed to bring such articles as it may deem thus necessary, but the adminis
trator each year makes out a detailed list of qua ntities and qualities, specified in the
minutest details, which goods the eompany, upon his requisition, are obliged to bring
during the year and to sell to the natives at a certain stipulated percentage over the
certified market price, the Government showing a decided preference for Russian
goods. Should any of the goods thus ordered remain unsold on the company's hands
the IORS falls upon the company. As a rule, the company sells for cash to the natives,
unless the administrator expressly authorizes a family head to take goods on credit,
in which individual case the amount is specifically limited. At the first distribution
of money for work or furs the amount is paid and the debt canceled before new sales
can be made.

For the privilege of thus trading the company has to pay all the various license
and guild fees to which the Russian merchants are liable, in this case amounting to
many hundred rubles.
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STATISTICS.

Having thus given a brief resume of the history of the fur-seal industry on the
Russian side, as it is revealed in the scanty records, it may be well to present, in
chronological order, such statistics as I have been able to bring together showing the
number of fur-seals taken at various times on the Commander Islands. Unfortunately,
many of the figures submitted are only hypothetical, some even highly problematical,
but I have accompanied them with a running comment which it is hoped is sufficiently
explicit to show how the estimates were made.

It is not probable that any great slaughter of the fur-seals took place during the
first period. Bassof and Trapeznikof returned from the Commander Islands in 1746
with a cargo of furs, among which are mentioned 2,000 fur-seals (Bancroft, Works,
XXXIII, p. 100), but in the returns of the other expeditions between 1743 and 1750
no other mention of seal skins is made. As sea-otters and blue foxes are mentioned
frequently, it -;s evident that the fur-seal skins were of but little importance and value.
It is also probable that in those days only the pups were taken, for it is specifically
stated that Yugof's cargo of fur-seals, when the vessel returned in 1754 from Copper
Island, consisted of 1,7G5 black pups and 447 gray ones (Neue Nachr. Neuent, Ins.,
1776, p. 22). Tolstykh, likewise, in .1750 returned from Bering Island with 840
"young fur-seal skins or 7coti7ci" (ibid., p. 26), and Vorobief in 1752 is said to have
brought to Kamchatka, probably from the Commander Islands, "5,700 black and 1,310
gray young fur-seals or kotiki" (ibid., p. 27). Drushinin in 1755 returned with 2,50()
seals taken on Bering Island (ibilZ., p. 32). These, as well as the 2,000 brought by the
Vla,dimir in 1767 and the 630 in Popof'sloann Prctecha in 1772, were also probably YOUIlI:\'.

As I have shown elsewhere (Amer. Natural., XXI, Dec., 1887, p. 1053), the sea-cow
Oll the Commander Islands had become nearly extinct in 17G3. The sea-otter hud
also been killed off there to such an extent that the hunt bad become unprofitable,
and the blue foxes likewise. As the fur-seal skins were of comparatively little value,
there were no inducements for the fur-hunters to visit the islands after that time as
frequently as before. It is certain enough, as shown above, that the fur-seals bad 1I0t
left the Commander Islands, or become nearly extinct there, as alleged by Elliott, as
ther-e are records of vessels having actually visited the islands between 17(i0 and 1786,
bringing pleuty of seal skius back. As a matter of fact, it was during this ,:ery period
that the heaviest slaughter of fur-seals took place on the Commander Islands. It
appears that Shelikof was the first trader to deal extensively ill fur-seals, and his
name is not mentioned until 1776. It is stated that up to 1780, consequently in four
years, he had imported 70,000 fur-seal skins. It fsfurthcmror« stated that his vessel,
S». Ioann Rylskoi, returned in 1786 with 18,000 fur-seals. In the same year Protassof
returned with a "cargo consisting chiefly of fur-seals." Panof''s vessel, S», Georg'i,
which also returned in 1786, had less luck, having secured only 1,000 seal skins. As
the Pribylof Islands were not discovered until that year (the first cargo from there did
not arrive in Okhotsk until 1789), the bulk of the fur-seal skins brought to Kamchatka
must have come from Commander Islands (see Bancroft, Works, XXXIII, pp. 185-1(1).
There is record of about 100,000 skins having been taken between 1760 and 178G, while
from 1746 to 1760 the skins brought to Kamchatka probably did not exceed 20,000.

For the early times, between the return of the first cargo from the Pribylof Islands
to 1841, the year of the expiration of the second term of the Russinn-Amerfcan
Company, there are absolutely no accessible records as to the number of seals taken at
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or shipped from the Commander Islands. Elliott states (Monogr. Pribyl. Group, p.
70) that from 1797 to 1861 the statistics of skins taken from the Pribylof Islands
include" about 5,000 annually from the Commander Islands," but I have reasons for
believing that this statement is erroneous. As I have shown elsewhere, there was no
regular popnlation on the Commander Islands nntil after 1826, and as vessels touched
at the islands at great intervals only, an annual catch of 5,000 skins from the Com
mander Islands is out of the question. This is also plain from the figures given by
Veniaminof and Von Wrangell. The former, according to the table presented by the
British Bering Sea commissioners (Rep., p. 132), gives the total number of seals killed
on the Pribylof Islands from 1826 to 1832, inclusive, as 137,503. This agrees fairly
well with the statement by Baron von Wrangell, the chief manager of the Russian
American Company during that period, that the total number of skins exported fl'OIU
the colonies from 1827 to 1833 amounted to 132,160. This number is clearly meant to
include all the skins exported from the whole colony, and would include any and all
from the Commander Islands, if skins were then taken there, for he expressly remarks
that his statistical figures date from the incorporation of the Atkha district, which
inclnded the Commander Islands, under the colonial management (Stat. Ethn. Nachr.
Russ. Besitz. Nordwestk. Amer., p. 24).

The fact that the Commander Islands were not subject to the central management
located at Sitka uutil182u leads me to believe that the few Commander Islands skins
taken are not reported in the figures before that date, but that they were received
direct either at Petropaulski or Okhotsk.'

But even Veniaminof's figures are not beyond suspicion. In his" Zapiski," pub
lished in St. Petersburg in 1840, vol. I, chap. XII, he writes as follows (according to
Elliott, Monogr., p. 165): "The company on the island of St. Paul killed from 60,000
to 80,000 fur-seals per annum, but in the last time (1833?) [Elliott's interpolation], with
all possible care in getting them, they took only 12,000. On the island of St. George,
instead of getting 40,000 or 35,000, only 1,300 were killed." Now, if we examine the
table of his figures, as presented by Elliott (Monogr., p.143), we find 110 year between
1817 and 1837 in which 12,000 seals were taken on St. Paul (13,200 in 1833), 1101' 1,300
011 St. George.

I To show how very unsatisfactory the statistical figures of the early days as collated by the
British Bering Sea Commission are, I may mention that they estimate the number of fur-seals killed
on the Pribylof Islands from 1786 to 1833, inclusive, as follows:

1786 (according to Shelikof) " __ " 40,000
1787-1806(Rezanof's estimate). __ " 1,000,000
J807-1816 (approximated from '1'ikhmenief at 47,500 annually) 475,000
J817-1833 (Veulaminof) 543,239

'I'otal, 1786-1833 __ 2.058,239

This number is 1,120,323 skins short, for Baron von Wrangell, who undoubtedly had pretty reliable
information to go by, states that "since the discovery of the islands St. Paul and St. George, from the
year 1786 to 1833, 3,178,562 fur-seals were killed there" (Stat. Ethn, Nachr, Russ, Am., P: 48). These T
should be inclined to distribute as follows:

B'ur-seals kflled on St. Paul Island, 1786-1833:
1786 (according to Shelikof) 40,000
1787-1798 __ 1,005,467
1790-1816 (Bancrott's figures from 1799-1821, 1,767,340. minus Veniaminof's figures

from 1817-1821, 267,484) 1,490,856
1817-1833 (Veniaminofi.... 543,239

Total (= Von Wrangell's figure) 3,178,562

In the same table and report it is stated (p.133) how the fignrcs for the years 1861 and 1862 arc
obtained: "1861.-Bancroft's total for years 1842-1861 (both inclusive) is 338.600. The total for years
1842-1860 (both inclusive) is 308,901. This being deducted from total for 1842-1861 gives tho number
of seals taken in 1861." In their table, however, the total for 1842-1860 is not 308,901 but 318,901.
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l!'. C. n. 1806-7

While thus the figures relating to the Pribylof Islands are dubious and unsatis
factory, there are next to IlO records ill regard to the catch ou the Commander Islands
between 1787 and 18G2. In fact, there is hardly a scrap of available history to be
found on the subject during that period.

There is no reason to doubt, however, that the slaughter of the fur-seals on the
Commander Islands after 1787 was as enormous as on the Pribylofs, proportionately
(where, according to my calculation, the average annual killing was 86,511.) I The
result of this indiscriminate wholesale slaughter undoubtedly brought the rookeries
to a very low ebb, for we flnd the Oommauder Islands practically abandoned shortly
after the establishmeut of the Russian-American Company, and a permanent popula
tion was not again established until after 1826, by which time the rookeries must have
recuperated to some extent. The same old method of killing the young ones, and
not even sparing the females, must soon have brought on the inevitable result of
depletion, for we find that the chief manager of the colonies, Capt. 1. A. Kuprianof, as
early as 1839, had conferred with the baidar-steercr 8hayashnikof as to when, in his
opinion, it would be possible to begin taking a full catch 011 St. Paul Island in order
to establish a close time for sealing on St. George and the Commander Islands, and that
Captain Etholin, his successor as chief manager, in 1842 asked permission to institute
a close season on the Commander Islands, a permission that was granted the following
year (Fur Seal Arb., XVI, pp. 7G, ] 14).2

Shortly after, the prohibition to kill females was enforced, and as a result of both
measures the seals were again increasing, so that in 1859 the chief manager could
write to St. Petersburg that, according to the reports of the officials of " even those of
the Commander Islands, the seals have increased in numbers on all accessible places
to such an extent that the areas occupied by them appear crowded." It is evident,
however, that the managers proceeded with caution, notwithstanding, for in the years
from 1862 to 1867, the year of the final dissolution of the Russian-American Company,
only 4,000 to 5,000 seals (gray pups) a year are said to have been taken. These figures
are from the following table, which is copied from the report of the British Bering
Sea commissioners (p. 214), those from 1865 being official:

Skin» taken for 8hillmcntfl'om COlltmande1' 181and8, 1862-1867, by the RU88ian-Amcl'ican Company
. after the /!xpimtion of its thi,'d term,

Notes, Year. Number.
--- ----------

OnIL~~~:.l::'~~~{.i~~~t~::: :::::::::::: : : :::
1862 4,000
1863 4,500

Do ................................... J864 5,000
Do ................................... J865 4,000
Do ................................ _.. 18(16 4,000
Do ................................... 1867 4,000

----
Total ................................ ......... 1125,500

I Not only were females and pups killed, but the" bulls and young- bulls" also, for in spite of
their coarse hair the Chinese at Kinkhta paid high prices for them (Fur Seal Arb., VII, p. 165).

2Fig-ures representing- the catch during the Russlun-Amerlcan Company's terms are given in the
final table of shipments by periods. .

"In Nordeuskiilld's "Voyage of the Vega," Am. ed., p. 609, there is a table of figures relating' to
the catch of seals on the Commander Islands involvirur several errors. Aside from the fact that
it purports to givc the catch on Bering Islnnd only, whilc in reality the figures represent the catc.h
on both Bering nnd Copper islands, it g-iv/'s the catch for the year ·1867 as 27,500 seals, Here IS
apparl'lltl,\' It double error. Comparerl with the corrected ligurcs givcn by Elliott (Mouogr. p. 113),
27,500 is evidently meant to include the catch from 1862 to 1867,inclusive, in which case, however, the
statement is 2,000 too high.
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The table of the British commissioners in the note says "including Robben
Island," but no skins were regularly taken there in those days.

During the so-called "interregnum"-that is, the years 1868-1870, inclusive-from
the time the Russian-American Company abandoned the management of the islands
until Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. assumed control, no restrictions, except
such as the natives themselves might impose and enforce, were placed upon the
slaughter, which in these three years averaged about 20,000 annually. The seals taken
up to that time were exclusively gray pups, but during the interregnum at least one
of the traders, viz, Mr. J. Malovanski, had become aware of the increased demand
and higher prices for bachelor seals, and he consequently' induced the natives to bring
him skins of the latter. However, of the 60,000 killed a great many must have been
young ones, but the proportion between the two classes will probably never be known.
Three sets of figures are given for the catch in these three years, as follows:

Niebaurn Brttdah
Elliott (Fur Seal Bering Sea

Year. (Mono/(rapll, Arbitration, Commission-
p.1l3). III, p. 202). ers (Rep.,

p.214).

Number. Number. Number.
1868 ................................... 12,000 * 15, 000 12.000
1869 ................................... 24,000 20,000 21,000
1870 ................................... 24,000 30,000 27,500 "

---------
Total•••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 60,000 65,000 60,500

*About.

It is doubtful whether any of these figures are exact, but as they agree pretty well,
and as the last set represents the official figures of the Russian administrator, they
may be taken as authentic.' .

Upon the arrival on the scene of the agents of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co.,
in 1871, it was found that the indiscriminate slaughter during these three years had
again done sensible injury to the rookeries. Says Mr. C. F. Emil Krebs, who stayed
on Copper Island from 1871 to 1881 (Fur Seal Arb., III, p. 195):

Upon my arrival at the island, in 1871, the native chief told me that the seals were not "as
plentiful as they had been formerly. I announced that we intended to secnre 6,000 skins that year,
They protested that it was too many, and begged that a smaller number be killcd for one year at
least. We, however, got the 6,000 skins, as proposed, 0 and an almost constantly increasing number in
every subsequent year as long as I stayed on the islands, until in 1880 the rookeries had so developed
that about 30,000 skins were taken, without in the least injuring them.

The history of the gradual increase of the yield of the rookeries during the fol
lowing twenty years, and the subsequent decrease nntil the present day, is plainly
shown in the following tables. It should be remarked that the lower figures of 1876,
1877, and 1883 are due not to a lack of seals on the rookeries, but to the fact that the
company did not desire more (in 1883, in fact, not as many as they were obliged to
take). The following comparison of the Commander Islands and 'I'iuleni catches
with those of the Pribylof Islands demonstrates the correctness of this statement.

I I may here correct a mistake in the oft- mentioned table presented by the British Bering Sea
commissioners (Rep., p. 214). They run aline between the years 1869 and 1870 and mark it "Alnslm
Commercial Companv's first term began.' As a matter of fact the term (and only term) of Hutchinson,
Kohl, Philippeus &. Co., the term and company meant, did not beg-i11until 1871, and the catch of 27,500
skins during- 1870 is therefore to be credited to the merchants trading during the interregnum.

zOnly 3,614 of that number were shipped in 1871. the remainder ill 1872.
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Compm'ison of the catches at Corml~ander bland. 'lnd Tiuleni with those at Pribylof Islands.
-~_._---,'--_._---_._-------------

Commander Pribylof commanderl PribylofYear. Islands Year. Islands
and 'I'Inleni, Islands. and 'I'Iuleni. Islands.

I
•r~. n ....... Skins. Skins. Skins. Skin•.

I1874..................... 31,300 101,932 1880...................... 48, &04 109,634
187&..................... 36,279 101,249 1881. ..................... 43, &22 101,734
1876..................... 26,9/10 811,478 .lri82 ...................... 44,620 101,736

1 1877 ..................... 21,533 77,956 1883...................... 28,699 77,063
1878..................... 31,340 101, a94 1884...................... &3,263 101,013
1879..................... 42,740 106,908

I
--~-_.._._-~-----,- _._~.- -
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There are a number of published statements referring to the seal catch on the
Commander Islands since 1871, but none of them are complete, nor are the figures
given for the separate islands. The figures also vary to some extent, for several rea
sons. In some cases the Tiuleni Islaud skins have been counted in with those of the
Commander Islands. Thus, in Capt. G. Niebaum's statement (Fur Seal Arb., III, p.
204), by inadvertence the number of killed seals for 1890, 53,780, includes 1,456 skins
from Tiuleni, the total for the Commander Islands being only 52,324. Many other dis
crepancies are explained by the fact that the various figures refer to various counts.
SOUle may and do refer to skins shipped, others to seals killed. The almost unavoid
able difference in the counting of such large quantities of skins is manifest when we
remember that the skins are first counted at the salt-house and then again as they go
over the ship's side into the hull. Upon these counts the official government statement
is made up. The skins are then unloaded in Petropaulski, again loaded into the steamer,
and again unloaded and counted in San Francisco. It is, therefore, not to be expected
that lists made up from the various figures in the island count, the ship's count, and
the custom-house count would agree exactly. The figures given in the following table
are based chiefly upon the various station journals as well as the ships' logs, partly
upon the figures already published, and partly upon a list showing the number of
seals shipped between 1883 and 1891 from Bering and Copper islands separately, kindly
furnished by Mr. Max Heilbronuer, of the Alaska Oommercial Company.

Number' of fur-seal skins shipped from. Commander Islands and Robben Island from 1871 to 1895, inclusive.

f
, ~~ · Boring Copper Robben 'r tal Berin/( Copper Robben ~l_____'''='__ Isllll~ Islan~~_ Islanl!. __0_'_ Year. Island, Islanl!. Islan<1, ~I

1871..... • ... . 0 3, 658 0 3, 658 1885. . .. ....... 20, 966 20, 771 I, 838 43, 575
1R72.......... 14,392 14,964 0 29,356 1886........... 24,555 30,036 0 54,591
11\73.......... 13,044 14,601 2,694 aO,399 1887........... 21,298 25,049 0 46, a47
1874.......... 13,406 15,480 2,414 31, aoo 1888........... 26.4&6 20,906 0 47,362
1875.......... 12,712 20,440 a, 127 36,279 1889........... 23,783 29,076 0 52,859
1876 10,358 15,074 1,528 ·26,9601890 19,996 32,328 1,45653,780
1877. 7,192 11,392 2,949 21,5:13 189l...... < 17, 884 tI8,06& 4&0 36,815
1878 8, iao 20,070 3,140 31,a40 1892 16,590 14,654 031,244
1879.......... 1:1,572 25,166 4,002 42,740 18113........... 13,992 17,294 1,500 ~2,7S6

1880.. ........ 15,100 :10,014 3,330 48,504 1894........... 13,165 13,122 1,000 27,287
188l.......... 10,078 23,2a7 4,207 43,522 1895.. 9,526 6,893 I, aoo 17,719
1882.......... 18,512 22, 002 4, 106 44,620 1 --------

188a. ........ 13,480 ia, 170 2,049 28, 099 T_o_t_al... a_8._5" 631 48&,582/ 44, 9,09 916,1221884.......... 21,384 28,060 3,819 &3,263 _
_._----~._-,_.~"~---- ----,'-----_._----_._-"

·Of these, Hutehinsou, Kohl, l'hilippeus & Co. shippe<14,059; the Ruasinn Seal Skin Co. s1>i}lllOd13,825.
t Of these, Hutchinson, Kohl, l'hilippous & Co. shippo(11741; the Russian Seal Skin Co. shIpped 16,324.

To this total should be added 416 skins taken from the schooner J. H. Lewis,
seized in 18!H, and 2,152 skins taken in 18!l2 from the seized schooners, which obtained
them chiefly off Copper Island, The latter skins were sold by the Russian Govern-
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ment, part in Petropanlski (1,124), part in London, and were shipped in the company's
steamer to San Francisco (see Fur Seal.Arb., VII, pp. 375,417). The total number
of skins shipped from the Russian seal islands from 1871 to 1895, inclusive, is,
therefore, 918,690.

That this list does not give an accurate idea of the number of seals killed in each
particular year is clear from the fact that the fall catch of the year is not shipped
until the following summer. In some years there was no fall catch at all, in others it
was very considerable; Thus, for instance, in 1871, the first year of the lease of
Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & 00., no less than 10,500 seals were killed on both
islands, of which, however, only 3,658 were shipped from Oopper Island (the island
count, or :~,614 hy the Sail Francisco count), while none at all were shipped from
Bering Island. Full data of the actual number of seals killed in each year are not
at hand, but the following table, based upon data furnished me by the late Mr.
G. Chernick, then atation-keeper on Bering Island, may serve as an indication of the
difference between a list of seals killed and one of skins shipped.

Seals killed and Bkin8 Bhipped from Bering Island, 1871-1882.S ID~' Shipped.

Year. Total. ISummer. Fall. Skms. Year.

~~I~==
-----
} 14, 392 1872

1872 12 912 { 9,892 ..........
, ......... 3,020

~ 13, 044 1873
1873 13 040 5 10, 024 ..........

, ( .. _...... 3,016 } 13,406 1874
1874 13,034 { 10,390 ..........

......... 2,644 } 12, 712 1875
1875 11 790 1JO,068 ..........

, ......... 1,722

t
10,358 1876

1876 9822 8,636 ..........
, ......... 1,186 7,192 18771877 6, 006 6,006 ..........

1878 8,674 { 8,130 ...... "... 8,130 1878
......... 044

~ 13,572 18791879 13, 028 13, 028 ..........
1880 15,160 15,160 ........... 15,160 1880
1881 16,078 16,078 .......... 16,078 1881
1882 18,512 18,512 .............. 18,512 1882

It would have been interesting and instructive to have a list of skins taken from
each rookery for a considerable length of time, but I have been unable to obtain the
necessary data. The following table, however, furnishes this information for the years
1891 to 1895:

Fur-seale killed on the Commander Lslasuls, 1891-1895.

ality and season. 1891. 1802. 1893. 1894.

~I------
Island:
mer-
North Rookery .•..•• 13,177 16,17] 12,156 ]2,516 8,370
South Rookery ...... 648 419 327 627 564
I. ..................... .... - ..... .- ........ 592 I
North Rookery ...... ........... 1,422 . .......... .............
South Rookery ...... .......... 87 22 . ......... ..........
Island:
nler ................... 6,396
Karnbelni 3,664 4,552 5,34a 4,268 ..........
Glinka.... :::::::::: : 12,660 10,102 ]0, usa 8,387

I. ..................... .......... .......... 49i 1
Kurabelni ........... .......... 451 86 ..........

~
Glinka ............... .......... 502 381 .......... . .........

-30, 1491-33,766
----------

otal .................. 29, 253 26, 887 ]5,330

Fa!

L
Copper

Sum

Fal

r-;::
I~

Sum
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9,526

20,000

50,000

15,000

25,500
60,500

Shipment of 8kin8 from the Commander I8la1ll18 (exeln8ive of Robben I81and), by l'cl'iOd8.

1746 to 1760,]5 years (period of plenty of sea-otters, foxes, and sea-cows), annual
average about 1,333 __ .. 00 total ubout ..

1761 to 1786,16 years (other fur-bearing animals becoming scarce and sea-cow
exterminated) annual average about 6.250 total about. _ 100,000

1787 to 1798, 12 years (from discovery of Pribylof Islands to Russian-American
Company), same annual average __ total in round figures about ..

1799 to 1826, 28 years (from Hussian-American Company to establishment of
Atkha district), annual average about 4713 ... total in round figures about ..

1827 to 1841, 15 years (to expiration of Russian-American Company's second
term), yearly average about ](l,000 _ , or total nbout , , 150,000

1842 to 1861, 20 years (Russian-Amerlcan Company's third term), yearly average
476 __ total about __

1862 to 1867, 6 years (hold-over of Russian-American Compauy), ~'earlyaverage
4,250 _ __ . __ total a bout ..

1868 to 1870, 3 years (interregnum), yearly average 20,166 "" total about ..
1871 to 1891, 20 years (lease of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co.), yearly

average 36,791 . __ __ total. . 735,828
1891 to 1895, 5 years (lease of Russian Seal Skin Company to elate), yearly

average 27,077 _ 00 •••••• _.00 00 .. __ •••• _ _ .. total.. 135,385
Skins seized within territorial waters, 1891 and 1892....• __ . _.. _ __ . 2, 568

Grand totaL ...... _..... 00 00 •••••• 00 .... •• _ ... • • 00 •• about .. 1, 30t, 307

As previously stated, some of these figures do not pretend to be more than guesses.
Most of them are explained in the foregoing pages, but the figures for the years from
1787 to 1861 need some explanatory remarks as to how these guesses were made.

From 1787 to 1798, inclusive, 1~ years, I have assumed the annual average to have
equaled that of the foregoing 26 years, giving 46,152, or, ill round figures, 50,000.

From 1799 to 1826, the period of 28 years during the lease of the Russiau-Amerioan
Company when the yield was not sufficient to induce the company to establish settle
ments on the islands, I have assumed that the annual average can not have exceeded
the yield between 1842 and 1861, when the company still maintained the settlements,
or, ill round figures, 15,000.

For the 15 years from 1827 to 1841, inclusive, I have made the following guess:
Assuming that Wrangell at the end of 1833 had 30,000 skins 011 hand, about 25,000
(Wrangell shipped, 1827-1833, 132,160 + assumed surplus on hand, 30,000=162,000
Veniaminof's figures for killed seals on Pribylofs in years 1826-1832, 137,503=24,658)
must have been taken on the Commander Islands from 1827 to 1832, inclusive. In
1840 the Russians had a demand for not over 30,000 skins annually (Simpson, OverI.
-Iourn., p.131). Probably they were nearly able to fill it, for Mr. E. Teichmann states
(Fur Seal Arb., III, p. 579) that "up to the year 1853 about 20,000 skins were annually
received in London" from the Russiau-American Company. It is probably safe to
assume, then, that 6,000 went to Kiakhta, Now, during the nino years from 1833 to
1841, inclusive, the Pribylof Islands yielded only 80,135. The assumed sale being
234,000 skins, and there being only 30,000 on hand and 80,000 killed on the Pribylofs,
it follows that a yearly average of about 14,000 would have to be obtained on the
Commander Islands, or about 125,000, to which should be added the 25,000 assumed
to have been taken from 1827 to 1833, giving a total of 150,000.1

I Fig-ures thus obtalned <10 not pretend to anyaceuraey. How misleading the process may be is
clearly illustrated in the table presented by the British Bering- Sea commissioners (Rep., p. 132) a~lll
the explanation concerning the sources of information. They utilize the total given by Bancroft ~or
1842-186], viz, 338,600 (the irleutical figures utilized above), and from this deduct the llu!nber of sk ins
taken from 1842 to 1860, according- to a different source, thus obtaining the number taken m1861. Cor
recting an apparent error in the subtractor, the number for 1f/61would be 19,699. October ]4,1861, the
chief mauager of the colonies, Furuhielm writes borne to the board of ndmiuiatrnt.ion that "in the
courso of this year 47,940 seal skins bav~ been taken from the islands of St. Paul and St. George."
19,699 calculated, but 47,940 taken! This is a sad commentary upon the probable accuracy of the
calculated flgures,
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The only figures relating directly to the yield of the Commander Islands during'
this period are those by Tikhmenief, that there were exported from Bering Island,
during the third term of the Russian-American Company, 9,526 fur-seal skins (Istor,
Oboz, Obraz. Ross.-Amer. Komp., II, p. 296). These figures, from the connection, are
meant to cover the whole export from the Commander Islands, as from the fa-ct that
the population of Copper Island at that time was but 90, all told, it seems probable
that. no fur-seals were taken on Copper Island at all.

ADMINISTRATION.

There remains to be said a few words concerning the Government administration
of the Commander Islands.

Before the establishment of the Russian-American Company the islands were
scarcely under any territorial jurisdiction, though in reality they were undoubtedly
subject to the rule of the" commander" of Kamchatka, a naval officer residing in
Petropaulski. With the advent of the Russian-American Company the direct control
of these islands went out of the hands of the Russian Government, but it seems that
the company took but slight interest in them until 18:!6, in which year they were
iucorporated into the Atklia District, with headquarters on Atkha Island. After the
permanent location of a colony, a Russian" overseer" was stationed on Bering Island.

When, in 1868, the Russian-American Company's regime was' at an end, the
islands returned to the jurisdiction of the "ispravnik" in Petropaulski, while the
remainder of the Atkha District became part of the United States by the cession of
Alaska to the latter. Kamchatka being, since 1855, only a district of the so-callell
Coast Province (Primorskaya Oblast), the adminiatration of the islands consequently
rested with the governor at Khabarovka, subject to the authority of the governor
general of Eastern Siberia at Irkutsk.

Thus things remained until the growing importance of the seal business dnring
the lease to Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co. made it desirable to locate a higher
official on the islands to represent the Government in its dealings with the company
on the islands and to govern the natives. Mr. Nikolai Aleksandrovich Grebnitski
was selected as the first "administrator," landing on Bering Island on August 21,
1877, and has continued as such up to the present time. His long retention in office,
coupled with the fact that his salary has been raised repeatedly, that lie has gradually
risen in rank, until he now holds that of a colonel, and that he bas been decorated
several times, is ample proof that he has conducted the affairs of the Commander
Islands to the full satisfaction of his Government.

As subordinates, two kossaks from Kamchatka were stationed, one on each island.
Since ]890, however, another civil officer has been located on Copper Island, acting as
Mr. Grebnitski's assistant there. Until last year, when he bad to seek a milder climate.
on account of broken health, this position was held by Mr. Nikolai Matveyevich
Tielmann. His successor was on his way to the islands in the fall of 1895, on the bark
Bering, but on account of the weather failed to make a landing and had to return to
Vladivostok.

One of the first things attempted by Mr. Grebnitski, after pntting the commuuity
affairs of the natives into shape, was to regulate the fur-seal business, 1.e., the admin
istrative portion of it as it related to the taking of seals on the rookeries, and the rules
first framed were embodied in an order (prikaz) dated April 28,1878 (o.is.), and the
second chapter of a regulation (predpisanie) of the following May 1 (0. s.).·
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In the latter a form was provided which, when filled out and signed by the over
seer and native chief, is returned to the office of the administrator. Printed blanks
are now furnished, and to illustrate this useful document a sample is herewith
appended, as follows: .

AKT.'

Rookery at Glinka, Copper Island.
Killed in drive June 6, 1881:

1, 059 pieces fur-seal bachelors.
2 females.°bulls.

Total.. 1,055 pieces.
Not accepted by the company for the following reasons:

(1) tooth-uiurked 3 pieces.
(2) cnt °
(3) undersized 2

Total not accepted 5 pieces.
Of these, the 9 tooth-marked skins were returned to the natives, the 2 under

sized olles rcere salted,
Accepted by the company, 1,050 pieces.

Overseer, COPI)er Island "'_ Sel'geallt Selinamof (signed).
'Clrlef, Copper Island AnastaslIadin (signed).

The receipt given by the agent is appended as a separate inclosure.

Gradually a set of elaborate regulations have been framed which govern the
rookery business. Such as differ from those in vogue on the Pribylof Islands are here
quoted from Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner's report for 1892 (Rept. U. S. Fish Oom.,
1892, p, 40), as follows:

None but natives are allowed to work on the rookeries.
A fine of 100 golden rubles is imposed b~' the Government upon anyone who kills a female fur-seal,

and 10 rubles for killing a pup, and such additional fine shall be paid as shall be imposed by the
natives themselves,

No person, native or otherwise, is allowed to wear boots with nails in them on the rookeries;
rubber boots or tarbasi I must be used.

Chewing or smoking tobacco, expectorating, or attending to the requirements of nature are
strictly prohibited Oil the rookeries.

Knives may be carried, but a stick with a metal ferule is uot permitted.
No small boys or females are allowed on the rookeries, and dogs must be left half a mile from the

rookeries during the breeding season.

Owing to the repeated raids on the rookeries, particularly those on Copper Island
inthe early eighties, by marauding schooners, which the natives in several cases had
to drive oft' by means of powder and ball, all experiment was decided upon to station
regular soldiers on the islands in order to protect them. In .Iuue, 1884, the Russian
cruiser Razboinik brought one officer and twenty-three men for Copper Island and
nine men for Bering Island. Five soldiers were stationed at the South Rookery of
the latter island, where they did good service in driviug off the schooner Sakhalien
and capturing one of the crew. In a few years, however, the soldiers were withdrawn,
and instead the watch force of the natives was organized in a military manner, one
Kamchatkau kossak on each island and two conscript soldiers of the reg'ulars, serving

1 Nutlve seal-skin moccasins.
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their time, acting as officers, under the immediate command of the administrator and
his assistant. Watchhouses are erected overlooking the rookeries, and the guards
provided with good spyglasses and rapid- firing army rifles. Stands of arms and
plenty of ammunitlou are kept in the Government building at the settlements.

The central authorities maintain the supervision of the local administration by
occasionally sending out an inspector, or "revisor," as he is called. His duty is to
ascertain the state of affairs generally, as well as the condition of the natives, to .
receive any complaints of the latter, and investigate their grievances.

A change has of late years been effected in the higher administration of the
islands, inasmuch as they have been transferred from the Department of the Interior
to the Department of the Imperial Domains, without prejudice, however, to the terri
torial jurisdiction of the governor-general of the Amur Provinces. The admiuistra
tive status of the Commander Islands is therefore now exactly parallel to that of
the Pribylof Islands in their double relation to the United States Treasury and the
governor of the Territory of Alaska,

CONDITION OF THE COMMANDER ISLANDS ROOKERIES.

PRELIMINAHY HEMAIIKS.

When, in 1882, Prof. S. F. Baird sent me to the Commander Islands to study their
natural history he also impressed upon me the desirability of obtaining some infor
mation in regard to the fur- seal and the sealing iudustry of the islands. Owing to
my hurried departure-I had only 48 hours in which to prepare for the expedition
destined to stay two years in the field-I failed to take a photographic outfit with
me. In default of photographs, however, I made numerous sketches of the rook
eries, and also undertook to construct maps of them by means of an azimuth compass
and a pediometer. I submit some of the sketches with this report in exact facsimile
of the originals; they have not been touched up in any manner (pls, 20, 41,42,43). For
that reason they appear extremely crude, but it is thought that they will be accepted
with more confidence in their present shape and carry with them more conviction than
if they had been fixed up or "improved" in any way.

The only photographs of the rookeries in their palmy days were taken by the
Russian Colonel Voloshinof, but with only a few exceptions they are not intended
to portray the totality of seal life on the individual rookeries, and for that reason
offer but scant material for comparison with my sketches of 1882-83, or my photo
graphs of 1895, the more so since the points of view in all instances except one are
different from mine. However, those that can be utilized in this connection I have
reproduced.

When photographing the rookeries last summer I made a special effort to obtain
views from the identical points from which I had made my sketches in 1882 and 1883.
Taking into account the different focus of the eye and the photographic lens, I think
a comparison between the sketches and tho photographs will establish the general
accuracy and truthfulness of the former.

When studying the rookeries in ]882-83, I did it with H. W. Elliott's Monograph
of the Pribylof group in my hands. In the main I found that his observations in
regard to seal life were applicable to the Commander Islands seals, and at the same
time that the conditions of the sealing Industry were also uearly the same on the two
groups, so far as could be judged from descriptions alone. There were minor points
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in which I found, or thought I found, differences, but ill the main I agreed, with one
notable exception, however, viz, the estimation of the number of seals on the rookeries.
Of course, his estimate rein ted only to the Pribylof group, and as I knew the latter

. only from his description, I felt bound not to criticise him. But I became sure of
this: His methods aud reaults did not apply to the Commander Islands. Elliott's
method was to ascertain the area of the rookeries in square feet and theu multiply this
with an average figure calculated from the number of seals, large and small, counted
on a certain piece of ground. But I found insurmountable obstacles. In the first
place, the method required not only a very detailed and accurate topographical survey
on a large scale, of each rookery, but the calculation of the area presented an exceed
ingly difficult problem. No two pieces of ground are alike. In some the beach is
smooth and the seals are lying close; others are covered with smaller or larger rocks
and stones, where the seals lie scattered as a matter of necessity. In other places,
again, there are open spaces or thin spaces. Then, 'again, the outlying rocks and reefs
defy close calcnla iion as to Humber and area. On Copper Island small herds of seals
would be found in corners and coves, on ledges of cliffs, and under overhanging rocks,
sometimes entirely out of sight aud most times beyond computation. I found that
every factor of the calculation would have to be estimated averages, and that these
averages in their turu had to be founded upon estimated items; in short, that the
whole calculation would have to be a product of guesses multiplied by guesses. As
we have to deal with large figures, it is evident that a mistake in the estimated factors
must result in disastrously great mistakes in the total number.

Suppose, for instance, that I had" estimated." the area covered by the seals on
both islands to be 4,000,000 square feet. If I "estimated" the average ground covered
by a seal (mother, pup, and bachelor) 011 the rookeries to be 2 square feet, I would obtain
a total of 2,000,000 seals on the Commander Islands. But, on the other hand, if I
guessed that on the average a seal, large and small, on the rookery occupies 5 square
feet-and this would possibly have been more nearly correct-l would get only a
total of 800,000 seals, large and small. According to this method, various persons
might estimate the number of seals Oil North Rookery, Dering Island, from 20,000
to 120,000, and yet it might be impossible to convince any of them that they were
mistaken.

A numeration of the seals being utterly valueless unless accurate, or at least
approximately accurate, I naturally regarded such an estimate of the number of seals
on the rookeries not only as useless, but as downright pernicious. Actual counting
being impracticable, and au individual judgment of the number being about as value.
less as the above method of calculation, unless acquired by a very long practice, I
gave up all attempts at presenting ligures.

When, after twelve years, I again visited these rookeries the same question con
fronted me. In one place, where I had au unusually good opportunity, I tried to make
au estimate of the average area occupied by a seal 011 that particular rookery. On
July IG, watching the seals before me on Kishotchuoye Rookery, Bering Island, I wrote
in my notebook as follows:

. Here is a harem right in front of me, 1 alkatch, 16 matki, and about as many pnps. 'I'hey are
lying ItS close together as about the average, and they easily cover a piece of ground 20 bJT.20 feet,
400 square feet, or more thnn 11 square foot per animal, pups and ail. Ten S11l1:11'e feet per animal for
this rookery is, therefore, I think, a fair estimate.
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But when I came back to the North Rookery and tried to apply my estimate, I
was entirely at sea. I could not make up my mind whether the seals on the average
were lying as close as above, or closer. Of course, I could see places where they were
thicker, and others where they were thinner, but [ could not, to my own satisfaction,
strike an average, if for no other reason, because there were great portions of the
rookery of which I could get no general view. Under those circumstances I would
have regarded it as the merest humbug to present any figures pretending that they
meant anything. Consequently, I wasted no further time upon getting at the probable
number of seals on the Commander Islands rookeries.

The only method which promises reliable results is the one adopted now on the
Pribylof Islands by the experts of the United States Fish Commission, viz, to
actually count the number of seals on several large tracts of rookery, each of the size
of an acre or more. In this wayan average per acre may be obtained, which, multi
plied by the computed acreage of all the rookeries, will give an approximate number
which may not be too far out of the way. But, unfortunately, this method is hardly
applicable to the Commander Islands, for various reasons, chief of which is the impos
sibility of making an actual count over a sufficiently large area to insure a reliable
average. The rookeries are so very different among themselves that it would -be
necessary to have a separate count of each of them.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CONDITION OF THE ROOKERIES IN 1882-83 AND 1896.

BERING ISLAND.

NORTH ROOKBRY, 1882--83. (Plato 7.)

When I first visited the northern rookery, thirteen years ago, there were three
distinct breeding areas, viz, the Reef and Sivutchi Kamen, counted as one; a smaller
patch between Babin and the creek, and Kishotelmaya. The bachelors hauled out
on many of the outlying rocks surrounding the reef, and also in the rear of it on the
smooth, white parade-ground. A large patch of them occupied the space back of the
breeding-ground at Babin, large numbers extending a considerable distance back on
the grassy area later in the season. Between the creek and Kishotchnaya there were
three patches of bachelors. The whole distance from Sivutchi Kamen to Blizhni Mys,
therefore, was practically one continuous seal-ground. The breeding-grounds at
Kishotchnaya were surrounded by a heavy fringe of bachelors, who also sported in
great numbers on the smooth, gravelly spaee in the rear of the rookery. South of
Kishotehnaya, between the latter and Maroshuik, were again two separate patches
of bachelors. In 1883 for the first time bachelors were known to haul out regularly
throughout the season on the beach called Kisikof, beyond Maroshnik. They used
to haul out there-and even as far south as Fontanka-Iate in the season, but their
permaueut sl!ttling on the beach in question was then regarded as an indisputable
proof that tbe rookeries were increasing. It was at this last-mentioned point that the
Otome, an English schooner, with a Japanese crew, made a raid during a dark nigbt in
August, 1883, and killed 300 to 40;) seals. The mate was captured by the natives and
the schooner the next morning by Mr. Grebnitski, on board the steamer Alcksander II.

The rookeries were in excellent condition, both as to quantity and quality. All
elasses of seals were well represented, and only skins of' standard size were taken.
This was particularly the case in 1883, when the company's representatives had very
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strict orders not to accept a single skin under 8 pounds. During that year 50 pel' cent
more skins could easily have been taken, but for business reasons' the company wished
to reduce the catch as much as posstble, and it was only after some strong pressure
was brought upon Captain Sandman by Mr. Grebnitski that he agreed to take as many
as he did.

It is a fact well worth mentioning that even in those days females and pups got
unavoidably mixed up in the drives. Tile percentage was not very great, but great
enough to be a distinct feature of the drives 011 this island. However, as the drive
progressed they were pretty successfully weeded out, aud comparatively few reached
the killing-grounds. Killable seals being plentiful, pods of females were allowed to
escape along the route of the drive, even though they might include a few bachelors.

NOI~TH ROOKERY, lS05. (Plate s.)

Upon inspecting the North Rookery again last summer I found a great change in
many respects. Before reaching the rookery itself the absence of fresh or decaying
carcasses on the killing-grounds was ill marked contrast to the noisome sight and smell
which used to form the first impression of the visitor arriving at the village, Nowa
days every carcass is utilized. The choice parts of the meat are saIted down in the
many boxes and barrels dotting the ground in the real' of the killing-grounds, while
the rest, including the entrails, are put in holes in the ground for winter food for the
sledge-dogs.

On the rookery itself the first change which struck me was the fact that the
entire beach between Babin and Kishotchnaya was depleted of seals-not a single
breeding seal between Babin and the creek, nor a bachelor-all the way to Kishotchnaya.
Later on I found that the hauling.grounds south of the latter place were also deserted.
Instead of the imposing' series of breeding and hauling-grounds from Sivutchi Kamen
to Kisikof, I found only two patches of breeding-grounds, now forming almost two
distinct rookeries-the Reef and Kishotcunaya,

I was prepared for a diminution of the seals, and it caused me, consequeutly,
no surprise. On the other hand, I was considerably surprised at finding ~.Tuly 8-10
and July 15-20) the breeding-grounds of the Reef outlined very much as I had seen
them in 1883.! The bulk of the harems were located on the western side of the Reef,
rounding the point of the" sands" and extending in a long, narrow horn south along
the eastern edge of the latter. A narrow band obliquely across the" sands" formed
a connection and separated off' an oval. bald spot of the white ground toward the
northern extremity of the" sands." It is a noteworthy fact that this" bald spot" was
an equally characteristic feature of the rookery in 1883 as ill 1895. But what I did
miss was another connecting band, viz, between the southeastern extremity of the
breeding-seals toward the one alluded to above. While thus the distribution on
the whole was the same as formerly, there was a perceptible shrinkage.in tbe width
of the areas covered by the seals, and it seems to me also in the density of the seals,
though of this I can not be so sure. The rookery is looked at so much from the side
that it is very difficult to judge correctly of the space between the seals.

1 When I first saw the rookery on July 4 it had not quite filled out yet, and I thought the depletion
very great indeed; there was then 110 sign of the oblique belt acrose the sands, and the seals at the
southeast corner formed It small, isolated herd.
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To show the changes from 1882 to 1895, I submit some illustrations and two maps,
which need some words of' explanation.'

The drawing submitted (pl. 20) is taken from a photograph of a pencil sketch made
by me July 30, 1882. Mr. Grebnitski, in going to St. Petersburg in the autumn of 1882,
was anxious to have it accompany his report, and upon his arrival at San Francisco
had a photographic copy made, which he sent me, and which is here reproduced. Like
most drawings, the vertical dimensions are exaggerated, but ou the whole it gives a
fairly accurate representation of the rookery. The inner edge of the breeding-grouuds
are obscured by an immense number of bachelors on the" parade" or "sands," but
the sketch shows pretty conclusively that the salient features are yet maintained.
The photograph by Voloshinof (pl. 27a), taken in 1885, unfortunately is not very clear, '
but there is enough in it to show that the breeding area, so far as it can be seen from
the direction of' the salt-house, has shrunk comparatively little. My photographs
(pI. 21) were taken from practically the same standpoint as the sketch aud Volos
hinof's photograph, and they afford as good a comparison as can be expected from
photographs taken at such a distance. Those taken from a somewhat different stand
point, viz, from the driveway (pI. 22), give perhapau better idea of the rookery,
small as they are.

The map representing the seal-grounds in 1883 (pI. 7) was sketched on August
21, and shOWS the distribution of the seals on that date-hence the lack of definiteness
to the areas of red and the extension of' the bachelor seals into the grass-covered area.
The map showing the location of the seals in 1895 (pl. 8), however, represents the seals
as they were located July 17 and Ul.

At Kishotchnaya I found the sallie state of affairs as on the Reef, only that the
patch had shrunk stillmore and the seals apparently covered the ground less densely
than on the Reef. This last observation, however, is not to -be relied upon, as the
breeding-ground can be looked down upon from a much greater elevation (70 feet),
though at a greater distance. Bachelor seals in small numbers hauled out on the
outer rocks and in among the females in the rear of the rookery, but the center of the
"parade" ground was deserted all summer, and never a seal entered the posterior
third of the latter, now covered with a scanty growth of tufted grass.

It was at once apparent that there was a low percentage of bulls on both rook
eries, though at the Reef I afterwards found that the condition was not quite so bad
as I first was led to believe. Upon my third visit to the rookery, when the wind was
favorable for approaching it from the west side, I discovered that there were a good
many more bulls proportionately to the females 011 that side than on the eastern half,
which is the one first reached and most commonly seen. The formation of the ground
made it utterly impossible to make a reliable estimate of the average number of females
to each bull by counting a sufficient number of harems. At Kishotchnaya, however,
the opportunities were more favorable, and on July 16 I averaged at the south end of

IDr. Slunin in his recent report (Promysl. Bog. Kam, Sakh. Komand, Ostr.) has beeu singularly
unfortunate in m iaundersband ing 1111 old map by MI'. Grebnitski with regard to the extent of the
rookeries on Beriug Island. Iu fhe legend on plate 7 the dotted areas are represented as being the
"rookeries according to Grebnitski." 1 have the original map, the so-called" Sandman-Grebnitski"
map. before me, and can assert positively that Grcbni tsk i never meant to represent the rookeries by
the dotted areas, which are nothing' else hut the reefssurrounding the island. Of course Grebnitski
did not intend to con vey the idea that more than 60 miles, or half the entire coast line of Bering Island,
were occupied by the rookeries.
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that rookery about 50 females to a bull, while at the northern end the harems appeared
smaller, most of those counted containing 15 to 25 females. A great many females
were in the water that day, however; so in all probability the whole rookery averaged
no less than 40 females to the bull. This proportion did not seem to be the result of
or to have caused any lack of vigor in the males, for there was quite a number of large
half-bull« skirting the rookery or hauled out on the outlyingrocks, .Iooking longingly
toward the breeding.grounds. .

The greater falling off' in this rookery was due to the decrease in . the number of
bachelors, But instead of affecting all classes this diminution was chiefly confined to
the younger ones. Last summer all the skins were weighed individually 011 a spring
balance as the killing went on, and an accurate tally kept. I submit helow a table of
weights of the skins taken in 13 drives between July 14 and September i 3,1895. From
this it will be seen that no single skin under 7 pounds was taken, and of this weight
only 235 skins; that in 4 drives not a skin under 8 pounds occurred; that in none of
the drives was the average weight less than !U pounds'; that of 6,725 skins, 5,558
weighed 9 pounds and over; and that the average weight of these 6,725 skins was
10.3 pounds. This table is also very interesting, showing how uniform was the size
of the animals driven during the whole period of two months. Its true significance,
however, can only be appreciated when it is remembered that the rookeries were
scraped absolutely clean, and that not a seal was allowed to escape that would have
yielded an acceptable skin. It can be stated with almost absolute certainty that there
was not a bachelor seal on North Rookery, Bering Island, of the class yielding
6·pound skins.

Weight of skins taken in 13 drit'es on North. Rookery, Bering Island, 1895.

1~ l1>s. -~s 11>s. I''''" ,mo. 'I'otal A""I.. . age.

53-:'1--
4
--2-~~: P(l~~:8.

60 8 I 0 545 10
161 5U 10 U 73a 10.7
140 90 0 0 610 10.9

50 2U 5 0 217 10.3
114 IU3 6U U 875 10.9
11 '20 IU () 189 10.6
36 40 61 0 '532 lU.3
17928 52 0 '005 10.6

as 14 16 U 232 HI.4
120 IUU 9 0 880 9.7
4U35 lU U 459 o.8

J16 17 12 U 194 9.8

-1~~~_=53~-250-.21~725 10.3-

teo 711>S.\811>S. 911>s. ~~~llll1>S' .

95.
........... 5 90 74 61 48
........... 4 70 90 237 75
.......... 0 53 110 138 211
.......... 0 42 f>4 140 150
.......... 9 35 40 27 31
........... 0 56 lU7 194 241
.......... 0 10 SO 60 48..~ ....... 25 100 lUO 8U 90
.- ........ 4 85 139 215 203
.......... 15 4U 35 28 46
.......... 104 211 171 62 lU3
.......... 50 93 80 66 85
........... 19 47 34 20 29

--'----
~3281~360ota!.. .... 235 932 1,064

~
I~

July 14
19
29

AllY;. 2
4
6
8

12
22
24
31

Sept. 10
13

T

Though not literally absent, the yearlings were practically so. From the next
table, which shows the number of each class of seals contained in the same 13 drives,
it will be seen that out of 29,112 seals driven to the killiug-grouuds only 540 were
yearlings, or 1.86 per cent, It was a constant source of wonder on Bering Island, in
1895, what had become of the yearlings. From time to time it was confidently
predicted that they would turn up "later," but they did not come at all. There was
a slight proportionate increase after the middle of August, but too trifling to amount
to anything. And again I must emphasize the fact that the rookery was scraped
clean in search of seals. This fact is startlingly disclosed by the following table, and
because of its great importance it requires a full explanation.
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Detail« of 18 drivcs on North Rookery, Bering Island, 1895, showing sex and pgc (If seals driven.

I
-

Remarks·l

Escaping.

Date. Killed. Total
Year· driven.Females, lings. Pups. )JulIs.

------------
1895.

July 14............................ 348 1,305 0 13 11 1,677
19............................ 545 1,090 11 69 9 1,724
29............................ 733 1,738 23 35 13 2,542

Aug. 2............................ 616 1,436 H 67 8 2.141
4............................ 217 770 9 35 7 1,047
6............................ 875 2,014 5 159 11 3,064
8 ............................ 189 1,134 5 63 4 1,395

12............................ 632 2,077 74 104 5 2,792
22............................ 905 2,928 173 295 8 4,309
24............................ 232 1,265 56 fil 4 1,608
31. ........................... 880 2.259 55 108 5 3,307

Sept. 10............................ 450 1,718 38 69 8 2,202 14 sta~y.
13............................ 194 825 77 115 3 1,214 51 stagy.

-----------1--.---
Total........................ 6,725 20,508 540 1,183 00 29,112

----=====------
Percentage of total driven ........ 23.10 70.05 1.86 4.06 0.33 100.00

--
Upon Illy arrival, in 1895, I impressed upon Mr. Grebnitski the desirability of

having such a census prepared, and sugg-ested that Selivanof, the kossak in charge of
the rookery, be ordered to undertake the work. Mr. Grebnitski, fully aware of the
great importance of knowing exactly what classes were represented in each drive, at
once took up the snggestion and ordered Selivanof to make a detailed tally of each
drive according to the scheme I furnished. The drive on July 19 I counted myself
conjointly with Selivanof, and the tally sheet is here produced to show how the work was
done and how much reliability can be placed upon it. The seals killed and those escap
ing from each pod, as it was culled and slaughtered, were separately counted, Feoktist
Ivanof Korsakovski counting the dead ones, Selivanof and I those allowed to escape.

Tally of drivc taken July 19, 1895, North Iiookersj, Bering Island.

Escaping. I Escaping.

Pod No. Killed. :1"e. Year· I Pod No. Killed. Fe. [year.

1...... 8 mal:: liPgS~ .~.~~~:..~..~~I~:.1 22......1--
2
-
0

mal::. lingS~ pup: .~,,:~l~~
2...... 9 35 ·l3...... 10 30 1 1 I ..
3...... 7 38 1 24...... 26 10 1 2 ..
4...... 13 28 25...... 11 21 ..
5...... 16 34 1 2 26...... 12 19 " 1 1
6...... 11 32 27...... 18 23 2 2
7...... 18 22 28...... 23 16 ··0· ..
8...... 11 28 1 20...... 28 43 6 ..
9...... 7 23 ........ 2 30...... 12

1

as 31 ..

tL:::: 1~ 2~ i 4 :::::::: ~L:::: ~~ ~r :::::::: ~ , ..
12...... 11 26 33...... 11 12 ..
13...... 6 20 34...... 7 21 1
14...... 9 26 1 .. 35...... 15 40 6 1
15...... 21 28 4 36...... 12 25 2 ..
16...... 3 34 37...... 10 23 2 ..
17...... 16 31 1 1 38...... 11 35 1 2 ..
18...... 9 28 ........ 30...... 30 51 I 1 2

~~:::::: ~g ~~ 2 3 :. Total.. 538 I:'ooo l-lil--6-01--0-
21...... 11 28 ..

The accuracy of the above tally is attested by tbe fact that the number of skins
taken in this drive was 545.. Sometimes the killed ones of the previous pod were
lying so close to those being couuted that it was difficult to ascertain the exact number,
in which case the smaller figure was noted. And so with the escaping ones. Selivanof
and I counted separately; if we differed, and a recount was not practicable, we took
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the lowest figure. The percentages are, therefore, very nearly correct. If there is any
error, it is in understating the number of females, but I am sure that the possible error
does not exceed 1 per cent.

The figures of the 13 drives in the table previously given were ascertained in the
same manner, and I have no doubt that they are essentially correct. No tally was
kept previous to the drive on July 14, and I fail ell to obtain the details of the drive
on July 24, but there is no reason to believe that the percentage of the classes was
different in these drives, except that I was informed that there were no females or pups
ill the first drive, J nne 13. In order to complete the record of this rookery for 1895, I
submit the following table of the skins taken in each drive during the summer season:

Total number of skins taken on North Rookery, Bering Island, during the sUl/lmer eeason. of 1895.
---_--.----

IDate of drive. Skins. Dato of drlvo, Skins.

- ._,--~

Jnne 13.......... 110 Aug. 6........... 875
Jnno 25.......... 187 Aug. 8 ........... 189
July 6........... 262 Aug. 12........... 532
July 14.......... 348 Aug. 22........... 905
Jnly 19.......... 545 Aug. 24........... 232
July 24.......... 1,057 Aug. 31. .......... 880
Jnly 29.......... 733 Sept. 10........... 459
Aug. 2.......... 616 Sept. 13........... 194
Aug. 4.......... -217 ---

Total ....... , 8,341

Looking again at the table of the classes in the 13 drives, we note that it was
necessary to drive off over 29,000 seals in order to obtain 6,725 skins, and that ot
those 29,000 no less than 20,568 were females. As already stated, there is no reason
to suppose that the percentage of females differed materially in the other 4 drives,
except one. If, therefore, we calculate the corresponding figures for a total of 8,231
(8,341-110) skius, we find that in order to obtain 8,341 skins, the total catch for the
season, it was necessary to drive off to the killing-grounds 35,741 seals, of all ages, of
which the astounding number of25,174 were females. In this count are not included such
females as were allowed to escape along the road of the drive, although the number
of females thus culled was comparatively few, as the men were afraid of letting a
single killable bachelor escape.

Nothing could better illustrate the straits to which this rookery has come. On
the other hand, nothing could better demonstrate how little the driving disturbs the
seals. Here is a rookery where the females have been driven probably as long as seals
have been taken, though not in the same proportion as now. Yet, the females return
to be driven over and over again, and the breeding·ground, is the part of the rookery
least affected in the general decrease.

A great amount of mortality due to starvation was observed among the pups, but
is here only alluded to, as I have treated of that question in another connection (p. 78).

SOUTH ROOKERY, 1882. (Pinto 9.)

This rookery, although probably the remnant of the innumerable multitudes which
Steller speaks of, has not been of much account of recent years. After the interreg
num, 1869-1871, it was so insignificant that no regular catch seems to have been made
until 1880, although occasionally, i, e., before aud after the season closed on North
Rookery, a few seals were killed at Poludionnoye in order to get fresh meat for the
main village, Nikolski. Thus, in 1878, 50 were killed in June and 30 OIl Novemher 5.
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The result was that the rookery was gradually increasing. Finally, in 1880, it
was deemed sufficiently large to station a small force of men under Mr. Volokitin at the
place, and in that year 787 skins were taken. It seems, however, that the capacity of
the rookery was underestimated and not enough salt was landed, so that no more could
be taken care of. In 1881, in spite of the complaint that although there are "many
sikatchi on both rookeries" there are" but few holustiaki, mostly in the water," the
South Rookery yielded 1,150 skins. The following year (1882) the catch was 1,410.

When I visited this rookery on August 21, 1882, I found the entire beach between
the first and second cape west of the waterfall covered with seals, the breeding seals
occupying the portion nearest to the water, the bachelors patches at both ends and in
the rear up to the inner grass-covered belt.

SOUTH ROOKERY, 1895. (Plate 10.)

How different when I approached the same ground again August 17, 1895, thir
teen years later almost to the date! Only a handful of female seals were left at the
extreme western end of the rookery.

I am very fortunate in being able to present copies of two photographs taken
by the late Colonel Voloshiuof ill 1885, which, as they are taken from almost the
same standpoint as one of my own (pl. 29), afford excellent comparison between
the conditions of Poludionnoye Rookery then and now. In the right-side half of
his double picture (pl. 31a) a series of smaller rocks in the water extends from the
beach to the outer end of the west reef. This series of rocks will be recognized
toward the lower left-hand corner in my photograph (pI. 29), and will serve to orient
the reader. It will then be seen that the entire beach, which, in my picture of 1895
is absolutely bare of seals, is covered with thousands in Voloshinof's picture of 1885,
and that the compact body of seals then extended even a good distance beyond. To
complete the comparison I add another photograph of mine (pI. 28) looking in the
opposite direction (toward the waterfall), which shows the utter desolation of the entire
beach beyond the little black patch.

As for the proportions of the various classes of seals on this rookery I found the
conditions to be similar to those on the North Rookery. It was reported in Nikolski
that there had been only 1 bull on the rookery in 1895, but upon inquiry at the rookery
I was informed by Nikanor Grigorief, the native in charge, that the actual number
of sikatchi had been 5. This number may be considered exact, and the number of
females to each bull was, therefore, probably nearly 100. There were plenty of pups
when I visited the rookery, and 110 barrenness of the females was snggested.

By dint of hard scraping no less than 564 skins were secured in 18~5, 159 of
them, however, between August 17 and September 9.

OOPPER ISLAND.

KA.RABELNOYJ<~ROOKERY, 1882-83. (Plate 11.)

The distribution of seals on this rookery, as I found it during the week July 3-10,
1883, is shown on the map (pl. 11). Every available space under the clift's was occu
pied by breeding females. Even the ledges at the foot of them and the lower portion
of the steep ravines were full of them. The bachelors were oblig-ed to be satisfiecl
with the outlying reefs and rocks, with the beach on the east side of Karabelni Stolp,
and the rocky beaches at Vodopad and beyond. The rookery was in excellent condi-
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tion, all classes of seals being well represented. In fact, there was unquestionable
proof that the rookery was increasing.

Curiously enough this fact was brought home to the natives located at Karabelni
by the circruustance that they were unable to obtain in good season the number of
skins required from this rookery. When I arrived at Karabelui ill the beginning of
July the natives were deeply concerned because of their failure to obtain the last 1,000
skins. As the families are paid for each skin brought to the salt-house, this meant a
serious loss to those stationed at this point. They finally decided to go to Glinka,
where the season was already over, and there got all the skins they wanted. In answer
to my inquiry as to the cause of their failure to obtain the skins at Karabelni I was
told that it was because the rookery was increasing. Self-contradictory as this state
ment appeared, it was nevertheless easily explained. The main hauling-ground of the
bachelors, i. c., the one yielding most skins and from which the seals could be driven, was
the Karabelui Stolp. Looking at the map (pI. 11) it will be seen that at the base of the
neck there was a large breeding-ground. The breeding seals were increasing here to
such an extent as to occupy the whole space along the beach and actually shutting off the
hauling-ground, thus making it impossible to drive any seals from that place. The men
were therefore obliged to take the skins at Vodopad and Krepkaya Pad, which meant
that they had to carry every skin on their backs across the island. When it is con
sidered that the population, even under ordinary circumstances, was rather insufficient
for the work, it may easily be understood what a hardship this increase of the rookery
involved. But not only the breeding seals were increasing, the bachelors were also
extending their territory. The result was that skins were taken in Maliuka Bukhta
for the first time. At this place the women did the skinning and carrying, for even
here the skins had to be carried, while the men were engaged at Krepkaya Pad.

In addition to the map I have submitted three original field sketches of the rookery
as I found it on July a, 1883 (pls, 41-43). While making no claim for artistic merit I
do claim for them sufficient accuracy for an intelligent comparison with my photographs
of 1895, which were taken from the identical standpoints. The sketches have not been
touched since I left the rookery in 1883 and are here reproduced in facsimile so as to
eliminate the possibility of even unintentional alterations.

KARABELNOYl~ lWOKERY, 1805. (Plato 12).

On July 31, 1895, l\Ir. Grebuitski and I landed in Stolbovaya Bukhta and pitched
our tent on the beach just west of the killing-ground. It was very foggy and the water
high, so that we could not pass the point into Martishina Bukhta, Next morning, at
4.:30 a. m., the fog still prevailed, but the water was low and we made our way along
the beach to the rookery. We passed on to the Stolp without meeting a seal, where in
1883 thousands of breeding' seals blocked the way of the drives. Only a small solid
patch, leaning on the south base of the cliff, remained, an isolated outpost at this end of
the rookery. At the Stolp itself we found a couple of small harems only at the north
ern end, and towards the southern extremity a small patch of bachelors, hardly more
than a dozen. In the distance I could discern through the fog faint outlines only of
the breeding-grounds.

After breakfast the fog lifted and I ascended the bluffs, which rise 300 feet above
the breeding.grounds. The photographs which are herewith appended (pIs. 38-40)
were taken from the various stations at the edge of these bluffs, marked on the maps,
care being taken to select the same points from which I had made my sketches twelve
years previously,

l!'. C. B. 1896-8
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I found that while on the whole the breeding grounds had retained their former
shape-necessarily, because of the natural conditions of the beach-there was a
great thinning out of the ranks of the females. At the same time a large area at the
northwestern end had become nearly depopulated. At first I credited the thinness
of the breeding herds to the bright weather, but another visit to the heights the next
morning showed no improvement.

That day I saw no bachelors, except the little patch at the Stolp; none at
Vodopad and Krepkaya Pad. At Malinka Bukhta, I was informed, they had ceased to
haul up several years ago. The next day we saw a few more bachelors-a somewhat
larger patch-at the Stolp, and two other patches, of possibly a hundred seals each,
one on each side of the Vodopadski Nepropusk.

But one feature that struck me with snrprise was the great number of bull» and
half-bulls. This abundance of old males was particularly interesting, coming, as I
did, directly from Bering Island, where this element was so scarce.

Pups were present in good proportion.
The decrease in the yield of this rookery has been considerable. While as far

back as 1881 u,500 skins were secured without trouble, it was impossible for the men,
in 1895, try as hard as they might, to secure more than 2,000. They were given full
swing and encouraged to take as many as possible, though they needed no special
encouragement, for the decrease in skins meant a, corresponding decrease in food and
comfort during the following winter. Moreover, the season was extended to the first
week of September, and yet with no better results. Between August 12 and Septem
ber 10 they could scrape together only 188 skins.

GLINKA ROOKERIES, 1882-83. (Pinto 13).

The capacity of Glinka used to be more than double that of Karabelni, having in
good years yielded over 20,000 skins. The best hauling-grounds were Palata, Zapadni,
and Pestshanaya, but bachelors then hauled out as far as Babinskaya Bukhta in the
south and Gorelaya Bukhta in the north. These distant grounds were only drawn upon
occasionally, and the grounds between Urili Kamen and Palata Mys furnished the bulk
of the skins. Of these Pestshani hauling-ground was the most prolific and the handiest,
although the driving- was very severe before the new salt-house was built, and single
drives yielding more than 4,000 skins from this place were no exceptions.'

The principal breeding-grounds occupied the inaccessible beach between the Stolbi
in Gavarushkaya Bukhta to Palata Mys, comprising Sikatchinslmya and Zapalata,
the gully and basin north of Palata, and, finally, the family grounds designated as
Zapadni or Zapadni Mys. Palata, to the looker-on coming over the mountains, was
probably the most impressive rookery view in the whole Commander Islands group.
The solid blackening masses of breeding seals, filling the gully to overflowing and
extending under the bluffs and along the beach on both sides, was a sight never to be
forgotten. My original sketch, made in 1883 from a prominent point 800 feet above,
is unfortunately lost or mislaid, and I am therefore obliged to substitute an elaboration
of it (pl. 52) made shortly after my return, probably in .Innuary or February, 1884. I
know it to be a pretty faithful rendering of the sketch, but of course the latter would
have been more authentic.

Zapalata and Sikatchinskaya were the mainstay of the rookery, however. There
the breeding seals were absolutely safe against all possible interruptions from the land

I Dr. Slunin reports that in 1887 a drive yielding 6,000 took place from this hauling-ground.
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side, while the bays themselves are wonderfully sheltered hy reefs and ontlying rocks,
thus affording admirable places of safety for the growing pnps, featnres which will
be fnlly appreciated by an inspection of plates 55 and 56.

To illustrate the condition of these rookeries during the palmy days of the business
I am fortunate enough to be able to copy a couple of Voloahinof''s photographs (pls,
53 and 57a) made in 1885, to which I shall refer more in detail later on.

GLINKA IWOKEIUES, 1895. (Plato 14.)

On the 2d of August I approached the Glinka rookeries in a boat from the north
and proceeded along their entire front from Lebiazhi Mys to Babinsknya Bukhta,
where we camped. I saw breeding seals in 1110st of the places where I formerly saw
them, but in vastly reduced numbers. Bachelors were also seen, but they were few
and far between. At Pestshuni hauling-ground, the place which once supplied many
thousands, and which even as late as 1893 furnished 3,137 skins, there was not a
single bachelor. True, a drive had been made from that place only a few days earlier,
which had resulted in 700 sldns, but these 700 skins were all that this famous hauling
ground yielded in 1895.

However, the location of nearly all the former hauling-grounds was marked, uot
so much by little bunches of a dozen bachelors or so, but, curiously enough, by a
line of black half-bulls. They had hauled up and occupied the beaches with regular
intervals, much as do the old bulls in spring before the arrival of the females; in
fact they were in a measure playing sikatch! These lonesome, patiently waiting
polusikatchi were first seen at the old hauling-grounds on both sides of Lebiazhi Mys,
and then on the west side of Peresheyek and of Pestshani Mys, and finally at the
eastern end of Babinskaya Bukhta, At these places they had hauled out by them
selves. But, in addition, hundreds of these nearly mature young bulls (or probably
mature, though not strong enough to fight the older ones) skirted the breeding
grounds, hauling out on outlying rocks and paying attention to the females coming
out for a swim or a trip to the distant feeding-grounds. On the breeding-grounds
dark-haired, vigorous-looking bulls abounded.

This superabundance of vigorous, mature males was a strongly marked feature of
the rookery. This is the more remarkable, if we remember that it was already late in
the season when I visited Glinka and that, although I stayed until August 11, I saw
DO diminution of it. The natives also informed me that on accouut of the still greater
number of bulls earlier in the season the fighting had been violent and incessant
on the rookeries. This abundance of bulls I. have been told has been noticed for
several years.

In strong contrast to this exuberance of virility was the thinness of the female
ranks. They spread over nearly the same territory as formerly, but the lines had
Shrunk and in many places there were large bare gaps. 'I'he magnificent Palata
showed many of the charaotoristio features that I knew so well, and yet it was only
the shadow of the old rookery. The line running backward up the gully was there,
but it was very thin and narrow and broken in places. A comparison of myoId
Sketch (pl. 52), taken at high water, with my recent photograph from the identical stand
point, low water (pI. 51), will give some idea of the difference I saw. Although taken
from a point somewhat different from mine, Colonel Voloshinof's photograph of' Palata
as it looked in 1885 (pI. 53a) fully bears out my sketch, when it is remembered that
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he was standing several hundred feet lower to the right and that consequently the
solid belt of seals at the base of Palata must look so much narrower on his picture
than 011 mine. My other photographs (pls, 48, 49), looking toward Palata and Sabatcha
Dira from the outlying rocks off the former, serve to more fully illustrate the discon
nected and thin character of the breeding-grounds in 1895.

And as with Palata, so with Zapalata. The change was less striking, though by
no means less radical. On the contrary, Zapalata, in proportion, was even more
deserted. It is a source of great satisfaction to me that in photographing this rookery
I happened to place my camera on the exact spot where Uolonel Voloshinof ten years
previously had exposed a plate, and although it evidently met with some mishap,
so that this picture is one of the less satisfactory ones, I have reproduced the two
(pls. 56 and 57a). On the whole light beach my photograph shows nothing but stones,
while the same area in Voloshinof''s is teeming with thousands of breeding seals. ~y

turning my camera in the opposite direction I obtained the other picture (pl. 55)
showing the same depleted condition.

To complete the series of photographs illustrating the condition of the various
parts of the rookery, I finally reproduce one by Mr. Grebnitski, taken from the rocks
in Sikatchinskaya Bukhta August 3, as I had no opportunity to photograph it myself:
It tells the same story (57b).

'I'he total number of skins shipped from Glinka in 1895 was 4,809 (including a few
hundreds of the autumn catch of 1894), a trifle more than one-half the catch of the
previous year.

In view of the great number of half-bulls and bulls it is interesting to note that
the skins both from Karabelni and from Glinka were unusually small. No regular
tally of the weight of the entire catch was kept on Copper Island, but upon onr arrival
there was a great complaint of the lightness of the skins, During my stay at Glinka,
from August 2 to 11, the natives were unable to take more than one small drive, in
spite of their anxiety to make more money and to obtain more fresh meat. The skins
of this drive were weighed according to Mr. Grebnitski's directions, who himself kept
tally. The weight of the skins was noted to the half pound, but to simplify the list
and make it easily comparable with the corresponding ones upon Bering Island I only
recorded whole pounds; a skin weighing 7~ pounds, for instance, I counted as 8
pounds, while 71 pounds was recorded as 7. Mr. Grebnitski's tally and my tally will
differ to that extent, but the average will undoubtedly be very nearly the same. This
average, it will be seen, is scarcely 711 pounds. When I visited Copper Island in 1883
the company refused every skin under 8 pounds.

Weight of skins brought to the salt-house at Glinka, Copper Island, August 8, 1895.

Weight.

Under 61 pounds (4! to 61) .

i~H~~i: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
}~ ~~~~~=: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
12I'ounds _ ..
13poUllds ····•
14jJOllIH]S .
15 pounds ••••·

Total number of' aktua. .. ..•... _.u_ .
Average weight of skins pounds ..

35
108
40
17
11

6
5
2
3
1

228

7.6
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COMPARATIVE CONDITION OF THE BERING ISLAND AND COPPER ISLAND ROOKERffiS, 1895.

In what little there has been said and written about the seal industry on the
Commander Islands it has always been assumed that the conditions, aside from the
difference in the physical aspect of the rookeries, were the same on both islands
constituting the group. And this was actually the case not very long ago, at
least in 1882-83, and, so far as I could ascertain, up to 1890. In that year, it is said,
the bachelors were becoming somewhat scarce on Copper Island and some active
work had to be done in order to secure the desired quantity, but inasmnch as this
quantity appears to have been the largest ever shipped from Copper Island, the falling
off can not have been excessive, though it may have been apparent on the hauling
grounds.

In 1892, however, the decrease in the numbel' of females on Copper Island became
serions enough to cause public comment, while on Bering' Island difficulty was
experienced in obtaining the requisite, though now limited, number of bachelors.

Whatever the cause of the recent disturbance of the equilibrium of the rookeries
on the Oommander Islands, each island has been affected differently, and the condi
tions to-day of the rookeries on Copper Island deviate radically from those of Bering
Island. It may be useful to compare them point for point.

In Bering Island the number of females in proportion to the mature males is
very much greater than on Oopper Island. This results in an apparent deficiency
in bulls on Bering Island and a corresponding superabundance of them on Oopper
Island.

In Bering Island the killable males are of great size, as proven by the weight of
the skins, which in 1895 averaged over 10 pounds. The greatest deficiency was
conseqnently in the younger seals, while yearlings were almost entirely absent. The
proportion between the ages of the killables was quite reversed on Copper Island,
where a lack of the older bachelors was seriously felt, while the great bulk of the
skins taken were from the younger classes, the skins averaging probably less than
8 pounds.

As for the pups, it may be stated that they·were abundant in proportion to the
females on both islands, and no difference could be discovered in that respect. On
Bering Island I found a considerable mortality due to starvation among the pups.
On Oopper Island no such thing was observed, but this negative result must not be
taken as a proof or even an indication that no such mortality took place. It must be
remembered that most of the breeding-grounds all Copper Island are inaccessible, and
that it is almost all impossibility to distinguish the dead bodies of the pups from such
a distance as it is necessary to watch them on Copper Island.

It was by the merest accident that I myself discovered the sad state of affairs
on Bering Island, for if I had not gone over the rookery after the wholesale raid of
the breeding-ground I should have remained in ignorance of the fact. 'I'he natives
themselves were either concealing it, out of fear that they would be blamed, or, more
likely, they were iguorant of the extent of the calamity. After the season is over the
natives keep aloof from the rookeries, as they are strictly enjoined from disturbing'
the breeding-grounds without necessity. The simple fact, therefore, that I can report
no unusual mortality on the Glinka or Karabelni rookeries proves nothing one way or
the other.
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RAIDING OF COMMANDER ISLANDS ROOKERIES.

The rookeries of Bering and Copper islands have always been a sore temptation
to marauding schooners, especially those of the latter island, where, in addition to the
fur-seals, there was a fair chance of obtaining a number of the costly sea-otters, a
few of which would go a long way to pay for the expenses and risks of such an
expedition. The material is not at hand for an exhaustive list of all the attempted
and accomplished raids on the Commander Islands rookeries, but I shall give a
sufficiently detailed account to show that considerable damage has been done by the
pirates.

Leaving out of consideration the possible raids during the flourishing times of
the whale fishery in the forties, and coming down to recent days, we find that at first
the raiders were attracted to Copper Island by their knowledge of the plentiful
occurrence of the sea-otter on that island, a knowledge gained by many of them
during their visits to tbe islands during the "interregnum." We thus find the Amer
ican schooner Three Sisters, Captain Herendeen, caught on .Iuly 22, 1879, at anchor
off the Northwest Cape of Copper Island, the mate and sailors camping ashore near
the sea-otter rookery. 'I'wenty-nine skins of grown sea-otters and 16 sea-otter pups
were taken from her, but also 123 fur-seals, which it was claimed, however, were taken
at sea. Instead of seizing the vessel, the authorities let her go with a warning. The
seal skins found on bel' proved that sea-otter was not the only game looked for, and
in the same year, on August 10, an unknown schooner, off Glinka, attempted to land
three boats, but the natives frightened them off.

'The year 1880 saw an increased activity on the part of the poachers, who were
much emboldened by tbeir successes in the Okhotsk Sea and the Kuril Islands. As
early as .Iuly 7 the Three Sisters, of San Francisco, Captain Beckwith, was seen at
anchor off Glinka Rookeries, killing seals; the crew was driven off by the natives
shooting at them. Mr. E. P. Miner (Brit. Counter Case, App., p. 113; Fur-Seal
Arb., YIII, p. 700) gives the following graphic account of' this raid:

She was chartered by H. Liebes & Co., and was supposed to he goinl-( out on a sea-otter and fur
seal hunting expedition, but as a matter of' fact all of us who shipped a~ hunters knew that the vessel
had been fitted out for a raid on the rookeries on tho Couunanrler Islunds, Early in .Iuly we started
from tho Alaskan coast for the Commander Islands, and about the middle of the month landed on tho
west side of Copper Island. W» lauded in the day time in a fog. There were three boats. We had
killcd about 800 seals before we were seen, but had taken none of them on board the vessel. A baid
arka with natives in it came along then, and we knew that warning would he given to the people on
the island, and we began skinning the seals. In ahout an hour what appeared to be Jifty men came
across the island to where we were, and began firing at us with blank cat'trfdges. We started oft' at
once, hut when some distance from laud began killing seals in the kelp. Then they fired on us with
bullets, and we went on the schooner. All the sk ins we got of the seals we killetl was 153. Before
we made the raid on the seal rookery we had anchored at the north end of Copper Island, where sea
otters are plentiful, and while there a buidnrka full of natives name out to us and served a warning
on the captain, telling him that he must not hunt within 5 mi les of the islands-the miles were,
I suppose, meant for Russiun miles. We went from Copper Isluud to the Kurile Islands to look for
sea-otter, and after getting one sailed on the 4th Augnst for San Francisco.

On ,July 13, 1880, a schooner was reported at anchor close to the beach of North
Rookery, Bering Island, and being discovered had probably but poor success. Not so,
however, with the schooner that raided the Glinka rookeries about two weeks later,
killing" a number of seals, say about 400." This (Jan hardly have been the Otsego, Cap
tain Isaackson, flying the Dutch flag, which was boarded on August 6 by the steamer
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Aleksamder II at Glinka, but was found to have "4 to 5 fur-seals only." On the next
day Mr. Grebnitski boarded the schooner Alexander, Captain Littlejohn. The latter
swore that lie had shot the 53 seals found on board, denying that he had been near a
rookery, and was warned off. Captain Sandman on August 12 confiscated 4 sea-otters
from the schooner Flying ~JI[ist, Captain Bradford, which was found at anchor "around
theNorthwest Cape (Copper Island) close inshore about 8' SE. from rocks," but with
" apparently no seals."

On September 1 the kossak and a watchman boarded the schooner Seventy Six,
Captain Potts, off the Southeast Cape, Copper Island, finding only one man on board,
the rest being on shore. The watchmen went after them, but the schooner's crew
made directly for the vessel as soon as they saw them coming, and got away. "On
shore the watchman found about 40 seal carcasses which the schooner's people had
killed and skinned, all bulls."

The raiders did not confine themselves to Copper Island by any means, for on
September 10 an unknown schooner visited the South Rookery on Bering Island,
killing about 25 seals, and two days later a schooner, possibly the same, was reported
"on the north side shooting seals at sea," but left on the approach of the steamer
Aleksamder II. After the departure of the latter, the schooner came in again on
September 13, but the whaleboat which was sent ashore was driven away, by the
natives firing at the crew, before any seals were killed.

Captain Littlejohn, in the schooner Alexander, evidently took no heed of the
warning given him, for on October Hi he was on the Glinka Rookeries and took
" some seals again," an exploit which he repeated on the moonlight night of the 18th,
when he secured "a number of seals (mostly cows) before morning."

Although the record for 1881 is not quite so black, it is in some respects fully as
interesting.

On Bering Island two schooners appeared at the North Rookery on October 8
and landed 6 whaleboats, killing many seals, mostly. females and young ones. Mr.
Grebnitski himself went to the rookery, bnt the schooner had already left. Exactly a
week later two schooners again arrived oft' the North Rookery, possibly the sallie,
landing 5 whaleboats early in the morning of October 16. This time, however, the
natives were prepared, and 40 of them, well armed with rifles, met the raiders. The
latter now opened negotiations, the captain offering a gold watch to the chief, money
to the men, and whisky to all for the privilege of taking 300 fur-seals. The natives
refused, and the raiders, after having examined some of the Berdan breech-loading
rifles and having received an affirmative answer to their question whether the natives
would shoot if they should attempt to kill any seals, withdrew. "Seeing that they
could do nothing, thcy put to sea."

It is probably to a raid in 1881 that Mr. S. L. Beckwith's testimony relates (Fur
Seal Arb., VIII, p. 810), in which lie states that as " a mate on the vessel Aleaxuuier,
belonging to Hermann Liebes, of which Captain Carlson was master," "in 1880, or
thereabouts," he "went ashore and raided Copper Island, and got about 100 seals, and
we would have got a great many more, for we had about 1,200 killed when we were
fire (I upon. A Jupanesoveseel was there the day before raiding and several of the
raiders were shot." 'I'his last information seems to tally with the following record
from Bering Island: "October 11. A schooner has been at Staraya Gavan. Buried
one Japanese."
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The fact was that the natives, incensed by the numerous raids, were using their
guns freely during 1881. Thus, earlier in the season the Annie Oashman, of San Fran
cisco, went to Copper Island, and MI'. E. P. Miner states (Fur Seal Arb., VIII, p. 701):

We lauded there one clear day, and in 1~ hours took 250 seals, and had them all on board before
the natives came to where we were. We went away then, but came buck the next night. \Ve were
fired on by the natives, and did not land.

It went particularly hard with the British schooner Diana" sailing from Yokohama
earlier in the season. She had been raiding various rookeries on the Kuril Islands
and finally went to Copper Island, where she came to grief. She anchored off Zapa
lata and a boat was immediately sent ashore. They did not reach it, however, for
behind the rocks a large band of natives, under command of the kossak, Selivanof,
were lying in wait. When the boat was well within range, the kossak gave the
sig-nal and a complete rain of bullets struck the unfortunate boat. One man was
killed, one severely wounded, and the boat, nearly sinking, made the schooner with
the greatest difficulty. It is said that fully 300 shots were fired by the natives. The
Dioma, now severely crippled, sought safety in flight, but on the way to Petro
paulski unfortunately fell in with a Russian man-of- war-the Strclolc, if I remember
rightly. The suspicion of the commander was aroused, an investigation made, which
resulted in the imprisonment of the crew and the confiscation of the vessel, in spite
of the plea of the captain that no raid was intended and that the boat was sent ashore
only to take water, of which the schooner was short.

The case was made the subject of diplomatic correspondence between Great
Britain and Russia, and the latter power sent a revisor to Copper Island in 188~ to
investigate the matter. His report was favorable to the natives, no doubt, for the
Russian Government, in recognition of their meritorious conduct, invested the native
chief of Copper Island with a silver-laced kaftan, while Selivanof was promoted to be
a sergeant and a beautiful Toledo blade was presented to him upon which was engraved
a suitable inscription commemorative of the occasion.

It was plain that something would have to be done to check this growing evil,
which had already been assuming alarming proportions, but the authorities were
puzzled how to proceed effectively, One or two large war vessels were already patrol
ling the region, but their service was very ineffective, as they did not take the risk of
going close nuder the foggy and dangerous coasts of the islands. It was thought,
however, that strict regulations for the whole traffic of trading and hunting in Russian
waters, which would leave the schooners 110 excuses or technical loop· holes, would deter
the marauders, especially in view of tho past experience, and seeing that the Bussiun
Government was in earnest in backing up the native.s in their defense of the rookeries.
A proclamation was therefore prepared and issued, first by the Russian consul at
Yokohama and afterwards also by the Bussiu.u consul in San Francisco, the publica
tion being specifically authorized by the Imperial Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
The consular warning was as follows:

NOTICE.

At the request of the local authorities of Bering and other islands, the undersigned hereby
notifies that the Russian Imperial Government publishes, for general kuow1edge, the following:

1. Without a special permit or license from the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, foreign
vessels are not allowed to carryon trading, hunting, fishing, etc., on the Russian coast or islands in
the Okhotsk and Bering Seas or on tho northoastern coast of Allia, or within their sea boundary line.

2. FOl' such permits or licenses foreign vessels should apply to Vladivostok, exclusively.
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3. In the port of Petropaulovsk, though being the only port of entry in Kamtchufka, such per
mits or licenses shall nob be issued.

4. No permits or licenses whatever shall be issued for hunting, fishing, or traIling at or on the
Commodore or Robben Islands.

5. Foreign vessels found trading, fishing, hunting, etc., in Russian waters without a license or
permit from the Governor-Gouernl, and also those possessing a license or permlt who may infringe the
existing by-laws on hunting, shall be couflacutcd, both vessels and cargoes, for the benefit of the
Governmorrt. This onactment shall be enforced heneerorth, commencing with A. D. 1882.

6. The enforcement of the above will be intrusted to Hussian men-of-war, and also to Russiun
merchant vessels, which for that purpose will carry military detachments and be provided with prol10r
instructions.

(Signed) A. PELIKAN,

Hi8 Imperial RU88ian Maje8ty'8 00118111.
YOKOHAMA, November 15,1881.

This proclamation was distributed to all outgoing vessels, and evidently had
some effect, as the raids during the years following fell off very considerably. A few
skippers, more desperate than the others, however, were still taking chances. Thus,
011 August 12, 1882, the schooner Otome, of Yokohama, with a .Japauese crew, but
European officers, raided the North Rookery Oil Bering' Island, though with disastrous
results. After haviug tried the watchfulness of the natives during dark and foggy
nights for more than two weeks, three boats were sent ashore from the Otome on the
]2tll of August after dark. At Kisikof, the southern extremity of the rookery, about
350 bachelor seals were clubbed, and the skinning was already far advanced when
the natives crept up to the pirates and captured the mate; the next morning the
schooner was seized by Mr. Grebnitski on board the steamer Aleksander II. The
Otome was finally taken to Vladivostok and condemned, The captain was charged
with piracy, but 1\1:1'. Snow, who had passage in the schooner, was allowed to go, as
there was 'no proof of his connection with the affair as owner or supercargo.

. The fact that the proclamation did not entirely stop the raiding, induced the
Russian authorities in ]884 to station a detachment of soldiers on the islands for their
protection, as related elsewhere in this report, and the schooner Sa7chalien, raiding the
South Rookery 011 Bering Island, fell the first victim to the regulars.

The captains of the schooners were becoming wary, and, to avoid being captured
within the 3-mile limit of the territorial waters, adopted the tactics of keeping some
distance at sea, only sending their boats or canoes to kill the seals on or off the rookeries,
as the ease might be.

The first schooner caught ill this practice seems to have been the British vessel
Araunah, Captain Siewerd, which was seized off Copper Island on .July 1, 1888, by
Grebnitski, in the Alcksamder II. The significant point was that while the schooner
itself was not nearer than G miles, two of' its canoes were hunting seals within half a
mile of the shore, and, in spite of the diplomatic remonstrances by Great Britain, Mr,
Grebnitski was fully sustained by Mr. Giers, the Russian minister for foreign affairs,
in his letter of August 1G, 1889. However, although caught as a raider, the Araunah
was in reality a regular pelagic sealer from British Oolumbia, with Indian hunters
and Indian canoes.
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PELAGIC SEALING AT COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The tactics described in the closing paragraphs of the chapter relating to the
raiding of the rookeries, of sending the canoes in among the breeding seals off the
rookeries, to kill them in the water while the schooner remained at sea, were the fore
runner of pelagic sealing around the Commander Islands. It was claimed by the crew
of the O. G. White, Captain Hagman, who gave themselves up (in 1890) to the author
ities on Copper Island, that they were blown ashore after having lost their vessel; but
the natives evidently thought differently, for they fired upon three of the boats as
they attempted to land, killing one man and wounding two, while seven bullets went
through the boats. However, as the schooner was not captured, the men were sent
back to San Francisco in the company's steamer. While it is trne that the James
Hamilton Leiois (formerly the Ada) was caught right under the South Rookery of "
Bering Island in 1891, by the Russian war vessel Aleut, it is certain that many of the
416 skins (90 per cent of which it has been stated were females) confiscated were killed
at sea.

When but few seals were left on Robben Island and the Kurils to raid, the schoon
ers fitting out in Japan turned their attention to following up the Commander Islands
herd on its northward migratious along the outer side of the Kuril chain, adopting
the regular methods of pelagic sealing. Owing to the necessity.of having heavier
and stronger vessels on that coast, because of the much more severe weather and the
consequent greater risk, the pelagic sealing developed much slower on the Asiatic
side than on the American, and played a comparatively unimportant role up to 1892. 1

The latter year saw the total prohibition of sealing in the eastern, or American,
part of Bering Sea, according to the modus vivendi between Great Britain and the
United States pending' the "fur-seal arbitration by the Paris tribunal. ~he sealing
fleet was already on their way when they were informed of the closing of Bering Sea,
the result being that quite a number of the vessels, rather than return home, made
straight for the Commander Islands to try their luck' there. No less than 32 Canadian
vessels crossed over to the Russian side after having completed their coast catch.
In addition, there seems to have been 5 British schooners sailing from Japan,
consequently altogether 37 British vessels, '1'0 these· must be added afew American
schooners, of which I have no detailed account at hand. Capt. Charles Lutjens, in
the Kate and Anna, caught about 150 seals" between from 40 to 100 miles south of the
Commander Islands, and these were seized and confiscated" (Fur Seal Arb., YIII, p.
714). The Henry Dennis obtained 189 seals, as detailed elsewhere in this report.

These facts are shown in more detail in the following table, which is extracted
from the record of the entire British Columbia sealing fleet, as given in the Twenty
fifth Annual Report of the Canadian Department of Marine and Fisheries (pt. II, pp.
60-61).

1 The British Bering Sea commissioners, writing' in June, 1892, could therefore state as a "fuct
that pelagic seallng, as undorstood on tile coast of America, is there [Asiatic coast] practically
unknown." It is probable, however, that the real beginuing was made already in 1~91, though on a
small scale. Capt. Chas. Lutjens, of San Francisco, owner of the schooner Hate ancl Anna, statee (Fur
Seal Arb., VIJI, p. 715) that on going into Bering Sea on June 6, 1891, he was warned ont, and went
directly to the Russian aide, where he got 450 seals. The Penelope, Capt. J. W. Todd,. of Victoria,
was also there that year ; also Beatrice, Capt M. Keefe, who got 500 seals there; Umbrina, Capt. J.
Matthews, 30 seals ; Maud S., Capt. A.. McKeil, and probably several others.
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Report of British. Columbia sealing fleet sealing 'in"Asiatio" watel's in the season of 1892.
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Lower
coast
catch.~""'

Lower Upper Asiatic

I
COURt coaat catch. Total. Schooner.
catch. catch.
------" ---

~i~1Annie E. Paint .. 186 412 1,010
I

Mary Ellen .......
Annie C. Moore .. 64 370 HOO Mormatd , .........
Ariotis . _____ .... 418 7:18 1,156 Mountain Chief....
Agnes McDonald .... ~ ........ 5Hl 373 064 Ocean Bedle .......
Brenda ........... 400 512 021 Oscar and Hattie.Carlotta G. Cox .. 4:16 1,005 6()6 2,7:17
C. II. Tupper.... 308 !lli7 542 1,817 Penelope.......... '
Carrnolito .......... 174 705 (seized.) 870 Uo~iu Olson .........
C,D. Rand ....... ~8 ........ (soized.) 28 Sen. Lion ..........
Dora Hiowercl ..... 224 6n 807 Sadie 'I'urpie ........
E . .B. Marvin...... 183 1,434 4:10 2, 045

1
'I'crosa _...... _. _.....

Bntol'priHo .. ___ ~. ........ 507 507 Thistle (at.r.) ......
Favourite ......... _. 450 .

20~ 652 ' 'I'rtumph•.........
Gl'llCVR ........ __ • 270 4~0 600

....~: ~~~. i
Umbrinu ..........

Henrietta ........ 44 108 (seized.) Victoria ..........
Maria ..•••.... ___ -._-_ ... ----_ ... (seized.)

~~;,ft~~'A~~~~~i~::Mascot .......... 107 220 110 446

1

Maud S .......... 185 760 748 1,702 'Walter 1,. Hieh .. 'I'
May Bello ...... 140 145 230 524 W.P.Hall.........

The total catch by the Oanadians alone amounted to about 17,000 skins.' Out of
this number probably no less than 14,000 were skins of female seals. Adding to this
the number of seals killed, but lost, those captured by the United States schooners,
and those shot during the northward migration during the spring of that year, it is
easy to conceive how enormous and irreparable must have been the blow inflicted upon
the breeding seals of the Commander Islands during the year 1892.

With over 40 vessels scouring the seas around the islands, their boats and canoes
following the female seals as they went to and from the feeding-grounds, no wonder
that the latter were discovered by the sealers, and in these places undoubtedly most
of the damage was done.

But not all the schooners were satisfied with taking the seals outside of the
territorial waters of Russia; they adopted the tactics of sending the boats inshore to
hunt off the rookeries, and as a consequence many of them had to feel the claws of
the bear. The Russian authorities, evidently in anticipation of what would happen,
had several cruisers patrolling her seas, and no less than seven schooners, one hailing
from the United States and the other six owing allegiance to Great Britain, were
captured by the commanders of the cruisers Zab'ia7ca, Captain de Livron, and Vitia-;-,
Captain Zarine, and by Mr. Grebnitski on board the company's steamer Kotik. The
schooners were taken to Vladivostok, condemned, and sold, except the Rosie Olsen,
which was rechristened the Prize and given to Capt. W. Oopp, of the Vancouver Belle,
on condition that he take 37 of the captured sailors to British Columbia. 'I'he other
sailors were sent home in the American ship J1[({jestic, except the men of the schooners
Marie and Oarmolite, who were taken to Vladivostok and then shipped to .Iapan,

The schooners, whose capture created a great excitement in Canadian sealing
circles, were as follows:

(1) O. H. White, of San Francisco, seized by the Zabia7ca Jnly IG, between Copper
Island and Bering Island.

1 Total of the"Asiatic catch" in the' above table ..•.........•.....•.. 14,804
Seized by Russian war vessels....... .••• 2,418

Total. 17,222
Some of the skins seized by the Rusaiana were taken on the Northwest coast.
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(2) Willie McGowan, of Shelburne, N. S., seized by the Zabiaka July 18,1 about
18 miles" southwest of Palata, Copper Island.

(3) Rosie Olsen, of Victoria, B. C., seized by Mr. Grebnitski, July 26, in 550 23'
north latitude and 165° 27' east longitude, or about 10 miles northwest of Zapadni
Mys, Bering Island.

(4) Ariel, of Victoria, B. C., seized by the Zabiaka, on July 28, apparently about
10 miles southwest of the Copper Island rookeries."

(5) YanCOtlVer Belle, of Vancouver, seized by the Zabiaka, on August 12, about
17 miles south of the southern extremity of Copper Island.

(6) Marie, of Maitland, N. S., seized by Mr. Grebnitski, August 21, in 54° 36'
north latitude and H18° 24' east longitude, or about 94'miles northeast from the south
end of Copper Island, the nearest land.

(7) Oarmolite, of Vancouver, seized by the Vitiaz (with Admiral S. O. Makarof
OIl board), August 29, in 54 ° 29' north latitude and 168 ° 2' east longitude, about 6
miles" southeast of the isthmus (Peresheyek) of Copper Island.

In addition, (1) one boat and crew belonging to the schooner Marvin were seized by
the natives on one of the Copper Island rookeries for killing seals. (2) Three boats
and crews having clubbed seals 011 the rookeries were captured by the Zabiaka on
July 21,9 miles from the southern extremity of Copper Island; they belonged to the
schooner Sayward. U~) Two boats and 6 sailors from the Annie O. Moore were caught
on one of the rookeries by the natives,

The number of skins taken from the British schooners was as follows:

Kamo of vessel. No. of
skins.

Mario .....•................................•.•..... 622
Rosie Olsen ........................................ 379
Carmol lte..... ...................... --_ ... ..._-_. 60S
Vancouver Bello. ...................................... 594
W. McGowall .....•.. _. ___.._................................ 76
Ariel .. _-_ .......... -..................................... 139

---
Total .......................................... 2,41S

The confiscated skins were sold by auction, part in Petropaulski, part in London.
The prize moneys from the sale of the schooners and outfits were distributed

among the captors.
It will be seen that all of the British schooners were captured outside of the 3·mile

limit, and diplomatic remonstrances and claims for damages were at once made by
Great Britain. The Russian Government appointed a special commission to inves
tigate the seizures, and found that the Marie, Rosie Olsen, Carmelite, and Vancouver
Belle were properly seized, as their boats had been sealing in territorial waters, while
-------~----~---------

J By some mistake the date is given as June 6 in the report of the Russian commission as rendered
in the 26 Ann. Rep. Cnnad. Dept, Fish., p. CLIX. .July 6, old style, is probably intended.

2 In the same report the diatance from the coast is g-ivf'n as 21 miles, althoug-h the position is said
to have been 5io 21' north latitnde and 1670 43' east longitude, which is a trifle more than 18 miles
from the nearest point of Copper Island.

3The positions and distances in the report quoted above are so contradictory that it is hard to
tell which is meant to be correct. Thus, in the present case, it is stated (p, CLIX) that "The schooner
Ariel was seized by the cruiser Zabiaka on the 16th July [OIl] style] at 3.30 a. m., in 54° 31' north
latitnde and 167° 40' cast Iongitude, At the time of the seizure she was making away from the coast
under easy sail, and was 21 miles from Copper Island." Of course both statements can not be correct.

·Seven in the report above referred to.
6 Eight miles according to the above report.
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the proof that the Willie 1I{cGowa,n and Ariel, or their boats, had been sealing inside
the 3·mile limit was considered insufficient. The findings of the commission are
rendered in detail in the Twenty-sixth Annual Report of' the Canadian Department
of Fisheries.

The experience of 1892 was conclusive proof that it was feasible for the schooners
to stay 20 miles away from the islands and yet send in their boats to the rookeries to
prey upon the breeding seals going to and fro. It was also made plain that there would
be very little chance of stopping the traffic by means of large cruisers patrolling the
sea. The Russian authorities, therefore, were very anxious to establish a prohibitive
zone around the islands wide enough to make it impossible for the boats to raid the
rookeries independently, the mere presence of the schooner inside of this limit being
evidence of' illegal sealing. Negotiations were progressing during the winter of 1892
and 1893 between the two governments, and finally, in May, 1893, a provisional agree
ment was entered into between Russia and Great Britain establishing a protective
zone of 30 miles around the Commander Islands and Robben Island. It is evident
that the Russian authorities at that time were unaware of the fact that the great
bulk of the skins taken by the British Columbia sealing fleet were obtained on the
feeding-grounds of the breeding females, and were also ignorant of the exact location
of these grounds, or they would not have rested satisfied with the zone of 30 miles,
which has been of but very little protective value to the seals. In view of the role
which the Russian acceptance of this 30-mile zone played in the establishment of
the GO-mile zone around the Pribylof Islands, it is important to remember that in
accepting the 30·mile zone the Russians had a much more limited object in view, viz,
to make it impossible for the pelagic sealers to raid the rookeries.

THE PROVISIONAL AGREEMENT (W MAY. 1893.

The provisional arrangement, which was to be entirely without retroactive force
as regards the British vessels seized in 1892, is as follows:

1. During the year ending December, 1893, the English Government will prohibit their subjects
from killing or hunting seal within a zone of 10 marine miles on all the Russian coasts of Behring Sea
and the North Pacific Ocean, as well as within a zone of 30 marine miles around the Komandorsky
Islands and 'I'ulcnew (Robben Island).

II. British vessels engaged in hunting seals within thc aforesaid zones, beyond Russian terri
torial waters, may be sotzed by Rusaiun cruisors, to he hnudcd over to Bri tish cruisers or to the nearest
British nuthorlties. In case of impediment or dlfflculty, the commuudor of the Rnseiuu cruiser lllay
confine himself to seizing the papers of the uforemcntionod vessels, ill order to deliver them to n
British cruiser or to transmit thorn to the nearest British uuthorluios on the first opportunity,

III. Her MajestJ"s Government engage to bring to trial before the ordinary tribunals, offering
all necessary guaranties, the British vessels which may be seized as huviugLeen engaged ill sealiug
within the prohibited zones beyond Rnssiuu tcrritoriul waters.

IV. The Imperial Rnsainn Government will limit to HO,OOO the number of Boals which mUJ' he
killed during "the year 1893 on the coasts of the islands of Komnndoralcy and 'I'ulenew (Robben
Island).

V. An agent of the British Government may visit the aforementioned islands (Komandorsky
and 'I'ulenew) in order to obtain from the local authorities all necessary information on the working and
results of the agreement urr iverl at, but care should be taken to give previous information to these
authorities of the place lind time of his visit, which should not he prolonged beyond a few weeks.

VI. The present nrrangcmcut has 1\0 retroactive force as regards British vessels captured pre
viously by the cruisers of the Imperial Russian Marine.
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The British Parliament enacted the necessary legislation (Seal Fishery, North
Pacific, Act 1893), an "order in council" was passed July 4, 1893, and the agreement
went into effect. The Russian war vessels the Zabiaka and the Yakut; the latter a
small transport, as well as two British cruisers, kept up a constant patrol of the 30·mile
zone.

Tbe success of 1892 and the continued closure of the American side of Bering Sea
during 1893 drove the great majority of the sealing fleet over to the Asiatic side early
in the season, and the Commander Islands herd was, therefore, preyed upon to a
previously unknown extent along the Japan coast during the migration, in addition to
the slaughter of the females Oil the feedinggrounds. No less than 35 schooners from
Victoria, B. C., were sealing off the Commander Islauds, mostly outside the 30·mile
limit, and made a haul of 12,013 skins, while 22 schooners had bunted off the Japan
coast, obtaining a total of 29,270 skins. It is stated that, in addition to the above
figures relating to the Oanadian fleet, the number of skins landed at Hakodate, Japan,
by American vessels was 18,587, and by Hawaiian vessels 3,212, a total of 21,799 skins.
A small percentage of these was undoubtedly contributed by the Kuril herd and
Robben Island seals, but it is safe to say that the pelagic sealing of 1893 yielded
about 60,000 Commander Island skins, the majority females. How many more were
wastefully killed and lost it is impossible to say.

I append a list of the Canadian vessels sealing on the Asiatic side in 1893,
extracted from the 'I'wenty-sixth Annual Report of the Canadian Department of F'ish
eries (pp. CLXYI-CLXYII), as follows:

Report of vessels of British Colum,bia scaling fleet scaling on the" Russian sidc," eeason. 1893.

F· Crows. Catch.

Tons. In· Boats. Canoos. Masters. Japan RussianWhite. dian. coast. side.
-------- ---

Vict01'ia, B. G.:
Triumph .............. 98 7 28 4 14. C.N.Cox.................. ........ 623
Sapphire .............. 108 8 26 12 3 Wm.Uox.................. . ~ ....... :141
E. n,Marvin .......... 117 27 . -- .. - 8

1.......7.
J.Gould ................... .- ...... 517

Mascot ................ 40 7 14 2 H. F. Siewerd .- ............. ........... B27
Dora Siewerd •........ 94 24 ... _.. 7 H. 0, Lavender ............ . ......... 4B4
Miunio ..•..... _....... 46 5 20 2 10 J.1'>fohrhollse ............. ........ 20
AnIlioE. Paint........ 82 2B ._..... 8 A. Blssett ................. . ........ 401
Diana ................. 50 19 ...... 6 i.. •• .... · A.Nelson 294
Mermaid .............. 73 23 ...... 8 W. H. Whit·.;I~y::::::::::: 940 B15
}'a\VD·.... _.. _..•.•.••. 59 3 21 2 10 Lc Mngnesen __ . ___ ........ - ........ 77
Ocean Bello ........... 83 25 . - ... - 8 .... _-- .. T.O'Lcary ................ 547
Arietis . _......... _.. _... 86 23 ... __. 7 ..... _.... A. Douglass ............... 920 464
Amoko................ 75 5 14 1 7 (L Heater. _.......... ~ .... ......... 46
Katharine ............. 82 6 19 2 9 W. D. McDougall ......... 363
Enterprtse ............ 69 24 ....... 7 - ... _.- .. J. \V.Tocld ................ 1,027 274
Agnes MoDonald ..... 107 25 .. - .... 7 .......... M. F. Cutlcr ............... 2,333 433
Vi"a ........ _... __ ..... 92 23 --" .. ' 6 .. _...... ,J. W. Andcrson 1,441 30
Umbrina ................ 98 24 ... _.. 7 ........ - C. Onmpbclf .... ::::::::::: 1,827 625
Vera ... - .............. 60 19 _.' .. ' 5 ......... W.Shields ................ 1,910 99
Otto ................... 86 8 24 2 12 M.Kecfe .................. ........ 397
Mary Taylor .......... 42 18 -- .... - 5 ._- ....... KShiclds ................. - ....... 240
Brenda ................ 100 26 -- .... 8 .......... U. E. Locke .... ~ ........ _.. 408
Lfb uie ................. 93 23 ...... 7 .......... F. Hn.cket.t ................ 1.242 389
City of San Diego ..... 46 14. ...... 5 ......... M.Pike ..................... 942 101
Geneva, _............... 92 26 ....... 8 ......... \Y. O'Lenry ............... 1,612 454
Casco ................... 03 19 .. _-_. 6 ......... O.Bnckloy ................ 1, ·j7B ll/9
Carlotta G. Cox ........ 76 24 .. ~ -... 7 .......... W.n.Byers ............... 2,396 376
Oscar and Hattie •..... 81 24 ........ 7 ........... W.E.Baker ............... 1,178 1,020
Teresa 63 20 ....... 6 ..... - ... E. Lorena. ___ ...... _....... 677 147
Sadie T;"ri;i~:::::::::: 56 24 _...... 7 --_ ...... C. Lc Blanc................ 927 475
MandS ................ 97 24 ...... 7 ......... R. B. MoKeil .............. 989 58
Mary Ellen ............ 63 23 ....... 7 . ......... \V. O. Hughcs ............. 1,573 406
Walter L. Rich........ 76 24 ........... 7 ......... S. Balcom ................. 517
Annie C. Moore 113 26 ........ 8 .......... J.Daley ................... 822 333
Waltor P. Hall.::::::: 98 23 ......... 7 . .......... I J. H. Brown............... 768 263

------- _.._-
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Wise by experience, the sealing fleet kept pretty well outside the 30-mile zone,
though the following seizures of British vessels were made:

(1) Minnie, of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Ya7cut, July 17, 21 miles
southeast of Copper Island.

(2) Aino7co, of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Ya7cut, July 22,16 miles
south of Copper Island.

(3) jlfaud S., of Victoria, British Columbia, seized by the Ya7cut, August 29, 22
miles southwest of Copper Island.

(4) Arctic, of Shanghai, seized by the Zabia7ca within the 30-mile zone.
Of these, only the Minnie was afterwards condemned.
The provisional agreement as given above was renewed in 1894 and 1895 for

those years. Owing to the threatening political aspects, as a consequence of the
Japanese-Ohinese war, the Russian Government had only one ship patrolling the
30·mile limit in 1895. The British cruiser Oaroline did patrol duty early in the season,
and was relieved by the Porpoise, Captain Francis R Pelly, commanding. No seizures
were made in that year.

As schooners flying the flag of the United States were also among the fleet
preying upon the Oommander Islands herd, it was found necessary to establish a
modus vivendi with the United States similar to the provisional agreement with Great
Britain. An arrangement, differing only in a few verbal changes from the latter, was
drawn up by the Imperial Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Giers, and signed in Wash
ington by the representatives of the respective governments on May 4, 1894. The
exact text of this arrangement, which" shall only be in force until further orders,"
is found in Executive Document No. 67, Senate, Fifty-third Congress, third session,
being the President's Message regarding the Enforcement of Regulations respecting
Fur Seals, p. 82.

The Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Canadian Department of Fisheries
contains an account of the Canadian pelagic sealing operations on the Asiatic side
during 1894, by Mr. R N. Venuing.froin which we quote the following abstracts:

The vessels this year operating in the vicinity of tho Russiuu Seal Islands are reported to have
kept well outside the protective zone, prineipally working about 100 miles southeast of Copper Island.
As a couseqneuee, the present year's operations are marked hy an almost total absence of interference
with the Canadian floet by Russiun authorities.

The only instance reported is that of a sealing boat of the schooner May Belle, of Victoria, B. C.,
.manned by .Ioseph Morrell, Charles K. Leclaire, and James Costin, which lost the vessel in a fog, and
after remaining out all night and failing' to find the schooner on tho following morning, the occupants,
fearing a storm which was threatening, made for the shore of Copper Island for shelter. They were
discovered and arrested before lauding.

The boat and her equipment were retained at Copper Island and the three men were taken to
Petropaulovskt, on the mainland of Kamchatka, where, aftcr a detention of 32 days, they were
handed over to Her Majesty's ship Daphne, tuken to Yokohama, .Iapun, and delivered to Her Majesty's
consul at that port.

Thoy were imprisoned, but released some four hours latcr, and informed by the consul that the
eharge against them was not sufficient for their detention. They were aeeonlillgly sent by Her
Majesty's consul to Victoria, B. C., lly Canadian Pacific Hailwny steamship, where they arrived on
the 20th November, 1894.

Claims for dumages have boon filed by the parties and by the owners of the sealing boat, and
representations have been made to Her Majesty's government on the subject.
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Catch.

Japan Vicinity

coast. f:l~~d~
Masters.Tons. Boats. Canoes.

White. df~.

Crews.

Report of vessels of British Columbia sealing fleet in the vioinity of Copper Island, season (894.
[From 27 Ann. Rep. Canada Dept. Fisil.]
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314

471

B5
296

505
250
2.'';0
200
197
86

153
176
433
343

531
558
120
274
171

86
21
81

1,263

6 1,703 .

8 O. Scarf 1,254
2 8 A. B. Whidden............ 1,043
8 C. Campbell __ 2,588
7 A • .l!'o]ger 1,733
6 A.Nel"oll ],96J
8 .. ~ _.. i C. E. Locke 2,383
8 A. Douglass............... 1,197
o O. Bucholz 1,926
8 l!'. Cole 2,584
2 10 L. Mag-nesen 1,471
19M. Reefe.................. 911
8 M. Cntler "'.'" 1,7U7
7 .r,B. Brown............... 7JO
8 W. H. Whiteley 1.603
5 M.llike : __ 1,304
5 E.ltohins 874
7 F. Hackett J,OIO
6 E. Shields . 925
7 'V. O. Hughes.. 1. (J09
7 J. Anderson 1,41)7
o G. Ferey 606
7 L.MeGrath 1,306
o W. S. Shields.............. 1,075

~ }~\~~r~~d·:::::::::::::::: 18i1
7 C.•J. Harris ,..... 2, 118
9 A. Bassett 1, 4117
9 W. O'Leary. J,01l2
7 F. Gilhert.... 1,102
6 '1'. O'Leary................ 51)0
8 C.Leblanc J,783
8 RoMeRie!.. J,341)
5 H.J. Lund................ GIl3
8 J. Allen................... 96
1 H. F. Siowerd............. 558
6 W. E. Bilker "''''.'

16

20
18

16

21 ......

22 ......
6

25
24
19
20
25
22
26
8
6

26
24
25
16
19
22
14
23
26
20
20
19
24
25
2:1
26
27
25
22
22
24
18
2'/

4
24

49

69
39
99
81
50

100
86
63
94
68
59

107
99
73
46
43
93
58
03
92
60
70
60
76
86
96
82
92
63
83
56
97
41
99
40
66

Victoria:
Enterprise .• ,., ••••...
Rosie Olsen .
Umbrina ....•.........
Oscar and Hattie ••....
Diana .

~~i~~\:::: :::::::::::::
Casco .
Dora Siowerd , __ __
Walter A. Earle .
Fawn _ .

~l~~ N.~P.o~~~~::::::
Mermaid .
City of San Diego .•••.
Mary Taylor .
Libbie .
May Belle ..
Mary Ellen .
Viva ,
,Y. P. Sayward .
Penelope .
Vera ..
Carlotta G. Cox.
Otto .
E. B. Marvin .
Annie E. Paint.•....•.
Geneva ..•...•....... __
Teresa .
Oee~n,:f;3ell~ .
Sadie Iurpw .
Mnud S .
Aurora _ .
Florenoe M. Smith ..•.
Mascot .
Pioneer .

Vancouver:
Beatrice .

United States:
Louis Olsen........... 435 .

L
~nnaMatilda . .. . . . . .. 7~.

. Josephine ::.:.:.:..:.:..:..:.:..:.::.:~ 48 ..

Total. ~ J:-:-:-:-= 49,483~

The pelagic sealing seasons of 1894 and 1895 are most notable for the excessive
number of skins taken during the migration and for the falling off in the catch on the
Copper Island feeding-grounds, indicating the approaching exhaustion of this locality.
But, in addition, the latter year is notable for being the first year in which pelagic
sealers have to any extent attacked the feeding. grounds of the Bering Island rookeries.

It has been long known that seals occurred in summer in the waters northwest of
Bering Island, from Cape Kamchatka to Karaginski Island; but it seems as if in 1895
the sealers repaired there systematically and with success. I am indebted to Mr. C. H.
Townsend for this information and for the following abstracts of the logs of the schoon
ers Ida Etta, sealing off Cape Nagikinski, and Jane Grey, sealing oft' Cape Afrika.

Schooner Jane Grey.

Date. Location. Seals.
"---

1895.
Aug. 16 560 44' N. 1640 251 E ........................ 28
Aug. 17 56° OW N. J64° 10' E ...................... 8
Ang.18 56° 00' N. 104° JO' E ...................... 2
Aug. 19 560 09' N. 164° 10' 1~ ...................... 1
Aug. 20 56° 09' N. 1640 10' E ...................... 13
Aug. 21 50° 09' N. 161° 10' E ...................... 13

Total .................................. 65
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Schooner Ida Etta.

Date. Looatdon. Seals.

1895.
Aug. 20 Cape NaglklnaJd, SW. 30 miles............. 37

21 Cape Nagiklnskl, SW. 20 miles............. 35
24 Cape Nagikinski, SW. 20 miles ............. 28
26 Cape Nagikinski, SW. 20 miles ............. 28
27 Cape Nagikinski, W. ao miles. ~ .... a~_ •••••• 10
31 Cape Naglkinskl, W. 30 miles .............. 3

Sept. 1 Cape Naglkinski, WSW. 25 miles .......... 25
2 Cape Naglkinski, SW. 20 miles............. 6

L
Capo Nagildnski, SW.311miles ............. 4
Calle Naglkinski, SW. 25 miles ............. 4

---
Total ................................ 180

129

I am also indebted to Mr. Townsend for figures relating to the catch of 1894, and
for the information that the total Japan coast catch for 1895 amounted to 31,048 skins,
and total catch of the pelagic sealers in Russian waters 7,684 skins; together, 38,732
skins. The Commander Islands herd, therefore, lost in 1895 no less than 35,000 seals,
the majority females, besides the unknown number killed without being captured.'

During the five years 1891 to 1895, inclusive, the" Asiatic catch" by pelagic
sealers may be summed up as follows:

Year. Nationality of vessels. Japan Russian Totals. Grand
catch. catch. totals.

--~

1891..
,

.......... - ............ '5,847.........................................
1802.. Cunuda ._ ........................ (1) 17,222 . ............ } t26, 752Uni ted States .................. (I) 1,224
1893.. Canada ........... __ ........... 29,270 12,013 41,28:1 } 63,082Unitcd States and Hawail ..... 21,799I>OM. C="", .••••..no. no no.

49,483 7,437 56,920 } 90,067United States .................. 31,376 1,771 33,147
1895.. Canada ........................ 18,686 6,605 25,291 } 138,732United States .................. 12;362 1,079 13,441

• From the report of Hon. Charles S. Hamlin, Assistaut Secretary, U. S. Treasury (Doc. 137, Sennto, Fifty·feurth
Cong.) Iat eess., l,t.1, p. 6). During that year 18,000 skins are recorded from "undetermined localities," some of which are
pl'obaolv UAaiatlC II in their origin.

t i'his total is derived from Mr. Hamlin's report (I. c.), The "Japan catch" of 1892 was therefore over 8,300.

It will be seen that the known pelagic" Asiatic catch" from 1892-95 was over
218,000 skins. Allowing the 8,000 skins for the Kurils and Tiuleni, the known loss in
that period to the Commander Islands herd was about 210,000 seals, apart from the
loss of wounded ones, etc. The number of seals killed on the islands in the same
period was 105,236. The pelagic catch was therefore twice as large as that on the
islands, while the loss to the herd from that cause was much greater. It is certainly
no exaggeration to say that the actual loss to the herd in those four years has a,veraged
100,000 a year, one-half of which were probably females, while even in the palmiest da,ysof
exclusi'l)e land seal'ing the loss only averagc(] 50,000 seals 1'1, yea,r, all males.

To illustrate and complete thia chapter on pelagic sealing I have had plotted on
map 1 the position of 11 schooners off the Commander Islands during the sealing' season.
The positions for each noon are connected by straight lines and the figures ropreseqt the
number of seals taken during the preceding' 24 hours. Extracts from the log books are
appended herewith. "I'he logs are given in extenso in the Fur Seal Arbitration case,
except that of the Henry Dennis, for which I am indebted to Mr. Townsend.

I Mr. Townsend has since informed me that the loss to the Commander Island herd is to be
increased by at least 10,000 seals, as shown by reports from consuls, etc., recently received.

F. C. B. 1896-9
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Catch of sealskins on board of British schooner Untbrina, 1892.
u _ --_.._---_ .._.--~._-- ~---- ~--~----~--.~---------_. -In.,.. Latitude. Longitude. Remarks. Daily Totals.catch.

---
1892. 0 I 0 I

July ~g 53 50N. 167 30E. Killed from schooner.......................... 2 855
53 50N. 167 30 E. . .... do ......................................... 1 856

23 53 40N. 167 10 Eo . .... do .................... .................... 1 857
24 53 40N. 166 40 I~. Boats out all day.............................. 17 874
25 53 50N. 167 00 Eo 12 886
26 53 40N. 166 an B. 65 951
27 53 30N. 166 25 E. 68 1,019
28 53 40N. 166 5U Eo 27 1,046

Aug. 1 sa 30 N. 166 50 E. a 1,049
2 sa 40N. 166 55E. 10 1,059
3 53 34 N. 166 40 E. 8 1,097
4 53 40N. 165 30 E. 65 1,132
5 53 45N. ]65 10 E. 72 1,204
6 53 55N. 16!) 10 E. 56 1,260
7 54 ION. 165 30 E- 10 1,270

10 5a 40N. 166 30 E. 1 Killed from schooner.......................... 1 1,271
11 53 47 N. 166 40B. 5 1,276
12 53 4U N. 106 50 E. Killed from schooner.......................... 1 1,277
16 53 55N. 167 00 E. 8 1,285
17 55 55 N. 166 50 J;;. 21 1,306
18 53 30N. 166 45 E. 25 1, :131
19 53 JON. 166 40 E. Killed from schooner.......................... 1 1,332
21 53 35N. 166 35 E. 15 1,347
22 53 35N. 166 45 B. 55 1,402
23 53 50 N. 166 35E. Killed from schooner.. '" ... , ..•.............. 2 1,404
24 51 OON. 166

35K I 6r I 1,466
25 53 5uN. !fl6 30 B. Killed from schooner.......................... 1,467
26 54 00 N. 166

~II:!::::::::::
1 1,468

I
30 53 35N. 166 2 1,470
31 53 30N. 166 3 1,473

620

Extract of return. 8howing the daie« on which seals 1verc taken, the numbel' taken each day, and the noon lJ08i.
tion on each euch. dates, of the schooner Maud S. on her 8ealing voyage for the season 1892.

of
s Latitude. Longitude.
n.

0 I 0 I

11 53 ION. 166 10 E
10 53 33N. 166 55 E.
10 53 33N. 165 29E.
12 53 12 N. 165 46E.
7 52 49 N. 167 22E.
1 53 24 N. 166 36 B.
7 53 24N. 168 04 E.
9 53 21 N. 168 08 E.
4 53 33 N. 168 09 E.
3 54 10 N. 167 11 E.
8 53 55N. 166 45 E.
2 53 50N. 166 59E.
0 53 44N. 167 04 E.
1 53 35N. 166 01 E.
1 53 33 N. 165 51 F.
3 53 35N. 165 49 E.
4 54 11 N. 167 00 E.
2 53 04N. . 166 401£.
5 53 53N. 165 14 E.
2 54 43 N. 164 58 E.
5 56 48N. 166 15 E.
8 56 il5N. 167 25 E.
2 55 39N. 167 57 E.
1 53 48N. 169 10K
7 53 22 N. 168 02 Eo
4 52 51N. 167 45 E.
6 52 46N. 167 HG E.
6 52 44 N. 167 58 E.
7 52 55N. 167 34E.
1 52 52N. 167 38E.
2 53 ,15N. 167 26 E,
0 53 14N. 167 38 E.
1 53 01 N. 167 08E.
4 53 06N. 167 08 E.
9 52 31 N. 167 19 E.

5

5
9
1

1
4
4
7

2
1

11
1
1

3
1
3

3

74

No.
seal

take
Date.

1892.

July it::::::::::::::::::
21. ..

. 22 ..
23 .
26 ..
27 ..
28 ..
28 ..

.Aug. 2 ..
3 ..
4 ..
5 ..
6 .
7 .
8 ..

10 ..
11 ..
13 .
14 ..
17 ..
18 ..
19 .
21. ..
22 ..
23 ..
25 .. : .
26 ..
27 ..
31. ..

Sept. 4 ..
5 ..
6 .
7 .

10 .
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Extract of l'eturn 8howing the daiee on which seale wel'e taken, the number taken each. day, and the noon
position on each such. dates, of the 8chooner Vancouver Belle on her seaUllg voyage for the 8ea80n1892.

8 52 E.
7 15 n,
7 00 E.
9 03K
o 32 E.
o 30 E.
8 30 E.
7 20 E.
6 10 E.
3 24 E.
o 24 E.
o 08E.
9 08 E.
7 35 E.
7 35 E.
7 001<1.
7 00 E.
7 10 B.
7 10 B.
7 33 E.
7 20 E.
7 35 E.
7 38 E.
7 20 B.
7 01 E.

: ::::: I

No. of
Date. seals Latitude. Lon

taken.
d~

1802. 0 ,
................... 3 54 11 N. 16
.............. -_.. 2 54 05N. 16
................... 1 54 04 N. 16
................... 18 54 I2N. 16.
.............. - ... 2 54 16N. 16
..... 0 ••••••••••••• 3 54 13 N. 16
............. -- .... 22 54 ION. 16
.................. 1 55 25N. 16
.. - ............ -_. 1 55 40N. 16
............ - ...... 1 55 16N. 16
................... 8 55 28 N. 17
.................. 2 55 OON. 16
.... _-- ........... 8 53 56N. 16
.................. 103 54 05N. 16
................ -. It 54 05N. 16
..... -_........ _-. 1 54 07N. 16
................... 1 54 15N. 16
............... -_.. 13 54 04 :N. 16
................... 1 54 ION. 16
........ - ......... 13 54 20N. 16
. __............... 5 54 12 N. 16
................... 14 53 54 N. 16
....... -_......... 24 54 ION. 16
.................... 31 54 13N. 16
.................. 1 54 20N. 10
..................... ~ .. 3 54 20N. 10
...................... 3 54 15N. 16---

296

July 4
5
8
9

10
13
14
16
17
20
25
26
27
28
20
30
31

Aug. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

L~
Extract of return 8howing the daiee on which seale wm'e taken, the nUlnber taken each day, and the noon

p08ition on each such.dates, of the schooner Beatrice ( Vancoul'er) on hel'8ealing voyagefol' the 8ea80n1892.

No. of I Total
Date. seals Latitude. Longitude. seals to

takeu. date.
_.----. --- -----~.

1802. 0 , 0 ,
.......... [July 24 ........................... 1 51 54N. 108 56E.

25 .........................·.. 3 53 17N. 167 48B.
26 ........................... 68 54 17N. 167 40 B. .......... ,
27 ........................... 112 53 54N. 167 56 B.
28 ........................... 10 53 38N. 167 30 B. !J07

Aug. 1 ........................... 4 53 28N. 167 01 1£.
2 ........................... 15 53 29N. 168 15 B.
B ........................... 28 53 50N. 167 18E. ..........
4 ........................... 28 53 23N. 168 15E. ..............
5 ........................... 47 53 36N. 167 34E. ...........
6 ........................... 75 53 26N. 167 36E. ...........
7 ........................... 8 53 22N. 166 07E. ............
9 ........................... 12 53 45N. 166 20B. .... - .......

10 ........................... 5 53 24 N. 165 52B. ....... - .....
11 ........................... 7 54 07N. 165 HI E- ..........
16 ........................... 12 5:1 21N. 166 37E.

:::::::::: I17 ................................. 15 53 ·18N. 167 04 E.
18 ........................... 14 53 ION. 167 21B. ......·..·1
21 ...................... 9 53 36N. 100 20B. ·...·.. ···122 ........................... 27 53 ION. 160 00 B. .............
23 ........................... 5 53 20N. 16ll 04E.Lnnnmnm_m_nn " 54 O!IN. 168 17 E. numl25........................... 1 53 32 N. 168 12E.

536

.............
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Extract of return s/lOwing thc dates on 1vhich seals were taken, the number taken eaoh day, and the noon
position on each such dates, of the schooner Arietis on her sealing voyage fOI' the season 1892.

-·~~INo. of Total
Date. seals Latitude. Longitude. seals to

taken. date.

1892. 0 I 0 I

21. .......................... 1 5408 N. 169 00 E. 480
22........................... 25 53 48N. 169 30 E. 505
25........................... 21 53 30N. 169 00 E. 526
26 ........................... 16 53 00 N. 168 45 E. 542
27........................... 160 53 20N. 169 00 E. 702
28........................... 17 54 OON. 168 45 E. 719
29........................... 1 54 OON. 168 55R 720
31. .......................... 5 54 ION. 168 30 E. 725
1. .......................... 3 54 00 ::-<. 169 00 E. 128
2 ........................... 5 53 45N. 168 45 E. 733
3........................... 13 53 40N. 108 30 E. 746
4........................... 118 53 20N. 168 15 E. 864
5 ....................... ; ... 154 53 20N. 168 20 E. 1,038
7 ........................... 16 53 40N. 168 45 E. 1,054
8........................... 3 54 00 N. 168 00 E. 1,057
9 ........................... 4 54 00 N. 168 30 E. 1,061

10........................... 3 53 45N. 168 00 E. 1,064
18........................... 14 53 00 N. 169 00 E. 1,078
22........................... 25 5230 N. 167 40 R 1,103
~4 ........................... 40 53 00 N. 16800 E. 1,143
29........................... 6 53 OON. 169 00 E. 1,149--

650

Aug.

July
1=

Extract of return showing the dates on 1vhich seals were taken, the nU'mber taken each. day, and tlte noon
position on each such dates, of the echooner Aqne» MoDonald on her sealing voyage for tile season 1892.

608
705
731
743
797
814
838
844
848
852
857
860
871
882
900
903
911 i

~~: I
~

Total Iseals
to date.

--
No.of

Date. seals Latitude. Lougitude.
taken.

1892. 0 I 0 I

~ ...... ~ -.......................................... 18 52 38N. 168 02 E.
.................................... 97 52 48N. 168 08 E.
.................................... 26 52 49N. 168 00 E.
... - .............................. 12 53 30 N. 167 35 E.
........................... -_. 54 53 52N. 167 05 E-
..... - .......................... 17 53 49N. 167 02 E-
.................................. 24 54 03N. 166 17 E.
............................. 6 54 07N. 165 05 E.
................................... 4 54 18N. 165 45 E.
................................... 4 i 54 05N. 166 35 E-
....... - ........................ 5 I 54 07N. 167 15 E-
............................... 3 54 02 N. 167 42 E.
................................. 11 53 42N. 165 37 E.
.............................. 11 53 43 N. 168 02 E.
............................. - .. 18 53 12N. 165 25 E.
................................... 3 53 05N. 166 10K
.............................. 8 52 45 N. 166 58 E.
............................... _.... 52 53 20 N. 167 42 E-
.................... _._w_w ... 1 52 28 N. 166 44 E.

--
I374

July 26
27
28

Aug. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

10
11
17
18
20
21

I ~;L
Extract of return showing the dates on which seals were taken, the nnmbcr taken. oaoh day, and the noon

position on each such dates, of the schooner Henry Dennis on her sealing voyage for the season 1892.

-~----~~---,.

No. of
Date. seals Latitude, Longitude.

taken.

1892. 0 , 0 I

.......................... 1 5687 N. 168 30 E.

..................... 13 5640 N. 168 38 E.

.................... 40 5627 N. 168 13 E-

.................... 108 5620 N. 168 07 E.

.................. 26 5637 N.

'~~...................... 1 5643 N. 16750 E.
--

189

Ang.l
3 .
4•
5 .

I LL

c
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Extract of return Bhowinll the dates on which seals were taken, the 1lumber taken. each day, and the noon
position on each such dates, of the BchoouCI' Annie E. Paint, on her Bealing voyage for the BeaBon 11:,92.

No, of Total
Date. seale Latitude, Longitude, senls to

tnkou. date.

1802, 0 , 0 ,
._... - •••• 0- ................. 5 52 55N, 166 40 E. 569
..... - .......... __............. 3' 52 32 N, 166 01 K 572
........................... 24 53 04N. 165 21 E. 596
........ , ..- .......... .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . 46 52 30 N. 165 30E. 642
······-0 .. ······ ..····.-.··· 53 52 41 N. 165 37 R 695
........................... 15 53 00 N, 166 40 E, 710
•••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 8 53 02N. 106 46 R. 718
............ - ............... 33 52 59N, 166 31 E, 751
......................... --. 8 52 48 N. 166 12 E. 759
....... _-.................. 26 52 58N, 166 14 E. 784
........................... 48 52 59 N, 166 25 E. 832
.. _- ........ -.- ............ 32 52 58N, 166 35 E. 864
............................ 13 52 01 N, 167 00 E- 878
.......... - ......... _-..... 16 53 OON, 167 30 E. 894
....... __................... 28 53 ooN, 165 58K 922
- .......................... 19 52 59N, 165 40 E- ."J............................. 44 52 OON. 169 llE. 985

---
421

,---

Aug. 3
4
5
6
8

12
17
19
21
22
23
27
31

Sept. 5
12
13
20L

Extract oj return. 8howing lite date« on 1flh'ielt seal» U'Cl'e taken, the 1l1Un1Jer taken each day, and the 1loon
pOBition on each Buchdatee, of the schooner .W. P. Hall on her Bealiug voyage for tho Bea80n1892.

o 00 E,
9 lOR
R 50 E.
8 40 E.
8 55 E,
8 40E,
9 00 E,
8 30K
8 55 E.
9 90E,
8 35E,
8 55 E.
9 35 E,
9 00 E.
8 30 E.

No. of
Date, seals Latitude. Lon

taken,

1892, 0 , 0

....... .......... 6 54 25N. 17

.................. 5 54 35N. 10
................. 59 54 30N, 10

.................. 19 54 20N. 16

.................. 15 54 oaN, 16

.................. 40 53 35 N. 16

.................. 49 53 30N. 10

.................. 36 54 05 N, 16

.................. 20 54 35N. 16

.................. 40 54 25N. 10

................... 10 54 05N. 16

.................. 27 54 ION, 10

.................. 8 53 OON, 10

.................. 30 52 55N. 10

.................. 2 52 20N. 10
---

366

C
I

July 21
24
27

Aug. 2
3
4
5
o
8
9

10
11
21

I ~¥L
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V.-CONCLUSIONS.
SUMMARY.

To gain a clear understanding of the fur-seal question, in so far as it relates to
the Rnssian Seal Islands, it may be well to .sumup the essential points as follows:

The topographical character of the rookeries on Bering Island and on Copper Island
are essentially different. On the former the grounds are low and accessible, and the
drives are unusually easy, in vol ving but little hardship on the seals,even compared
with the rookeries on St. Paul Island, Pribylof group. On Oopper Island, however,
the rookeries are situated at the base of high precipices, very difficult of access, and
the drives, from the mountainous nature of the island, are as harsh and trying as it is
possible to imagine.

Notwithstanding this difference in the topography, the conditions of seal life on
the rookeries were.practically alike on both islands previous to, during, and some time
after my first visit to the islands in 1882-83. It is an indisputable fact that the seals
were increasing markedly in number during that period on both islands.

Of late years the seals have been rapidly decreasing on both islands, the decrease
corresponding to the same phenomenon on the Pribylof Islands, but taking place
proportionately about five years later on an average.

When I again visited the islands, in 1895, I found the conditions of seal life on the
rookeries had so changed as to radically differ on the two islands. On Bering Island,
in addition to a marked decrease in killables, there was a notable scarcity of old bulls,
while the decrease in breeding females was less apparent. On Oopper Island, while
the nnmber of killables was small, sexually mature male seals were, on the contrary,
plentiful, and at the same time the number of females had decreased enormously.

Prior to 1892 the Oommander Islands seals had suffered but little from pelagic
sealing in general and practically nothing from preying upon the feeding-grounds of
the female seals, at the very time when the Pribylof Island sealing-grounds were
being rapidly exhausted.

Since 1892 the whole body of the pelagic sealing fleet has preyed, during the most
precarious season of seal life, largely upon the female seals visiting the feeding-grounds
off Oopper Island.

An unusual mortality of starving seal pups has not been observed until last year
on Bering Island, but the natural conditions of the Oopper Island rookeries are such
as to make it easy to overlook such a fact.

The 30-mile zone stipulated in the Russian-British arrangement of 1893 has only
put a stop to the raiding of the rookeries, but has been found utterly valueless as a
protective measure against pelagic sealing.

Therookeries of the Commander Islands will become exhausted within a few years
if the present conditions are allowed to continue much longer.

CAUSES OF THE DECREASE.

Three different causes, either of them alone, or in combination with the others,
pave been generally regarded as responsible for the undeniable decline of seal life on
the seal islands of the Bering Sea and North Pacific Ocean, viz, excessive driving of
the male seals, raids on the rookeries, and pelagic sealing. It may be well to inquire
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how each of these alleged causes applies to the conditions prevailing on the Russian
islands.

It has been claimed that the driving of the male seals results in sapping their
vitality and impairing their procreative powers, thus causing a double decline by
shortening the life of the individual and causing a smaller number of pups to be born.
I have elsewhere in this report discussed this question. Here it will suffice to simply
inquire, How do the facts observed on the Commander Islands agree with this theory'
I have already summarized the facts, but they will bear a brief repetition. On Bering
Island the driving is so easy that even the black pups driven in flocks with the
adults are uninjured; yet there was quite a deficiency in bulls, virile and otherwise.
On Oopper Island the drives are beyond comparison the hardest known anywhere;
yet there was a surplus of exceedingly virile bulls; and still, if we may be allowed a
comparison with the Pribylof Islands, we may add that the decrease in killables on
Copper Island is of a much later date than the corresponding decrease on the Priby
Iofs, Now, if the driving had had the slightest influence upon the numbers of the

. seals, how did it happen that the seals were increasing while it is a fact that the drives
have never been easier, but if anything rather harsher t Nothing seems more
clear and logical than this proposition, viz, that if the driving is the cause of the
decline, we should expect the falling off in bulls to have taken place on Copper Island,
and not on Bering Island; but the reverse is just the case. I am, therefore, com
pelled to absolve the driving of the responsibility for the decrease on the Oommander
Islands. .

The contention that the occasional t'aids practiced on the rookeries by marauding
schooners are materially to blame for the decrease has found but slight support, and
the experience on the Commander Islands does not substantiate it. 1 have shown
that the Commander Islands seals were increasing in spite of the numerous raids in the
early eighties; I have also shown how the little rock of Robhen Island has continued
to yield killable seals in spite of au unparalleled history of raids. It is safe to say that
the annual catch of the raiders of the latter island greatly exceeded that of the legiti
mate killing on shore, and yet the falling oft' in the yield is not greater than that of
the other islands.

There remains the pelagic sealing. Up to 1892 there was no startling decrease of
the female seals on the Commander Islands rookeries, while there had been for a couple
of years some difficulty in getting the former number of killables, In 1892 the sudden
invasion of tile whole body of the pelagic sealing fleet upon the unprotected feeding
grounds of the Copper Island female seals took place, followed by similar inroads iu
1893 and 1894. The melancholy decimation of the female seals on the Oopper Island
rookeries as witnessed by me in 1895 can be directly traced to this preying upon the herd
off Copper Island. The extension of the hunt to the Bering' Island feeding-grounds
ill 1895 explains easily the presence in greac numbers of pups starved to death on the
Bering Island Rookery, The somewhat earlier falling oft' in killables is attributable
to the increase ill the winter and spring catch off Japan.

The simultaneous or sequential occurrence of the above facts and phenomena is
evidently more than a mere. coincidence. As cause and result, they fit like a hand in
a glove, and I have been unable to resist the force of the logic which plaoes the blame for
the decrease of the Oommamder Islands seals ~tpon pelagic seal'lng, and upon pelagic
sealing alone.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS ON THE COMMANDER ISLANDS.

The Commander Islands seal herd, originally and at its best only half the numer
ical strength of the Pribylof herd, is being killed off so rapidly that in a season or two
it must become utterly unprofitable to hunt them in the open sea. If the destruction
is allowed to go on much further it is feared that it will take a very long time before
the rookeries can be to any degree restored, even under the most effective protection.

If, on the other hand, really protective measures could at once be instituted, I
am of the opinion that it will be possible to repair the damage within a reasonable
time. It may not be possible to bring back the palmy days of 50,000 skins a year,
but it might yet be feasible to render the business profitable to the natives, the
Government, and the fur trade.

This may to many appear as a rather optimistic view, but I base my opinion on
the well-established fact of the quick recovery and rapid replenishing of the rookeries
during the beginning of the lease of Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co., as well as
upon the wonderfully recuperative powers of the herds as demonstrated ill the history 
of Robben Island. A graphic demonstration of an estimated increase would bear
out this opinion, but as being chiefly speculatory, and therefore outside the limits
which I have endeavored to keep in this report, is here left out of consideration.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

The Oommander Islands being outside the boundaries of our own country, recom
mendations by the present writer as to the protection and management of the fur-seal
business may seem to be out of place. Perhaps, therefore, I ought to have- called the
following paragraphs suggestions rather than recommendations. The friendly coopera
tion shown by the Russian authorities, however, has led me to give these, my personal
opinions, a more definite form.

In the first place, any protection to be effective must be established by interna
tional agreement between all the powers directly interested, viz, Russia, Japan, Great
Britain, and the United States. Separate action is apt to be disastrous. It has thus
far not only resulted in protective regulations which do not protect, but the English
American modus vivendi of 1892 was unquestionably the beginning of the ruin of the
Commander Islands rookeries.

As to the measures to be recommended, it may at once be stated that only radical
and total prohibition can be effective. A short period of complete stoppage of sealing
will produce more good than three times as long a period of partial protection. The
recent history of fur-seal protection has shown the utter failure of halfway measures.

The special recommendations which I should be inclined to make are as follows:
(1) Total and absolute prohibition of pelagic sealing in the North Pacific Ocean

and Bering Sea at all seasons for at least six years.
(2) After that time total prohibition at all seasons in Bering Sea and Pacific

Ocean west of 1750 east longitude and north of 52° north latitude, or, if preferable,
within a zone of 150 nautical miles from the islands.

(3) Total prohibition of killing on land for one year..
(4) After that time bachelor seals to be taken on land not later than August 1.
The total prohibition of pelagic sealing for six years is thought to be sufficient to

restock the rookeries with females to the extent that at least an equilibrium of the
herd may be attained.
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One year's total prohibition on land is thought sufficient to furnish enough males
to start with for the increasing number of females. It is also supposed that there will
be enough males left every year from those not hauling out until August 1. The
reason why I do not advocate a longer prohibition of killing 011 land than one year is
that I regard a large surplus of mature males on the rookeries beyond the actually
indispensable number for the impregnation of every female as a check to the increase
of the herd. The herds on the Commander Islands, as well as 011 the Pribylof Islands,
must have been practically at equilibrium at the time of their discovery by man, and I
attribute this solely to the fact that there must have been a superabundance of males
sufficient to prevent an increase. The killing off of the superfluous number of males
must inevitably result in a rapid increase of the herd. Similar conditions exist among
other polygamous animals, which have been known to increase rapidly by the killing
off of a great number of the males.

The natives would have to be supported for one year, but that undertaking ought
not to be so expensive all the Commander Islands as it might appear at first glance.
The first thing to be done would be to exterminate the sledge-dogs on Bering Island.
They eat more seal meat and fish than the natives, and are a general nuisance. A
few Kamchatka horses would do much better service than all the .dogs, and, supple
mented with a few more good boats on the island, would suffice for transportation and
travel. The Bering Islanders, having nothing else to do during the whole year of the
prohibition, could easily put up an extra quantity of dried salmou at Saranna, which,
with the quantity saved from the dogs, would go a long ways toward the feeding of
the Copper Islanders. The latter, having still the sea-otters, could well afford to pay
the Bering Islanders something for the fish. Besides, it might be so arranged as
to have fox hunts on both islands during the year of the" zapuska," or prohibition.

There seems to be no good reason why the Governments in question should not
be able to agree upon some such scheme of protection, which appears to be both equi
table and effective. However, should both reason and self-interest prove uuavailing,
and it should be found impossible to effect a satisfactory protection, the question
naturally arises, What is to be done with the remaining seals ~

There would certainly be no reason for limiting the number of male seals to be
taken on land. The restriction placed upon the killing on the islands under the
present conditions results in nothing but a one-sided attempt at preservatiou of the
rookeries for the benefit of the pelagic sealers.

As for a total extermination of the herd, simply to prevent the pelagic sealers
from getting any more seals, it may well be remarked that the measure seems well-nigh
superfluous, as there will soon be no seals for the pelagic sealers to kill. A perusal
of the chapter on Robben Island might raise the question whether it would be effective.

However, the issue is not an actual one in the present case; for, so far as I
know, the Russian authorities are not publicly discussing the possibilities of such a
step. At the same time it should not be forgotten that Russia's position is more
advantageous than that of the United States in this respect, as it is bound by no
such moral obligations, much less legal ones, as would have confronted her had she
ever submitted the main points in the case to international arbitration.
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24.-Salt-house with skin chute, North Rookery, Bering Island. Natives making ready to carry the
bundled seal skins to the boats for shipping, August 13, 1895.

25a.-Beach at North Rookery, Bering Island. Group of natives with seal skins at the landing-place
waiting for the boats from the steamer. Salt-house in the background to the left.

25b.-Village at North Rookery, Bering Island. To the left the company's house; in the center the
kossak's house; in the background the yurts, or sod huts, of the natives (the new village).
From salt-house, August 13, 1895.

26a.-Reef, North Rookery, Bering Island, July 4,1895, about 2 P- m. Reduced copy of photographs
by C. II. Townsend. Breeding seals in three disconnected patches to the left of picture.

26b.-Same. July 9,1895, about 5 p. m. Photog-raph by N. Grebnitski, showing the breeding seals
occupying a continuous area; also the "band" across the "sands!'

27a.-Reef and Sivutchi Kamen, North Rookery, Bering Island. Photograph by Colonel Vuloshinof,
1885. From nearly same point as pl. 22, with which it should be compared for dietrlbuttou of
seals on breeding-ground.

27b.-Steller's Arch, near South Rookery, Bering Island, August 17, 1895.
28.-South Rookery, Bering Island, from the west (photographic station No.3, see map, pI. 10) toward

the waterfall. August 17, 1895, 2 p. m.
29.-South Rookery, Bering Ialaud, looking 'west from photographic station Nov L, August 17,1895,

noon.
30.-South Hookery, Bering Island. Females and Imps. From photographic station No.2. August

17,1895, noon.
31a.-South Rookery. Bering Island. Copy of photogrnph by Colonel Voloshinofto show distribution

of seals in 1885. Western half.
31b.-Same. Eastern half. Both from nearly same standpoint as my pl. 29.
32a.-Salt-house, South Rookery, Bering Island. Nikanor Grigorief~ the native overseer. September

9,1895.
32b.-Waterfall at South Rookery, Bering Island.
33.-Preobrazhenskoye village, Copper Island, looking west. In the background, Pestshani Mys, the

tops being hidden III the fog, and the company's steamer, Kotilc, at anchor. The nearest
light-painted house is the sehoolhonse ; the one farther back is the dwelling and office of the
assistant administrator; the dark houses to the right of it are the company's store, iuaga
zines, and d wclliug-house. .July 28, 1895.

34a.-Karabelni village, Copper Island, from the beach at mouth of river. August 12, 1895.
3<1b.-Glinka village, Copper Island, from the hill behind it. August 7, 1895.
35.-Glinka village, Copper Island, from the beach. In the middle ground the salt-houses to the left,

the government's house to the right. August 11, 1895.
3Ga.-Interior of salt-house, Glinkn, Copper Island. Seal skins in salt.
36b.-Same. Seal skins bundled, ready for shipment.
37.-Beach at Glinka village, Copper Island. Natives getting ready to leave for the main village after

having finished the sealing.
38a.-Karabelni Stolp, Copper Island, from photographic station No.4 (see map, pl. 12). August 1,

1895, noon.
38b.-Karabellli Stolp, Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. From bluff,photographic station Nov L

August 2, 1895,9.15 a. m .
. 39.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island, looking west toward Karabelni Stolp, from photographic

station No.3. August 1, 1895 11 a. m,
40.-Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Isiand, looking east toward Vodopadskl Mys, from photographic

station No.2. August I, 1895, 10 a. m,
41.-Karabelni Stolp, Copper Island. Pencil sketch by the author, .July 3, 1883, from photographic

station No.1, to show distribution of seals as compared with my photograph of 1895, from
same standpoint, pl. 38b.

42.-Karabelnoye Hookery, Copper Island, looking west. Pencil sketch by the author, July 3, 1883,
from photogmphio station No.3, to show distribntion of' breeding seals as compared with my
pbotograpli of 18il5, from same standpoint, pl. 39.

43.-Karabelno~'e Rookery, Copper Islnud, looking' east. Pencil sketch by the author, July 3, 1883,
from photographic station No.2, to show dlstributton of' breeding' seals as compared with my
photograph of 1895, from same standpoint, pl. 40. .

44a.-BolshayaBukhta, Kurabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. From reef at extreme end of Karabelm
Stolp. The snow patch at the beach is the same as the one seen near the lower Ieft-hand
corner in Ill. 40. From a photograph by Mr. Grebnitski, August 1, 1895,9.45 a. m,

-i4b.-Drive steps, Stolbovaya Bukhta, Karabelnoye Rookery, Copper Island. August 1, 1895. From
photogruphlc station No.5.

45.-Drive steps and waterfall, Vodopad, Karabelnoyo Rookery, Copper Island, August 2,1895.
46.-Palata, Copper Island, seen from Zapadni, to show character of beach. Photograph by Mr.

Grebnitski, Augnst 7, 1895.
47.-Palata beach, Glinka, Copper Island, showing the character of the reef. Photograph by Mr.

N. n. Miller, of the U. S. Fish Commission S. S. A1IJat"o88, June 4, 1892.
48.-Palnt-a Rookery, Copper Island, from a rock off the rookery. Looking up t!Io gully to the right,

Palata; mountains ill the backgrouml hidden in the fog. August 2, 1890, 2.3011. Ill. .
49.-Palata Rookery, Copper Island, from the same point as pl. 48, looking toward Sabatcha Dira,

'fop of mountains hidden in the fog. August 2, 1895, 2.30 p. Ill.
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50.-Palata Rookery, Copper Island, from nearly the same point as pl. 55, looking down the gully
toward Karabelui, In lower left-hand corner, slope of Palata; in upper right-hand corner,
Znpudni and Pestshani Mys, August 7, 1895, 12.30 p. m,

51.-Palata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island, August 7, 1895, 9.40 a. m, From hill north of Palata, on
map (pl. 14) marked 806 feet.

52.-Palata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From a sketch by the author, July 16, 1883. Standpoint
same as my photo~raphof 1895 (pl. 51) to show distribution of seals.

53a.-Palata Rookery, Gliuku, Copper Island. Photograph by Colonel Voloshinof, 1885. Stand
point a little farther to the right and lower down than my sketch of 1883 (pl. 52) and my
photograph of 18[/5 (pl. 51).

53b.-Zapadni Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. Photograph by Colonel Voloshinof, 1885. For com
parison with pl. 54a as regards distribution of breeding seals.

54a.-Zapadni Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From same point as pl. 51 (hill on map 14 marked
1;;06 feet) looldng west. The extreme promontory in the background to the left is Vodopadski
Mys, then follow Lebiazhi Mys and Postshan i Mys. August 7,1895.

54b.-Urili Kamen Rookcry, Glinka, Coppcr Island. Looking from Peresheyek toward Pestshani Mys,
which is hidden in the fog. Breeding seals among the stones in nhe foreground. August 3,
1895, 10 a. m.

55.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From base of crest of Palata (just beyond watch
house), looking toward Stolbi. August 7,1895, noon.

56.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From base of crest of Palata (same standpoint as
pl. 55), looking toward the extreme end of Palata. Auguat 7,1895, noon.

57a.-Zapalata Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. From a photograph by Colonel Voloshinof, 1885.
Standpoint exactly the same as my photograph of 1895, pI. 56, with which it should be
compared for distribution of the seals.

57b.-Sikatchinskaya Bukhta, Gl inkn, Copper Island, seen from the rocks off the rookery. Photograph
by Mr. Grebnitski, August 2, 1895.

58a.-Driveway from Zapadni Rookery, Glinka, Copper Island. Rainy morning. August 8, 1895,
7.30 a. m.

58b.-Driveway up from Pestshani hauling-grounds, Glinka, Copper Island. August 2, 1895.
58c.-Pestshani salt-house, near Glinka village, Copper Island. August 4, 1895.
59a.-Hutchinson, Kohl, Philippeus & Co.'s steamer Alekemulcr II, From a photograph by H. W.

Domes, Oakland, Cal.
59b.-ScllOoner Bobrik, Capt. D. Gramberg, in the harbor of Petropaulski. The guard-ship-of Robben

Island, belongiug to the Russian Seal-Skin Company. August 27, 1895.
59c.-Heduced copy of Choris's picture of fur-seals on the rookery at St. Paul, Pribylof Islands. Voy,

Pitt. aut. Monde, pl. xv.
60.-Salmon weir, "Zaporr," across the river at Saranna, Bering Island. July 20, 1895. The weir is

full of silver salmon.
61a.-Saranna village, west half, Bering Island. The salmon weir in the foreground. July 20, 1895.
61b.-Saranna village, east half, Bering Island. In foreground scaffolding with. salmon hung up to

dry. July 20, 1895.
62a.-Native dragging along a seal which is too tired to move. Drive from Zapadni, Glinka, Copper

Island. Angust 8, 1895, 8.45 a. Ill. Drizzling rain.
62b.-BallY skin-carder. Same drive.
63a.-Salt-hollse at Popofski, near Karabelui village, Copper Island. August 12, 1895.
63b.-Seals sliding down the lust embankment, Glinka village, Copper Island. Drive, August 8, 1895.
64.-Dead seal pups in wind rows, Heef, North Rookery, Bering Island. September 16, 1895, 8.15 a. m.
65a.-Petropllulski harbor, Kamchatka, from hi ll bohind the town. In the background, on the south

side of Avatcha Bay, the volcano Velntchinskaya Sopka. The men-of-wai', the British cruiser
POl'POi8C (white) and tho Hnssian transport Yakut (black), off the Russian Seal Skin Com
pany's wharf. August 26, 1895.

65b.-Petropaulsld, Kamchatka, from the Rusaian Seal Skin Company's wharf. In the background the
volcano Koriutskuya Sopka. The vessel anchored in the stream is the Russian transport Yakut,
September 2, 1895.

66a.-The Russian Seal Skin Company's wharf, magazines, and steamer Kotik, Capt. C. E. Lindquist,
at Petropaulski, Kamchatka. September 4, 1895.

66b.-IIeadquarterll of the Russian Seal Skin Company, Pctropaulski, Kamchatka. September 2,1895.
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Bul l. U . S. F. C . 1896. PLATE 15.

a. -s-H era cieusw "matwn, NORTH ROOKERY, BE RING ISLA ND.

a. -s-H era cieusn: "matn"" , NORTH ROOKERY, BE RING ISLAND.



Bull. U . S. F. C . 1896.

a. -WOODEN FRAME OF YURT , NORTH ROO I~ERY VILLAGE, BER ING ISLAND.

a. -WOODEN FRAME OF YURT , NORTH ROO I~ERY VILLAGE, BERING ISLAND.

PLAT E 16.



Bull. U. S. F. C . 1896. PLATE 17,

a .-NIKOLSKI VIL LAG E, BERING ISLAND.

a .-NIKOLSKI VILLAGE, BERING ISLAND.



Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. PLAT E 18 .

Cl.- COMPA NY 'S HOU SE, NIKOLSKI. BERIN G ISLAND .

Cl.- COMPANY ' S HOU SE, NIKOLSK I, BERI NG ISL AND.



Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. PLATE 19 .

a .-REEF AND SIVUTC HI KAMEN, NORTH ROOKER Y, BERIN G ISLAND, FROM SL EDG E ROAD.

a .-REEF AND SIVUTC HI KAMEN, NORT H ROOKERY, BER ING ISLAND , FROM SLEDG E ROAD.
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Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. PLAT E 2 1

a..-Western half.

a..-Western half.



Bull. U. S. F . C. 1896. PLATE 22.

a .- Western half.

a .- Western half.
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3HOTCH NAYA, NORT H ROOK ERY, BERING ISLAND , JULY 16, 1895. K ISHOTCHNAYA, NORT H ROOK ERY, BERING ISLAND , JULY 16, 1895.
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B"II, U , S, F , C , 189 6 , P LATE 25 .

a.-BEAC H, NOR TH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, NAT IVES READY TO LOAD SKINS INTO THE BOATS,

a ,-BEAC H, NORTH ROOKERY, BERI NG ISLAND, NAT IVES READY TO LOAD SKINS INTO THE BOATS,



Bull. U . S. F . C . 1896. P L AT E 2 6.

a .- RE EF, NORT H ROO K ERY , B ERING ISLAND, JULY 4, 1895. BREEDING SEALS IN THREE DISCONNECTED PATCH ES TO THE LEFT.

Redu ced f rom photogra phs by C. H. Townsend.

a .-REEF, NORT H ROO K ERY , BERING ISLAND, JULY 4, 1895. BREEDING SEALS IN THREE DISCONNECTED PAT CH ES TO THE LEFT.

Reduced f ro m photogra phs bJ' C. H. Town send.



Bull. U. S. F. C . 1895.

It .-REEF AND 'SIVUT CHI K AMEN , NORTH ROOKER Y, BERING ISLAND .

P hotom -aph by Colonel V o losh inof'. l R8.:;. 1" °0 111 II t ' Il I 'l y sn u u- sra ncl po i nt. n.s pla te 2.2.

, - - - - - -------- --- - - - ----_ .

I

It.- REEF AND 'SIVUT CHI K AMEN , NORTH ROOKER Y, BERING ISLAND .

Photo erap l i by olo ne l V o losh iuot'. 1 88.~. 1" °0 111 II l 'H I 'l y snuu- sraud po i ut. as plat e 22.

P L AT E 2 7.



G ISLAND , FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC STATI ON No. 3 (MAP, PL ATE 10). AUGI ERING ISLAND , FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC STATIO N No. 3 (MAP, PL ATE 10). AUGUST 17, 1895 .
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D, LOOKING W EST FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No.1 (MAP , PLATE. ; ISLAND, LOOKING W EST FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC STATION No.1 (MAP , PLAT E. 10). AUGUST 17, 1895.
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Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. PLATE 30.
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Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896.

a .- SALT .HOU SE. SOUTH ROOKER Y. BERING ISLAND.

(t .- SALT.H OU SE, SOUTH ROOKER Y, BERING ISLAND.

P LAT E 3 2.
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Bu ll. U. S, F . C. 1896 . PLAT E 34.

a. - KARABELNI VILLAG E, CO PPER ISL AND.

a .- KARABEL NI VILLAGE, CO PPER ISL AND.
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Bull . U. S. F . C . 189 6. PLATE 35 .
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Bull. U. S. F. C. rase. .

Ct . - Sea l skins in salt.

( t . - Sea l skins in salt.

PLATE 36 .
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8 ull. U. S. F . C . 189 6. P LAT E 38.

a .- F rom Photogr aphic St at ion No.4 (Map, plate 12). Augu st 1, 1895.

a .- From Photog raphic Station No.4 ( Map, plate 12) . August 1,1 895.
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BUll. U. S. F. C. 1896 .

ft .-Bol shaya Bukhta, from ex tre me e nd of Karabel ni Sto lp.

From a photog ra ph by N . Gl"ebu itsk i, A ugust 1, 1895.

PLATE 44.

a.- Boishaya Bukhta, from e xtre me e nd of Karabe lni St olp.

F ro m a photog raph by N. Gruhn itaki , A ug ust ], 1895.
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PALATA REEF, COP PER ISLAND.

Ph oto graph by K. B. Miller, J un e 4, 1892.

PALATA REEF, COPP ER ISLAND.

Photograph by K. B. Miller , J un e 4, 1892.
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COPP ER ISLAN D, FROM A ROCK OFF THE ROOK ERY , LOOKING UP THE GU:OPPER ISLAN D, FROM A ROCK OFF THE ROOK ERY, LOOKING UP T HE GULLY. AUG UST 2, 1895.
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oR ISL AND, FROM SAM E ST ANDPOIN T AS PLATE 48, LOOKI NG T OW ARD SAB iISL AND, FROM SAME STANDPOINT AS PLAT E 48, LOOKING T OW ARO SABA TC HA DIRA. AUGUST 2, 1895.
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ISLA ND. FROM NEARLY SAME STANDPOINT AS PLA T E 55, LOOKINC DOWN ; LAN D. FROM NEAR LY SAM E ST ANDPOINT AS PLA T E 55, LOOKINC DOWN T HE GULLY. AU GUST 7, 1895.
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Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. P LAT E 5 1.
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PLAT E 02 .



Bu ll . U. S. F. C. 1896. PLAT E 53.

a. - Palata Rookery, Copper Island. Standpoint a little farther to the right and lower down than plates 5 1 and 52,

a .- Palata Rookery, Copper Island. Standpoint a litt le farther to the right and lower down than plates 5 1 and 52.



Bull . U . S. F. C. 1896. P L ATE 54.

rt .-ZAPADN I ROO KERY, COPP ER ISLAND, FROM SAME POINT AS PLATE 5 1. AUGU ST 7, 1895.

a .-ZAPADNI ROOKERY, COP PER ISLAND , FROM SAME POINT AS PLATE 51. AUGUST 7, 1895.
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F PALATA, FROM SAM E POIN T AS PLA T E 55. A·UGUS·.RY, COPPER ISLAN D, LOOKING W EST T OW ARD END OF PALATA, FROM SAM E POIN T AS PLA T E 55. A·UGUST 7, 1895.
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Bull . U. S. F. C, 1896.

a .- ZAPALATA ROOKER Y, COP PER ISLAND. FROM A PHOT OGRAPH BY COLONEL VOLOS HINOF TO
SHOW DISTRIBUTION OF SEALS IN 1885. SAME STANDPOINT AS PLATE 56.

PLAT E 57.

a .-ZAPAL AT A ROOKE RY, CO PPER ISLAND. FROM A PHOT OGRAPH BY COLONEL VOLOSHINOF TO
SHOW DIST RIBUT ION OF SEAL S IN 1885. SAME STA NDPOINT AS PL ATE 56.



Bull . U. S. F. C. 1896. P LAT E 58.

Ct.- DRIVEW AY FROM ZAPADNI ROOKERY. COPPER ISLAND, LOOKING DOWN T HE VALLEY. AUGUST 8, 1895.



Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896.

a .- HUT CH IN SON, KOHL, PHIUPPEUS & CO'S ST EAM ER ALEK SANDER II.

b.-RUSSIAN SEAL SKIN COMPANY 'S SCHOONER BOBRIK , CAPT . D. GRCENBERG .

P LAT E 59 .

a .- HUTC HI NSON, KOHL , PHIUPPEUS & CO 'S ST EAM ER ALEK SANDER II.



Bull. U. S. F. C. 1896. P LAT E 6 0.
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Bull. U. S. F . C . 1896. PLATE 61.

a. - West ern half. with salmon weir.

r------::7.--------------------------..,..-~:::----.,

a. - Western half. with salmon weir.



Bu ll. U . S. F. C . 1896.

(t... ~-N a t lve dragging along a sen ! w hi ch is too tired to move .

(t... ~-N a t lve dragging along a sen ! w hi ch is too tired to move .

PLATE 62.



Bull. U. S. F . C . 1896.

ct. - SALT -HOU SE AT POPOF SKI , NE AR K ARABELN I VILL AGE,
COPPER ISL AN D.

Ct. - SALT-HOU SE AT POPOF SKI , NE AR K ARABEL N I VILLAG E,
CO PPE R ISL AN D.

PLAT E 63 .



ROOKERY , BERING ISLAND, SEPT EMB ER 16, 1895.
DEAD SEAL PUPS IN WINDROWS, REE F. NORTH ROOKERY, BERING ISLAND, SEPT EMB ER 16, 1895.
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Bul l. U. S. F . C . 1896. PLATE 65.

n . - From hill behin d tn e town .



BUll . U. S. F. C. 1896. PLAT E 66.

a.- Russian Sea l Skin Company 's w harf, magazines , and stea me r Kon k, Capt . C. E. Lindquist.




